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AbstratThis thesis presents algorithms and, in some ases, lower bounds for some fundamentalpattern mathing problems. In all ases, the algorithms are obtained by understandingand strongly exploiting strutural pattern properties. The following results are obtained.� Exat Complexity of String Mathing: We onsider the question of how manyharater omparisons are needed to �nd all ourrenes of a pattern string oflength m in a text string of length n. We show an almost tight upper bound ofthe form n+O(n=m) harater omparisons, following preproessing. Spei�ally,we show an upper bound of n+ 83(m+1)(n�m) harater omparisons. This bound isahieved by an on-line algorithm whih performsO(n) work in total, requiresO(m)spae and O(m2) time for preproessing. The following lower bounds are alsoshown: for on-line algorithms, a bound of n+ 94(m+1) (n�m) harater omparisonsfor m = 35 + 36k, for any integer k � 1, and for general algorithms, a bound ofn+ 2(n�m)m+3 harater omparisons, for m = 2k + 1, for any integer k � 1.� Parallel Two-Dimensional Pattern Mathing: We give the �rst time, spae andwork optimal ommon CRCW-PRAM algorithm for �nding all ourrenes of atwo-dimensional pattern of size m1�m2 in a two-dimensional text of size n1�n2.Our algorithm runs in O(1) time performing O(n1 � n2) work, following prepro-essing of the pattern. This improves the previous best bound of O(log logm)time with optimal work [ABF93℄, following preproessing of the pattern, wherem = maxfm1;m2g. A major portion of the preproessing step is the omputationof witnesses for the pattern. We show how to ompute witnesses for the pattern inO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work. No optimal parallel algorithm was pre-viously known for this problem. In the proess of designing the above algorithm,we also obtain some new periodiity properties of two-dimensional patterns.iv



� Parallel SuÆx Tree Constrution: We onsider the problem of onstruting thesuÆx tree of a given string s of length m in parallel. An O(m)-work, O(m)-spae,O(log4m)-time CREW-PRAM algorithm for onstruting the suÆx tree of s isobtained when s is drawn from any �xed alphabet set. This is the �rst work andspae optimal parallel algorithm known for this problem. It an be generalizedto onstrut the suÆx tree of a string s drawn from any general alphabet set toperform in O(log4m) time, O(m log j�j) work, and O(m log j�j) spae, after theharaters in s have been sorted alphabetially; here j�j is the number of distintharaters in s. In this ase too, the algorithm is work optimal.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionSearhing for a given pattern in a given text is a fundamental problem in omputer si-ene. The most fundamental and widely used pattern mathing problem is the problemof string mathing, whih requires �nding all ourrenes of a given pattern string in agiven text string. A natural generalization of this problem is the two-dimensional pat-tern mathing problem, where the pattern and text are both retangular arrays insteadof strings. A number of other generalizations and extensions of the above two funda-mental problems are of interest and have been studied, e.g., multiple pattern mathing,ditionary mathing et. In the multiple pattern mathing problem, a set of patterns isgiven along with a text and all ourrenes of eah pattern in the text are sought. Theditionary problem di�ers from the multiple pattern mathing problem in that the givenset of patterns is allowed to be preproessed so that all ourrenes of eah pattern inany given text an then be found eÆiently (in time independent of the ombined sizeof the patterns, if possible).The string mathing problem is known to have a number of linear time solutions.Perhaps the most widely known linear time algorithms for string mathing are theKnuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77℄ and Boyer-Moore [BM77℄ algorithms. We refer to themas the KMP and BM algorithms, respetively. The KMP algorithm uses a simplesweep tehnique. An amortization argument is used in the analysis to show a tight2n�m+ 1 omparison bound, where n is the length of the text and m is the length ofthe pattern. This algorithm does not use any strutural properties of strings. The BMalgorithm, whih has a better average ase performane than the KMP algorithm, wasonly reently shown to have a tight performane bound of approximately 3n omparisons[Co91℄. While the algorithm itself used only a simple sweep tehnique, the analysis relied1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2heavily on the onept of periodiity in strings, whih we outline next.A period of a string s is an integer x < jsj suh that two opies of s, one shifteddistane x to the right of the other, math wherever they overlap. By a lassial workof Lyndon and Shutzenberger [LS62℄, the various periods are known to be related ininteresting ways. In partiular, there exists an integer y suh that all periods less thanjsj2 are multiples of y. The analogue of a period for a two-dimensional array s is a shift(x; y) (x and y are the vertial and horizontal omponents of the shift, respetively) suhthat two opies of s, one shifted (x; y) with respet to the other, math wherever theyoverlap. The study of the relationships between the various periods of a two-dimensionalarray is muh more reent and was pioneered by Amir and Benson [AB92℄.As mentioned above, the string mathing problem an be solved easily withoutusing any periodiity or other strutural properties of strings. However, when \better"algorithms are sought (i.e., algorithms whih minimize the number of omparisons,either in the average or in the worst ase), periodiity properties beome important.In a two-dimensional setting or in a parallel setting, their role beomes inreasinglysigni�ant. All optimal parallel algorithms for string mathing [Vi85, BG90, Vi90,ABG92℄ use at least basi periodiity properties in their design. In two dimensions, itwas only after periodiity properties in two dimensions were fairly well understood thateven a linear time sequential algorithm was obtained [ABF92, GP92℄.This thesis investigates the omplexity of string and two-dimensional pattern math-ing and the omplexity of onstruting a suÆx tree, a fundamental data struture whih�nds appliations in multiple pattern mathing, ditionary mathing, data ompression,and elsewhere. The two fundamental tehniques used in the algorithms in this thesisare:� Developing and strongly exploiting periodiity and other ombinatorial propertiesof the patterns involved in eah problem.� Using interesting amortization arguments in onjuntion with the above for thepurpose of analysis.As mentioned above, the use of strutural properties and of amortization argumentsin designing pattern mathing algorithms is not new. However, our algorithms usestrutural properties in onjuntion with amortization arguments in stronger and moreintriate ways than most previous algorithms. The design of these algorithms, in allases, required and ontributed to a fairly thorough understanding of the ombinatorialstruture of the patterns involved. The spei� problems studied follow.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3In Chapters 2 and 3, we onsider the problem of determining the exat omplexityof string mathing, i.e., the exat number of omparisons required to solve the stringmathing problem as a funtion of both the text and the pattern lengths. With theexeption of [GG92℄, all previous algorithms had worst ase omplexities whih essen-tially were of the text size alone [KMP77, BM77℄. [GG92℄ obtained bounds whih weresomewhat weakly dependent upon the pattern length. We obtain almost tight upperbounds1 and lower bounds2 for this problem in terms of both the text and the patternlengths. The algorithm whih gives the upper bound was obtained via an in-depth un-derstanding of the periodiity struture of strings, i.e., how various substrings of thestring repeat within the string. This struture was used very strongly both in the algo-rithm itself and the aompanying amortized analysis. In addition, this struture wasused to guide the searh for patterns realizing the lower bounds. The upper bound ispresented in Chapter 2 and the lower bound in Chapter 3.In Chapters 4 and 5, we onsider the problem of performing two-dimensional pat-tern mathing in parallel. Prior to this work, the ombinatorial struture of two-dimensional patterns was not understood well enough to yield eÆient parallel algo-rithms for this problem. We obtain the �rst work and time optimal3 parallel algorithmfor two-dimensional pattern mathing on the CRCW-PRAM and CREW-PRAM mod-els [Ja91℄. This is done in two parts, namely, the pattern preproessing part and thetext searhing part. The text searhing algorithm 4 in Chapter 4 �nds all ourrenes ofthe pattern in the text, after the pattern has been preproessed; this algorithms takesonstant time and performs work linear in the text size. The pattern preproessingalgorithm 5 in Chapter 5 omputes an important data struture alled the witness tablefor the pattern in time double-logarithmi in the pattern size and work linear in thepattern size. This is the hardest part of the algorithm and required the derivation anduse of some new periodiity properties of two dimensional patterns, leading to a moreomplete understanding of periodiity in two dimensions.In Chapter 6, we onsider the problem of onstruting the suÆx tree of a string. AsuÆx tree is a powerful data struture for string proessing and �nds appliations in1Joint work with Rihard Cole [CH92a℄.2Joint work with Rihard Cole, Mike Paterson and Uri Zwik [CHPZ92℄.3Work denotes the time-proessor produt. An algorithm is work optimal if it ahieves the leasttime-proessor produt possible. Similarly, an algorithm is time optimal if it ahieves the least timeomplexity possible.4Joint work with Maxime Crohemore, Leszek G�asienie, S. Muthukrishnan, Wojtek Rytter[CCG+93, CGHMR92℄.5Joint work with Rihard Cole, Zvi Galil, S. Muthukrishnan, Kunsoo Park [CCG+93, CGHMP93℄.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4numerous string proessing and data ompression problems [A85℄. Optimal sequentialalgorithms for this problem were known sine the mid-seventies [W73, M76℄; however,these algorithms were inherently sequential. No work optimal parallel algorithm wasknown for this problem on the CRCW-PRAM and CREW-PRAM models. We obtainthe �rst work and spae optimal parallel algorithm for this problem [H94℄, again us-ing periodiity and some other ombinatorial properties of strings oupled with someinteresting amortization arguments.Eah hapter inludes a full survey of the history of its respetive problem alongwith a omplete desription of algorithms/lower bounds for that problem.



Chapter 2Exat Complexity of StringMathing: Upper Bounds
2.1 IntrodutionString mathing is the problem of �nding all ourrenes of a pattern p[1 : : : m℄ in atext t[1 : : : n℄. We assume that the haraters in the text are drawn from a general(possibly in�nite) alphabet unknown to the algorithm. We investigate the time om-plexity of string mathing measuring both the exat number of omparisons and thetime omplexity ounting all operations. As is standard, the time omplexity refers tooperations performed following preproessing of the pattern; prepossessing of the text isnot allowed. Our goal is to minimize the number of omparisons, while still maintaininga total linear time omplexity and a polynomial in m preproessing ost1.Note that if the algorithm is permitted to know the alphabet, then the failure fun-tion of [KMP77℄ yields a �nite automata whih performs string mathing by readingeah text harater exatly one. However, in this ase the running time depends onthe alphabet size.Perhaps the most widely known linear time algorithms for string mathing are theKnuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77℄ and Boyer-Moore [BM77℄ algorithms. We refer to themas the KMP and BM algorithms, respetively. The KMP algorithm makes at most2n � m + 1 omparisons and this bound is tight. The exat omplexity of the BMalgorithm was an open question until reently. It was shown in [KMP77℄ that theBM algorithm makes at most 6n omparisons if the pattern does not our in the1This hapter desribes joint work with Rihard Cole, reported in [CH92a℄.5



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 6text. Guibas and Odlyzko [GO80℄ redued this to 4n under the same assumption.Cole [Co91℄ �nally proved an essentially tight bound of 3n � 
(n=m) omparisons forthe BM algorithm, whether or not the pattern ours in the text. Apostolio andCrohemore [AC89℄ gave a simple variant of the KMP algorithm whih makes at most32n omparisons. Apostolio and Gianarlo [AG86℄ gave a variant of the BM algorithmwhih makes at most 2n�m+1 omparisons. Crohemore et al. [CCG92℄ showed thatremembering just the most reently mathed portion redues the upper bound of BMfrom 3n to (1 +p2)n omparisons. Subsequently, they have improved this bound from(1 +p2)n to 2n [Cr92℄.Reently, Galil and Gianarlo [GG92℄ gave a string mathing algorithm whih makesat most 43n omparisons. This was the strongest upper bound for string mathing knownprior to our work. In fat, [GG92℄ give this bound in a sharper form as a funtion ofthe period z of the pattern; the bound beomes n+ (n�m)minf13 ; minfz;m�zg+22m g.Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ gave a lower bound of n(1 + 12m ) omparisons. Foron-line algorithms [GG91℄ showed an additional lower bound of n(1+ 2m+3 ). An on-linealgorithm is an algorithm whih examines text haraters only in a window of size msliding monotonially to the right; further the window an slide to the right only whenall mathing pattern instanes to the left of the window or aligned with the window havebeen disovered. Reently, Zwik and Paterson gave additional lower bounds, inludinga bound of 4n3 for patterns of length 3 in the general ase [ZP92℄.Our ontribution is a linear time on-line algorithm for string mathing whih makesat most n(1 + 83(m+1) ) harater omparisons. Our algorithm requires O(m) spae andO(m2) preproessing time and runs inO(m+n) time overall (exlusive of preproessing).Independently, Breslauer and Galil disovered a similar algorithm whih performs atmost n + O(n logmm ) omparisons [BG92℄; this algorithm requires O(m) preproessingspae and time and runs in linear time.The following nearly mathing lower bounds are given in a Chapter 3. For on-linealgorithms, a bound of n + 94(m+1) (n � m) harater omparisons for m = 35 + 36k,for any integer k � 1, and for general algorithms, a bound of n + 2(n�m)m+3 harateromparisons, for m = 2k + 1, for any integer k � 1. In [CHPZ92℄, an extension of thetehniques presented in Chapter 3 were used to obtain a better lower bound for on-linealgorithms, i.e., a bound of n+ 167(m+1) (n�m) harater omparisons for m = 16k+15,for any integer k � 1.Even if exponential (inm) preproessing and exponential spae are available, it is notlear that the above upper bound an be ahieved (assuming a result independent of the



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 7alphabet size is sought). The diÆulty is that text haraters whih are mismathed mayneed to be ompared repeatedly. In order to minimize the total number of omparisonsthis has to be o�set by other text haraters not needing to be ompared. The hardestpatterns to handle are those whih have proper suÆxes whih are also pre�xes of thepattern. We refer to suh substrings as presufs. Our algorithm has two parts; a basialgorithm and a presuf handler. The basi algorithm handles patterns with no presufsand is also the ore of the algorithm for the general ase. The presuf handler opeswith presufs; its design onstituted the main hallenge in this work. Understanding thestruture of the presufs was a key ingredient in its design. Understanding this struturealso led to the new lower bound onstrutions given in Chapter 3 and in [CHPZ92℄.The avor of the algorithm is as follows. Initially, the pattern is aligned with theleft end of the text. Repeatedly, an attempt to math the pattern against the text ismade. When a mismath is found or the pattern is fully mathed the pattern is shiftedto the right. The goal is to maximize this shift without missing any possible mathes.The basi algorithm has the property that the length of eah shift is at least equal tothe number of omparisons sine the previous shift (or the start of the algorithm). Thisresults in an algorithm that performs at most n omparisons if the pattern has no presuf(the algorithms of [GG92℄ and [CP89℄ have this property too).The presuf handler annot quite math the performane of the basi algorithm(whih is not surprising given that the lower bounds for this problem are larger than nomparisons). Here the approah is to follow the basi algorithm until a suÆx whihis also a pre�x is mathed. The only possible mathes in whih a new instane of thepattern overlaps the urrent partially (or fully) mathed instane arise with an overlapby a presuf. Ignoring, for the moment, problems introdued by periodi patterns, it isthe ase that at most one of these overlapping pattern instanes an result in a math.An elimination is performed to determine whih one, if any, of the overlapping patterninstanes might result in a math. Following this elimination, a further non-trivial se-quene of omparisons is made; this an lead to one of two situations: another mathof a suÆx whih is also a pre�x, or a mismath whih auses a return to the basialgorithm. The presuf handler is invoked at most one for every m2 text haraters, andperforms a number of omparisons at most 2 greater than the number of haratersshifted over (atually, there are two possible senarios: an invoation after 34m textharaters and at most 2 exess omparisons, or an invoation after m2 text haratersand at most 1 exess omparison).This struture of the algorithm of Breslauer and Galil is similar; their analog of the



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 8presuf handler works in a ompletely di�erent way, however.Setion 2.2 provides several de�nitions. The basi algorithm is desribed in Setion2.3. In Setion 2.4 the presuf handler for non-periodi strings is presented. Setion 2.5gives a tehnial onstrution deferred from Setion 2.4. Finally, in Setion 2.6, theresult is extended to periodi patterns.2.2 De�nitions and PreliminariesA string v is a presuf of p0 if it is both a suÆx and pre�x of p0. Let x be the length ofthe largest presuf of p0. The period of a pattern p0 with length m is de�ned to be m�x.jxj is alled the s-period (or shift period) of p0. A string p0 is yli in string v if it is ofthe form vk, k > 1. A primitive string is a string whih is not yli in any string. Astring p0 is periodi if p0 = wvk, where w is a (possibly null) proper suÆx of v and k > 1.(A proper suÆx of v is stritly shorter than v.) The smallest suh v is alled the oreof p0 and the orresponding w is alled the head of p0. Note that the ore is primitive.A yli shift of p0 is any string vu where p = uv. jv and vj refer respetively to theleftmost and rightmost haraters in string v; on oasion, we will all these haratersrespetively, the left end and right end of v. Two haraters are said to be distane dapart if they are separated by d� 1 other haraters.Let p be a pattern with length m and period l. Let the text t have length n. p[i℄denotes the ith harater of p, reading from the left end; i is alled the index of p[i℄ inp. The same notation and terminology is used for string t.The algorithm will be omparing the pattern with substrings of the text with whihthe pattern is aligned; as the algorithm proeeds, the pattern is shifted to the right arossthe text. Eah possible alignment of the pattern with the text is alled an instane ofthe pattern.For eah pair of overlapping instanes of the pattern a loation at whih the twodi�er, if any, will be preomputed. This loation is alled the di�erene point of the twoinstanes. Note, however, that for a given pair, a di�erene point may not exist; butthis an happen only if the pattern has a non-empty presuf. Let p1 and p2 denote twopattern instanes, where p1[i℄ is aligned with p2[1℄; then difi is the di�erene point ifany; i.e., p1[difi℄ 6= p2[difi � i+ 1℄.Let q be a pattern instane. Those pattern instanes to the right of q, overlappingq, but whih do not have a di�erene point with q are alled the presuf overlaps of q.We quote a few useful results onerning strings.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 9sv0v x uuu uuu
Figure 2.1: PeriodiityLemma 2.2.1 [Co91℄ Suppose that string v mathes a proper yli shift of v. Thenv is yli.Lemma 2.2.2 Let w be a presuf of string v. If jwj > jvj=2 then v is periodi.Proof. See Fig.2.1. Let s = jvj � jwj. Let v0 denote string v shifted distane s to theright. Then the portion of v0 overlapping v is presuf w whih mathes the orrespondingportion of v. Let u denote the suÆx of v0 of length s. An easy indution shows thatv = xuk for some k � 2, where x is a proper suÆx of u. 2Lemma 2.2.3 If v is periodi and an be expressed both as x1uk11 and x2uk22 where xiis a suÆx of ui, u1 > u2 and k1; k2 � 2, then either u1 is yli in u2 or both u1 and u2are yli in some smaller string.Proof. Suppose that u1 is not yli in u2. Then we show that u2 must be yliin some smaller string u3. Repeatedly applying this argument with uj replaing uj�1,j � 3, shows that u1 and u2 are both yli in some smaller string.See Fig.2.2. Clearly, u2 is a suÆx of u1. Consider the suÆx u2 of the seond fromright ourrene of u1. From Fig.2.2, it an be seen that this suÆx equals wv, where vis a pre�x of u2 and w is a suÆx of u2. Therefore, u2 mathes a yli shift of itself andis therefore yli by Lemma 2.2.1. 22.3 The Basi AlgorithmIf p ontains only one distint harater then it is easily seen that the KMP algorithmmakes at most n harater omparisons. Further, if m = 2 and p onsists of two distint
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Figure 2.2: u2 is yliharaters then the Boyer-Moore algorithm makes at most n harater omparisons.Heneforth, we assume that m > 2 and that p has at least two distint haraters.The algorithm proeeds by eliminating pattern instanes as possible mathes. Itrepeatedly performs the following two steps: �rst, it attempts to math the leftmostsurviving pattern instane with the aligned text substring; then, it shifts to the nextleftmost surviving pattern instane.After a shift ours the strategy followed depends on the nature of the shift. Theorder in whih pattern haraters are ompared ensures that all the shifts satisfy one ofthe following two properties.1. A shift has size greater than or equal to the number of omparisons made sinethe previous shift. This is alled a basi shift.2. When Property 1 is not true, a proper pre�x x of p is ompletely mathed withthe text after the shift. Moreover, x is also a suÆx of p. This is alled a presufshift.Following a basi shift, the basi algorithm is ontinued; a presuf shift results in atransfer to the presuf handler.The following observation is the key to the basi algorithm. Consider two overlappinginstanes of the pattern p. Then omparing either of the two pattern haraters at theirdi�erene point with the aligned text harater is sure to eliminate one of the twopattern instanes from being a potential math. So long as the overlap is not a presufof p, there will be a di�erene point.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 11More formally, let pa and pb be the two leftmost surviving pattern instanes, where pbis not a presuf overlap of pa. Let d be the di�erene point of pa and pb. pa[d℄ is omparedwith the aligned text harater. A math eliminates pb; a mismath eliminates pa.Next, we give the exat sequene of omparisons made by the above strategy. Wepreompute the following sequene S. S is the sequene of indies dif2; dif3; � � � ; difmomitting repetitions and unde�ned indies. Heneforth, where no ambiguity will re-sult, we will use the sequene S to refer both to the indies it ontains and to theorresponding haraters in pa.The haraters in pa are ompared with their orresponding text haraters in twopasses, stopping if a mismath is found. In Pass 1, those haraters in pa ontained in Sare ompared in sequene. If all of these math then the remaining pattern haratersare ompared from right to left in Pass 2.Lemma 2.3.1 If a mismath ours at the harater given by the kth index in S thenthe resulting shift has size at least k.Proof. Let the kth index in S be difl. Note that k < l. Reall that l � difl � m andp[difl℄ 6= p[difl� l+1℄). Suppose for a ontradition that the shift was of length j < k.Let pa and pb be the pattern instanes as spei�ed in the algorithm above, before thisshift. Note that pb beomes pa after the shift; i.e., pb is pa shifted j units. But then paand pb have a di�erene point and hene difj+1 is de�ned. Difj+1 is the ith index in S,for some i � j; hene, as j < k, difj+1 ours prior to difl in S. Therefore, pa[difj+1℄would have been mathed against the text and one of pa or pb eliminated before pa[difl℄was ompared. The ontradition proves the lemma. 2Consequently, all shifts resulting from mismathes in Pass 1 are basi shifts. Whena basi shift is made the basi algorithm is restarted. It is easy to see that if all shiftsare basi shifts then the total number of omparisons made is upper bounded by n.Next, suppose that all omparisons in Pass 1 result in mathes.Lemma 2.3.2 Suppose Pass 2 results in a mismath at pa[l℄. The resulting shift haslength at least l.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that the resulting shift has length i, i < l. Let pbbe pa shifted distane i. Then l is a di�erene point for pa and pb; hene one of pa andpb would have been eliminated in Pass 1, a ontradition. 2Consequently, all shifts resulting from Pass 2 are presuf shifts. The main hallengein minimizing the exat number of omparisons is to handle presuf shifts.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 12Preproessing. The sequene S, as de�ned above, is not unique. We show that apartiular instane of S an be preomputed in a manner akin to the omputation ofthe KMP shift funtion. The KMP shift funtion omprises, for eah j, 1 < j � m,a number sj. sj is the largest i, i < j, suh that p[1 : : : i � 1℄ = p[j � i + 1 : : : j � 1℄and p[i℄ 6= p[j℄; note that i = difj�i+1. If no suh i exists then sj is de�ned to be zero.Consider the set of all those values of j for whih sj > 0. Furthermore, let this set beordered by the inreasing value of j�sj+1. This provides the sequene S. For every k,2 � k � m, if difk is de�ned, then, for some l 2 S, k � l � m, p[1 : : : l�k℄ = p[k : : : l�1℄and p[l� k+1℄ 6= p[l℄; hene the value difk ours in S (though not neessarily indexedby k). Finally, it is straightforward to ompute S in O(m) time.2.4 The Presuf HandlerIn this setion the presuf handler for non-periodi patterns p is desribed. This presufhandler also deals with some presuf shifts for periodi p, as spei�ed in the next fewparagraphs.With eah presuf shift, we assoiate a presuf x01 of p, de�ned as follows. If p is notperiodi then x01 is the longest presuf of p. Otherwise, suppose p = upvipp is periodiwith ore vp and head up. Then if the presuf of p mathing the text is at least jvpj long,x01 = upvip�1p . Otherwise, if the above presuf is shorter than jvpj, then x01 is de�ned tobe the longest presuf of p of length less than jvpj.In this setion, we give an algorithm for handling presuf shifts for the ase jx01j < m2 .The ase jx01j � m2 is onsidered in Setion 2.6. Note that jx01j < m2 always holds fornon-periodi p and may hold for periodi p.Consider the situation immediately following a presuf shift. Some pre�x of p, whihis also a presuf, mathes the text substring it is aligned with. It is onvenient for thepresuf handler to assume that x01 mathes the text. Note that this will not be the aseif Pass 2 in the basi algorithm mismathes before x01 is ompletely mathed. A simplehek will prevent the delaration of any inorret omplete math that might resultfrom the above assumption. To failitate this hek, a variable tlast is used. SupposePass 2 in the basi algorithm ends in a mismath. Then tlast is set to the index ofthe text harater where the mismath ourred. Otherwise, if no mismath ours,tlast  �.As jx01j < m2 , p = x01ux01, for some string u. Let tA be the substring of the textaligned with the pre�x x01 of p immediately following the presuf shift; note that x01



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 13mathes tA. Order all the presufs of x01 by dereasing length and let this order bex1; x2; x3; : : : ; xk; xk+1, where xk is the smallest non-null presuf of x01 and xk+1 is thenull string and hene a trivial presuf of x01. Note that x1 = x01. Let the future instanesof p (i.e., potential math instanes) before its left end slides beyond tAj, in left toright order, be p1; p2; : : : ; pk. Let pk+1 be the pattern instane whose left end is to theimmediate right of tAj. Then pi, 1 � i � k + 1, is the pattern instane with the pre�xxi of p aligned with the suÆx xi of tA. xi is said to be the presuf assoiated with pi.p1; p2; : : : ; pk; pk+1 are alled the presuf pattern instanes.Lemma 2.4.1 If jx01j < m2 then at most one of p1; : : : ; pk; pk+1 an lead to a ompletemath.Proof. By ontradition. Suppose some two of them, say pi and pj , i < j, eah result ina omplete math. It follows that there is a pre�x of p of sizem�jxij+ jxj j that mathesa suÆx of p. Sine jxij � jxj j < m=2, m� jxij+ jxjj > m=2; also, jxij � jxj j � jx01j. Thisimplies that p is periodi with ore of length at most jx01j, ontrary to assumption. 2The presuf handler begins by eliminating all but at most one of p1; p2; : : : ; pk; pk+1.This is arried out by a proedure that performs j � k omparisons; at most two ofthese omparisons are unsuessful. We seek to minimize the number of unsuessfulomparisons beause while suessful omparisons an be remembered, unsuessfulomparisons may lead to repeated omparison of some text haraters.The elimination proedure is desribed in Setion 2.4.1. The remainder of the presufhandler proedure, for all but two speial ases, is given in Setion 2.4.2 and its analysisis presented in Setion 2.4.3. The speial ases are handled in Setion 2.4.4. Finally,data struture details are desribed in Setion 2.4.5.2.4.1 Elimination StrategyBefore desribing the exat sequene of omparisons made by the elimination strategy,we need to understand some strutural properties of these overlapping instanes of p.Lemma 2.4.2 Suppose xi = uvl is the ith presuf, where u is a proper suÆx of v, v isprimitive, and l � 2. Then xi+1 = uvl�1.Proof. Certainly uvl�1 is a presuf, so the only question is whether there is a presuf xbetween uvl and uvl�1. Suppose there is suh an x. As juvl�1j < jxj < juvlj and as x is



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 14a pre�x of uvl, the suÆx of x of length jvj is a yli shift of v. But x is a suÆx of uvl,whih implies that a proper yli shift of v mathes v. By Lemma 2.2.1, v is yli,ontrary to assumption. 2Lemma 2.4.3 The presuf pattern instanes an be partitioned into g = O(logm) groupsA1; A2; : : : ; Ag. The groups preserve the left to right ordering of the pattern instanes;i.e., the pattern instanes in group Ai are all to the left of those in group Ai+1, fori = 1; : : : ; g� 1. Let Bi be the set of presufs assoiated with the pattern instanes in Ai.Then Bi = fuivkii ; � � � ; uiv2i ; uivig or Bi = fuivkii ; � � � ; uiv2i g, where ki � 1 is maximal,ui is a proper suÆx of vi, and vi is primitive.Proof. The proof is by onstrution. The groups are onstruted in left to rightorder. Indutively suppose Ai is being built presently and all presuf pattern instaneswith assoiated presufs longer than uivkii have been plaed in groups to the left of Ai.fuivkii ; � � � ; uiv2i g are all added to Bi and uivi is also added if and only if it is notperiodi; otherwise, uivi starts set Bi+1. By Lemma 2.4.2 all presuf pattern instaneswith assoiated presufs longer than uivi are in group Ai or by indution in a group toits left.The maximality of ki an be seen as follows. For suppose ki is not maximal, i.e., thereexists a presuf w of the form uivki+1i , ki+1 � 2. By the indutive hypothesis desribingthe onstrution, this presuf would already be in one of the groups B1; : : : ; Bi�1. ByLemma 2.4.2, it follows that w is the smallest presuf in Bi�1. w is learly periodi. Byonstrution, w = ui�1v2i�1 = uivki+1i , ki + 1 � 2. Then, by Lemma 2.2.3, vi�1 mustbe yli, whih ontradits the assumption that vi�1 is primitive. Thus ki must bemaximal.This shows that the presuf pattern instanes are partitioned into groups. It remainsto show that there are only O(logm) groups. Let xji be the leftmost presuf in Bi.If xji+1 = uivi, then jxji+1 j � 23 jxji j, and otherwise, jxji+1 j � 12 jxji j (the latter laimfollows beause xji+1 is both a pre�x and a suÆx of xji and this pre�x and suÆx arenon-overlapping). The O(logm) bound follows immediately. 2Lemma 2.4.4 The groups satisfy the following properties.Property 1. Consider the presufs xi orresponding to the pattern instanes pi insome group Aj. For j 6= g, all these presufs xi, exept possibly the rightmost one,are periodi with the same ore and head. For j = g, all but the rightmost twopresufs are periodi with the same ore and head.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 15Property 2. Let pi be the rightmost instane in its group. If xi is periodi then sois xi+1.Property 3. Suppose pi is the rightmost instane in its group Aj and xi is periodiwith ore v; then jxi+2j < jvj. Further, suppose xi+1 = u0v0l, where v0 is primitiveand u0 is a proper suÆx of v0. Then jv0j > juj.Property 4. Suppose pi is the rightmost instane in its group Aj, where jAj j > 1;further suppose that xi�1 is periodi with ore v, and xi is not periodi. Thenjxi+1j < jvj.Property 5. Both pk and pk+1 are in the group Ag.Proof. Let pi be in group Aj .Property 1 is true by de�nition. To see Property 2, note that as xi is periodi,xi = uvl, where u is a proper suÆx of primitive v and l � 2. But if l > 2, then thepattern instane orresponding to either presuf uv2 or presuf uv would be the rightmostitem in Aj . Thus l = 2; but, by de�nition, the pattern instane orresponding to uv isnot in Aj only if uv is periodi. Finally, by Lemma 2.4.2, xi+1 = uv.Property 3 an be seen as follows. As in the previous paragraph, xi = uv2 andxi+1 = uv. Again uv is periodi, that is uv = u0v0l for some l � 2, where u0 is a propersuÆx of v0 and v0 is primitive. By Lemma 2.4.2, xi+2 = u0v0l�1. Suppose jv0j � juj. Asv is primitive, there must be a substring v0 of u0v0l = uv whih straddles the boundarybetween u and v. Thus the substring of u0v0l aligned with the rightmost jv0j-sizedsubstring of u is a proper yli shift of v0. But as u is a suÆx of v this substring is alsoidential to v0. By Lemma 2.2.1, v0 is yli, a ontradition. Thus jv0j > juj and henejxi+2j < jvj.Property 4 an be seen as follows. As with the previous properties, it follows thatxi = uv, where u is a proper suÆx of v and v is primitive. If jxi+1j � jvj, thenjxi+1j > jxij=2. But xi+1 is a presuf of xi; by Lemma 2.2.2, xi would be periodi, aontradition.Property 5 an be seen as follows. Sine xk is the smallest non-null presuf of p, nonon-null pre�x of xk mathes a suÆx of xk. Therefore, all strings in Bg have the formugvlg, 0 � l � kg, where ug is the null string and vg = xk. Sine both xk and xk+1 havethis form, Property 5 is true. 2Remark. The elimination strategy desribed below and the algorithm in Setion 2.4.2whih uses this elimination strategy to handle presuf shifts, work for most patterns p.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 16However, there are some patterns for whih presuf shifts must be handled di�erently.The reason for this is made lear in Setion 2.5, whih gives a tehnial portion ofthe analysis of the algorithm in Setion 2.4.2. These exeption patterns are preiselythose in whih xk, the smallest non-null presuf, is a single harater and g, the numberof groups, is one. Presuf shifts for these exeption patterns are handled separately inSetion 2.4.4.De�nition. A lone set is a set Q = fs1; s2; � � �g of strings, with si = uvki , where u isa proper suÆx of primitive v and ki � 0. A set U of pattern instanes is half-done ifjU j � 2 or the set of assoiated presufs forms a lone set.The following lemma is the key to our elimination strategy.Lemma 2.4.5 Consider three presuf pattern instanes pa; pb; p, a < b <  (the order ofthe indies orresponds to the left-to-right order of the pattern instanes). Suppose theset fxa; xb; xg is not a lone set. Then there exists an index d in p1 with the followingproperties. The haraters in p1; p2; : : : ; pa aligned with p1[d℄ are all equal; however, theharater aligned with p1[d℄ in at least one of pb and p di�ers from p1[d℄. Moreoverm� jxaj+ 1 � d � m, i.e., p1[d℄ lies in the suÆx xa of p1.Proof. The substrings of p1; : : : ; pa aligned with the suÆx xa of p1 are all idential tothe string xa. Let the substring of pb (respetively p) aligned with the suÆx xa of p1be yb (respetively y). See Fig.2.3. It suÆes to show that at least one of yb or y isnot idential to xa. Suppose for a ontradition that yb = y = xa.Let yb = zbxb and y = zx. Note that zb is a suÆx of z. As yb = y, a simpleindution shows that yb = uvl, where u is a proper pre�x of v and l � 1, and jvj iseither jxbj � jxj or some proper divisor of jxbj � jxj and v is primitive. As xa = yb, ifl � 2, xa is periodi with ore v.First suppose xa is periodi with head u and ore v. By Lemma 2.4.2, if jxbj > juvj,xb = uvh for some h, 1 � h < l. If jxbj < juvj, as jxbj � jxj is a multiple of jvj,jxbj = jvj + jxj, so xb = wv for some string w, jwj < juj. But then wv is a pre�x of uvwhih implies that v is yli; this is a ontradition. Thus xb = uvh. As jxbj � jxj is amultiple of jvj, x = uvj for some j, 0 � j < h, ontraditing the fat that fxa; xb; xgis not a lone set.Consequently, xa = uv. If xa is not periodi then jxbj < jxaj=2 and jvj � jxbj�jxj <jxaj=2. But then jxaj < 2jvj < jxaj, a ontradition. While if xa is periodi, xa = u0(v0)kfor some k � 2; also jv0j > juj, by Property 3 of Lemma 2.4.4; hene jxbj < jvj. Butjxj � jxbj � jvj < 0, a ontradition. 2.
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Figure 2.3: Overlapping pattern instanesLemma 2.4.5 implies that a omparison of p1[d℄ with the aligned text harater hasthe following e�et: if it is a mismath, all of p1; � � � ; pa are eliminated, while if it is amath, at least one of pb and p is eliminated.Lemma 2.4.5 enables the elimination of essentially all but one group of patterninstanes with at most one mismath. At eah step, for the rightmost d yielded byLemma 2.4.5, p1[d℄ is ompared with the aligned text harater. If there is a mismath,the surviving set of pattern instanes is half-done, as we show in the following lemma.While if there is no suh d, the surviving set of pattern instanes is half-done by Lemma2.4.5. This proedure omprises Phase 1 of the elimination proedure.Lemma 2.4.6 If there is a mismath in Phase 1 of the elimination proedure, the setX of surviving pattern instanes is half-done.Proof. Suppose it was not, i.e., for some subset fpa; pb; pg of X, fxa; xb; xg is nota lone set. The haraters in the xi suÆx of p1, for i = a; b; , math the alignedsubstring of pi. Hene the mismath at p1[d℄, whih reated set X, lies to the left of thesuÆx xi of p1, for i = a; b; . But, by Lemma 2.4.5, at least one of pa; pb; p ould have
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p1 xi1pi1
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Figure 2.4: (a) pi1 2 A1. (b) pi1 62 A1.been eliminated by a omparison made within the suÆx of p1 of size maxfjxaj; jxbj; jxjg.This ontradits the hoie of d as the rightmost index at whih a omparison eliminatessome pattern instane. 2The elimination among the remaining half-done set of pattern instanes also requiresat most one mismath.Lemma 2.4.7 Let O = fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pilg, l � 2, be an uneliminated half-done set andlet pi1 2 Ar. Then xij = uvh�j, where u is a proper suÆx of primitive v and h � l.Further, there exists an index d suh that the haraters in fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pil�1g alignedwith pil [d℄ are all equal, but di�er from the harater pil [d℄. pil [d℄ is aligned with or tothe left of pi1 [m℄. In addition, if pi1 62 A1 then pil [d℄ is to the right of p1[m℄ and withindistane jxoj � jxi1 j of p1[m℄, where xo is the rightmost pattern instane in Ar�1. Ifpi1 2 A1 then pil [d℄ is to the right of ta and aligned with or to the left of p1[m℄.Proof. Eah xij , 1 � j � l, is of the form uvhj , for some hj � 0, where u is a propersuÆx of primitive string v.See Fig.2.4. Let y denote the string pi1 if pi1 2 A1 and the string xo otherwise.Clearly, y annot be periodi with ore v. If pi1 2 A1 then let w denote the suÆx ofpi1 of length m � jx1j + jvj. If pi1 62 A1 then let w denote the substring of pi1 whihhas length jxoj � jxi1 j + jvj and whih overlaps p1 in exatly jvj haraters. Note thatw 6= uvh0 , where h0 > 0; for otherwise, by Lemma 2.2.1 and the fat that v is primitive,the suÆx of y of length jwj � jvj is yli in v and therefore, y is periodi with ore v,ontrary to assumption.
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Figure 2.5: The half-done set is omplete.Let w0 be the smallest suÆx of w whih is not of the form u0vh0 , with u0 a suÆx of vand h0 > 0. De�ne d to be the index in pi1 orresponding to jw0. Clearly, jw0j > jxi1 j �(l� 1)jvj. Therefore, pi1 [d+(l� 1)jvj℄ is a harater in w. In addition, if pi1 2 A1, thenjw0j > jx1j and therefore pi1 [d + (l � 1)jvj℄ is aligned with or to the left of p1[m℄. Thelemma follows if pil [d℄ is aligned with pi1 [d+(l�1)jvj℄ and the haraters in pi1 ; : : : ; pil�1whih are aligned with pil [d℄ are all idential and di�erent from pil [d℄. We show thatthese two laims are indeed true.First, we show that jxij j� jxij+1 j = jvj, for 1 � j < l. So suppose for a ontraditionthat there is a pattern instane pb 62 O with xb = uvh00 , h00 > 0, and there are patterninstanes pa; p 2 O, pa to the left of pb and p to the right of pb. See Fig.2.5. Let pa[e℄be the rightmost harater in pa suh that the substring of pa whih starts at pa[e℄ andoverlaps p1 is longer than jxaj and not periodi with ore v. Consider the haraterp1[e0℄ aligned with p[e℄. The portions of pa; pb; p whih overlap the suÆx of p1 to theright of e0 are all idential. If Phase 1 stayed to the right of e0 then pa; pb; p would allhave been eliminated by the mismath at the end of Phase 1. So p1[e0℄ must have beenompared in Phase 1. A mismath at e0 eliminates pa and pb while a math eliminatesp. Either way, a ontradition results.Finally, note that the harater in pij , 1 � j � l � 1, whih is aligned with pil [d℄ ispreisely the harater pil [d+ (l � j)jvj℄. But pil [d℄ 6= pil [d+ jvj℄ = pil [d+ 2jvj℄ = : : : =



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 20pil [d+ (l � 1)jvj℄. 2Corollary 2.4.8 To eliminate all but one of the pattern instanes in any half-doneset (in partiular, the Phase 1 survivors set) fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pijg it suÆes to omparea sequene of haraters with the property that any two onseutive haraters in thesequene are distane jvj apart, where v is the ore of xi1 . Further, the pattern instanesin this set are eliminated in right to left order by this omparison sequene (i.e., indereasing value of j).Let pil be as in Lemma 2.4.7; the harater in pi1 aligned with pil [d℄ is omparedwith the aligned text harater. A math eliminates pil ; a mismath leaves only pilsurviving. Iteration of this step ends with one pattern instane surviving after at mostone mismath. This omprises Phase 2 of the elimination proedure.The sequene of omparisons made in Phase 2 is learly a right to left sequene. Ifp1 is eliminated in Phase 1 then all omparisons in Phase 2 are made to the right ofthe haraters ompared in Phase 1. Otherwise, if p1 is not eliminated in Phase 1, allomparisons in Phase 2 are made to the left of the haraters ompared in Phase 1.We reapitulate the elimination strategy now. In Phase 1, haraters in p1 at indiesgiven by a preomputed sequene S1 are ompared in sequene until a mismath oursor until the sequene is exhausted. Assoiated with a mismath at the ith omparisongiven by S1 is an auxiliary sequene S2i of indies. If a mismath ours at the ithomparison in S1, Phase 2 begins and omparisons are now made aording to theauxiliary sequene S2i . A mismath at any index in the relevant auxiliary sequeneompletes the elimination proess as does the exhaustion of that auxiliary sequene. Ineither ase, only one pattern instane from the set fp1; : : : ; pk; pk+1g survives.Let jS1j = j. The sequenes S1 and S21 ; S22 ; : : : ; S2j olletively form a tree ET(the elimination tree). ET is a binary tree. Eah internal node x of ET stores anindex indiating the omparison to be made. Eah internal node has two hildren. Theomputation ontinues at the left hild if the omparison at x is suessful, and at theright hild otherwise. The omputation starts at the root of ET . Eah external nodestores the one pattern instane to survive the two phases of omparisons leading to thatexternal node. The external nodes are also alled terminal nodes. Note that no patterninstane pi an be the survivor at two distint terminal nodes of ET . This is beauseone of the two outomes of the omparison at the least ommon anestor of these twonodes in ET is bound to eliminate pi. It follows that the size of ET is O(k).



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 21The total number of mismathes ourring in the elimination proess is at most twobeause eah phase terminates when a mismath ours.Lemma 2.4.9 All but at most one of p1; : : : ; pk; pk+1 an be eliminated by making upto k omparisons using the O(k) sized binary omparison tree ET . At most two of theseomparisons result in mismathes. The sequene of omparisons made by the eliminationstrategy onsists of two left to right sequenes. The seond sequene is either entirely tothe right or entirely to the left of the �rst one.2.4.2 Strategy for Handling Presuf ShiftsSubsequent to the elimination due to tree ET the presuf handler proeeds in a mannerreminisent of the basi algorithm. That is, there is a urrent pattern instane, pa,whih is being mathed, and whih is the leftmost surviving pattern instane. Thenext leftmost surviving pattern instane, pb, whih has a di�erene point with pa isa andidate for elimination. Indeed, a omparison of pa with the text is made at thedi�erene point.The analysis of the presuf handler has the following avor. Comparisons, with a fewexeptions, are harged to distint text haraters. To be preise, for eah suÆx shift, atmost 2 omparisons are harged to the shift rather than to text haraters. Even morepreisely, if 2 omparisons are harged to the shift, the next presuf shift is at distaneat least 3(m+1)4 to the right, and otherwise it is at distane at least m+12 to the right.The omplexity bound of the algorithm now follows readily.Theorem 2.4.10 The algorithm performs at most n+ 83(m+1) (n �m) harater om-parisons.There are three ways in whih text haraters are harged:(i) The harater ompared is harged.(ii) The text harater aligned with the left end of the pattern instane eliminatedby the omparison is harged.(iii) The text harater to the immediate right of tAj (i.e., aligned with jpk+1) isharged.The three harging methods do not interat readily. To ensure that no text harateris harged twie, the swithing from one harging method to the other will our only



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 22at arefully seleted points in the algorithm. In addition, mismathes are not hargedaording to rule (i), for the text haraters in question may be ompared again.Basially, harging method (i) is used if a pattern instane is suessfully mathed(at least up to a suÆx whih is a presuf). Charging method (iii) is used only for theomparison that eliminates the presuf pattern instane whih survives the eliminationproedure ET . Charging method (ii) is used otherwise. A partial exeption arises forthe haraters ompared by proedure ET ; this is disussed further below.Following the use of proedure ET , the aim is to perform omparisons essentially asin the basi algorithm, that is to ompare the harater at the di�erene point of the twoleftmost surviving pattern instanes whih are not pre�x overlaps of eah other. Theanalysis eases to be as straightforward beause of the additional j � k omparisonsperformed by proedure ET ; indeed, to ope with this, a modi�ed form of the basialgorithm is needed.There are two objetives.1. To avoid repeating omparisons at the text haraters suessfully omparedby proedure ET .2. To perform essentially j fewer omparisons than in the basi algorithm.Objetive 1 is ahieved by keeping a reord of the suessful omparisons in a bitvetor of length roughly m.The major diÆulty, however, is aused by the method used for harging the jomparisons made by proedure ET . It is natural to harge these omparisons to thetext haraters ompared. Unfortunately, this may onit with the harging usingmethod (ii). To avoid this diÆulty, a single additional omparison, with text haratertb, is performed before using proedure ET . The following lemma an then be shown.Lemma 2.4.11 For eah text harater t ompared by proedure ET , with at most� � 2 exeptions, there is a distint previously unharged text harater t0, t0 alignedwith or to the left of t and to the right of jpk+1, suh that the pattern instane q whoseleft end is aligned with t0 mismathes either the text harater tb or some text haratermathed in proedure ET .Let � be the number of mismathes performed by Proedure ET . Then, in addition,�+ � � 2.The lemma is proven by speifying a transfer funtion f , whih assoiates  to 0. The



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 23form of f depends on the sequene of omparisons performed by proedure ET . Theproof of the lemma is quite non-trivial; it is deferred to Setion 2.5.Lemma 2.4.11 is used as follows. Let qe be the next pattern instane to maththe text (or, at least, to have a suÆx, whih is also a presuf, mathing the text).All pattern instanes to the left of qe, eliminated by omparisons made after the use ofproedure ET , are harged used harging method (ii). Using the transfer funtion, thoseomparisons to the left of jqe made by proedureET are harged to text haraters whihare not otherwise harged. By ontrast, text haraters aligned with qe are harged usingharging method (i). There will be no more than two omparisons performed by thepresuf handler that are not thereby harged to a text harater; these omparisons areharged to the presuf handler itself.The algorithm requires a total of �ve subphases, whose details depend on exatlyhow qe arises.It is helpful to distinguish three senarios that may ensue. To this end, let pe denotethe presuf pattern instane to survive the elimination using tree ET . In addition, let tadenote the text harater tAj.The three senarios follow:1. All pattern instanes overlapping pe are eliminated apart from its presuf over-laps, and pe or at least a suÆx of pe is mathed.2. pe is eliminated. In addition, there is some pattern instane q overlapping pe,suh that all pattern instanes overlapping q are eliminated apart from its presufoverlaps; further, q or at least a suÆx of q is mathed.3. pe is eliminated as are all pattern instanes overlapping pe. Let qd denote theleftmost surviving pattern instane in this ase.The �rst senario auses no problems from the perspetive of the analysis. It suÆesto ensure that none of the suessful omparisons made by ET are repeated. The thirdsenario is handled by using harging sheme (iii) for the omparison whih eliminates peand harging sheme (ii) for the remaining omparisons in the post ET phase. Lemma2.4.11 ensures that for eah omparison made by ET (with at most two exeptions) witha text harater stritly between ta and jqd there is a distint pattern instane whoseleft end lies stritly between jpk+1 and jqd, and whih is eliminated by the omparisonsmade by ET plus the one other omparison at text harater tb. Again, this leads tothe desired omplexity bound without diÆulty.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 24The seond senario provides the greatest diÆulty. In order to avoid unneessaryomparisons, the loations of suessful omparisons are reorded. Then, if a di�erenepoint ours at one of these mathed text haraters the present pattern instane pb(see the �rst paragraph of the subsetion) an be removed without further omparisons.However, following a mismath it is not lear how to maintain this property. For,with only linear storage, it is not lear how to ensure that the urrent pattern instane,following the mismath, agrees with the text on a previously mathed harater, at leastif the total work bound is to be linear. (There is no problem if exponential in m spaeis available for preomputed strutures.) To avoid this diÆulty, only the suessfulomparisons sine the last mismath are reorded.In fat, this is not quite good enough. It appears neessary to keep trak of theharaters ompared by proedure ET regardless of how many haraters are om-pared. This avoids subsequent omparison of these haraters. Indeed, any patterninstanes mismathing on one or more of these haraters are eliminated immediatelyafter the omputation with proedure ET . This is done with the help of preomputedinformation.With this motivation, we proeed with a preise desription of the presuf handlerproedure. It proeeds in �ve steps.Step 1. (Before the use of tree ET ). The haraters in p1; : : : ; pk aligned with p1[m℄,the rightmost harater in p1, are idential. If the harater in pk+1 aligned with p1[m℄ isalso idential to it, then p1[m℄ is ompared with the aligned text harater. A mismatheliminates all of p1; : : : ; pk; pk+1 and the basi algorithm is restarted with jpa plaedimmediately to the right of jpk+1. A math is not immediately bene�ial as it doesnot eliminate any of p1; : : : ; pk; pk+1. However, it ensures the elimination of suÆientlymany appropriate pattern instanes for Senarios 2 and 3 desribed above.Step 2. The elimination strategy using tree ET is applied to the pattern instanesp1; : : : ; pk; pk+1.Following Step 2, at most one presuf pattern instane survives. Call it pe. LetQ denote the set of pattern instanes whih overlap pe and have their left end to theright of jpk+1. In the elimination proess, some elements of Q may also have beeneliminated from being potential mathes. They need not be reonsidered. Indeed, asthe haraters suessfully mathed in Step 2 must not be ompared anew, it appearsthat these pattern instanes must not be onsidered anew. To this end, a subset Qx ofQ is assoiated with eah terminal node x in ET .



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 25Let Tx denote the indies of the text haraters suessfully ompared in Steps 1and 2. Qx ontains those pattern instanes in Q whih math at all the text indiesin Tx, exept possibly the last. This seemingly odd exeption is neessary in order tostore Qx eÆiently. Atually, Qx satis�es further onstraints, but they are not neededfor this setion. The omplete de�nition of Qx and the method for omputing it aredesribed in Setion 2.4.5. Here, it suÆes to work with the following property: all butat most two of the omparisons in Steps 1 and 2 are suessful and are remembered bypattern instanes in Qx.Suppose that the elimination proess terminates at terminal node x. Let Q0 =fpeg [ Qx. The elimination proedure of Step 3 is applied to the pattern instanes inQ0.Step 3. This step eliminates among the elements of Q0. q will denote the leftmostpattern instane to survive Step 3. If q = pe then every surviving pattern instaneoverlapping q will be a presuf overlap of q.The strategy used here is similar to the one for the basi algorithm. One of twooverlapping patterns instanes is eliminated by omparing at the di�erene point of thetwo instanes.To prevent repeated omparisons of text haraters to the right of ta, two additionaldata strutures are used. The �rst is a bit vetor BV [1 : : : 2m℄. BV [i℄ = 1 if the ithtext harater to the right of ta has been suessfully ompared in Steps 1 and 2 or inStep 3 sine the last mismath. The seond is a list LBV ; it stores the indies of thebits in BV set to one in Step 3 sine the last mismath. Initially, LBV is empty.The elimination proedure for Step 3 follows. Let qa and qb denote the two leftmostuneliminated pattern instanes in Q0. Suppose that qb lie i units to the right of qa. Thereader is advised to refer to Setion 2.2 to review the de�nition of difi+1. If difi+1 isunde�ned then qb is removed from Q0.If difi+1 is de�ned then the bit in BV orresponding to the text harater alignedwith qa[difi+1℄ is read. If this bit is 1 then qb is removed from Q0 (qb an be eliminatedas it does not math an already ompared text harater). Otherwise, qa[difi+1℄ is om-pared with the aligned text harater. If the two haraters are equal, the orrespondingbit in BV is set, the bit's index is added to LBV , and qb is eliminated. If they are notequal, then the bits in BV at all indies urrently in LBV are reset to 0, LBV is resetto empty, and qa is eliminated.The elimination proedure is iterated until only one pattern instane remains in Q0.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 26Let q denote this remaining pattern instane.Step 4. In this step, either all pattern instanes overlapping q, apart from presufoverlaps, are eliminated, or q is eliminated.Let Q00 be the set of pattern instanes whose left end lies to the right of pej but notto the right of qj. The following step is repeated until either q is eliminated or Q00 = �.Let qd be the leftmost pattern instane in Q00. Suppose qd lies i units to the right ofq. If difi+1 does not exist then qd is removed from Q00. Otherwise, the following bit inBV is read: the bit orresponding to the text harater aligned with q[difi+1℄. If thisbit is 1, qd is eliminated. If it is 0, q[i℄ and the aligned text harater are ompared. Ifthey math then the orresponding bit in BV is set, its index is added to LBV , and qdis eliminated. Otherwise, q is eliminated and Step 4 omes to an end.If q is eliminated then LBV is reset to be empty, BV is reset to 0, and the basialgorithm is restarted with pa = qd. Otherwise, Step 5 is performed.Step 5. This step seeks to omplete the math of q. If at least a presuf of q is mathed,the omplete math, or the partial math results in a new presuf shift. Otherwise, thebasi algorithm is resumed with jpa immediately to the right of qj.Step 5 ompares the haraters in q to the right of ta apart from those mathedin Steps 1 and 2, and those mathed in Steps 3 and 4 following the most reent mis-math (inidentally, there was no mismath in Step 4, as q survived Step 4 if Step 5 isperformed). These haraters are identi�ed with the help of bit vetor BV . They aremathed in right to left order until either a mismath ours or they are all mathed.If they all math q is delared a omplete math if either tlast = � or tlast lies tothe left of jq. Reall that tlast is the index of the text harater mismathed, if any,immediately prior to the most reent presuf shift (if there was no mismath, tlast = �).Next, BV is reset to zero, LBV is reset to be empty, and tlast is updated as follows.If the above right to left pass results in a mismath then tlast is set to the index of thetext harater at whih the mismath ours. Otherwise, tlast retains its value unlessjq is to its right. In the latter ase, tlast := �.The present situation is idential to that preeding a presuf shift in the basi algo-rithm. This resulting shift is treated in the same way; it too is alled a presuf shift.2.4.3 The AnalysisThe omparison omplexity of the algorithm of Setion 2.4.2 is given by the followinglemma.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 27Lemma 2.4.12 If p is not a speial ase pattern and jx01j < m2 for eah presuf shift,then the omparison omplexity of the algorithm is bounded by n(1 + 83(m+1) ).Proof. We give a harging sheme to aount for the omparisons made by the algo-rithm. This sheme harges almost every omparison to a distint text harater. Theonly exeptions are a few of the omparisons made by the presuf shift handler. For eahpresuf shift, depending on the distane between this presuf shift and the next one, theharging sheme fails to harge for up to two of the omparisons made by the presufshift handler. We refer to the number of omparisons whih the harging sheme failsto harge to distint text haraters as the overhead of the presuf shift. If a presufshift has an overhead of two, we show that the next presuf shift must our at leastdistane 3(m+1)4 to the right of the urrent presuf shift. The omparison omplexity ofour algorithm now follows from the fat that any two onseutive presuf shifts mustour at least distane m+12 apart.Charging Sheme. The harging sheme harges in phases. The phases begin andend at shifts and at reversions to the basi algorithm. There are four types of phases;for eah phase type a di�erent harging sheme is used.1. A phase beginning and ending with a basi shift.2. A phase beginning in the basi algorithm and ending with a presuf shift.3. A phase beginning with a presuf shift and ending with a reversion to the basialgorithm.4. A phase beginning and ending with a presuf shift.Consider any phase and let q1 and q2 refer to the leftmost surviving pattern instanesat the beginning and end of the phase, respetively. Note that for Type 3 and Type4 phases, q1 is a presuf overlap of the pattern instane q0, the leftmost uneliminatedpattern instane prior to the presuf shift whih initiated this phase. Spei�ally, thepre�x x01 of q1 is aligned with the suÆx x01 of q0 (Reall from the start of Setion 2.4that on a presuf shift, we assume that the suÆx x01 of q1 mathes the text).The harging sheme obeys the following properties.1. At the start of a Type 1 or Type 2 phase, only text haraters to the left of q1have been harged.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 282. At the start of a Type 3 or Type 4 phase, only text haraters aligned with or tothe left of the pre�x x01 of q1 have been harged.Type 1 Phase. Suppose i omparisons were made in this phase. These i omparisonsare harged to text haraters whih are aligned with q1 but to the left of jq2. By Lemma2.3.1, jq2 lies at least i haraters to the right of jq1. Thus, eah text harater alignedwith q1 and to the left of jq2 is harged at most one in this proess. Clearly, Property1 holds at the start of the next phase.Type 2 Phase. In eah omparison, a distint harater in q1 is ompared with thealigned text harater. Eah of these omparisons is harged to the text haraterompared. Thus, eah text harater aligned with q1 is harged at most one in thisproess. Clearly, Property 2 holds at the start of the next phase.The harging sheme for Type 3 and Type 4 phases is more involved. Before de-sribing the sheme, we mention the ranges of the text haraters harged in eah ase.Type 3 Phase. The text haraters harged lie to the right of the right end of thepre�x x01 of q1 and to the left of jq2. Eah text harater in this range is harged atmost one. Clearly, Property 1 holds at the start of the next phase.Type 4 Phase. The text haraters harged lie to the right of the right end of thepre�x x01 of q1 and are aligned with or to the left of the rightmost harater in the pre�xx01 of q2. Eah text harater in this range is harged at most one. Clearly, Property2 holds at the start of the next phase.Clearly, the ranges of the text haraters harged for di�erent phases are disjoint.Next, we speify the harging sheme for Type 3 and Type 4 phases and justify thelaims regarding the overhead.Consider a presuf shift whih initiates a new Type 3 or Type 4 phase. Let q0 bethe leftmost uneliminated pattern instane immediately before the presuf shift. Reallthat ta is the text harater aligned with q0j. Consider the omparisons made by theurrent use of the presuf shift handler. If a mismath ours in Step 1, the urrentphase ends immediately and the basi algorithm is resumed. The presuf shift in thisase has overhead 1 and the next presuf shift ours at least distane m + 1 to theright. Next, suppose that the omparison in Step 1 is suessful. Let pe be the presufpattern instane to survive the elimination using tree ET in Step 2. After the presuf



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 29shift handler �nishes, one of the three senarios mentioned Setion 2.4.2 ensues. Weonsider eah in turn.1. All pattern instanes overlapping pe are eliminated apart from its presuf overlaps,and pe or at least a suÆx of pe is mathed. This is a Type 4 phase.All omparisons made by the presuf shift handler, exept the unsuessful ompar-isons in Step 2, are harged to the text haraters ompared. The bit vetor BV ensuresthat eah of these omparisons involves a di�erent text harater. Thus eah text har-ater whih lies to the right of ta and is aligned with or to the left of pej is hargedat most one. At most two omparisons in Step 2 are unsuessful, so this shift hasoverhead at most two.Consider the situation when there are exatly two mismathes in Step 2. p1 is learlyeliminated in this ase. In addition, we show in the next paragraph that if x1 is periodi,with ore v and head u say, then all pattern instanes whose assoiated presufs have theform uvo, o � 1, are also eliminated. Let xe be the presuf assoiated with pe. It followsthat x1 = xewxe for some non-empty string w. Sine p = x1zx1, for some non-emptystring z, jxej � m�34 . This guarantees that the next presuf shift ours at least distane3(m+1)4 to the right. If there is just one mismath in Step 2 then, as jx01j < m2 , the nextpresuf shift ours at least distane m+12 to the right.To see that two mismathes in Step 2 eliminate all presuf pattern instanes withassoiated presufs of the form uvo, o � 1, it suÆes to show that at most one suh patterninstane survives the �rst mismath; the seond mismath will surely eliminate thispattern instane. Suppose two pattern instanes pi1 ; pi2 , i1 < i2, i1; i2 6= 1, xi1 = uvo1 ,xi2 = uvo2 , o1; o2 � 1, survive the �rst mismath, whih ours at text harater tx, say.The portions of p1 and pi1 to the right of tx math eah other while the haraters inp1 and pi1 aligned with tx are di�erent. This implies that p1 and pi2 have a di�erenepoint stritly between tx and tb; more preisely, the harater in p1 whih is distane(o2�o1)jvj to the right of tx is a di�erene point. Therefore, either p1 or pi2 would havebeen eliminated before the �rst mismath, whih is a ontradition.2. pe is eliminated. In addition, there is some pattern instane q overlapping pe, suhthat all pattern instanes overlapping q are eliminated apart from its presuf overlaps;further, q or at least a suÆx of q is mathed. This is also a Type 4 phase.Eah omparison in Steps 1 and 2 with a text harater to the left of jq for whihfuntion f is de�ned is harged to the text harater spei�ed by the funtion f , alledits f value; f values are distint by de�nition. Comparisons in Step 3 fall into one of



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 30three ategories (see Lemma 2.4.11 and the following paragraph):1. Comparisons whih eliminate patterns instanes whose left ends lie to the right ofjpk+1 and to the left of jq.2. Comparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes whose left ends are aligned withor to the right of jq.3. The omparison whih eliminates pe.Eah omparison in the �rst ategory is harged to the text harater aligned with theleft end of the pattern instane eliminated. By the de�nition of the funtion f , these textharaters do not our in the range of f values. Comparisons in the seond ategory,along with the omparisons made in Steps 4 and 5 and those suessful omparisonsin Steps 1 and 2 that involve text haraters overlapping q, are harged to the textharaters ompared. BV ensures that eah of these omparisons involves a distinttext harater. Thus eah text harater whih lies to the right of jpk+1 and is alignedwith or to the left of qj is harged at most one. The omparison that eliminates peis harged to the text harater aligned with jpk+1. Sine all f values lie to the rightof jpk+1 and all pattern instanes eliminated by omparisons in the �rst ategory arewith left ends to the right of jpk+1, this text harater is harged exatly one. Thetwo omparisons in Step 2 laking f values onstitute the overhead of this presuf shift.Sine pe is eliminated, the next presuf shift ours at least distane m+ 1 to the rightof the urrent presuf shift.3. pe is eliminated as are all pattern instanes overlapping pe. This is a Type 3 phase.Let qd denote the leftmost surviving pattern instane. All omparisons in Steps 1and 2 for whih funtion f is de�ned are harged to their f values. f values are distintby de�nition. Exluding the omparison whih eliminates pe, eah omparison in Steps3 and 4 eliminates some pattern instane whose left end lies to the right of jpk+1 andto the left of jqd. Eah suh omparison is harged to the text harater aligned withthe left end of the pattern instane eliminated. These text haraters annot our inthe range of the funtion f and hene are harged only one. Thus eah text haraterwhih lies to the right of jpk+1 and to the left of jqd is harged at most one. Theomparison that eliminates pe is harged to the text harater aligned with jpk+1. Thetwo omparisons in Step 2 laking f values onstitute the overhead of this presuf shift.Sine pe is eliminated, the next presuf shift ours at least distane m+ 1 to the rightof the urrent presuf shift. 2



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 31The following lemma is shown in Setion 2.4.5.Lemma 2.4.13 The total spae used by the algorithm for the ase when jx01j < m2 forall presuf shifts is O(m). Further, for any terminal node x of ET , Qx an be obtained inO(m) time. The preproessing required by the algorithm an be aomplished in O(m2)time.Lemma 2.4.14 Suppose that p is not a speial ase pattern and jx01j < m2 for all presufshifts. Then the total time taken by the algorithm is O(n+m), following preproessingof the pattern whih takes O(m2) time.Proof. By Lemma 2.4.12, the number of harater omparisons made is O(n). Itremains to ount the time spent in all other operations. The basi algorithm makesonly harater omparisons. Next, onsider the presuf handler of Setion 2.4.2. Steps 1and 2 make only harater omparisons. Following Step 2, omputing Qx takes O(m)time by Lemma 2.4.13. Steps 3 and 4 take O(m) time beause jQ0j; jQ00j = O(m) andeah of the operations in these steps, exept the operations used for resetting BV , leadsto the removal of a pattern instane from one of Q00 or Q0. Further, the total time spentby Steps 3 and 4 in resetting BV is bounded by the time taken by these steps to set bitsin BV , whih is O(m). Clearly, Step 5 takes O(m) time. Thus, the total time takenby the the presuf handler of Setion 2.4.2 is O(m). Sine any two presuf shifts our atleast m�jx01j > m=2 distane apart, the total time taken by the algorithm is O(n+m).22.4.4 Handling Presuf Shifts for Speial Case PatternsAs mentioned in Setion 2.4.1, a di�erent algorithm is needed to handle presuf shifts forpatterns for whih jxkj = 1 and g = 1. We give an algorithm whih handles presuf shiftsfor suh patterns when jx01j < m2 (reall that x01 for a presuf shift was de�ned towardsthe start of Setion 2.4). The ase jx01j � m2 is handled in Setion 2.6.The goal of this algorithm is to reah one of the following two situations:1. The identi�ation of a pattern instane q satisfying the following property: nopattern instane qd whih preedes q survives and a pattern instane overlappingq survives only if it is a presuf overlap of q.2. A return to the basi algorithm.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 32Further, this is ahieved with at most two mismathes.Let xk = b. Any harater other than b is alled a non-b harater. Sine we assumethat the pattern ontains at least two di�erent haraters, it ontains a non-b harater.Let p[j℄ be the leftmost non-b harater in p and let t denote the text harater alignedwith jpk+1. Let td be the leftmost non-b text harater, if any, to the right of, andinluding, t.By the de�nition of speial ases patterns, all presufs onsist solely of b's. Therefore,p1[j℄ lies to the right of ta. Note that no omplete math an our with one of p[1 : : : j�1℄ aligned with td. Thus, if td lies to the left of p1[j℄ then the next potential mathinstane of p would have its left end to the right of td. Otherwise, the next potentialmath instane of p has p[j℄ aligned with td. Also notie that if td does not exist thenthere are no more omplete mathes. These observations lead to the following threestep proedure.Step 1. This step loates td and then eliminates all but at most one pattern instaneq overlapping td. Starting at t, a left to right san of the text is performed to loatetd (i.e., eah text harater is ompared to b; td is the harater at whih the �rstmismath ours). If td does not exist the algorithm halts. If td exists and lies to theleft of p1[j℄ then the basi algorithm is restarted with jp plaed to the immediate rightof td. Otherwise, q is hosen to be the pattern instane suh that q[j℄ is aligned withtd. q is the next potential math instane to be onsidered.Step 2. In this step, either q is eliminated or all pattern instanes overlapping q,exept for presuf overlaps of q, are eliminated. This is done using the basi algorithm,slightly modi�ed to aount for the mathed pre�x. Suppose the leftmost di�erenepoints are used in the sequene S in the basi algorithm, as against any arbitrarydi�erene points. Then dif2; : : : ; difj are all equal to j and difj+1; : : : ; difm are allgreater than j, whenever de�ned. In Step 2, the haraters in q to the right of q[j℄whih are at the indies given by S are ompared with the aligned text haraters inthe order in whih they appear in S. This ontinues until either a mismath ours orthe sequene is exhausted. A mismath leads to the basi algorithm with jp shifted tothe right of q by distane at least j � 1 plus the number of omparisons made in thisstep. If no mismath ours then Step 3 follows.Step 3. Charaters in q whih are not yet mathed are ompared from right to leftwith their aligned text haraters until a mismath ours or q is fully mathed. Thepresent situation is now idential to the situation at the beginning of a presuf shift and



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 33is handled in the same way.The omparison omplexity of the above algorithm is determined by the followinglemma.Lemma 2.4.15 If p is a speial ase pattern and jx01j < m2 for eah presuf shift, thenthe omparison omplexity of the algorithm is n(1 + 2m+1).Proof. We give a harging sheme to aount for the omparisons made by the algo-rithm for handling speial ase patterns. The de�nition of a phase, the harging shemefor Type 1 and Type 2 phases, and the ranges of text haraters harged in eah phasetype remain the same as in Lemma 2.4.12. Only the harging sheme for Type 3 andType 4 phases needs to be modi�ed in aordane with the presuf shift handler forspeial ase patterns.Consider a presuf shift whih initiates a new Type 3 or Type 4 phase. We showthat it has an overhead of at most one. The omparison omplexity of the algorithmnow follows from the fat that jx01j < m2 and therefore, any two onseutive presuf shiftsmust our at least m+12 haraters apart.Charging Sheme for the Presuf Shift Handler. Let q0 and q1 be the leftmost un-eliminated pattern instanes immediately before and after the presuf shift, respetively.Reall that ta is the text harater aligned with q0j.We show that presuf shifts have overhead at most one for these patterns. Let q bethe leftmost pattern instane whih survives Step 1. All suessful omparisons in Step1 are harged to the text haraters ompared. These text haraters lie to the left ofq[j℄, where j is the least index suh that p[j℄ di�ers from p[m℄. The lone unsuessfulomparison in Step 1 onstitutes the overhead of this shift. Consider two ases now.1. Suppose q survives Step 2. All omparisons made in Steps 2 and 3 are hargedto the text haraters ompared. Thus, eah text harater whih lies to the rightof ta and is aligned with or to the left of qj is harged at most one. All futureomparisons will be harged to text haraters to the right of qj.2. Suppose q does not survive Step 2. Eah suessful omparison in Step 2 elimi-nates some pattern instane lying entirely to the right of q[j℄ and is harged to thetext harater aligned with the left end of that pattern instane. The unsuessfulomparison whih eliminates q in Step 2 is harged to the text harater alignedwith q[j℄. Thus, eah text harater lying stritly between ta and jqd is harged



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 34at most one, where qd is the leftmost surviving pattern instane at the end ofStep 2. All future omparisons will be harged to text haraters aligned with orto the right of jqd.2Lemma 2.4.16 Suppose that p is a speial ase pattern and jx01j < m2 for all presufshifts. Then the total time taken by the algorithm is O(n+m), following preproessingof the pattern whih takes O(m2) time. The total spae used by the algorithm is O(m).Proof. The lemma, exept for the preproessing time, is obvious from the above de-sription. Sine no extra preproessing is required for speial ase patterns, the lemmafollows from Lemma 2.4.14. 2Theorem 2.4.17 Suppose for all presuf shifts, jx01j < m2 . Then the total spae used bythe algorithm is O(m) and the total time taken by the algorithm, after preproessing, isO(n+m). The preproessing required by the algorithm takes O(m2) time.Proof. Follows from Lemmas 2.4.14 and 2.4.16. 22.4.5 Data Struture DetailsWe prove Lemma 2.4.13 in this setion. The following data strutures are used by thealgorithm.1. The array S used in the basi algorithm.2. An array, indexed by i, storing difi, 2 � i � m, used by the presuf shift handler.3. BV and LBV , the bit vetor and its assoiated list.4. ET , the elimination tree.5. Qx, for eah terminal node x of ET , as de�ned after Step 2 in Setion 2.4.2.Of these, the �rst three have size O(m) by de�nition. By Theorem 2.4.9, ET has sizeO(m) too.It remains to show how to represent Qx, for eah terminal node x of ET , using O(m)spae overall. The following de�nitions are helpful. Let tb be the text harater aligned



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 35with p1j. Let Q refer to the set of pattern instanes whih overlap pk+1, have left endsto the right of jpk+1 and either math or do not overlap tb.Before showing how to maintain Qx, it is helpful to reapitulate some struturalproperties of ET . ET is a binary tree with eah internal node having two hildren. Ateah internal node y, a harater y in p is potentially ompared with the text haraterty. A suessful omparison leads to the left hild of y while a mismath leads to theright hild. Comparisons are made starting at the root of ET and ontinuing until aterminal node (a leaf) is reahed. A node in ET lies in the right subtree of at most twoof its anestors.Node x is said to be a failing desendant of node y if x is a proper desendant of yand lies in the right subtree of y. A terminal node x an be a failing desendant of atmost two nodes in ET . Let p(x) denote the parent of x. For eah terminal node x, letAn(x) be de�ned as follows. If both hildren of p(x) are terminal nodes and p(x) isthe right hild of p(p(x)) then An(x) is the set of proper anestors of p(x). Otherwise,An(x) is the set of proper anestors of x.q 2 Q is said to our at terminal node x of ET if q 2 Qx. In Setion 2.4.2, wetentatively de�ned Qx to be the set of pattern instanes in Q whih math at all textharaters ompared suessfully at nodes inAn(x) (atually, the de�nition was not thispreise). Now, we re�ne this de�nition by letting Qx satisfy some additional onstraints.Informally, q should our at x if it is onsistent with all omparisons made at nodes inAn(x). This motivates the following haraterization of Qx. Let Y � An(x) onsistof those nodes with respet to whih x is a failing desendant. Then Qx is the maximalsubset of Q suh that eah q 2 Qx satis�es the following properties:1. 8y 2 An(x)�Y , the harater in q aligned with ty, if any, mathes the haratery.2. 8y 2 Y , the harater in q aligned with ty, if any, is di�erent from y.ET may have �(m) terminal nodes. Even though jQxj < m for eah terminal nodex, storing Qx expliitly for eah terminal node x ould require 
(m2) spae overall. Weshow how to store the sets Qx so that O(m) spae is used in total and any partiularQx an be retrieved in O(m) time.Let l1; l2; : : : ; lh, in that order, be the nodes along the leftmost path in ET startingat the root and ending at the terminal node lh. De�ne the right subtree of li to bethe subtree rooted at the right hild of li. Note that tl1 ; : : : ; tlh�1 form a right to left



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 36sequene. We show how to maintain Qx, for all terminal nodes x in the right subtreesof l1; : : : ; lh�1, in O(m) spae altogether. Only the terminal node lh remains and Qlhan be stored expliitly in O(m) spae.We mark some of the nodes l1; : : : ; lh�1. Node li is marked if its right hild is neithera terminal node nor the parent of two terminal nodes. Thus, node li is marked if Phase2 ould make at least two omparisons following a mismath at tli . Let l01; : : : ; l0s, inthat order, be the nodes marked.The following lemmas are helpful.Lemma 2.4.18 Consider terminal nodes x1 and x2 of ET and let their least ommonanestor be y. Suppose at most one of the following is true: �rst, y is the parent of bothx1 and x2 and seond, y is the right hild of p(y). If q ours at x1 and at x2 then qdoes not overlap ty.Proof. Clearly, y 2 An(x1) and y 2 An(x2). Suppose q overlaps ty. Let  be theharater in q aligned with ty. Without loss of generality, assume that x1 is a failingdesendant of y. Then x2 is not a failing desendant of y. By the de�nition of Qx1 , 6= y. By the de�nition of Qx2 ,  = y, a ontradition.2Corollary 2.4.19 Let i � 1 be the smallest number suh that q 2 Q does not overlaptli . q an our at terminal nodes in the right subtrees of at most one of l1; : : : ; li�1.Further, if q ours at some terminal node in the subtree rooted at li, it annot our atterminal nodes in the right subtrees of any of l1; : : : ; li�1.Lemma 2.4.20 Let i � 1 be the smallest number suh that q 2 Q does not overlap tli .Suppose q ours at a terminal node in the subtree rooted at li. Then q ours at allterminal nodes in the right subtrees of eah of those nodes among li; : : : ; lh�1 whih areunmarked. Further, q ours at lh.Proof. Clearly, the haraters in q whih overlap tl1 ; : : : ; tli�1 math the haratersl1 ; : : : ; li�1 , respetively. Further, q does not overlap tli ; : : : ; tlh�1 . Therefore, qours at lh. In addition, if a terminal node x is in the right subtree of an unmarkednode lj , j � i, then either lj = p(x) or lj = p(p(x)) and p(x) 62 An(x). From thede�nition of Qx, q must our at x. 2Lemma 2.4.21 Consider marked node l0i, 1 � i � s, and let j be the smallest numbersuh that tl0i is to the left of the suÆx xj of p1. pj�1 must be the rightmost pattern



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 37instane in its group. In addition, pj is the leftmost presuf pattern instane to survivea mismath at tl0i .Proof. Sine l0i is marked, at least three presuf pattern instanes must survive a mis-math at tl0i . Let the leftmost three suh pattern instanes be pa; pb; p (listed in leftto right order). Let Aw be the group ontaining pj . Write xj as uve, where e � 1, uis a proper suÆx of primitive v, and all presufs assoiated with Aw have the form uve0 ,e0 � 1.By Lemma 2.4.5, suessful omparisons within the suÆx xj of p1 suÆe to eliminateall but at most two of the pattern instanes in the groups Aw+1; : : : ; Ag (at most twopattern instanes in Aw+1; : : : ; Ag an form a half-done set with pj). Therefore, pa 2 Awand xa = uvea , ea � 1. Sine pa; pb; p all survive the mismath at tl0i , fpa; pb; pg is ahalf-done set and therefore ea � 2. It follows that xb = uveb , eb � 0, and x = uve ,e � 0.Next, suppose pj�1 is not the rightmost pattern instane in its group. Then pj�1 2Aw and xj�1 has the form uve+1, e+1 � 2. We show that pb would have been eliminatedby a omparison to the right of tl0i , whih is a ontradition. Note that pj�1 and pahave a di�erene point, whih is aligned with or to the right of tl0i and aligned with p1.Let pj�1[d℄ be the rightmost suh di�erene point. Clearly, pj�1[d℄ is to the left of thesuÆx xa of p1. pj�1[d+(ea� eb)jvj℄ is a di�erene point of pj�1 and pb whih is alignedwith p1. A math at this di�erene point would have eliminated pb.Finally, suppose pa 6= pj . Then pj and pa have a di�erene point, whih is alignedwith or to the right of tl0i and aligned with p1. Let pj[d℄ be the rightmost suh di�erenepoint. An argument similar to the one in the previous paragraph shows that pj andpb have a di�erene point to the right of pj [d℄ and aligned with p1; a math at thisdi�erene point would have eliminated pb, whih is a ontradition. 2Corollary 2.4.22 Consider marked nodes l0i1 and l0i2 , 1 � i1 < i2 � s. Let xi�1 andxj�1 be the smallest suÆxes (whih are also presufs) of p1 whih overlap tl0i1 and tl0i2respetively. Then i 6= j.Proof. If i = j then by Lemma 2.4.21, pj is the leftmost presuf pattern instane tosurvive the mismathes at both tl0i1 and tl0i2 . But sine a pj survives a mismath attl0i1 , it annot survive a math at tl0i1 and therefore, it annot survive a mismath attl0i2 . 2



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 38Lemma 2.4.23 The size of the presuf orresponding to the rightmost pattern instanein Aj, 1 � j � g, is at most m( 32 )j .Proof. For j = 1, the laim is learly true. Assume that the laim is true for Aj�1,i.e., the size of the presuf orresponding to rightmost pattern instane pe in Aj�1 is lessthan m( 32 )j�1 . xe has either the form uvv or the form uv, where u a proper suÆx of v. Inthe former ase, xe+1 = uv and in the latter ase, xe = xe+1zxe+1 for some non-emptystring z (as uv is not periodi). Thus jxe+1j < 2jxej3 . The laim follows. 2Lemma 2.4.24 The number of pattern instanes in Q whih overlap tb and are entirelyto the right of tl0i is less than m( 32 )s�i+1 , for all i, 1 � i � s.Proof. From Lemma 2.4.21 and Corollary 2.4.22, the rightmost presuf pattern instanepj suh that the suÆx xj of p1 overlaps tl0i must be the rightmost pattern instane insome group Aj0 , j0 � s� i+ 1. The lemma follows from Lemma 2.4.23. 2Consider the right subtrees of l01; : : : ; l0s. Note that the omparisons made in eah ofthese subtrees are aimed at eliminating half-done sets whose leftmost pattern instanesare in distint groups. Eah of these omparisons is made to the right of p1[m℄, asdesribed in Lemma 2.4.7 and Corollary 2.4.8.Lemma 2.4.25 The number of pattern instanes in Q whih are entirely to the right oftb and overlap some text harater ompared in the right subtree of l0i is at most m( 32 )s�i+1 ,for all i, 1 � i � s.Proof. Reall from Lemma 2.4.7 that a half-done set whose leftmost pattern instaneis in group Aj, j > 1, is eliminated in Phase 2 of the elimination strategy by makingomparisons at text haraters whih are at most distane jxj0�1j � jxj0 j to the rightof tb, where pj0 is the leftmost presuf pattern instane in Aj . From Lemma 2.4.23,jxj0�1j < m( 32 )j�1 , the lemma follows. 2Lemma 2.4.26 Consider a marked node l0i and the set of terminal nodes in its rightsubtree. If a pattern instane q ours at two of these terminal nodes, say w and y, thenq ours at all terminal nodes in the subtree rooted at the least ommon anestor z of wand y.Proof. By Lemma 2.4.18, q does not overlap the harater tz. Sine omparisonsmade in the right subtree of l0i onstitute a right to left sequene, q does not overlap



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 39tz0 , where z0 is any desendant of z. The lemma now follows immediately from thede�nition of the sets Qx.2We are now ready to desribe the data struture for storing the Qx's. The followingsubsets of Q are required: Z1; : : : ; Zh�1, Y1; : : : ; Yh�1 and W1; : : : ;Ws. The Z and theY sets are used for terminal nodes whih lie in the right subtrees of the unmarkednodes among l1; : : : ; lh�1. The W sets are used for terminal nodes whih lie in the rightsubtrees of marked nodes.The Z sets are de�ned �rst. For eah i, 1 � i � h� 1, where li is unmarked, de�neZi to be the set of pattern instanes in Q whih overlap t(li) and our only at terminalnodes in the right subtree of li. Clearly, Ph�1i=1 Zi = O(m).The Y sets are de�ned next. For eah i, 1 � i � h � 1, de�ne Yi to be the set ofpattern instanes q 2 Q with the following properties.1. q does not overlap tli .2. If i > 1, q overlaps tli�1 .3. q ours at a terminal node in the subtree rooted at li.Clearly,Ph�1i=1 Yi = O(m). Further, eah pair of Y sets is disjoint and Zi is disjoint fromY1; : : : ; Yi. The following lemma explains the signi�ane of the Y and Z sets.Lemma 2.4.27 If terminal node x is in the right subtree of unmarked node li, Qx =Y1 [ Y2 [ � � � [ Yi [ Zi.Proof. Suppose q 2 Qx. If q overlaps tli then, by Corollary 2.4.19, q 2 Zi. If q doesnot overlap tli then learly q must be in some Yj , j � i.Next, suppose q 2 Yj , j � i. By Lemma 2.4.20, q 2 Qx. Finally, if q 2 Zi thenq 2 Qx as the only internal node (if any) in the right subtree of li is not in An(x). 2Finally, the W sets are de�ned. For eah i, 1 � i � s, Wi onsists of those patterninstanes whih our at some terminal node in the right subtree of marked node l0i. LetW 0i denote the set obtained from Wi by removing those pattern instanes whih do notoverlap any of the text haraters ompared in the right subtree of l0i.Lemma 2.4.28 Psi=1 jW 0i j = O(m).



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 40Proof. Split W 0i into two disjoint subsets, W 1i and W 2i . W 1i onsists of those patterninstanes whih overlap tl0i and W 2i onsists of pattern instanes whih do not overlaptl0i .By Lemma 2.4.18, pattern instanes inW 1i our only at terminal nodes in the rightsubtree of l0i. Therefore, it suÆes to show that Psi=1 jW 2i j = O(m). From Lemmas2.4.24 and 2.4.25, it follows that Psi=1 jW 2i j =Psi=1(2 m( 32 )s�i+1 ) = O(m). 2Consider some i, 1 � i � s. The manner in whih Wi is maintained so as tofailitate the reovery of Qx for eah terminal node x in the right subtree of markednode l0i remains to be shown. Clearly, pattern instanes in Wi �W 0i our at all suhnodes x and an be stored impliitly in onstant spae by just storing the rightmosttext position ompared in the right subtree of l0i. For the terminal nodes x in li's rightsubtree, we show how to store the pattern instanes in Qx\W 0i using a total of O(jW 0i j)spae (summing over all x). The linear spae bound then follows from Lemma 2.4.28.At eah internal node y in the right subtree T of l0i, a set Comy is stored. At eahterminal node x in T , a set Spex is stored. For eah q 2W 0i , if q ours only at terminalnode x then it is added to Spex. Otherwise, if q ours at more than one terminalnode in T then q is added to the set Comy, where y is the least ommon anestor ofthose terminal nodes at whih q ours. Clearly, all Com and Spe sets are disjoint andtherefore, the total spae taken by them is O(jW 0i j). The following lemma shows howQx an be retrieved from the Com and Spe sets, for eah terminal node x in T .Lemma 2.4.29 For eah terminal node x 2 T , Qx = (Wi �W 0i ) [ Comy1 [ Comy2 [� � � [ Comyj [ Spex, where y1; : : : ; yj are the proper anestors of x in T .Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.26. 2.To ompute Qx as an ordered list, it suÆes to maintain eah of the Y , Z, Com andSpe sets as ordered lists whih are then appended together in O(m) time aording toeither Lemma 2.4.27 or Lemma 2.4.29, as the ase may be.This onludes the data struture desription. We remark that all the data struturesmentioned at the beginning of this setion an be omputed using naive algorithms inO(m2) time.2.5 The Transfer funtion fBefore giving the de�nition of the funtion f , we prove a number of preliminary lemmas.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 412.5.1 Preliminary LemmasThese lemmas desribe some properties of periodi strings and the distribution of textharaters ompared in Step 2 (the elimination tree phase) of the presuf handler de-sribed in Setion 2.4.2.Let V = fp1; p2; : : : ; pk; pk+1g. Consider the set of pattern instanes in V whihare rightmost in their respetive groups. Let pi be a pattern instane in this set. Weintrodue a funtion h(xi) whih is entral to the analysis.De�nition. If i < k then h(xi) is de�ned by one of the following three ases.1. xi is periodi. Then xi+1 is periodi too. Let u and v be the ore and head,respetively, of xi. Let w be the ore of xi+1. h(xi) is de�ned to be the suÆx ofp1 of length jvj+ jwj.2. xi = uvu is not periodi, where juj is its s-period. Further, xi+1 is periodi withore w. h(xi) is de�ned to be the suÆx of p1 of length jvj+ juj+ jwj.3. xi = uvu is not periodi, where juj is its s-period. Further, xi+1 is not periodi.h(xi) is de�ned to be the suÆx of p1 of length juj.If i = k + 1 then h(xi) is de�ned to be the empty string. Note that i 6= k as pk andpk+1 are both in the same group.The �rst two lemmas onsider the ase when i < k and xi+1 is periodi with orew. They show that h(xi) annot be periodi with ore w.Lemma 2.5.1 Suppose xi = uv2, where v is the ore of xi. Further, suppose xi+1 =uv = w0wk1 is periodi with ore w, jwj < jvj. Then h(xi) is not periodi with ore w.Proof. w is a suÆx of v. Sine v is primitive, jvj is not a multiple of jwj. If h(xi) wereperiodi with ore w then the pre�x of h(xi) of size jwj would have the form xy, x aproper suÆx of w and y a proper pre�x of w. But this pre�x of h(xi) is a suÆx of vand hene is the string w. This implies that w is yli and annot be the ore of xi+1,a ontradition. 2Lemma 2.5.2 Suppose xi = uvu is not periodi, where juj is the s-period of xi. Supposethe string xi+1 = u = w0wk1 is periodi with ore w, jwj < juj. Then h(xi) is not periodiwith ore w.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 42Proof. w is a suÆx of u. vu is primitive otherwise xi would be periodi. Suppose h(xi)is periodi with ore w. Then jvuj is not a multiple of jwj. Therefore, the pre�x ofh(xi) of size jwj is of the form xy, x a proper suÆx and y a proper pre�x of w. But thispre�x of h(xi) is a suÆx of u and hene is the string w. This implies that w is yliand annot be the ore of xi+1, a ontradition. 2The next lemma desribes the order in whih pattern instanes in a half-done setare eliminated in Step 2 of the presuf shift handler.Lemma 2.5.3 Let pi1 ; : : : ; pir , r � 3, be pattern instanes in V omprising a half-doneset. For any l, 3 � l � r, if pi1 and pil both survive at any instant in Step 2 thenpi1 ; : : : ; pil�1 also survive at that instant.Proof. We show that the lemma is true for any instant in Phase 1 and at the end ofPhase 1. For Phase 2, the lemma follows from Corollary 2.4.8.Consider the rightmost position e suh that pi1 [e℄ is to the left of tb (reall that tbis the text harater aligned with p1[m℄) and di�erent from the harater in pil alignedwith it. The portions of pi1 ; : : : ; pil whose left and right ends are aligned with pi1 [e+1℄and tb, respetively, are idential and periodi with ore v, where v is the ore of xi1 .The portions of pi1 ; : : : ; pil�1 whose left and right ends are aligned with pi1 [e℄ and tb,respetively, are idential. Therefore, a omparison to the right of pi1 [e℄ eliminates noneor all of pi1 ; : : : ; pil depending upon whether it sueeds or fails. A omparison at pi1 [e℄eliminates either pil or all of pi1 ; : : : ; pil�1 . Thus, if pi1 and pil survive at any instant inPhase 1 or at the end of Phase 1 then all omparisons made till that instant are to theright of pi1 [e℄. Eah of these omparisons eliminates none or all of pi1 ; : : : ; pil . 2The next lemma establishes that if all omparisons in the suÆx xi of p1 are suessfulthen at most two pattern instanes to the right of pi survive.Lemma 2.5.4 Suppose all omparisons made by S1 within the suÆx xi of p1 result inmathes. Then at most two instanes in V among those lying to the right of pi survive.Further, if two instanes py and pz survive, then fxi; xy; xzg is a lone set.Proof. First, suppose xi is periodi. Then, by the manner in whih groups were de�ned,xi has the form uv2. Let pa; pb 2 V , a; b > i. If fxi; xa; xbg is not a lone set then, byLemma 2.4.5, suessful omparisons in the suÆx xi of p1 suÆe to eliminate one ofpa; pb. Thus, two or more pattern instanes in V to the right of pi an survive only if



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 43their presufs form a lone set with xi. But the only andidates are the pattern instanespy and pz whose presufs are uv and u, respetively.Seond, suppose xi is not periodi. Then it is of the form uvu, where u is its s-period.For no two pattern instanes py; pz, y; z > i, an fxi; xy; xzg be a lone set. By Lemma2.4.5, one of py; pz, for every suh y and z, an be eliminated by a suessful omparisonmade within the suÆx xi of p1. Thus in this ase, at most one pattern instane in V tothe right of pi survives. 2The next two lemmas establish that if all omparisons within h(xi) are suessfulthen at most two pattern instanes in V to the right of pi survive.Lemma 2.5.5 Suppose xi+1 is periodi with ore w and all omparisons made by S1within h(xi) result in mathes. Then at most two instanes in V among those to theright of xi survive.Proof. Sine the ase i = k + 1 is vauous, we assume that i < k.The proof is based on Lemmas 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. Let As be the groupontaining pi. Let pi+1; : : : ; py be the pattern instanes in group As+1. Consider theset V 0 of pattern instanes in V whih are to the right of pi and whih survive suess-ful omparisons in the suÆx xy of p1. By Lemma 2.5.4, with at most one exeption(all it po), the pattern instanes in V 0 form a half-done set. By Lemma 2.5.3, thepresufs orresponding to the pattern instanes in this half-done set omprise the setfw0wk2; : : : ; w0wk3+1; w0wk3g, where k3 equals 0, 1 or 2. Let V 0 = fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pij ; pog.We show that suessful omparisons in h(xi) eliminate all but at most one offpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pijg.Note that fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pijg is a half-done set. By Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, the suÆxh(xi) of p1 (and of xi) is not periodi with ore w. Let the rightmost suÆx of p1 whihis longer than jxi+1j and not periodi with ore w begin at p1[e℄; p1[e℄ lies in h(xi).Consider the largest h, 1 � h � j, suh that pih survives all omparisons made to theright of p1[e℄. Then, by Lemma 2.5.3, pi1 ; : : : ; pih�1 also survive these omparisons whilepih+1 ; : : : ; pij are eliminated. If h � 1 then we are done. Otherwise, as shown in thenext paragraph, the haraters in pi1 ; : : : ; pih�1 aligned with p1[e℄ are idential to eahother yet di�erent from p1[e℄. Hene there will be a omparison involving p1[e℄, whihby assumption is a math; this leaves only pih and po uneliminated.Sine the rightmost eligible harater is always hosen by the elimination strategy foromparison, the portions of pi1 ; : : : ; pih aligned with the suÆx of p1 whih lies to right



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 44of p1[e℄ math that suÆx. Suppose for some r, 1 � r < h, a = pir [℄ 6= pir [+ jwj℄ = b,where pir [℄ is aligned with p1[e℄. Sine pir+1 is jwj units to the right of pir , the haraterin pir+1 aligned with pir [+ jwj℄ = b is an a, a ontradition. Therefore, the haratersin pi1 ; : : : ; pih�1 aligned with p1[e℄ are all equal to the harater p1[e + jwj℄. But, fromthe de�nition of e, p1[e+ jwj℄ 6= p1[e℄. This proves the lemma. 2Lemma 2.5.6 Suppose xi+1 is not periodi and all omparisons made by S1 within thesuÆx h(xi) of p1 result in mathes. Then at most two instanes in V among those tothe right of pi survive.Proof. Sine the ase i = k + 1 is vauous, we assume that i < k.By the manner in whih groups were de�ned, xi is not periodi. Sine xi+1 is notperiodi, pi+1 is the rightmost instane in its group. Thus, xi+1 annot form a lone setwith any two of its presufs. By Lemma 2.5.4, at most one pattern instane to the rightof pi+1 survives suessful omparisons in the suÆx xi+1 = h(xi) of p1. 2The following lemma relates the length of the presufs xi and xi+2 with the suÆxh(xi) of p1 for i � k � 1.Lemma 2.5.7 jxi+2j+ jh(xi)j � jxij.Proof. First suppose xi = uvu is not periodi, where u is its s-period. Then jxi+2j < juj.If xi+1 is not periodi then h(xi) = u and jxi+2j + jh(xi)j < 2juj < jxij. If xi+1 isperiodi with ore w then jh(xi)j = juj + jvj + jwj and xi+2 = juj � jwj. This impliesthat jxi+2j+ jh(xi)j = jxij.Next, suppose xi is periodi with ore v and head u. Then xi+1 is also periodi, saywith ore w. Thus jh(xi)j = jvj+ jwj and jxi+2j = jvj+ juj� jwj. Then jxi+2j+ jh(xi)j =2jvj+ juj = jxij. 2.De�nitions. Let the term mis�t refer to any harater that di�ers from the rightmostharater of p. If jxkj > 1, let ri be the number of pattern instanes in V whih lie tothe right of pi. Otherwise, if jxkj = 1, let ri be one more than the number of patterninstanes in V whih lie to the right of pi and do not belong to the rightmost group.For onveniene, we de�ne ri to be 0 if jxkj = 1 and pi belongs to the rightmost group.We provide some lower bounds on the number of ourrenes of mis�t haraters inthe presufs of p and in the ores of periodi presufs.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 45Lemma 2.5.8 Let jxkj > 1. Let pj, j � k, be any pattern instane in V . Then xjontains at least rj instanes of the string xk and hene rj mis�t haraters.Proof. Sine xk is the smallest non-null suÆx of p that mathes a pre�x of p, nonon-null suÆx of xk mathes a pre�x of xk. Hene all instanes of xk in any string aredisjoint. Sine xk itself ontains xk and rk = 1, the lemma is true for j = k. Next,suppose j < k and assume indutively that xj+1 ontains at least rj+1 instanes ofxk. Then sine xj+1 is a proper pre�x and a proper suÆx of xj, xj must ontain atleast rj+1 + 1 = rj instanes of xk. Sine the �rst harater of xk di�ers from its lastharater, xj has at least rj mis�t haraters. 2Lemma 2.5.9 Suppose jxkj = 1. Let pj be any pattern instane in V . Then xj has atleast rj mis�t haraters.Proof. If pj belongs to the rightmost group then rj = 0 and the lemma holds trivially.So suppose pj is not in the rightmost group. Let py be the rightmost pattern instanenot in the rightmost group. xy ontains at least one mis�t harater, otherwise it wouldbe in the rightmost group. Sine ry = 1, the lemma is true for j = y. Next, assume thatj < y and assume indutively that xj+1 ontains at least rj+1 mis�t haraters. Thensine xj+1 is a proper pre�x and a proper suÆx of xj , xj must have at least rj+1+1 = rjmis�t haraters. 2Lemma 2.5.10 Let pj be any instane in V and suppose xj is periodi with head u andore v, jvj > 1. Then v ontains a mis�t harater.Proof. If v does not ontain a mis�t harater then xj does not ontain a mis�tharater either. This implies that all the haraters in xj are idential. This ontraditsthe assumption that jvj > 1. 2We onlude this setion of lemmas with two key lemmas, the h-SuÆx MappingLemma and the Half-Done Set Mapping Lemma. In the h-SuÆx Mapping Lemma, aset R1(i) of text haraters is de�ned for eah i, 1 � i � k � 1, suh that pi is therightmost instane in its group. In the Half-Done Set Mapping Lemma, a set R2(O) oftext haraters is de�ned for a half-done set O onsisting of pattern instanes from V .These two sets are used as ranges for the f funtion.Reall that V = fp1; : : : ; pkg and tb is the text harater aligned with the rightmostharater of p1.
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� jxi+2jp

xi h0ih(xi)
tbRange of R1(i)text

Figure 2.6: The h-SuÆx Mapping LemmaLet i � k � 1 and pi be the rightmost instane in its group. Let h0i be the suÆx oflength jxi+2j of the pre�x xi of p. Let R1(i) be the set of text haraters with whih jpis aligned when some mis�t harater in h0i is aligned with tb.Lemma 2.5.11 [The h-SuÆx Mapping Lemma℄. jR1(i)j � ri � 2. All text haratersin R1(i) lie stritly to the left of jh(xi) but within the suÆx xi of p1.Proof. (See Fig.2.6.) By Lemmas 2.5.8 and 2.5.9, xi+2 and hene h0i ontain at leastri�2 = maxf0; ri � 2g mis�t haraters. Therefore, jR1(i)j � ri � 2. By Lemma 2.5.7,the left end of any pattern instane in whih h0i overlaps tb is stritly to the left of jh(xi)and within the suÆx xi of p1. 2De�nition. LetO � V be a half-done set onsisting of the pattern instanes fph1 ; : : : ; phjg,j � 3, ph1 = p1. Let the head and ore of xh1 be denoted u and v, respetively. Letv = u0u. Suppose jvj > 1. Further, suppose phi is phi�1 shifted distane jvj to the right,for 1 < i � j. Let i, 2 �  � j, be the largest index suh that ph1 [i℄ is di�erent fromthe harater in ph aligned with it (suh an index exists by Lemma 2.4.7). Note thati � i�1 = jvj, for all , 3 �  � j, and that ph1 [i2℄ = ph1 [i3℄ = : : : = ph1 [ij ℄. The textharater ti aligned with ph1 [i℄ is alled the harateristi harater of ph .Let d be the leftmost harater in the pre�x uu0 of p whih di�ers from ph1 [i2℄.De�ne R2(ti), 3 �  � j, to be the text harater with whih jp is aligned when dis aligned with ti . In addition, de�ne R2(Oe) to be the set of text haraters R2(ti),3 �  � e � j. For onveniene, let R2(O) denote R2(Oj).



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 47Lemma 2.5.12 [The Half-Done Set Mapping Lemma℄ All text haraters in R2(Oj) aredistint. R2(ti) is aligned with or to the left of ti and stritly to the right of ti�1 , for3 �  � j. All haraters in R2(O) are aligned with or to the left of the harateristiharater of ph; in addition, they are stritly to the right of jpk+1, for 3 �  � j.Proof. By onstrution, R2(ti) is aligned with or to the left of ti , 3 �  � j. Inaddition, R2(ti) is at most distane jvj � 1 to the left of ti . As i � i�1 = jvj, R2(ti)is stritly to the right of ti�1 .The only part of the lemma still unproven is the laim that all haraters in R2(Oj)are stritly to the right of jpk+1. Note that ti3 is distane jvj to the right of ti2 , R2(ti3)is at most distane jvj�1 to the left of ti3 , and all haraters in R2(Oj) are aligned withor to the right of R2(ti3). Sine ti2 is aligned with or to the right of jpk+1, the lemmafollows.2Note that ph is eliminated by the time a omparison is made stritly to the left ofits harateristi harater, for 3 �  � j. Further, if a suessful omparison eliminatesph then this omparison must involve its harateristi harater.2.5.2 The Transfer Funtion fLet C be the set of text haraters involved in omparisons in Steps 1 and 2 of the presufshift handler of Setion 2.4.2. For eah harater t 2 C, with at most two exeptions,we de�ne f(t) to be a text harater td satisfying the following properties.1. td is to the right of jpk+1.2. td either oinides with t or lies to the left of t.3. The pattern instane whose left end is aligned with td is eliminated as a result ofomparisons in Steps 1 and 2 of the presuf shift handler.4. For every distint t1 ; t2 2 C, f(t1) 6= f(t2).Furthermore, the mismathes, if any, are always inluded among the exeptions. Werefer to the above properties as Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4, respetively.Sine patterns with g = 1 and jxkj = 1 are speial ase patterns, we assume thatg > 1 if jxkj = 1. Further, if p1[m℄ does not math the text, then Steps 1 and 2 of thepresuf shift handler together make at most one omparison. Therefore, we also assumethat p1[m℄ mathes the text. Let pl be the rightmost pattern instane in A1. Let pr bethe rightmost pattern instane in V outside Ag, if any.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 48We split the sequene C 0 of omparisons made in Steps 1 and 2 of the presuf shifthandler into three disjoint lasses as follows.1. Class 1 onsists of the omparison in Step 1. In addition, if jxkj = 1, then Class1 ontains the omparisons whih omprise the smallest pre�x of C 0 having thefollowing property: either the last omparison in this pre�x is unsuessful orfollowing that omparison, exatly one pattern instane in Ag survives.2. Class 2 onsists of the omparisons in C 0 whih follow all Class 1 omparisons andare made in the suÆx h(xl) of p1.3. Class 3 onsists of omparisons in C 0 whih follow all Class 2 omparisons.Note that if Class 1 ontains an unsuessful omparison then Class 2 is emptybeause no further omparisons are made in the suÆx h(xl) of p1. Thus Class 1 andClass 2 together have at most one unsuessful omparison. The only other possiblyunsuessful omparison is the last omparison in Class 3. We do not de�ne an f valuefor the last omparison in Class 3. In addition, one other omparison may not reeive anf value. If Class 1 and Class 2 ontain an unsuessful omparison then this omparisondoes not reeive an f value. If all omparisons in Classes 1 and 2 are suessful thenone suessful omparison in one of the three lasses may not reeive an f value. Allother omparisons reeive f values. Thus, f values are never de�ned for mismathesand at most two omparisons in C 0 do not reeive f values.We de�ne f values for eah lass in turn. f values for Class 2 omparisons are alwaysde�ned using the set R1(l). These f values are aligned with the suÆx xl of p1 and tothe left of h(xl). f values for Class 3 omparisons are de�ned in one of three ways. Ifall omparisons in Classes 1 and 2 are suessful then these f values are to the left ofthe suÆx xl of p1. If Class 2 ontains a mismath then these f values are de�ned usingthe set R1(l). If Class 2 is empty and Class 1 ontains a mismath then these f valuesare aligned with or to the right of the suÆx xr+1 of p1. f values for Classes 2 and 3are easily seen to be distint. f values for Class 1 omparisons are aligned either withthe suÆx xr of p1 or with the suÆx xr�1 of p1; in Lemma 2.5.17, we show that these fvalues do not lash with the f values for Classes 2 and 3.Classes 2 and 3. We onsider three ases.Case 1. Class 2 ontains an unsuessful omparison.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 49Class 2 and Class 3 together ontain at most rl � 1 omparisons in addition to thisunsuessful omparison. To see this, note that rl � 1 omparisons in addition to theomparisons in Class 1 suÆe to eliminate all but one of the pattern instanes in Vto the right of pl. Further, exluding the unsuessful Class 2 omparison and the lastomparison in Class 3, all other omparisons in Classes 2 and 3 are suessful. f isde�ned to map the text haraters involved in these rl � 2 suessful omparisons tothe text haraters in R1(l) in some arbitrary order. By the h-SuÆx Mapping Lemmaand the fat that all Class 3 omparisons are to the right of p1[m℄ is this ase, all textharaters in R1(l) lie to the left of all the text haraters involved in Class 2 and Class3 omparisons. Clearly, Properties 2, 3 and 4 are true for these f values. Property 1follows from the fat that jxlj � jx1j < m2 , and hene jpk+1 is to the left of the suÆx xlof p1.Case 2. All omparisons in Classes 1 and 2 are suessful.There are at most rl omparisons in Class 2, all of whih are suessful. f is de�nedto map the text haraters involved in rl�2 of these rl omparisons to the text haratersin R1(l) in some arbitrary order. As in Case 1, Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satis�ed bythese f values. This leaves at most s Class 2 omparisons for some s � 2,Next, we de�ne f values for Class 3 omparisons and s Class 2 omparisons. Thesef values will be de�ned for all omparisons in Class 3 plus the s omparisons in Class2, with at most two exeptions. These f values will be to the left of the suÆx xl of p1,and thus learly distint from f values for Class 2 omparisons.Following Class 2 omparisons, at most minfrl; 2g�s of the pattern instanes to theright of pl survive along with pattern instanes in A1. Let O0 denote the following setof minfrl; 2g pattern instanes: those pattern instanes to the right of pl whih surviveClass 1 and Class 2 omparisons and those pattern instanes whih are eliminated byone of the s Class 2 omparisons under onsideration. Let O refer to the largest half-done set onsisting of pattern instanes in A1 and O0. Rede�ne O0 by removing patterninstanes in it whih are also in O. Considering omparisons whih eliminate patterninstanes in O and O0 is equivalent to onsidering Class 3 omparisons plus the s Class2 omparisons.Let O = fph1 ; : : : ; pheg. If l = 1, then the number of omparisons in Class 3 plus s isat most 2�s+s = 2. In this ase, we do not de�ne f values for the omparisons in Class3 and the s omparisons in Class 2. So suppose that l > 1. Eah suessful omparisonwhih eliminates a pattern instane in O involves the harateristi harater of the



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 50pattern instane eliminated. Let v and u be the ore and head, respetively, of xh1 andlet v = u0u. jvj > 1 beause either jxkj > 1 or jxkj = 1 and g > 1. By Lemma 2.5.10, vontains a mis�t harater.First, onsider suessful omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes in O. IfjOj � 2, there is at most one suh omparison in Class 3 and we do not de�ne an fvalue for it. So suppose jOj > 2. There are two subases depending on the loation ofthe harateristi harater tie of phe .Subase 2a. Either O0 is not empty and tie is stritly to the left of the left end of thesuÆx xhe�1 of p1; or O0 is empty and tie is stritly to the left of the left end of the suÆxxhe�2 of p1.For 3 �  � e, if a suessful omparison is made at ti , f(ti) is de�ned to be R2(ti).By the Half-Done Set Mapping Lemma, these f values are stritly to the left of the suÆxxhe�1 of p1 if O0 is not empty and stritly to the left of the suÆx xhe�2 of p1 if O0 isempty. A simple ase analysis (O0 equals 0, 1, 2) shows that these f values are stritlyto the left of the left end of the suÆx xl of p1, as laimed. Properties 1, 2 and 4 for thesef values follow easily from the Half-Done Set Mapping Lemma while Property 3 followsfrom the de�nition of the set R2(O). At most one suessful omparison eliminatingpattern instanes in O does not have an f value: the one eliminating ph2 .Subase 2b. Either O0 is not empty and tie is aligned with some harater in the suÆxxhe�1 of p1; or O0 is empty and the harateristi harater of phe is aligned with someharater in the suÆx xhe�2 of p1.In the �rst ase, ti , the harateristi harater of ph , is aligned with some haraterin the suÆx xh�1 of p1, for 2 �  � e. Consider the set R02 of e � 2 text haraterswith whih jp is aligned when the rightmost mis�t harater in the pre�x xh of p,1 �  � e � 2, is aligned with tb. Sine v ontains a mis�t harater, the th leftmosttext harater in R02 is aligned with some harater in the suÆx xh of p1 and is stritlyto the left of the left end of the suÆx xh+1 of p1. A suessful omparison at ti ,3 �  � e, is mapped by f to the ( � 2)nd leftmost harater in R02. Clearly, allharaters in R02 are distint and f(ti) is stritly to the left of ti . All haraters in R02are aligned with some harater in the suÆx x1 of p1. Thus, Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4 aresatis�ed by these f values. These f values are stritly to the left of the left end of thesuÆx xhe�1 of p1. Sine O0 is not empty, he�1 � l. Therefore, these f values are stritlyto the left of the left end of the suÆx xl of p1. Again, the only suessful omparisonwithout an f value, if any, is the one eliminating ph2 .



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 51In the seond ase, ti , 4 �  � e, is aligned with some harater in the suÆx xh�2 ofp1. f values are not de�ned for the two leftmost omparisons under onsideration. Theremaining omparisons involve text haraters aligned with some harater in the suÆxxh2 of p1. A suessful omparison at ti , 4 �  � e, is mapped by f to the ( � 3)rdleftmost harater in R02. Clearly, f(ti) is stritly to the left of ti . As in the �rst ase,Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satis�ed by these f values. All these f values are to the leftof the left end of the suÆx xhe�2 of p1. Sine he�2 � l for this ase, these f values arestritly to the left of the left end of the suÆx xl of p1. The only suessful omparisonswithout f values, if any, are those eliminating ph3 and ph2 . This ends Subase 2.1b.Before, we de�ne f values for omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes in O0,we need a lemma whih will be used later when Class 3 omparisons are de�ned. Thislemma an be veri�ed easily from the above desription.Lemma 2.5.13 If O � A1 and jO0j � 1 then the f values de�ned in Subases 2a and2b are to the left of the suÆx xl�1 of p1.Next, onsider suessful omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes in O0. IfjO0j < 2 or no suessful omparison eliminates a pattern instane in O0 then no furtherf values are de�ned. So suppose jO0j = 2 and a suessful omparison is made toeliminate one of the pattern instanes in O0. By Lemma 2.4.5, this omparison involvesa text harater t whih is aligned with some harater in the suÆx xhe of p1. f(t)is de�ned to be the text harater with whih jp is aligned when the rightmost mis�tharater in the pre�x xhe�1 of p1 is aligned with tb. Sine v ontains a mis�t harater,f(t) is aligned with some harater in the suÆx xhe�1 of p1 and is stritly to the left ofthe suÆx xhe of p1. f(t) is thus to the right of and distint from all f values de�nedpreviously for omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes in O. Further, f(t) is tothe left of t beause t is aligned with the suÆx xhe of p1. Sine jO0j = 2, l = he, andtherefore f(t) is stritly to the left of the suÆx xl of p1, as laimed. Properties 1, 2, 3and 4 are easily seen to be true for all Class 2 and 3 omparisons now.Lemma 2.5.14 For Case 2, f values have been de�ned for all but two of the om-parisons in Class 2 and 3. Further, the omitted omparisons inlude mismathes, ifany.Proof. We just need to show that at most two of the omparisons amongst those whiheliminate pattern instanes in O and O0 do not reeive f values, for the mismathesnever reeive f values.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 52If jOj < 2 then there at most 2 omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes in Oand O0. If O0 is empty, then f values are de�ned for all but the last two omparisonswhih eliminate pattern instanes in O. So suppose O0 is not empty and jOj � 2. Theonly possible suessful omparisons for whih an f value might not be de�ned are thosewhih eliminate ph2 or one of the pattern instanes in O0. There are two ases.First, suppose jO0j = 1. Let O0 = fpzg. The only possible suessful omparisonsfor whih an f value is not de�ned are those whih eliminate ph2 or pz. We show thatif one of these suessful omparisons atually ours, then there an be at most onemismath and if both these suessful omparisons our then there are no mismathes(reall that all omparisons in Classes 1 and 2 are suessful). Suppose ph2 is eliminatedby a suessful omparison. ph1 must be alive immediately before this omparison andph3 : : : phe must have been eliminated prior to this omparison. This implies that nomismath ould have ourred before this omparison and only the pattern instanesph1 and pz survive this omparison. Therefore, if ph2 is eliminated by a suessful om-parison then there is at most one unsuessful omparison and if both ph2 and pz areeliminated by suessful omparisons then there are no unsuessful omparisons. Next,suppose pz is eliminated by a suessful omparison but no suessful omparison elim-inates ph2 . Eah of the other omparisons in Class 3 eliminates some pattern instanein O and the �rst suh unsuessful omparison eliminates all but one of the instanesin O. Therefore, there is at most one unsuessful omparison in this ase.Seond, suppose, jOj > 2 and jO0j = 2. If one of the pattern instanes in O0 iseliminated by a suessful Class 2 or Class 3 omparison then an f value is de�nedfor this omparison. From this point onwards, jOj > 2 and jO0j = 1. Therefore, theargument in the previous paragraph applies. On the other hand, if no suessful Class2 or 3 omparison eliminates a pattern instane in O0 then the �rst omparison in Class3 must be unsuessful. This omparison leaves at most two pattern instanes unelimi-nated and thus there are at most two omparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes inO and O0. 2Case 3. Class 1 ontains an unsuessful omparison.In this ase, jxkj = 1 and Class 2 is empty as mentioned before. We de�ne f valuesfor all but the last of the omparisons in Class 3. These f values are aligned with or tothe right of the suÆx xr+1 of p1. All Class 3 omparisons are made to the right of p1[m℄in this ase. Eah suh suessful omparison mathes an instane of the harater xkin pr+1 against a text harater t; t is aligned with a non-xk harater in some pattern



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 53instane ps, s > r. f is de�ned to map a text harater t mathed suessfully by aClass 3 omparison to the text harater with whih jp is aligned when the leftmostnon-xk harater in p is aligned with t. Clearly, these f values are aligned with or tothe right of the suÆx xr+1 of p1 and Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satis�ed by these fvalues.This �nishes the desription of the f funtion for Classes 2 and 3. The followinglemma is obvious from the above desription.Lemma 2.5.15 f values for Class 2 and 3 omparisons belongs to one of the followingsets of text haraters:(i) The set R1(l).(ii) The set of text haraters to the left of the suÆx xl of p1 and to the right of jpk+1.(iii) The set of text haraters aligned with or to the right of the suÆx xr+1 of p1.Further, an f value an be in set (i) only if rl � 2 > 0 and in set (iii) only if Class 1ontains an unsuessful omparison.Class 1. We onsider two ases, jxkj > 1 and jxkj = 1.Case 1. jxkj > 1.The only omparison in Class 1 mathes tb with p1[m℄. f(tb) is de�ned to be tb. Thismapping satis�es Property 3 beause the leftmost harater in p is a mis�t haraterin this ase. If g = 1 then all other omparisons in C 0 are made to the left of tb andtherefore, all other f values are to the left of tb. If g > 1, then all other f values areeither to the left of the suÆx xl of p1 or to the left of the suÆx h(xl) of p1. Sinejh(xl)j � 1 if g > 1, these f values are to the left of tb. Therefore, Property 4 is satis�edby all f values. Property 1 and 2 are obvious for f(tb).Case 2. jxkj = 1.g > 1, by assumption. f values are de�ned for all omparisons in Class 1 unlesseither Class 1 ontains an unsuessful omparison or r = l = 1. If Class 1 ontainsan unsuessful omparison or if r = l = 1 then one omparison in Class 1 does notreeive an f value. But in these ases, there is at most one omparison in Classes 2 and3 for whih an f value was not de�ned earlier. To see this, note that if the last Class 1



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 54omparison is suessful and r = l = 1 then Classes 2 and 3 together an have at mostone omparison and if the last Class 1 omparison is unsuessful then Class 2 is emptyand Case 3 must hold for Class 3 omparisons.All f values de�ned for Class 1 omparisons will be to the left of the suÆx xr+1of p1 and aligned with either the suÆx xr�1 of p1 or the suÆx xr of p1. Clearly, ifpl 6= pr; pr�1 then these f values are distint from all f values de�ned earlier for Class2 and 3 omparisons. If pl = pr�1 then rl � 2 = 0 and all f values for Class 2 and 3omparisons are either to the left of the suÆx xr�1 of p1 or aligned with or to the rightof the suÆx xr+1 of p1. Therefore, f values for omparisons in Class 1 are distint fromf values for omparisons in Classes 2 and 3 in this ase. If pl = pr then rl � 2 < 0and, by Lemma 2.5.15, all f values for Class 2 and 3 omparisons are either to the leftof the suÆx xr of p1 or aligned with or to the right of the suÆx xr+1 of p1. In thisase, we show that if an f value for some Class 1 omparison is aligned with the suÆxxr�1 of p1 and to the left of the suÆx xr of p1 then all f values for Class 2 and Class 3omparisons are to the left of the suÆx xr�1 of p1. Thus, all f values are distint.The following lemma desribes the distribution of Class 1 omparisons.Lemma 2.5.16 Let d be the rightmost mis�t harater in p1. Eah Class 1 omparisoninvolves a text harater whih is aligned with or to the right of d.Proof. Suppose two pattern instanes pj1 ; pj2 2 Ag, j1 < j2, are left uneliminated byomparisons made at or to the right of d. Let j1 and j2 be the portions of pj1 and pj2 ,respetively, whih overlap the suÆx z of p1 starting at d. Then j1 = j2 = z. Considerthe haraters in pj1 and pj2 aligned with the (j2 � j1)th harater to the right of d inp1. Clearly, the �rst of these mathes xk while the seond is a mis�t harater. This isa ontradition. 2Note that xr ontains a mis�t harater. Further, its suÆx and pre�x xr+1 aredisjoint. Eah ontains at least k � r instanes of xk. We de�ne a set R3 of textharaters whih serves as the range of f values for Class 1 omparisons. The de�nitionhas the following property. All haraters in R3 are to the left of the suÆx xr+1 ofp1. If all suessful Class 1 omparisons are made to the right of d or if r = 1 then allharaters in R3 are aligned with the suÆx xr of p1. If a suessful Class 1 omparisonis made at d and r > 1 then haraters in R3 are aligned with the suÆx xr�1 of p1.First suppose all suessful Class 1 omparisons are made to the right of d. Eahsuessful omparison mathes an ourrene of xk to the right of d against the text.
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Figure 2.7: The Set R3, r > 1R3 is de�ned to be the set of text haraters with whih jp is aligned when d0, theleftmost mis�t harater in p, is aligned with one of the text haraters mathed by aClass 1 omparison. Clearly, all haraters in R3 are aligned with the suÆx xr of p1.f is de�ned to map the text haraters ompared by Class 1 omparisons to the textharaters in R3 in some arbitrary order. Properties 2, 3 and 4 readily follow for thesef values. Property 1 follows from the fat that jxrj � jx1j < m2 .Next, suppose a suessful Class 1 omparison is made at d. In this ase, all om-parisons in Class 1 are suessful and there are at most k + 1� r omparisons in Class1. R3 is de�ned di�erently depending upon whether r = 1 or r > 1.First, suppose r = 1. R3 is de�ned to ontain the k � r text haraters with whihjp is aligned when one of k � r instanes of xk to the left of d0 (reall d0 is the leftmostmis�t harater in p) is aligned with d. The text haraters in R3 are learly alignedwith the suÆx xr of p1. f is de�ned to map up to k� r of the text haraters omparedby Class 1 omparisons to the k � r text haraters in R3 in some arbitrary order.All these f values are distint and are aligned with or to the left of d. Properties 2,3 and 4 immediately follow for these f values. Property 1 follows from the fat thatjxrj � jx1j < m2 .Next, suppose r > 1. See Fig.2.7. When p is plaed with jp aligned with the leftend of the suÆx xr�1 of p1, there exist at least 2(k � r) � k � r + 1 instanes of xk tothe left of d in p. R3 is de�ned to be the set of 2(k� r) text haraters with whih jp isaligned when one of these 2(k� r) instanes of xk is aligned with d. Clearly, haratersin R3 are aligned with the suÆx xr�1 of p1. f is de�ned to map the text haratersompared by Class 1 omparisons to some k� r+1 of the 2(k� r) text haraters in R3is some arbitrary order. Properties 2 and 3 readily follow for these f values. Property



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 561 follows from the fat that jxr�1j � jx1j < m2 . Distintness of these f values from thef values for Classes 2 and 3 follows from the following lemma.Lemma 2.5.17 If r > 1, pl = pr and a suessful Class 1 omparison is made at dthen f values for Class 2 and 3 omparisons are to the left of the suÆx xr�1 of p1.Proof. At most one pattern instane pr0 2 Ag survives a suessful omparison atd. Further, Class 1 does not ontain an unsuessful omparison. Sine rl = 1, Class2 ontains at most one omparison. If this omparison is unsuessful then only pr0survives; no f values are de�ned for Class 2 or 3 omparisons in this ase. If the soleClass 2 omparison is a suessful one, then Case 2 must hold for all Class 2 and 3omparisons. Sine rl = 1, rl � 2 < 0 and, by Lemma 2.5.15, no f values are de�nedusing the set R1(l). Therefore, all f values for Class 2 and 3 omparisons in this aseare de�ned as in Subases 2a and 2b. Refer to these subases. Note that, in this ase,O onsists of the pattern instanes in A1 and O0 = fpr0g. From Lemma 2.5.13, all fvalues for Class 2 and 3 omparisons are to the left of the suÆx xr�1 of p1 in this ase.2 This onludes the de�nition of the f funtion.2.6 Presuf Shifts with jx01j � m2This ase an our only for periodi patterns. So assume that p is periodi and hasthe form upvipp , where vp and up are the ore and head of p, respetively, and ip � 2.Reall that the lower bound of m+12 on the distane between onseutive presufshifts was ruial in deriving the omparison omplexity for the ase jx01j < m2 . Thislower bound does not hold if jx01j � m2 . Conseutive presuf shifts an our distanejvpj << m+12 apart. Even a single mismath per presuf shift leads to a large omparisonomplexity. Sine the problem in this ase lies only in the frequeny of ourrene ofpresuf shifts, we use the same basi algorithm hanging only the presuf shift handler.The new presuf shift handler ensures that either two onseutive presuf shifts are at leastdistane m+12 apart or no mismath ours between onseutive presuf shifts. In fat, weshow the following stronger laim about the performane of the presuf shift handler. Apresuf shift has overhead 0 if the next presuf shift ours distane less than m+12 ahead,overhead 1 if the next presuf shift ours distane less than 3(m+1)4 ahead, and overheadat most 2 otherwise. A omparison omplexity of n(1 + 83(m+1) ) omparisons follows.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 572.6.1 The Presuf Shift Handler for jx01j � m2Before desribing the presuf shift handler, we reall some de�nitions and assumptionsmade in Setion 2.4. Let tA refer to the portion of the text with whih the pre�x x01 of pis aligned following the shift. We assume that pre�x x01 of pmathes tA following a presufshift and that the variable tlast has been appropriately set to prevent this assumptionfrom leading to an inorret inferene. Let ta refer to the rightmost harater in tA.As for the ase jx01j < m2 , the presuf shift handler onsiders all presuf pattern in-stanes, i.e., those pattern instane in whih a pre�x (possibly null) of p mathes somesuÆx of tA. In a presuf pattern instane, the pre�x mathing a suÆx of tA is a presuf ofp and is alled the presuf orresponding to this presuf pattern instane. Presuf patterninstanes are of two types. The �rst type onsists of those presuf pattern instaneswhose orresponding presufs have the form upvlp, 1 � l � ip � 1. The seond typeonsists of those presuf pattern instanes whose orresponding presufs are less than jvpjin length. We identify a presuf pattern instane p0� of the seond type as follows. Ifjupj > 1 then p0� is the presuf pattern instane orresponding to the presuf up. If jupj = 0then p0� is the presuf pattern instane orresponding to the null presuf, i.e., jp0� is to theimmediate right of ta. The following observation enables us to work with only presufpattern instanes of the seond type while making omparisons within a text window of length jvpj to the right of ta.Lemma 2.6.1 A presuf pattern instane of the �rst type mathes all text haraters inthe window  if and only if p0� mathes all haraters in that window.Proof. The portion of p0� whih overlaps  is idential to vp, as is the orrespondingportion of any presuf pattern instane of the �rst type.2If p0� is eliminated by omparisons in  then so are all presuf pattern instanes of the�rst type. This fores the next presuf shift to our at least distane m� jvpj � m2 + 1to the right. If p0� is not eliminated by omparisons in  then presuf pattern instanesof the �rst type also survive and therefore, the next presuf shift an our as little asdistane jvpj to the right. In this ase, it is important to ensure that no mismathes aremade in .The presuf shift handler has �ve steps and works broadly as follows. As in the presufshift handler of Setion 2.4.2, the �rst two steps identify a presuf pattern instane p0ewith the following property: all presuf pattern instanes that survive the �rst two stepsare presuf overlaps of p0e. This is aomplished by making omparisons in a manner



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 58similar to the presuf shift handler of Setion 2.4.2, but with a single di�erene. Thisdi�erene is aimed at ensuring that the �rst mismath eliminates p0�. Steps 3, 4 and 5are, however, idential to the orresponding steps of the earlier presuf shift handler.Steps 1 and 2 proeed as follows to determine p0e. They onsider only presuf patterninstanes of the seond type and eliminate all but one of these. The survivor determinesp0e, i.e., if the survivor is p0� then p0e is the leftmost presuf pattern instane and otherwise,p0e is the survivor itself. We show that in order to eliminate among presuf patterninstanes of the seond kind it suÆes to onsider suitable pre�xes of these presufpattern instanes. We need the following de�nitions in order to desribe Steps 1 and2 in detail. Consider the leftmost presuf pattern instane of the seond type and let� be the length of the orresponding presuf. Suppose there are k00 + 1 presuf patterninstanes of the seond type. We de�ne p001; : : : ; p00k00 ; p00k00+1 suh that p00j , 1 � j � k00 + 1,is the pre�x of length m00 = � + jvpj of the jth leftmost presuf pattern instane of theseond type. Let x00j , 1 � j � k00 + 1, be the presuf orresponding to the jth leftmostpresuf pattern instane of the seond type. We all x00j the presuf orresponding to p00j .Let p00� refer to the length m00 pre�x of p0� and p00 refer to the length m00 pre�x of p.The following lemma shows that in order to eliminate all but one of the presuf patterninstanes of the seond kind, it suÆes to onsider just p001 ; : : : ; p00k00 ; p00k00+1.Lemma 2.6.2 At most one of p001; : : : ; p00k00 ; p00k00+1 mathes .Proof. Let x and y be the portions overlapping  in some two of p001 ; : : : ; p00k00+1. Thenx and y are di�erent yli shifts of vp. If x = y then vp is yli, a ontradition.2Let V 00 = fp001 ; : : : ; p00k00+1g. Note that Lemmas 2.4.3{2.4.7 ontinue to hold if pj, xj ,V , p and m are replaed by p00j , x00j , V 00, p00 and m00, respetively, for 1 � j � k00 + 1.Heneforth, these substitutions are impliit in all referenes to these lemmas. Theelements in V 00 are divided into groups A001 ; : : : ; A00g00 , in aordane with Lemma 2.4.3.Remark. The presuf shift handler being desribed does not work for patterns for whihjx00k00 j = 1 and g00 = 1. Presuf shifts for these exeption patterns are handled separatelyin Setion 2.6.5.With this bakground, we desribe the 5 steps of the presuf shift handler.Step 1. The haraters in p001 ; : : : ; p00k00 aligned with p001 [m00℄, the rightmost harater inp001, are idential. If the harater in p00k00+1 aligned with p001[m℄ is also idential to it,then p001 [m℄ is ompared with the aligned text harater. A mismath eliminates all of



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 59p001; : : : ; p00k00 ; p00k00+1 and the basi algorithm is restarted with jp plaed immediately to theright of jpk00+1. A math leads to Step 2.Step 2. All but one of p001; : : : ; p00k00+1 are eliminated in this step by making up to k00omparisons, at most 2 of whih are unsuessful. Further, p00� is eliminated by the �rstunsuessful omparison. As in Step 2 of Setion 2.4.2, there are two phases.Phase 1 is idential to Phase 1 of Setion 2.4.2, i.e., at every step the rightmost har-ater  in p001 having the following property is ompared with the aligned text harater:the harater aligned with  in at least one of the surviving elements in V 00 is di�erentfrom . By Lemma 2.4.6, the outome of Phase 1 is a half-done set O.Lemma 2.6.3 p00� 2 O if and only if all the omparisons in Phase 1 are suessful.Proof. All omparisons in Phase 1 are made in the suÆx x001 of p1 beause, by Lemma2.4.5, suessful omparisons in that suÆx leave a half-done set uneliminated. x001 is apresuf of p001 and therefore a suÆx of vp. By the manner in whih p0� is de�ned, theportion of p00� that overlaps  is idential to the string vp. Therefore, a mismath inPhase 1 eliminates both p001 and p00� while a math in Phase 1 eliminates neither. Thelemma follows.2If Phase 1 ends with a mismath or if p00� = p001 then Phase 2 is idential to Phase2 of Setion 2.4.2, i.e., all but one of the elements in O are eliminated by makingomparisons aording to a right to left sequene. Note that in both ases, the �rstmismath eliminates p00�. Otherwise, if p00� 6= p001 and all omparisons in Phase 1 aresuessful then we modify Phase 2 as follows so as to ensure that the �rst mismatheliminates p00�.Phase 2 proeeds exatly as Phase 2 of Step 2 in Setion 2.4.2 until p00� beomesthe rightmost element in O. Any mismath in this proess terminates Phase 2 andeliminates p00� and all elements in O to the left of p00�. If no mismath ours in thisproess then let the surviving elements in O be fp00h1 ; : : : ; p00heg, where p00h1 = p001 andp00he = p00�. These elements are eliminated using a left to right sequene of omparisonsinstead of the right to left sequene used in Step 2 of Setion 2.4.2. This left to rightsequene ensures that a mismath eliminates p00�. Let de be the leftmost harater inp00he suh that p00he di�ers from the aligned harater in p00he�1 . By Lemma 2.6.2, de isaligned with or to the left of p001[m00℄ and to the right of ta. If e = 2 then a omparisonat de terminates Phase 2 with a mismath eliminating p00he and a math eliminating p00h1 .Suppose e > 2. Then x00h1 is periodi with ore, say, v. Let dj , 2 � j � e � 1, be the



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 60harater in p00he whih is distane (e�j)jvj to the left of de. The haraters d2; : : : ; de areompared with the aligned text haraters in sequene until either a mismath oursor the sequene is exhausted. The following lemma shows that at most one element ofO survives these omparisons.Lemma 2.6.4 A mismath at dj leaves only pij�1 uneliminated. A math at dj elimi-nates pij�1 .Proof. If e = 2 then the lemma is learly true. Suppose e > 2. From the de�nitionof de, it follows that the pre�x of p00he ending at de is periodi with ore of size jvjwhile the pre�x of p00he�1 is not; therefore, d2 = d3 = : : : = de 6= de+1, where de+1 isthe harater whih is distane jvj to the right of de. It follows that the haraters inp00hj ; : : : ; p00he aligned with dj are idential to eah other but di�erent from the haraterin p00hj�1 aligned with dj . Therefore, a math at dj eliminates p00hj�1 . A mismathat dj eliminates p00hj ; : : : ; p00he and the preeding suessful omparisons at d2; : : : ; dj�1eliminate p00h1 ; : : : ; p00hj�2 . The lemma follows.2This ompletes Step 2. At most k00 omparisons are made in this step, at most 2 ofwhih result in mismathes. Further, p00� survives only if there are no mismathes. Thesequene of omparisons made in Step 2 an be represented by a tree ET 00, akin to thetree ET of Setion 2.4.2. The only di�erene between ET 00 and ET is that the sequeneorresponding to a portion of Phase 2 may now be a left to right sequene if Phase 1does not end in a mismath and p00� 6= p001. We onlude Step 2 with the following lemma.Lemma 2.6.5 All but at most one of p001; : : : ; p00k00 ; p00k00+1 an be eliminated by making upto k00 omparisons using the O(k00) sized binary omparison tree ET 00. At most two ofthese omparisons result in mismathes. If p00� survives, then no omparisons result inmismathes. Moreover, the sequene of omparisons made by the elimination strategyonsists of two sequenes: a right to left sequene followed by either another right to leftsequene of a left to right sequene.We desribe Steps 3, 4 and 5 next. Let p00e be the only element of V 00 to surviveSteps 1 and 2. If p00e = p00� then de�ne p0e to be the leftmost presuf pattern instane. Ifp00e 6= p00� then let p0e be the presuf pattern instane of whih p00e is a pre�x, i.e., p0e andp00e have their left ends aligned. Clearly, p0e is the leftmost presuf pattern instane tosurvive Steps 1 and 2. Let Q denote the set of pattern instanes whih overlap p0e andhave their left end to the right of jp00k00+1. In the elimination proess, some elements



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 61of Q may also have been eliminated from being potential mathes. They need not bereonsidered. To this end, a subset Qx of Q onsisting of pattern instanes onsistentwith omparisons in Steps 1 and 2 is assoiated with eah terminal node x in ET 00.The maintenane of Qx is similar to the desription in setion 2.4.5 and is desribedin Setion 2.6.4. Suppose that the elimination proess terminates at terminal node x.Let Q0 = fp0eg [Qx. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are now idential to the orresponding steps inSetion 2.4.2.2.6.2 Comparison ComplexityIn order to determine the omparison omplexity, we need to de�ne a transfer funtionf 00 akin to the transfer funtion f de�ned in Setion 2.5. We state the following lemmadesribing the properties of f 00. The proof of this lemma is deferred to Setion 2.6.3.Lemma 2.6.6 Let C be the set of text haraters involved in omparisons in Steps 1and 2 of the presuf shift handler of Setion 2.6.1. For eah harater t 2 C, with atmost two exeptions, there exists a text harater f 00(t) = td satisfying the followingproperties.1. td is to the right of jp00k00+1.2. td either oinides with t or lies to the left of t.3. The pattern instane whose left end is aligned with td is eliminated as a result ofomparisons in Steps 1 and 2 of the presuf shift handler.4. For every distint t1 ; t2 2 C, f(t1) 6= f(t2).Furthermore, mismathes, if any, are always inluded among the exeptions.The following lemma determines the omparison omplexity of the algorithm.Lemma 2.6.7 If p is not a speial ase pattern then the omparison omplexity of thealgorithm is bounded by n(1 + 83(m+1) ).Proof. A presuf shift ours either with jx01j < m2 or with jx01j � m2 . In the former ase,it was shown in Lemma 2.4.12 that a presuf shift an have overhead at most two andthat an overhead of two implies that the next presuf shift ours at least distane 3(m+1)4to the right. Further, m+12 is a lower bound on the distane between two onseutive



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 62presuf shifts in this ase. We show similar properties for presuf shifts with jx01j � m2 .Spei�ally, we show that a presuf shift an have overhead at most two. Further, weshow that an overhead of one fores the next presuf shift to our at least distane m+12to the right and an overhead of two fores the next presuf shift to our at least distane3(m+1)4 to the right. We show the above by giving a harging sheme for the presuf shifthandler of Setion 2.6.1. The omparison omplexity of the algorithm now follows.Charging Sheme. As in Lemma 2.4.12, the run of the algorithm is divided intophases; a phase an be of one of four types. The ranges of the text haraters hargedin eah phase type remain exatly the same as in Lemma 2.4.12. The harging shemefor Type 1 and Type 2 phases also remains exatly the same. Only the harging shemefor Type 3 and Type 4 phases is modi�ed in aordane with the presuf shift handlerof Setion 2.6.1.We onsider a single phase, whih ould be a Type 3 or a Type 4 phase. We assumethat this phase begins with a presuf shift with jx01j � m2 . Let q1 and q2 refer to theleftmost surviving pattern instanes at the beginning and end of that phase, respetively.Note that q1 is a presuf overlap of the pattern instane q0, the leftmost uneliminatedpattern instane prior to the presuf shift whih initiated this phase. Spei�ally, thepre�x x01 of q1 is aligned with the suÆx x01 of q0 (Reall that on a presuf shift, we assumethat the pre�x x01 of q1 mathes the text). Reall that ta is the text harater alignedwith q0j.Consider the omparisons made by the urrent use of the presuf shift handler ofSetion 2.6.1. If a mismath ours in Step 1, the urrent phase ends immediately andthe basi algorithm is resumed. The presuf shift in this ase has overhead 1 and thenext presuf shift ours at least distane m + 1 to the right. Next, suppose that theomparison in Step 1 is suessful. Let p0e be the presuf pattern instane to survive theelimination using tree ET 00 in Step 2. After the presuf shift handler �nishes, one ofthree senarios ensues. We onsider eah in turn.1. All pattern instanes overlapping p0e are eliminated apart from its presuf overlaps,and p0e or at least a suÆx of p0e is mathed. This is a Type 4 phase. We onsider twoases, depending upon whether p0e is a presuf pattern instane of the �rst or the seondtype.First, suppose p0e is of the �rst type, i.e., it is the leftmost presuf pattern instane.Then no mismathes are made in Steps 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. All omparisons made by thepresuf shift handler are harged to the text haraters ompared. The bit vetor BV



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 63ensures that eah of these omparisons involves a di�erent text harater. Thus eahtext harater whih lies to the right of ta and is aligned with or to the left of p0ej isharged at most one. In this ase, the overhead of this presuf shift is 0.Next, suppose p0e is of the seond type. Then p00� is eliminated in Step 2. Allomparisons in Steps 1, 3, 4 and 5 and all but at most two omparisons in Step 2 aresuessful. Eah suessful omparison is harged to the text harater ompared. Thebit vetor BV ensures that eah of these omparisons involves a di�erent text harater.Thus eah text harater whih lies to the right of ta and is aligned with or to the leftof p0ej is harged at most one. At most two omparisons in Step 2 are unsuessful,so this shift has overhead at most two. If there are two mismathes in Step 2 thenwe laim that p001 is eliminated; in addition, if if x001 is periodi, with ore v and headu say, then all elements in V 00 whose assoiated presufs have the form uvo, o � 1, arealso eliminated. (this an be shown in a manner similar to the orresponding proof inLemma 2.4.12). Let p00e be the m00 length pre�x of p0e and let x00e be the presuf assoiatedwith p00e . From the above, it follows that x001 = x00ezx00e , for some non-empty string z. Asjx001 j < jvpj, p00e = x001wx001 for some non-empty string w. Therefore jx00e j � m00�34 � m�34 .This guarantees that the next presuf shift ours at least distane 3(m+1)4 to the right.If there is just one mismath in Step 2 then, sine jx001 j < jvpj � m2 , the next presuf shiftours at least distane m+12 to the right.2. p0e is eliminated. In addition, there is some pattern instane q overlapping p0e, suhthat all pattern instanes overlapping q are eliminated apart from its presuf overlaps;further, q or at least a suÆx of q is mathed. This is also a Type 4 phase.Eah omparison in Steps 1 and 2 with a text harater to the left of jq for whihfuntion f 00 is de�ned is harged to the text harater spei�ed by the funtion f 00, alledits f 00 value; f 00 values are distint by de�nition. Comparisons in Step 3 fall into one ofthree ategories:1. Comparisons whih eliminate patterns instanes whose left ends lie to the right ofjp00k00+1 and to the left of jq.2. Comparisons whih eliminate pattern instanes whose left ends lie to the right ofjq.3. The omparison whih eliminates p0e.Eah omparison in the �rst ategory is harged to the text harater aligned withthe left end of the pattern instane eliminated. By the de�nition of the funtion f 00,



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 64these text haraters do not our in the range of f 00 values. Comparisons in theseond ategory, along with the omparisons made in Steps 4 and 5 and those suessfulomparisons in Steps 1 and 2 that involve text haraters overlapping q, are hargedto the text haraters ompared. BV ensures that eah of these omparisons involvesa distint text harater. Thus eah text harater whih lies to the right of jp00k00+1and is aligned with or to the left of qj is harged at most one. The omparison thateliminates p0e is harged to the text harater aligned with jp00k00+1. Sine all f 00 valueslie to the right of jp00k00+1 and all pattern instanes eliminated by omparisons in the�rst ategory have left ends to the right of jp00k00+1, this text harater is harged exatlyone. The two omparisons in Step 2 laking f 00 values onstitute the overhead of thispresuf shift. Sine p0e is eliminated, the next presuf shift ours at least distane m+ 1to the right of the urrent presuf shift.3. p0e is eliminated as are all pattern instanes overlapping p0e. This is a Type 3 phase.Let qd denote the leftmost surviving pattern instane. All omparisons in Steps 1and 2 for whih funtion f 00 is de�ned are harged to their f 00 values. f 00 values aredistint by de�nition. Exluding the omparison whih eliminates p0e, eah omparisonin Steps 3 and 4 eliminates some pattern instane whose left end lies to the right ofjp00k00+1 and to the left of jqd. Eah suh omparison is harged to the text harateraligned with the left end of the pattern instane eliminated. These text haratersannot our in the range of the funtion f 00 and hene are harged only one. Thuseah text harater whih lies to the right of jp00k00+1 and to the left of jqd is harged atmost one. The omparison that eliminates p0e is harged to the text harater alignedwith jp00k00+1. The two omparisons in Step 2 laking f 00 values onstitute the overheadof this presuf shift. Sine p0e is eliminated, the next presuf shift ours at least distanem+ 1 to the right of the urrent presuf shift. 22.6.3 The Transfer Funtion f 00In this setion, we prove Lemma 2.6.6. The de�nition of the funtion f 00 is similarto that of the funtion f in Setion 2.5. This is hardly surprising as the eliminationproedure ET 00 is similar to the elimination proess ET , the only di�erene betweenthe two being that the former swithes to a left to right omparison sequene in someases.First, note that eah of the de�nitions and lemmas in Setion 2.5.1 ontinue to holdif p00j , x00j , V 00, p00, A00, g00, k00 and m00 replae pj, xj , V , p, A, g, k and m, respetively,



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 65for 1 � j � k00 + 1.Sine patterns with g00 = 1 and jx00kj = 1 are speial ase patterns, we assume thatg00 > 1 if jx00kj = 1. If p001[m00℄ does not math the text, then Steps 1 and 2 of the presufshift handler make at most one omparison. Therefore, we also assume that p001[m℄mathes the text. Let p00l be the rightmost element in A001 . Let p00r be the rightmostelement in V 00 outside A00g00 , if suh a pattern instane exists.As in Setion 2.5.2, we split the sequene C 0 of omparisons made in Steps 1 and 2of the presuf shift handler into three lasses as follows.1. Class 1 onsists of the omparison in Step 1. In addition, if jx00kj = 1, then Class1 ontains the omparisons whih omprise the smallest pre�x of C 0 having thefollowing property: either the last omparison in that pre�x is unsuessful orfollowing that omparison, exatly one pattern instane in A00g00 survives.2. Class 2 onsists of the omparisons in C 0 whih follow all Class 1 omparisons andare made in the suÆx h(x00l ) of p001.3. Class 3 onsists of omparisons in C 0 whih follow all Class 2 omparisons.f 00 values are de�ned by onsidering 3 ases.Case 1. Suppose Phase 1 of Step 2 terminates with a mismath or p00� = p001. Then ET 00eliminates among elements in V 00 exatly as ET eliminates among the elements of V .So f 00 values for omparisons are de�ned exatly as in Setion 2.5.2 with p00j , x00j , V 00, p00,A00, g00, k0 and m00 replaing pj, xj, V , p, A, g, k and m, respetively, for 1 � j � k00+1.Case 2. Suppose p00� = p002 or the half-done set left uneliminated by Phase 1 has at mosttwo elements. The only di�erene between the way ET 00 eliminates among the elementsin V 00 and ET eliminates among elements in V is in the last omparison of Step 2. Notethat in Setion 2.5.2, the last omparison in Step 2 is not given an f value. Therefore,f 00 values for omparisons in this ase are again de�ned exatly as in Setion 2.5.2 withp00j , x00j , V 00, p00, A00, g00, k00 and m00 replaing pj, xj, V , p, A, g, k and m, respetively,for 1 � j � k00 + 1.Case 3. Suppose all omparisons in Phase 1 are suessful, p00� 6= p001; p002 and the half-done set whih survives Phase 1 has at least three elements. The only di�erene betweenthe way ET 00 eliminates among the elements in V 00 and ET eliminates among elementsin V is in the portion of Phase 2 that makes omparisons aording to a left to rightsequene. As we will show in Lemma 2.6.11, this left to right sequene involves only



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 66text haraters to the left of the the suÆx x001 of p001. Consequently, Class 1 and Class 2omparisons are not a�eted by this sequene.f 00 values for omparisons in Class 1 are de�ned exatly as in Setion 2.5.2 with p00j ,x00j , V 00, p00, A00, g00, k00 and m00 replaing pj, xj , V , p, A, g, k and m, respetively, for1 � j � k00 + 1. Consider Class 2 omparisons next. At most one element of V 00 willsurvive a mismath in Class 2, if any, beause Phase 1 has no mismathes. Therefore, if amismath ours in Class 2 then Class 3 is empty and f 00 values for Class 2 omparisonsare de�ned exatly as in Setion 2.5.2 with the appropriate substitutions mentionedabove. Otherwise, if all omparisons in Class 2 are suessful then f 00 values for allbut some s, s � 2, of the omparisons in Class 2 are de�ned in the same manner. Itremains to de�ne f 00 values for Class 3 omparisons and s Class 2 omparisons whenall omparisons in Class 2 are suessful. This involves modifying only Case 2 of thede�nition of f values for Class 2 and Class 3 omparisons in Setion 2.5.2. We de�nef 00 values for all but two of these omparisons. The range of these f 00 values is the sameas the range of the f values de�ned for this subase, i.e., to the left of the suÆx x00l ofp001 and to the right of jp00k+1.Following Class 1 and 2 omparisons, at most minfrl; 2g�s of the elements of V 00 tothe right of p00l survive along with the elements in A001. Let O0 refer to the set of minfrl; 2gelements in V 00 whih inludes elements whih survive omparisons in h(x00l ) and elementswhih are eliminated by one of the s Class 2 omparisons under onsideration. Let Orefer to the largest half-done set onsisting of elements in A001 and O0. Rede�ne O0 byremoving pattern instanes in it whih are also in O. Considering omparisons whiheliminate pattern instanes in O and O0 is equivalent to onsidering Class 3 omparisonsplus s of the Class 2 omparisons. Let O = fp00h1 ; : : : ; p00heg. Let v and u be the ore andhead, respetively, of x00h1 and let v = u0u. jvj > 1 beause either jx00kj > 1 or jx00kj = 1and g0 > 1. By Lemma 2.5.10, v ontains a mis�t harater. If l = 1, then the numberof omparisons in Class 3 plus s is at most 2� s+ s = 2. In this ase, we do not de�nean f 00 value for the omparisons in Class 3 and the s omparisons in Class 2. So supposethat l > 1.The omparisons given by tree ET 00 in this ase form two sequenes; the �rst se-quene whih inludes Phase 1 and part of Phase 2 is a right to left sequene and theseond sequene is a left to right sequene. The following lemmas show some propertieswhih are neessary for de�ning f 00.Lemma 2.6.8 The portion of p00� whih overlaps the suÆx x00i , 1 � i � �, of p001, mathes



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 67x00i .Proof. x00i is a suÆx of vp. The length jvpj substring of p00� whih is to the immediateright of ta is idential to vp. 2Lemma 2.6.9 p00� 2 O and jOj � 3.Proof. Sine all omparisons in Phase 1 are suessful, p001 survives Phase 1. By Lemma2.6.3, p00� survives too. If p00� 62 O then p001; p00� do not form a half-done set with any otherelement in V 00. Therefore, the ardinality of the half-done set whih survives Phase 1would be at most two, whih is a ontradition. Thus p00� 2 O. p002 must form a half-doneset along with p001 and p00�, otherwise no other element in V 00 forms a half-done set withp001 and p00� and onsequently, at most two elements in V 00 would survive the suessfulPhase 1 omparisons. By Lemma 2.6.8, p001 and p00� survive suessful omparisons inh(x00l ), and then by Lemma 2.5.3, p002 also survives these omparisons. Therefore, p002 2 Oalso. Sine p00� 6= p001 ; p002, the lemma follows. 2Corollary 2.6.10 The half-done set whih survives Phase 1 must be a subset of O.Proof. Both p001 and p00� survive suessful omparisons in Phase 1 and both are elementsof O. The only elements in V 00 whih an form a half-done set with p001 and p00� are thosein O. 2Lemma 2.6.11 The leftmost harater ompared by ET 00 in the �rst (right to left)sequene is at least distane jvj to the right of the rightmost harater ompared in theseond (left to right) sequene. The rightmost harater ompared in the latter sequeneis to the left of the suÆx x001 of p001.Proof. Let d00 be the rightmost position in p00� suh that p00�[d00℄ is aligned with someharater in p001 and p00�[d00℄ 6= p00�[d00 + jvj℄. Suh an index exists by Lemma 2.4.7. Allomparisons in the seond sequene are aligned with or to the left of p00�[d00℄. All har-aters in the �rst sequene ompared in Phase 2 are aligned with or to the right ofp00�[d00 + jvj℄. All haraters ompared in Phase 1 involve haraters in the suÆx x001 ofp001. By Lemma 2.6.8, p00�[d00℄ is to the left of the suÆx x001 of p001. The lemma follows. 2Corollary 2.6.12 Suessful omparisons whih eliminate elements of O are made atleast distane jvj apart.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 68Lemma 2.6.13 The portion of p00he that overlaps the suÆx x00he�2 of p001 mathes thatsuÆx.Proof. Sine p00� 2 O and p00� 6= p001; p002 , it follows from Lemma 2.6.8 that (uu0)2 is asuÆx of p00[1 : : : m00 � jx001j℄. Therefore, the portion of p00he that overlaps the suÆx x00he�2of p001 mathes that suÆx. 2Corollary 2.6.14 All suessful omparisons whih eliminate an element of O aremade to the left of the suÆx x00he�2 of p001.We now de�ne the f 00 funtion for this ase.First, onsider omparisons whih eliminate elements of O0. From Corollary 2.6.10,it follows that all elements of O0 must be eliminated by Phase 1 omparisons. Theseomparisons have to be suessful beause all omparisons in Phase 1 are suessful. IfjO0j = 2 then, by Lemma 2.4.5, the �rst suh omparison is made in the suÆx x00he of p001.If jO0j = 2 or jO0j = 1, then, by Lemma 2.6.13 the portion of p00he whih overlaps the thesuÆx x00he�1 of p001 mathes that suÆx and therefore, by Lemma 2.4.5, the last omparisonwhih eliminates an element of O0 is made in the suÆx x00he�1 of p001. Consider the textharaters t and t0 with whih jp00 is aligned when the rightmost mis�t harater inthe pre�xes x00he�1 and x00he�2 , respetively, of p00 are aligned with tb. Sine v is a suÆxof x00he�1 and x00he�2 and sine v ontains a mis�t harater, t is aligned with the suÆxx00he�1 of p001 and to the left of the suÆx x00he of p001 while t0 is aligned with the suÆx x00he�2of p001 and to the left of the suÆx x00he�1 of p001. If jO0j = 2 then f 00 is de�ned to mapthe text haraters involved in omparisons whih eliminate elements of O0 to the textharaters t and t0. If jO0j = 1 then f 00 is de�ned to map the text harater involvedin the omparison whih eliminates the only element of O0 to the text harater t0. Asimple ase analysis (p00l = p00he ; p00he�1 ; p00he�2) shows that these f 00 values are to the left ofp00l , as laimed. The two f 00 values are learly distint and to the left of their respetivetext haraters. Further, they are aligned with the suÆx x001 of p001. Sine jx001j < m002 ,these f 00 values are to the right of jp00k00+1.Next, onsider omparisons whih eliminate elements of O, exluding the leftmostand the last suh omparison. The remaining omparisons must be suessful. f isde�ned to map the text harater t involved in suh a omparison to the text haraterwith whih jp00 is aligned when the leftmost harater in p00 whih di�ers from t isaligned with t. Clearly, f 00(t) is aligned with or to the left of t. Sine uu0 ontains atleast two haraters, f 00(t) is at most distane jvj � 1 to the left of t. It follows from



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 69Corollary 2.6.12 that f 00(t) is distint from the f 00 values for all other text haratersinvolved in suessful omparisons whih eliminate elements of O. By Corollary 2.6.14,these f 00 values are to the left of f 00 values for suessful omparisons whih eliminateelement of O0 and therefore, to the left of p00l . Only the leftmost text harater involvedin a omparison whih eliminates an element of O is within distane jvj of ta; the restare at least distane jvj+1 to the right of ta. Therefore, these f 00 values are to the rightof jp00k00+1.This onludes the de�nition of the transfer funtion f 00.2.6.4 Data Struture DetailsIt remains to desribe the maintenane of the sets Qx for eah terminal node x of treeET 00. These sets an be maintained exatly as desribed in Setion 2.4.5 but for thefollowing di�erene: the sequene of omparisons orresponding to Phase 2 in Step 2of the elimination strategy using ET 00 is a left to right sequene if all omparisons inPhase 1 are suessful.As is Setion 2.4.5, let l1; : : : ; lh be the nodes, in the order of appearane, on theleftmost path from the root of ET 00. Consider the largest i suh that tli ; : : : ; tlh�1(reall from Setion 2.4.5 that tx is the text harater ompared at node x of ET 00)is a left to right sequene. For all terminal nodes in ET 00 whih are not in the subtreerooted at li, the data struture is maintained exatly as in Setion 2.4.5. Qlh an bestored expliitly. It remains to desribe the data struture for terminal nodes in theright subtrees of li; : : : ; lh�1.Note that if a mismath ours at tlj , i � j � h � 1, at most two elements in V 00survive. Therefore, for eah terminal node x in the right subtree of lj, either p(x) orp(p(x)) equals lj, where p(x) is the parent of x. From the de�nition of the sets Qxin Setion 2.4.5, it follows that for terminal nodes x and y in the right subtree of lj ,Qx = Qy. The following lemma is ruial.Lemma 2.6.15 Let terminal node x1 be in the right subtree of lj1 and terminal nodex2 be in the right subtree of lj2 , i � j1; j2 � h� 1, j2 > j1. If q 2 Qx1 and q 2 Qx2 thenq ours at all terminal nodes in the right subtrees of li; : : : ; lj1 .Proof. Clearly, q annot overlap tlj1 . Sine tli ; : : : ; tlh�1 form a left to right sequene,q annot overlap ti; : : : ; tj1 . Further, sine q ours at some terminal node in the



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 70subtree rooted at li, haraters in q whih overlap tl1 ; : : : ; tli�1 math the haraters1; : : : ; h�1, respetively. The lemma follows from the de�nition of the sets Qx. 2Corollary 2.6.16 Suppose q ours at some terminal node in the subtree T rooted atli. Further, suppose j is the largest number, if any, suh that i � j � h� 1 and q doesnot overlap tlj . Then q ours at all terminal nodes in the right subtrees of li; : : : ; lj.Corollary 2.6.16 immediately gives a linear spae sheme for storing the sets Qx forterminal nodes x in the subtree T rooted at li. Two sets Comj and Spej are maintainedat eah node lj , i � j � h � 1. A pattern instane q is added to Comj if it ours atsome terminal node in T and overlaps tlj+1 but not tlj . A pattern instane q is addedto Spej if it overlaps tlj and ours at a terminal node in the right subtree of lj .Eah q an be added to at most one Com set and one Spe set; thus, the total spaeused is linear. Qx is readily seen to equal Comj [ Comj+1 [ � � � [ Comh�1 [ Spej .Note that eah pair of Com sets is disjoint and Comk is disjoint from Spej , for eahj � k � h� 1. In order to obtain Qx as a sorted list it suÆes to maintain eah of theCom and Spe sets as ordered lists whih are then appended together. Thus obtainingany partiular Qx takes O(m) time. Qlh is stored expliitly and hene an be obtainedas a list in onstant time.2.6.5 Presuf Shift Handler for Speial Case PatternsWe desribe the presuf shift handler for patterns for whih jx00kj = 1 and g00 = 1. Thispresuf shift handler leads to an overhead of at most 2 per presuf shift. We show thatif a presuf shift has overhead 2, then the next presuf shift must our distane at least3(m+1)4 to the right, and if a presuf shift has overhead 1, then the next presuf shift mustour distane at least m+12 to the right. A omparison omplexity of n(1 + 83(m+1) )follows.Let b = x00k. p ontains at least two di�erent haraters. Therefore, vp and p00both ontain at least two di�erent haraters. Let p00[j℄ and p00[j0℄ be, respetively, theleftmost and rightmost haraters in p00 whih di�er from b. Let t be the text haraterto the immediate right of ta.We onsider two ases, namely, jx001 j < jvpj2 and jx001 j � jvpj2 . The former ase has theadvantage that if all presuf pattern instanes of the �rst type (reall that presuf patterninstanes were lassi�ed into two types in Setion 2.6) are eliminated then the next



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 71presuf shift ours distane at least 3(m+1)4 to the right. The absene of this propertyin the latter ase makes it more ompliated.Case 1. jx001 j < jvpj2 .Step 1. Step 1 loates the leftmost non-b text harater td to the right of ta. FollowingStep 1, either the basi algorithm is resumed or p0e, the leftmost surviving patterninstane, is determined and Step 2 follows. This is done as follows. Text haraters tothe right of ta and to the left of p00�[j℄ are ompared from left to right with the haraterb. A mismath in this proess terminates Step 1. If no mismath ours then p00�[j℄ isompared with the aligned text harater. A math terminates Step 1. In ase of amismath, text haraters aligned with or to the right of p00�[j℄ are ompared from leftto right with the harater b. Step 1 then terminates when a mismath ours or whenthe right end of the text is reahed.One of the following situations holds now.1. td is to the left of p001[j℄. p001; : : : ; p00k+1 are eliminated and the basi algorithm isresumed with the jp plaed to the right of the text harater that mismathed.2. td is aligned with p00i [j℄, i 6= �. p0e is the pattern instane whose left end is alignedwith jp00i .3. td is aligned with p00�[j℄ and td = p00�[j℄. p0e is de�ned to be the leftmost presufpattern instane.4. td is aligned with p00�[j℄ but td 6= p00�[j℄. The basi algorithm is resumed with jpimmediately to the right of te.5. td exists but does not satisfy any of the above ases. p0e is the pattern instanesuh that p0e[j℄ is aligned with td.6. td does not exist. There are no further ourrenes of the pattern in the text andthe algorithm terminates.Steps 2 and 3. Let q denote p0e. Then Steps 2 and 3 are idential to the orrespondingsteps in the presuf shift handler for speial ase patterns desribed in Setion 2.4.4.Note that at most two mismathes are made in Step 1 and the �rst mismatheliminates p00�.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 72Lemma 2.6.17 If p is a speial ase pattern and jx001j < jvpj2 then the omparison om-plexity of the algorithm is n(1 + 83(m+1) ).Proof. We give harging strategies to show that a presuf shift an have overhead atmost two. Further, we show that an overhead of one fores the next presuf shift to ourat least distane m+12 to the right and an overhead of two fores the next presuf shiftto our at least distane 3(m+1)4 to the right. The lemma follows.As in Lemma 2.4.12, the run of the algorithm is divided into phases; a phase an beof one of four types. The range of text haraters harged in eah type of phase remainsexatly the same as in Lemma 2.4.12. The harging sheme for Type 1 and Type 2phases also remains exatly the same. Only the harging sheme for Type 3 and Type4 phases is modi�ed in aordane with the presuf shift handlers desribed above.We onsider a single phase, whih ould be a Type 3 or a Type 4 phase. We assumethat this phase begins with a presuf shift with jx01j � m2 .The Charging Sheme. Let q be the leftmost pattern instane whih survives Step1. Note that q is the leftmost presuf pattern instane if and only if no mismathesour in Step 1. All suessful omparisons in Step 1 are harged to the text haratersompared. These text haraters lie to the left of q[j℄ if q is not the leftmost presufpattern instane and are aligned with or to the left of q[j℄, otherwise. If unsuessfulomparisons our in Step 1 then these omparisons onstitute the overhead of this shift.Otherwise, if all omparisons in Step 1 are suessful, the only possible omparison whihonstitutes the overhead of this shift is the omparison in Step 2 whih eliminates q.Thus, the overhead is at most 2. Sine the �rst mismath in Steps 1 and 2 eliminatesall presuf pattern instanes of the �rst type and sine jx001 j < jvpj2 , either the overhead is0 or the next presuf shift ours distane at least 3(m+1)4 to the right.Consider two ases now.1. Suppose q survives Step 2. All omparisons made in Steps 2 and 3 are hargedto the text haraters ompared. Thus, eah text harater whih lies to the rightof ta and is aligned with or to the left of qj is harged at most one over Steps 1,2 and 3. All future omparisons will be harged to text haraters to the right ofqj.2. Suppose q does not survive Step 2. Eah suessful omparison in Step 2 elimi-nates some pattern instane lying entirely to the right of q[j℄ and is harged to
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� jx"1jp"� j0jtext p0f

tta
Figure 2.8: Step 1 of Case 2the text harater aligned with the left end of that pattern instane. The unsu-essful omparison whih eliminates q in Step 2 is harged to the text harateraligned with q[j℄ if q is not the leftmost presuf pattern instane. Thus, eahtext harater lying between ta and jqd is harged at most one, where qd is theleftmost surviving pattern instane at the end of Step 2. All future omparisonswill be harged to text haraters aligned with or to the right of jqd.2Case 2. jx001 j � jvpj2 .There are 5 steps in the presuf shift handler for this ase. At most 5 mismathesare made in these steps. We show that three of these mismathes an be harged tounmathed text haraters; onsequently, the overhead of the urrent presuf shift is atmost two. Further, the �rst mismath in Step 1 eliminates p00� and the seond mismatheliminates all the presuf pattern instanes.Step 1. Step 1 eliminates all but at most one of p001; : : : ; p00k+1 as follows. See Fig.2.8.The following sequene of text haraters is ompared with the aligned haraters inp00�: tb, followed by the text haraters stritly between tb and p00�[j0℄ onsidered rightto left, followed by the text haraters stritly between ta and p00�[j℄ onsidered left toright. Step 1 terminates when the �rst mismath ours or when this sequene getsexhausted.Let p0e be the leftmost surviving presuf pattern instane following Step 1. Considerthe pattern instane p0f , jp0f aligned with the text harater to the immediate right of
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jj0j
Mismath (possible) in Step 1 j0j

Mismath (possible) in Step 1
j

Mismath in Step 1tta
jj0jp0fp"�

Figure 2.9: Possible Outomes of Step 1t. Let te be the text harater at whih the mismath ourred, if any. Note that sinej � jx001 j+ 1 and jx001j � jvpj2 , by Lemma 2.6.8, p0f [j℄ must be to the right of p00�[j0℄. Theoutome of Step 1 depends upon whih of the following two ases our (see Fig.2.9).Case 1.1. p0f [j℄ is aligned with or to the left of te (�rst diagram in Fig.2.9). Clearly,p00�[j0℄ is to the left of te. We show that a transfer funtion similar to the funtion f 00of Setion 2.6.1 (see Lemma 2.6.6) an be used to aount for the omparisons made inStep 1. In this ase, the rest of steps are idential to Steps 3, 4 and 5 of the presuf shifthandler of Setion 2.6.1.Case 1.2. Either there is no mismath in Step 1 or p0f [j℄ is to the right of te (seondand third diagrams in Fig.2.9). The leftmost surviving pattern instane with left endto the right of t has its jth harater to the right of tb; we show this laim in the nextparagraph. Step 2 follows in this ase.Reall that p0f [j℄ is to the right of p00�[j0℄. The mismath, if any, in Step 1 ours tothe left of p0f [j℄. Therefore, all text haraters aligned with or to the right of p0f [j℄ andto the left of (and inluding) tb are idential to b. The laim follows.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 75Step 2. If p0e does not extend to the right of tb then no omparisons are made in thisstep (this happens if and only if p0e is the leftmost presuf pattern instane). Otherwise,Step 2 attempts to extend the math of p0e. Charaters in p0e to the right of tb (if any)are ompared from left to right until a mismath ours or a non-b harater is mathedagainst the text. To see that p0e will have a non-b harater to the right of tb if it extendsto the right of tb, note that the distane between tb and t equals jvpj � 1 and that p0ehas at least two non-b haraters distane jvpj apart, neither of whih an be to the leftof t.The suessful omparisons in this step will be harged to the the text haratersompared. Clearly, all these text haraters are to the right of the text haratersompared in Step 1.Step 3. A pattern instane p0g with the following properties is determined in this step.1. p0g is the leftmost surviving pattern instane.2. All surviving pattern instanes whih overlap p0g[i℄ are presuf overlaps of p0g, wherei is de�ned as follows. If p0g 6= p0e, i = j. If p0g = p0e and p0e is the leftmost presufpattern instane then p0g[i℄ is the harater aligned with tb. Otherwise, if p0g = p0eand p0e is not the leftmost presuf pattern instane then p0g[i℄ is the leftmost non-bharater in p0g whih is to the right of tb.All text haraters ompared suessfully in this step will be distint from all textharaters ompared suessfully in Steps 1 and 2. There are two ases depending uponthe outome of Step 2.Case 2.1. p0e is eliminated in Step 2. At most two mismathes ould have ourred inSteps 1 and 2. Note that p0e annot be the leftmost presuf pattern instane in this ase.The leftmost surviving pattern instane must have its left end to the right of t. Asshown in Step 1, its jth harater must be to the right of tb. There are two subases.Case 2.1.a. Step 2 terminates in a mismath at a non-b harater th in p0e. Then,starting at th, a left to right pass is made in whih eah text harater is omparedwith b. This pass ends when a mismath ours or when the right end of the text isreahed. In the latter ase, there are no further ourrenes of the pattern and thealgorithm terminates. In the former ase, p0g is de�ned to be the pattern instane inwhih p0g[j℄ is aligned with the text harater tx at whih the mismath ours. Sine alltext haraters stritly between tb and tx are idential to b, p0g is the leftmost surviving



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 76pattern instane and all pattern instanes to the right of p0g whih overlap p0g[j℄ areeliminated. Note that the number of mismathes made in Steps 1{3 is at most 3 in thisase.Case 2.1.b. Step 2 terminates in a mismath at a harater th in p0e whih is a b. p0gis de�ned to be the pattern instane in whih p0g[j℄ is aligned with the text harater atwhih the mismath ours. As in the previous ase, p0g is the leftmost surviving patterninstane and all pattern instanes to the right of p0g whih overlap p0g[j℄ are eliminated.The number of mismathes made in Steps 1{3 is at most 2 in this ase.Case 2.2. p0e survives Step 2. At most one mismath ould have ourred so far. Thereare two subases.Case 2.2.a. p0e is not the leftmost presuf pattern instane, i.e., it extends to the rightof tb. Let tx be the rightmost text harater mathed in Step 2. tx must be a non-bharater. Consider the pattern instane p0h, where p0h[j℄ is aligned with tx.Clearly, all pattern instanes to the right of p0h whih overlap tx are eliminated aseah has a b aligned with tx. We laim that all pattern instanes stritly between p0eand p0h have also been eliminated. This is shown as follows. All pattern instanes tothe right of p0e whih overlap t have been eliminated in Step 1. Reall from Step 1 thatthe leftmost surviving pattern instane after Step 1 with left end to the right of t hasits jth harater to the right of tb. Sine all text haraters to the right of tb and up tobut not inluding tx are idential to b, the laim follows.If p0e and p0h lak a di�erene point or if p0h[j℄ does not math tx then p0g = p0e.Otherwise, if p0e and p0h have a di�erene point, the harater in p0e at that di�erenepoint is ompared with the aligned text harater and one of p0e and p0h is eliminated;the di�erene point itself is to the right of p0h[j℄. Let p0g denote the survivor. Clearly, p0gis the leftmost surviving pattern instane in both ases. Further, all pattern instanesto the right of p0g whih overlap tx (note that tx is aligned with pg[i℄) have either beeneliminated or are presuf overlaps of p0g.At most two mismathes are made in Steps 1{3 in Case 2.2.a.Case 2.2.b. Seond, suppose p0e is the leftmost presuf pattern instane. Reall thatp0e[m℄ is aligned with tb. In this ase, no omparisons are made in Step 2. Considerthe pattern instane p0h, where p0h[j℄ is to the immediate right of tb. Reall from Step 1that p0h is the leftmost surviving pattern instane with left end to the right of t. Theonly surviving pattern instanes to the right of p0e whih overlap t are presuf overlapsof p0e. Therefore p0h is the leftmost surviving pattern instane, barring p0e and its presuf



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 77overlaps. In addition, note that any pattern instane whih overlaps p0e but not p00�[j0℄and has its jth harater to the right of tb is a presuf overlap of p0e.If jp0h is to the right of p00�[j0℄ then p0h is a presuf overlap of p0e as are all patterninstanes to the right of p0h whih overlap p0e. Step 5 follows with p0g = p0e in this ase.Otherwise, if p0h overlaps p00�[j0℄ then p0h is not a presuf overlap of p0e. The haraterp00�[j0℄ is then ompared with the text. A math eliminates all pattern instanes whihoverlap p00�[j0℄ but are not presuf overlaps of p0e (this an be seen from the following twofats: (a) all pattern instanes with left end to the right of t whih survive Step 1have their jth harater to the right of p00�[j0℄, and (b) all surviving pattern instaneswhih overlap t are presuf overlaps of p0e). Clearly, all surviving pattern instaneswhih overlap tb are presuf overlaps of p0e. In this ase, Step 5 follows with p0g = p0e.Otherwise, if a mismath ours at p00�[j0℄, p0e is eliminated as are all its presuf overlapswhih overlap t. Text haraters to the right of tb are now ompared from left toright with the harater b until either a mismath ours or the right end of the text isreahed. In the former ase, Step 4 follows with p0g denoting the pattern instane suhthat p0g[j℄ is aligned with the text harater at whih the mismath ours. Clearly, p0gis the leftmost surviving pattern instane and all pattern instanes whih overlap p0g[j℄have been eliminated. In the latter ase (i.e., the right end of the text is reahed), thealgorithm terminates as there are no further ourrenes of the pattern.At most two mismathes are made in Steps 1{3 in Case 2.2.b.Step 4. In this step, either all surviving pattern instanes whih overlap p0g are elim-inated (exept for presuf overlaps) or p0g is eliminated. In the latter ase, the basialgorithm is resumed with the leftmost surviving pattern instane. In the former ase,Step 5 follows. All omparisons in this step are to the right of all text haraters mathedin the previous steps. In addition, the left end of eah pattern instane eliminated inthis step is also to the right of any text harater mathed in one of the previous steps.In Step 4, di�erene point omparisons are used. This step has a number of itera-tions. In eah iteration, a di�erent pattern instane overlapping p0g but stritly to theright of p0g[i℄ is onsidered. If it is a presuf overlap of p0g then nothing is done. Other-wise, if it is not a presuf overlap of p0g, the harater in p0g at the di�erene point of thetwo pattern instanes is onsidered. If the text harater aligned with this haraterhas not been suessfully ompared earlier (this is asertained using a bit vetor), thetwo haraters are ompared. Step 4 ends when a mismath ours or when all patterninstanes overlapping p0g (exluding presuf overlaps) are eliminated.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 78If no mismath ours in Step 4 then all omparisons in this step will be harged tothe text haraters ompared, otherwise they will be harged to left ends of the patterninstanes eliminated. In both ases, the text haraters harged are to the right of alltext haraters mathed in previous steps.Step 5. This step attempts to omplete the math of p0g. Charaters in p0g whihhave not yet been mathed are ompared with the aligned text haraters from rightto left till a mismath ours or all its haraters are mathed. In either ase, anotherpresuf shift follows. All omparisons in this step will be harged to the text haratersompared.Lemma 2.6.18 If p is a speial ase pattern with jx001 j � jvpj2 then the omparisonomplexity of the algorithm is n(1 + 83(m+1) ).Proof. We give harging strategies to show that a presuf shift an have overhead atmost two. Further, we show that an overhead of one fores the next presuf shift to ourat least distane m+12 to the right and an overhead of two fores the next presuf shiftto our at least distane 3(m+1)4 to the right. The lemma follows.As in Lemma 2.4.12, the run of the algorithm is divided into phases; a phase an beof one of four types. The range of text haraters harged in eah type of phase remainsexatly the same as in Lemma 2.4.12. The harging sheme for Type 1 and Type 2phases also remains exatly the same. Only the harging sheme for Type 3 and Type4 phases is modi�ed in aordane with the presuf shift handler desribed above.We onsider a single phase, whih ould be a Type 3 or a Type 4 phase. We assumethat this phase begins with a presuf shift with jx01j � m2 .The Charging Sheme. We onsider two ases.Case A. Suppose a mismath ours in Step 1 at a text harater te to the right ofp00�[j0℄ and p0f [j℄ is aligned with or to the left of te (i.e. Case 1.1 in Step 1 holds).Eah suessful omparison in Step 1 mathes the harater b against the text. Theharging sheme for this ase is idential to the harging sheme in Lemma 2.6.7 withthe funtion f 00 de�ned as follows. f 00 is de�ned to map eah text harater omparedsuessfully in Step 1 to the text harater whih is distane j � 1 to its left. Thisde�nition of f 00 is easily veri�ed to satisfy all four required properties of f 00 stated inLemma 2.6.6. Further, only the last Step 1 omparison an possibly be unsuessfuland might not reeive an f 00 value. From the above harging sheme, it follows that theoverhead of the urrent presuf shift is at most one.



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 79Case B. Suppose all omparisons in Step 1 are suessful or p0f [j℄ is to the right of te,the harater at whih the mismath in Step 1 ours (i.e., Case 1.2 in Step 1 holds).Reall from Step 1 that the leftmost surviving pattern instane ompletely to theright of t must have its jth harater to the right of tb. There are three subases toonsider.Subase B.1. Suppose p0e (the leftmost of the presuf pattern instanes to survive Step1) survives Steps 2, 3 and 4.All suessful omparisons in Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 and all omparisons in Step 5 areharged to the text haraters ompared. All these omparisons involve distint textharaters and thus, eah text harater whih is to the right of ta and aligned withp0e is harged at most one. Further, at most one mismath is made in Step 1 and nomismathes are made in Steps 2, 3 and 4 (for otherwise, p0e would be eliminated). Inaddition, a mismath in Step 1 eliminates p00�, thus foring the next presuf shift to ourat least distane m+12 to the right. Thus, the urrent presuf shift has overhead at mostone and an overhead of one fores the next presuf shift to our distane at least m+12to the right.Subase B.2. Suppose p0e is eliminated in one of Steps 2, 3 and 4; further, suppose p0eis the leftmost presuf pattern instane.In this ase, the next presuf shift ours distane at least m + 1 to the right. Weshow an overhead of at most two for this ase.All omparisons in Step 1 are suessful and are harged to the text haratersompared. No omparisons are made in Step 2. p0e must be eliminated in Step 3 asStep 5 follows diretly from Step 3 otherwise (see Case 2.2.b in Step 3). All suessfulomparisons in Step 3 are harged to the text haraters ompared. At most twomismathes are made in Step 3 and these onstitute the overhead of this shift. All textharaters mathed in Steps 1{3 are to the left of p0g[j℄. If p0g survives Step 4, thenall omparisons in Step 4 are harged to the text haraters ompared. If p0g does notsurvive Step 4 then the omparison whih eliminates p0g is harged to the text harateraligned with p0g[j℄ and all other omparisons in Step 4 are harged to the left ends of therespetive pattern instanes eliminated (from the de�nition of p0g in Step 3, note thatthe left ends of these pattern instanes are to the right of p0g[j℄). Thus all text haratersharged in Step 4 are distint are aligned with or to the right of p0g[j℄. All omparisons inStep 5 are harged to the text haraters ompared. These text haraters are distintfrom all text haraters mathed in the previous steps. Therefore, if p0g survives Step



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 804 then eah text harater to the right of ta and aligned with or to the left of p0gj isharged at most one. Otherwise, if p0g is eliminated in Step 4 and p0l is the leftmostsurviving pattern instane following Step 4, eah text harater stritly between ta andjp0l is harged at most one.Subase B.3. Suppose p0e is eliminated in one of Steps 2, 3 and 4 and p0e is not theleftmost presuf pattern instane.In this ase, the next presuf shift ours distane at least m + 1 to the right. Weshow an overhead of at most two for this ase.All suessful omparisons in Steps 1 and 2 and all omparisons in Step 5 are hargedto the text haraters ompared. If p0e does not survive Step 2 (Case 2.1 of Step 3)then all suessful omparisons in Step 3 are harged to the text haraters ompared.Otherwise, if p0e survives Step 2 (Case 2.2.a of Step 3), there is at most one omparison inStep 3 and it is aounted for later. If p0g survives Step 4 then all suessful omparisonsin Step 4 are harged to the text haraters ompared. In this ase, eah text haraterto the right of ta and aligned with or to the left of p0gj is harged at most one. Otherwise,if p0g is eliminated in Step 4, eah suessful omparison in Step 4 (exept the one whiheliminates p0g) is harged to the text harater aligned with the left end of the patterninstane eliminated by this omparison; this text harater is to the right of p0g[j℄. Inthis ase, eah text harater stritly between ta and jp0l is harged at most one, wherep0l is the leftmost surviving pattern instane after p0g is eliminated.At most four omparisons have not yet been aounted for. These inlude the mis-math in Step 1, the mismath in Step 4 (whih eliminates p0g) and either the mismathesin Steps 2 and 3 or the only omparison in Step 3, depending on whether or not p0e sur-vives Step 2. Note that if mismathes our in all of Steps 2, 3 and 4 then the textharater aligned with p0g[j℄ is not harged for any omparison. In addition, we showthat the text harater aligned with p00�[j℄ is also not harged for any omparison. Anoverhead of 2 for the urrent presuf shift follows immediately.Clearly, p00�[j℄ is not ompared in Step 1. All omparisons in Steps 2, 3, and 4 aremade to the right of tb, and hene to the right of p00�[j℄. Further, p0g[i℄ (i as de�nedin Step 3) is aligned with or to the right of tb. Therefore, the text harater alignedwith p00�[j℄ is not harged for any of the omparisons made in Steps 1{4. Consider Step5 next. If p0e survives Steps 2 and 3 and is eliminated in Step 4 then the presuf shifthandler terminates after Step 4 and the basi algorithm is resumed. So suppose thatp0e is eliminated in Step 2 or Step 3. From the de�nition of p0g in Step 3, p0g 6= p0e and



CHAPTER 2. EXACT COMPLEXITY: UPPER BOUNDS 81therefore i = j. To show that all omparisons in Step 5 are made to the right of p00�[j℄,it suÆes to show that jp0g is to the right of p00�[j℄.We show this by onsidering two ases. First, suppose p00� 6= p001 . Then, by Lemma2.6.8, it follows that the harater in p00 whih is to the immediate left of its suÆx x001 isa b. Sine x001 is the longest presuf of p00, it follows that j = jx001 j+ 1. By Lemma 2.6.8,p00�[j0℄ and hene p00�[j℄ are to the left of the suÆx x001 of p001. Sine jp0g[j℄ is to the right oftb, jp0g is aligned with or to the right of the suÆx x001 of p001. The laim follows for thisase.Next, suppose p00� = p001. A mismath ours in Step 1 as p0e is not the leftmost presufpattern instane. Further, this mismath ours at some text harater te to the rightof p00�[j℄ as no omparisons are made to the left of p00�[j℄ in Step 1 in this ase. Eahomparison in Step 1 ompares a text harater with b. Sine p0g[j℄ must be to the rightof tb, either jp0g is to the right of te or a b in p0g overlaps te. But p0g will not survive inthe latter ase. The laim follows.The lemma follows. 2Finally, we state the following theorem; the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem2.4.17.Theorem 2.6.19 There is a string mathing algorithm with a omparison omplexityof n(1+ 83(m+1) ) omparisons whih uses O(m) spae and takes O(n+m) time followingpreproessing of the pattern; the preproessing time is O(m2).AknowledgementsWe thank Dany Breslauer for a number of omments and suggestions and in partiu-lar for the observation that pk+1 ould be viewed as a presuf pattern instane. Thisontributed to an improvement of our upper bound from n+ 3(n�m)m+1 to n+ 8(n�m)3(m+1) .



Chapter 3Exat Complexity of StringMathing: Lower Bounds
3.1 IntrodutionString mathing is the problem of �nding all ourrenes of a pattern p[1 : : : m℄ in atext t[1 : : : n℄. We assume that the haraters in the text are drawn from a general(possibly in�nite) alphabet unknown to the algorithm. We investigate the exat om-plexity of string mathing, i.e., the number of omparisons required to solve the stringmathing problem. As is standard, we allow for preproessing of the pattern but notfor preproessing of the text1.Note that if the algorithm is permitted to know the alphabet, then the failure fun-tion of [KMP77℄ yields a �nite automata whih performs string mathing by readingeah text harater exatly one. However, in this ase the running time depends onthe alphabet size.Perhaps the most widely known linear time algorithms for string mathing are theKnuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77℄ and Boyer-Moore [BM77℄ algorithms. We refer to themas the KMP and BM algorithms, respetively. The KMP algorithm makes at most2n � m + 1 omparisons and this bound is tight. The exat omplexity of the BMalgorithm was an open question until reently. It was shown in [KMP77℄ that theBM algorithm makes at most 6n omparisons if the pattern does not our in the1This hapter desribes joint work with Rihard Cole, Mike Paterson and Uri Zwik, reported in[CH92a, CHPZ92℄. [CHPZ92℄ desribes some lower bounds whih are slightly stronger than those de-sribed here; however, these bounds are obtained using extensions of same tehniques as those presentedin this hapter. 82



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 83text. Guibas and Odlyzko [GO80℄ redued this to 4n under the same assumption.Cole [Co91℄ �nally proved an essentially tight bound of 3n � 
(n=m) omparisons forthe BM algorithm, whether or not the pattern ours in the text. Apostolio andCrohemore [AC89℄ gave a simple variant of the KMP algorithm whih makes at most32n omparisons. Apostolio and Gianarlo [AG86℄ gave a variant of the BM algorithmwhih makes at most 2n�m+1 omparisons. Crohemore et al. [CCG92, Cr92℄ showedreently that remembering just the most reently mathed portion redues the upperbound of BM from 3n to 2n omparisons.Reently, Galil and Gianarlo analyzed and modi�ed a string mathing algorithmdesigned by Collussi [GG92℄; they showed it makes at most 43n omparisons. In fat,[GG92℄ give this bound in a sharper form as a funtion of the period z of the pattern;the bound beomes n+ (n�m)minf13 ; minfz;m�zg+22m g.Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ gave a lower bound of n(1 + 12m ) omparisons. For on-line algorithms, [GG91℄ showed an additional lower bound of n+ 2(n�m)m+3 omparisons.An on-line algorithm is an algorithm whih examines text haraters only in a windowof size m sliding monotonially to the right; further the window an slide to the rightonly when all mathing pattern instanes to the left of the window or aligned withthe window have been disovered. Reently, Zwik and Paterson gave additional lowerbounds, inluding a bound of 4n3 for patterns of length 3 in the general ase [ZP92℄.Their lower bound model however forbids omparisons between text haraters.Our ontributions are the following lower bounds in a model whih allows for bothtext-text and text-pattern omparisons: for on-line algorithms, a bound of n+ 94(m+1) (n�m) harater omparisons for m = 35 + 36k, for any integer k � 1, and for generalalgorithms, a bound of n + 2(n�m)m+3 harater omparisons, for m = 2k + 1, for anyinteger k > 1. When k = 1, i.e., m = 3, we show a simple lower bound of 4n3 � 1 forgeneral algorithms when only text-pattern omparisons are allowed, thus mathing thelower bound of [ZP92℄. In [CHPZ92℄, an extension of the tehniques presented in thishapter were used to obtain a better lower bound for on-line algorithms, i.e., a boundof n+ 167(m+1) (n�m) harater omparisons for m = 16k+15, for any integer k � 1. Anearly mathing upper bound of n(1 + 83(m+1) ) harater omparisons was desribed inChapter 2.Setion 3.2 desribes the model for our lower bounds. The on-line lower bound isdesribed in Setion 3.3 and the general lower bound in Setion 3.4.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 843.2 PreliminariesWe use the RAM model of omputation, with some modi�ation. We assume that thetext t[1 : : : n℄ is stored in a speial random aess bu�er. This bu�er an be aessedonly through a server whih is not part of the algorithm exeuting on the RAM. Theserver aepts only requests of the form \p[i℄ = t[j℄?" or \t[i℄ = t[j℄?"and it providesan answer to eah request in unit time. Thus, any string mathing algorithm anaquire knowledge about the text only through omparisons involving text and patternharaters.Our lower bounds are derived using an adversary who �rst hooses a pattern andthen �lls in the text with a hoie of haraters based upon the queries posed by thealgorithm.We need the following de�nitions. jp and pj denote, respetively, the leftmost andrightmost haraters of p. An instane of p is a opy of p aligned with somem onseutivetext haraters. A period of p is any integer h suh that p[i℄ = p[i + h℄ for all i,1 � i � m � h. A presuf of p is a string whih is both a pre�x and a suÆx of p. Aperiod shift of pattern instane p1 is a pattern instane p2 suh that p2 is shifted to theright of p1 by an amount equal to some period of p.3.3 The On-line Lower BoundThe adversary hooses the pattern from an in�nite family F of strings. The shorteststring sF in F is alled the base string of F and has lengthmF . All other strings in F areobtained by adding opies of the string ak between eah pair of onseutive haratersin sF and at the beginning and end of sF , where a is a harater distint from allharaters in sF and k � 1. Therefore, the strings in F have lengths k(mF + 1) +mF ,k � 0. Eah string x in F has at least three non-empty presufs. Let rF be the lengthof the third longest presuf of sF . Clearly, if a string in F has length k(mF + 1) +mFthen the length of its third longest presuf is k(rF + 1) + rF .The lower bound is based on the following two ruial properties satis�ed by eahstring x in F . Consider an instane x0 of x and its three smallest period shifts x1, x2and x3. Let a olumn denote a set of haraters in x1; x2; x3 whih are aligned with eahother. Let a row denotes the set of haraters belonging to the same pattern instane.1. In x1, x2 and x3, in eah olumn, either all haraters are equal or no two har-aters are equal.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 852. Let 1; 2 be any two distint olumns. 1 and 2 have equal entries in all rows orunequal entries in at least two rows. For example, the �rst of the two situationsillustrated below an our while the seond annot.a b a b   d e d dAs an example, onsider the family of strings obtained from the following base string�. 12121121213412156971498121212112121An inspetion of the following �gure shows that � does indeed satisfy Properties 1 and2. The same an easily be veri�ed for the other strings in this family.x' ....71498121212112121x1 12121121213412156971498121212112121x2 12121121213412156971498121212112121x3 12121121213412156971498121212112121Note that for this family, mF = 35 and rF = 3.The algorithm proeeds by making a series of omparisons. The adversary delareseah omparison to be either a math or a mismath. Following eah omparison,pattern instanes not onsistent with the response of the adversary are eliminated; theremaining pattern instanes are said to survive. The purpose of Properties 1 and 2above is to enable the adversary to hoose its response so as to ensure the following twoe�ets.(i) A suessful omparison does not eliminate any surviving pattern instane.(ii) A mismath eliminates at most one surviving pattern instane.Lemma 3.3.1 Let p 2 F and suppose jpj = m = k(mF + 1) + mF , k � 0. Letr = k(rF + 1) + rF be the length of the third longest presuf of p. There exists a text t,jtj = n = m+�(m� r), � � 0, suh that any on-line algorithm for mathing p against tperforms at least n+ 2(mF+1)(m+1)(mF�rF )(n�m) harater omparisons following any patternpreproessing.
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Figure 3.1: Senario in a Mathing StepProof. The text is not de�ned initially. The adversary �lls in text haraters dependingupon the omparisons made by the algorithm.The adversary begins by hoosing the text haraters t[1 : : : m℄ so as to fore aomplete math of the pattern and in the proess foring at least one omparison oneah of the text haraters t[1 : : : m℄.The adversary then repeats the following mathing step to �ll in the rest of the text.Immediately preeding this step, the adversary will have fored some pattern instanep0 to math ompletely. In this step, the three smallest period shifts p1, p2 and p3 ofp0 are onsidered and the adversary fores a omplete math with one of them, denotedp�. First, as we will show, on any mismath at most one of p1; p2; p3 an be eliminatedand therefore, at least two mismathes an be fored by the adversary in this step.Seond, as we will show, the number of suessful omparisons made in this step isat least the number of text haraters aligned with p� to the right of p0j. Clearly, themathing step is exeuted at least everym�r text haraters. Sinem = k(mF+1)+mFand r = k(rF + 1) + rF , the lemma follows.Next, we desribe the details of a partiular mathing step. Let V = fp1; p2; p3g.The adversary �lls in text haraters to the right of p0j so as to ensure that exatlyone of the pattern instanes in V mathes ompletely. This step terminates when thealgorithm determines exatly one of the pattern instanes in V to be a omplete math.The goal of the adversary on eah omparison is to have a mismath if this willeliminate at most one of the surviving pattern instanes in V and to have a mathotherwise. Properties 1 and 2 ensure that one of these outomes is always possible.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 87We divide the omparisons made by the algorithm into two lasses, useful and use-less. A omparison between two known text haraters is useless as is the omparisonbetween p[i℄ and t[j℄, where none of the surviving pattern instanes in V math p[i℄at the harater aligned with t[j℄. The latter omparison always reeives a responseof \mismath" from the adversary. All other omparisons are useful. Clearly, uselessomparisons yield no information. Thus, we an safely assume that no suh omparisonsare made.The adversary now examines the omparisons made by the algorithm. While proess-ing these omparisons, the adversary maintains equivalene lasses of text haraters.All haraters in the same equivalene lass must be idential in order to be onsistentwith the adversary's responses. Initially, eah text harater is in a separate equivalenelass.Useful omparisons have one of two forms: pattern-text and text-text.Pattern-Text Comparisons. Suppose p[i℄ is ompared with t[j℄. There are twopossibilities; either all the haraters aligned with t[j℄ among the surviving patterninstanes in V are equal or they di�er (if there is only one surviving pattern instanein V then the equal ase is used). First, suppose they are all equal, to the harater b,say. The adversary delares a math and sets all the text haraters in the equivalenelass ontaining t[j℄ to b. Seond, suppose they are unequal. The adversary delaresa mismath and eliminates any surviving pattern instane in V in whih the harateraligned with t[j℄ equals p[i℄. Property 1 ensures that there is exatly one suh survivingpattern instane in V .Text-Text Comparisons. Suppose t[i℄ is ompared with t[j℄. If one of these twoharaters in known, the known text harater is treated like a pattern harater in theprevious ase. Otherwise, there are two ases. If for some surviving pattern instanein V the haraters aligned with t[i℄ and t[j℄ are di�erent, the adversary delares amismath. By Property 2, at most one of the surviving pattern instanes in V anhave idential haraters aligned with t[i℄ and t[j℄ in this ase, and therefore at mostone of the surviving pattern instanes in V is eliminated by this response. If for allsurviving pattern instanes in V , the haraters aligned with t[i℄ and t[j℄ are idential,the adversary delares a math and merges the equivalene lasses ontaining t[i℄ andt[j℄ into one equivalene lass.Note that as laimed, in the event of a mismath, at most one pattern instane iseliminated.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 88At the end of the mathing step, the algorithm delares exatly one of the patterninstanes p� in V to be a omplete math. We now prove our laim that the number ofomparisons made by the algorithm in the mathing step is at least two more than thenumber of text haraters aligned with p� and to the right of p0j.Sine eah mismath eliminates at most one pattern instane in V and a matheliminates nothing, there must be at least two mismathes in the mathing step. Sinetwo equivalene lasses are merged only when a suessful omparison is made andsine a text harater is �lled in only when some text harater in its equivalene lassis ompared suessfully with a known harater, the number of suessful omparisonsis at least the number of haraters �lled in by the adversary.It remains to be shown that eah text harater to the right p0j and aligned with p�must be �lled in by the adversary. Clearly, if some suh text harater ta has not yet been�lled in, the same is true for all text haraters in its equivalene lass. Further, theseare the only text haraters to whih ta must be equal. Consequently, the adversary an�ll in all the text haraters in the equivalene lass ontaining ta with a harater whihis di�erent from all other pattern and text haraters. This auses p� to mismath andontradits the onlusion of the algorithm. 2Theorem 3.3.2 Any on-line algorithm for string mathing makes at least n+ 9(n�m)4(m+1)omparisons while mathing any pattern of length m in the family generated by the basestring �.Proof. Consider the family of strings generated by string �, mF = 35 and rF = 3. 23.4 The General Lower BoundTheorem 3.4.1 Any algorithm for string mathing performs at least n+ 2(n�m)(m+3) har-ater omparisons following any pattern preproessing, for m = 2k + 1, k > 1, andn = m+ 1 + �(m� k + 1), � � 0. In addition, the above bound holds for k = 1 also ifonly pattern-text omparisons are allowed.Proof. Let p = akbak. As for the ase of on-line algorithms, the text is �lled in by theadversary based on the omparisons made by the algorithm. There are two ases to beonsidered depending on the value of k.Case 1. k > 1.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 89The adversary overs the text with pairs of pattern instanes as shown below. Hereu represents the string ak�2. The �rst pattern instane in eah pair is marked 1 and theseond is marked 2. The adversary fores a omplete math on one of the two patterninstanes in eah pair. This is done by �lling in eah pair of onseutive text haratersmarked \?" by ab or ba. The hoie of the mathing pattern instane in any pair isindependent of the hoie of the mathing pattern instane in every other pair. Further,the adversary fores at least one mismath for every pair of pattern instanes. Thusthe algorithm makes at least one mismath every k + 2 = 12(m + 3) omparisons. Thetheorem follows.t = * * * ? ? * * * ? ? * * * ? ? * * * . . . .1 a u a b a a u2 u a a b a u a1 a u a b a a u2 u a a b a u a1 a u a b a a u2 u a a b a u a1 . . . . . . .Next, we desribe the details of the adversary's responses to the queries posed bythe algorithm.Note that text haraters above have been marked with two symbols, \?" and\*". Let the pairs of onseutive text haraters marked \?" be denoted, from leftto right, by h1; h2; : : : ; hg. Let hil and hir denote, respetively, the left and right textharaters in hi. Eah pair hi is overlapped by a single pair of pattern instanes pi1and pi2 . Let Wi denote the set fpi1 ; pi2g. For eah pair hi, the adversary fores aomplete math of exatly one of pi1 and pi2 . Initially, there are 2g di�erent possiblemath ombinations, two for eah pair hi. Eah mismath will redue the number ofpossible math ombinations by a fator of at most 2. Finally, there will be at leastg mismathes. Further, to assert a math, every harater aligned with the patterninstane whih mathes needs to be ompared suessfully. Note that in any of the2g di�erent possible math ombinations, the pattern instanes whih math over theentire text. It follows that eah of the text haraters will be ompared suessfully atleast one. This property is not obvious for the ase k = 1, whih is why it is handledseparately.



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 90As in the ase of on-line algorithms, we assume that the following omparisons areuseless and are not made: omparisons between two known haraters and omparisonof a text harater ta with a harater whih di�ers from all the haraters aligned withta in the surviving pattern instanes whih overlap ta.As before, the adversary maintains equivalene lasses of text haraters; eah equiv-alene lass is a maximal set of text haraters whih have been determined to be equal.In addition, the adversary maintains a ompatibility graph G?. This graph reords,for sets Wi and Wj, the math ombinations whih must our together, if any. Forexample, perhaps pi1 and pj1 both math or pi2 and pj2 both math and these are theonly two possibilities. G? is de�ned preisely later.We onsider pattern-text and text-text omparisons separately. Initially, the adver-sary tentatively sets all text haraters marked \*" to a. In addition, whenever one ofthe two possibilities for any pair hi is eliminated (reall that hi = ab or hi = ba), thetwo text haraters in hi are tentatively set to the other hoie. All haraters givententative values in the above manner are are said to be tentatively known. Finally, if forany suh text harater ta, none of the text haraters in its equivalene lass has beenompared suessfully with any pattern harater, ta is set so as to disagree with theresult delared by the algorithm (i.e., if there is no math delared it is left unhanged,reating a math; if a math is delared, it is set to a harater di�erent from both aand b, foring a mismath).Pattern-Text Comparisons. Suppose p[i℄ is ompared with t[j℄. If all survivingpattern instanes whih overlap t[j℄ have the same harater aligned with t[j℄, theadversary delares a math and sets all text haraters in the equivalene lass ontainingt[j℄ to p[i℄. Otherwise, if two surviving pattern instanes have di�erent haratersaligned with t[j℄, then t[j℄ 2 h, for some  > 1, and these two surviving patterninstanes are p1 and p2 . The adversary delares a mismath in this ase. Consequently,one of p1 and p2 is eliminated and the number of possible math ombinations is halved.Text-Text Comparisons. Suppose t[i℄ is ompared with t[j℄. If one of these textharaters is known then the known harater is treated like a pattern harater in theprevious ase. If neither harater is known, but at least one, t[i℄ say, is tentativelyknown, then again t[i℄ is treated like a pattern harater in the previous ase, with onedi�erene. In the event of a math, the equivalene lasses for t[i℄ and t[j℄ are merged;now all the text haraters in this merged lass are onsidered tentatively known too.Next, suppose both t[i℄ and t[j℄ are neither known nor tentatively known. Then, for some



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 91 and d, not neessarily distint, t[i℄ 2 h and t[j℄ 2 hd. Further, none of the patterninstanes inW orWd have been eliminated, otherwise one of t[i℄ or t[j℄ would be knownor tentatively known. To handle this ase, the adversary needs the ompatibility graphG?.Initially, G? has a vertex ve for eah pair he. Vertex ve remains in this graph onlyas long as both pe1 and pe2 survive. Eah onneted omponent of G? orresponds to asingle remaining hoie among the possible math ombinations, i.e., for any vertex vein this onneted omponent, if one of the pattern instanes in We is eliminated, thenone of the pattern instanes in Wf is also ruled out from being a math for eah vertexvf in this onneted omponent. The adversary adds edges to G? based on the queriesposed by the algorithm. These edges orrespond to mismathes made by the algorithmand are labeled with a 1 or a 0. Suppose the algorithm ompares hel and hfl or her andhfr and the adversary indiates this omparison to be a mismath. Then the adversarymust fore either pe1 and pf2 or pe2 and pf1 to math. Similarly, suppose the algorithmompares hel and hfr or her and hfl and the adversary indiates this omparison to bea mismath. Then the adversary must fore either pe1 and pf1 or pe2 and pf2 to math.In the �rst of these situations, the adversary adds an edge labeled 1 between ve and vfand in the seond situation it adds an edge labeled 0.The response of the adversary to the omparison between t[i℄ 2 h and t[j℄ 2 hd isbased upon whether or not there is a path between v and vd in G?.First, suppose there is no suh path. The adversary delares a mismath. Thismismath halves the number of possible math ombinations. The adversary then addsan edge between v and vd. This edge is labeled 1 if t[i℄ and t[j℄ are both either the leftor the right haraters in their respetive pairs and is labeled 0, otherwise.Seond, suppose there is a path � between v and vd. The adversary hooses itsresponse to math the parity of �. If the parity is 0, the adversary delares a math ifand only if both t[i℄ and t[j℄ are either the left or the right haraters in their respetivepairs. If the parity is 1, the adversary delares a math if and only if either t[i℄ is theleft (right, respetively) text harater in its pair and t[j℄ is the right (left, respetively)text harater in its pair. In both ases, if a math is delared, the equivalene lassesontaining t[i℄ and t[j℄ are merged. Note, however, that a mismath does not reduethe number of possible math ombinations in this ase.Following a pattern-text omparison involving a text harater in he, as only onepattern instane remains inWe, the onneted omponent ontaining ve is removed fromG?. For eah vertex vf in this omponent, there is just one surviving pattern instane



CHAPTER 3. EXACT COMPLEXITY: LOWER BOUNDS 92in Wf , namely the instane ompatible with the parity of the path from ve to vf .It is readily seen that the number of unsuessful omparisons fored by the adver-sary is at least g and that the number of suessful omparisons fored by the adversaryis at least the number of text haraters �lled in by it. An argument similar to the onein Lemma 3.3.1 implies that eah text harater must be �lled in by the adversary. Thetheorem now follows for the ase k > 1.Case 2. k = 1 and only pattern-text omparisons are allowed.The onstrution in this ase is idential to the ase k > 1.However, in this ase, it is not obvious that eah text harater has to be �lled inby the adversary. This an be seen as follows.t = * * * ? ? ! * * ? ? * *1 a b a2 a b a1 a b a2 a b a1 a b a2 a b a1 a b a . . . . . . .Consider the pairs hi and hi+1 shown above. Suppose the adversary fores pi1 and pi+12to math. Then the text harater t1 between these two instanes (marked by ! above)may not be �lled in by the adversary. However, note that if it is not �lled in by theadversary then the two text haraters adjaent to t1 must have been �lled in with a'sby the adversary. Then onsider the pattern instane px in whih b is aligned witht1. Sine the algorithm makes its deision about px before the adversary �lls in t1, theadversary an now �ll in t1 so as to refute this deision. Therefore, eah text haratermust be �lled in by the adversary in this ase too. The theorem follows. 2



Chapter 4Parallel Two-Dimensional TextSearhing
4.1 IntrodutionThe problem of two-dimensional pattern mathing1 (heneforth alled 2D{mathing) isto �nd all ourrenes of a pattern array p of size m1 � m2 in a text array t of sizen1�n2. Without loss of generality, we assume that m2 � m1. The text and the patternare drawn from an alphabet set �. Our interest lies in designing alphabet-independentparallel algorithm for this problem, that is, one with omplexity not dependent onthe alphabet size j�j. The one dimensional mathing problem, or the string mathingproblem as it is known, is that of �nding all ourrenes of a pattern string of length min a text string of length n.The early algorithms for sequential 2D{mathing were based on multiple-patternmathing [Bi77, Ba78℄ or suÆx trees [AL88℄ and were therefore alphabet-dependent.More preisely, these algorithms took time O((n1 � n2 +m1 �m2) log j�j). The �rstalphabet-independent sequential algorithm for 2D{mathing was obtained by Amir,Benson and Farah [ABF92℄. Their algorithm takes linear, i.e., O(n1 � n2), time fol-lowing preproessing of the pattern. They also showed how this preproessing ouldbe aomplished in an alphabet-dependent manner in O((m1 �m2) log j�j) time. Re-ently, Galil and Park [GP92℄ showed how this preproessing an be aomplished inO(m1 �m2) time, independent of the alphabet size. Thus the sequential omplexity of1This hapter desribes joint work with Maxime Crohemore, Leszek G�asienie, S. Muthukrishnanand Wojtek Rytter, reported in [CCG+93, CGHMR92℄.93



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 942D{mathing is O(n1 � n1 + n2 � n2) time, independent of the alphabet size.Mathies [M88℄ gave a parallel deterministi algorithm for 2D{mathing whih tookO(log2m2) time using linear number of proessors in the CRCW{PRAM model. Amirand Landau [AL88℄ gave an O(logm2) time algorithm using O(n1�n2) proessors in theCRCW{PRAM model. Both these algorithms are suboptimal. Karp and Rabin [KR87℄obtained the �rst optimal O(logm2) time algorithm for parallel 2D{mathing on theEREW{PRAM model; however, their algorithm was a Monte Carlo type randomizedalgorithm. The �rst optimal deterministi algorithm was obtained by Kedem, Landau,and Palem [KLP89℄. They used the tehnique of naming due to Karp, Miller andRosenberg [KMR77℄ to obtain an O(logm2) time optimal algorithm for 2D{mathingin the CRCW{PRAM model using quadrati spae. Both these optimal algorithms for2D{mathing are alphabet-dependent. The �rst alphabet-independent optimal parallel2D{mathing algorithm was reently obtained by Amir, Benson, and Farah [ABF93℄.They present two optimal algorithms, one that takes O(log logm2) time on the CRCW{PRAM, and other that takes O(logm2) time on the CREW{PRAM, both followingpreproessing of the pattern. Their algorithms use linear spae.Our main result is a deterministi parallel CRCW{PRAM algorithm for 2D{mathingwhih takes O(1) time using O(n1 � n2) proessors, following preproessing of the pat-tern. Our algorithm is alphabet-independent and uses linear spae. This result isanalogous to the reent result of Galil [Ga92℄ that string mathing an be performed inO(1) time and optimal work following preproessing of the pattern. Indeed our resultis obtained by providing a simple onstant time Turing-redution from 2D{mathing tostring mathing, and utilizing the result in [Ga92℄. Our result also yields a new lineartime sequential algorithm for 2D{mathing and a new parallel O(logm2) time optimalalgorithm for 2D{mathing in the CREW{PRAM model.Fast parallel algorithms for string mathing rely on the onept of periodiity [Ga85℄and witnesses [Vi85℄. Similarly, the notions of two-dimensional periodiity developed by[AB92℄ have played a signi�ant role in developing both sequential [GP92℄ and parallel[ABF93℄ algorithms for 2D{mathing. It is partiularly interesting that in ontrastto these algorithms, our algorithm was obtained without using any ideas regardingtwo-dimensional periodiity. Only a version of one-dimensional periodiity suitablygeneralized to two dimensions, whih we term h-periodiity (or horizontal periodiity),is used. However, we use ideas from two reent parallel algorithms for string mathing,namely, those in [Vi90℄ and [Ga92℄. Our algorithm uses the notion of deterministisamples, introdued by Vishkin [Vi90℄ for string mathing, suitably generalized to two



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 95
Copy 2Copy 1

IIIFigure 4.1: Quad I and II vetorsdimensions. The onstant time optimal string mathing algorithm in [Ga92℄ is used asa blak box. Our overall algorithm is surprisingly simple.The ruial preproessing in all alphabet-independent 2D{mathing algorithms (in-luding ours) is that of omputing witnesses for the two dimensional pattern. In Chapter5, we show how witnesses an be omputed in O(log logm2) time and O(m1�m2) work[CGHMP93℄; this algorithm is both time and work optimal. Additionally, our algorithm(as do the string mathing algorithms of [Vi90, Ga92℄) requires the omputation of de-terministi samples suitably generalized to two dimensions. This an be performed inO(1) time optimally using the ideas in [CGGPR93℄. Thus the preproessing requiredby our algorithm takes O(log logm2) time and O(m1 �m2) work.Our algorithm is designed on the Common CRCW{PRAM model, i.e, simultaneouswrites to the same loation by several proessors are guaranteed to be of the same value[Ja91℄. Throughout this hapter, the omplexity bounds are stated in terms of time andwork. Proessor sheduling to attain these time and work bounds is always possible andhene omitted exept where it is not obvious.This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 4.2 gives some preliminary de�nitions.We desribe important ideas underlying our algorithm in Setion 4.3. Setion 4.4 de-sribes the text proessing algorithm.4.2 De�nition and PreliminariesLet p be the pattern array of size m1 �m2. Let t be the text array of size n1 � n2. Letm0 = bm23  and m00 = bm13 . Let m = maxfm1;m2g. Without loss of generality, assumethat m = m2. Let the olumn oordinates of p and t inrease horizontally to the right



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 96and the row oordinates inrease downwards, both starting from 1. The horizontal sideof an array is alled the width and its vertial side, the height.A pattern instane assoiated with text position l is a opy of p with top left ornerat l; let pl denote this pattern instane. We say that p ours at l if pl ompletelymathes the text, i.e., if l = (i; j) then t(i+ r� 1; j+ � 1) = pl(r; ) for all 1 � r � m1and 1 �  � m2. In this ase, l is said to be an ourrene of p. The problem of2D{mathing is to determine all ourrenes of a given pattern p in a given text t.Consider two opies of p. Plae the seond opy so that its left margin is either onor to the right of the left margin of the �rst opy. In addition, either the top left orneror the bottom left orner of the seond opy must be within the �rst opy. The vetorv joining the top left orner of the �rst opy to the top left orner of the seond opyis alled a Quad I vetor in the former ase and a Quad II vetor in the latter ase(Fig.4.1). A witness for the two opies (or a witness for vetor v) is a position in the�rst opy, if any, where the two opies mismath. If a witness exists, then at least oneof the two opies annot math the text ompletely (if the two opies are visualized tolie on the text). One of these two opies an thus be eliminated by simply omparingthe harater at the witness in the �rst opy with the overlapping text harater. Thisproess of eliminating one of two overlapping opies of p possessing a witness is alleda duel [Vi85℄ between the two opies.If the two overlapping opies onsidered above are onsistent, i.e., lak a witness,the vetor joining the top left orners of these two onsistent pattern opies is alleda period vetor of p. A period vetor whih is horizontal is alled a horizontal periodvetor or hpv of p.The length of a vetor is the larger of the di�erenes between the row oordinatesand the olumn oordinates of its endpoints. A vetor is said to be valid if its row lengthis less than bm23  and its olumn length is less than bm13 . If p has a valid hpv, we allp h-periodi. Otherwise, we all p h-aperiodi.The period of a string s is de�ned to be jsj � k, where k is the length of the longestpre�x of s whih is also a suÆx of s. s is said to be periodi if its period is at mostbm3  and aperiodi otherwise. Witnesses and duels are de�ned for strings in a manneranalogous to the two dimensional ase.The distane between two loations in a string is one more than the number ofloations stritly between them. This de�nition is extended to loations in the same



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 97row or olumn of a two dimensional pattern in the natural way.Reall that in the Common CRCW PRAM, given a boolean vetor of i bits, theirboolean AND and OR an be omputed in O(1) time using i proessors. This fat, aswell as the following lemma, are used repeatedly in our algorithm.Lemma 4.2.1 [FRW88℄ Given a binary vetor V of size i, the leftmost or the rightmost1 in V an be found in O(1) time using i proessors on the Common CRCW{PRAM.4.3 Horizontal PeriodiityThe following fat will be utilized repeatedly. It follows immediately from the de�nitionof the shortest hpv of p.Fat 1 Any two ourrenes of p with top left orners in some row of t must be at leastdistane l apart, where l is the length of the shortest hpv of p.Next, we state a ruial property of the h-aperiodi patterns.Lemma 4.3.1 Suppose p is h-aperiodi. Then there exists a row r of p whih, onsid-ered as a string, has period at least logm02 .Proof. The length of the smallest hpv of p is learly the Least Common Multiple(LCM) of the periods of the various rows of p onsidered as strings. By a weak formof the prime number theorem [RS62℄, the number of primes less than any number j isat most 2 jlog j . Note that the LCM of the numbers 1 � � � j is the produt of the highestpowers less than or equal to j of all suh primes. Therefore, the LCM of the numbers1 � � � j is at most j 2jlog j � 4j . If all rows of p have period less than logm02 then the lengthof the smallest hpv of p must be less than 4 logm02 � m0. Sine p has no suh hpv, this isa ontradition. 2Next, we present the following two dimensional variant of Vishkin's deterministisampling lemma [Vi90℄ for strings.Lemma 4.3.2 [The Two-Dimensional Deterministi Sampling Lemma℄ Sup-pose p is h-aperiodi. For any e � m0, there exists a number f , 0 � f � e�1, and a setof at most log e positions in p, alled the (e; f) h{sample, with the following property.Let s be a text loation and suppose all haraters at loations in the h{sample of ps



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 98math their aligned text haraters. Then p annot our at any text loation in thesame row as s whih is at most e� f � 1 loations to the left of s or at most f loationsto the right of s.The proof of existene and the onstrution of an (e; f) h{sample for some suitablevalue of e are desribed in Setion 4.5.4.4 Text ProessingIn what follows, we assume that witnesses in p, if any, for all valid vetors have beenpreomputed. We also assume that an (e; f) h{sample has been preomputed fore = b(m0) 14 . In addition, we assume that the periods of all rows of p have beenpreomputed and the row r de�ned in Lemma 4.3.1 has been determined and prepro-essed for mathing it against any given text string using the algorithm in [Ga92℄. InSetion 4.5, we onsider the omplexity of this preomputation.4.4.1 h-Aperiodi PatternAssume that p is h-aperiodi. The ase when p is h-periodi is a standard modi�ationof this ase and is desribed in Setion 4.4.2.De�nitions. Reall that pl is the opy of p with top left orner at text position l. Ifpl potentially mathes the text, then l is a soure. If pl mathes the text, then l is aomplete math. A soure l is said to be eliminated if pl is determined not to maththe text. A soure is said to survive at a given instant if it has not yet been eliminated.Soures k and l are ompatible if pk and pl math wherever they overlap.Initially, all text loations are soures. The algorithm eliminates soures until onlyomplete mathes survive. Consider the subarray t0 of t of size (n1�m1+1)�(n2�m2+1)with the same top left orner as t. Clearly, the pattern p does not our at any loationoutside t0. The subarray t0 is divided into disjoint bloks of size m00�m0 (at the bottomand right boundaries of t0, these bloks ould be smaller than m00 �m0). These bloksare alled text bloks. There are O( n1�n2m1�m2 ) text bloks. Eah row in a text blok isalled a text blok row.Eah text blok T is proessed identially in parallel in two phases. Phase I issurvived only by a set of mutually ompatible soures in T . In Phase II, eah of these



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 99soures is either on�rmed to be a omplete math or is eliminated. Eah phase takesO(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work per text blok. The total work over all text bloks isO(n1 � n2).Phase IText blok T is proessed in two steps in this phase.1. All but at most one of the soures in eah text blok row in T are eliminated.2. Of the surviving soures, all but a set of mutually ompatible soures are elimi-nated.Eah step takes O(1) time and O(m1�m2) work per text blok. We desribe eah stepin detail.Step 1. In eah text blok row in T , there annot be more than one omplete mathsine the pattern has no hpv of length less than m0 (by Fat 1). In this step, all butat most one of the soures in eah text blok row in T are eliminated. This is ahievedin the following two steps. All text blok rows in T are onsidered in parallel in thesesteps. Consider one text blok row R[1 � � �m0℄ in T .Step 1.1. Following this step, at most 2m0logm0 soures survive in R.Let r be the row of p given by the Lemma 4.3.1 and suppose that r is the ith row inp. Consider the text blok row R0[1 � � �m0℄ that is i� 1 rows below R. Galil's algorithm[Ga92℄ is used to �nd all ourrenes of r (onsidered as a string) beginning at loationsin R0. This takes O(1) time and O(m0+m2) = O(m0) work. Sine r has period at leastlogm02 by Lemma 4.3.1, r ours in R0 beginning at at most 2m0logm0 loations. Clearly, pours in R with its top left orner at R[j℄ only if r ours beginning at R0[j℄, where1 � j � m0. Therefore, at most 2m0logm0 soures in R survive this step.Step 1.2. All but at most one of the soures in R are eliminated in this step.This is done in several steps as follows. The (e; f) h{sample of p is used in theproess, where e = b(m0) 14 .Step 1.2a. The text blok row R is divided into disjoint sub-bloks of length e =b(m0) 14  (the rightmost sub-blok ould be smaller). Following this step, at most twosoures survive in eah sub-blok.



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 100Eah surviving soure in R is proessed in parallel. Consider one soure i in R andthe pattern instane pi assoiated with it. The set of loations in pi whih orrespond tothe (e; f) h{sample of p are onsidered. The haraters at these loations are omparedwith their aligned text haraters in parallel. This takes O(1) time andO( 2m0logm0�log e) =O(m0) work for R. We say that soure i's sample mathes if all the above omparisonsare suessful. Lemma 4.4.1 shows that the only soures in R whih survive this stepare the rightmost and leftmost soures in eah sub-blok of size e whose samples mathin the above step. These soures are easily found in O(1) time and O(m0) work usingLemma 4.2.1.To perform the above step, blog e proessors have to be alloated to eah survivingsoure in R from a pool of m0 proessors. This is done as follows. The text blok rowR is divided into disjoint sub-bloks of length b logm02 . In eah of these sub-bloks atmost one soure survives from Step 1.1. One proessor is assigned to eah of the m0loations in the text blok row R, and the surviving soure, if any, in eah sub-blok,is determined. The surviving soure in the kth sub-blok from the left in R is storedat loation k in an auxiliary array A of size m0b logm02  = O( 2m0logm0 ). To eah loation inA, blog e proessors are assigned. The blog e proessors assigned to the loation k inA are assigned to the surviving soure in the kth sub-blok of R. That ompletes theassignment of O( 2m0logm0 � log e) = O(m0) proessors in onstant time.Lemma 4.4.1 Soure i in a sub-blok H of R of size e survives Step 1.2a only if it isthe rightmost or the leftmost soure in H whose sample mathes.Proof. Clearly, if the sample of i does not math then pi annot be a omplete math.Let j and k be the leftmost and rightmost soures in H whose samples math. Supposethe sample of i mathes and i is between j and k. By Lemma 4.3.2, p annot our atany text loation in H whih is at most e � f � 1 loations to the left of k or at mostf loations to the right of j. Sine (e� f � 1) + f > e� 2 and i is in the middle e� 2haraters of H, pi annot be a omplete math. 2Step 1.2b. The text blok row R is divided into disjoint segments of length b(m0) 12 (the rightmost segment ould be smaller). Following this step, at most one souresurvives in eah segment.All segments are proessed in parallel. Consider a partiular segment S. It omprisesof O(e) disjoint sub-bloks of length e from Step 1.2a. Eah of these sub-bloks ontains



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 101at most two surviving soures. In all, there are at most O(2e) surviving soures in S.All pairs of surviving soures in S are duelled in parallel in O(1) time and O((2e)2) =O(pm0) work. Over all segments, the work done is O(m0). A soure in S survives thisstep if and only if it survives eah of these duels. Clearly, only one soure in S survivesall duels sine p is h{aperiodi (by Fat 1).Step 1.2. At most one soure survives in eah text blok row R following this step.Following Step 1.2b, there are O(pm0) disjoint segments of length bpm0 in R,eah of whih ontains at most one surviving soure. In all there are at most O(pm0)surviving soures in R. Eah pair of surviving soures in R is duelled; this takes O(1)time and O(m0) work. A soure survives this phase if and only if it survives eah ofthese duels. Clearly, only one soure in R survives all duels sine p is h{aperiodi (byFat 1).Step 2. All text bloks are proessed in parallel. Consider a partiular text blok T .Only soures in T that are mutually ompatible survive this step.Following Step 1, at most one soure per text blok row in T survives. In all there areat most m00 soures in T . Eah pair of surviving soures is duelled in parallel; this takesO(1) time and O(m00 �m00) work. Reall that m2 � m1 and m00 = bm13 . Therefore,the work done in this step is O(m1�m2). A soure in T survives this phase if and onlyif it survives eah of these duels. Clearly, all soures in T whih survive this phase aremutually ompatible.This ompletes the desription of Phase I. There are O( n1�n2m1�m2 ) bloks in all andeah step for eah text blok takes O(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work. Therefore PhaseI takes O(1) time and O(n1 � n2) work over the entire text.Phase IIIn Phase II, eah surviving soure in eah text blok is either eliminated or on�rmedto be a omplete math. Eah text blok is onsidered in parallel. We desribe PhaseII for a partiular text blok T .Consider the set of text loations overlapped by at least one of the pi's, where i is asurviving soure in T . There are at most O(m1 �m2) suh text loations, all of whihlie in a text blok T 0 of size (m00+m1�1)�(m0+m2�1) whose top left orner oinideswith the top left orner of T . From Phase I, all surviving soures in T are mutually



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 102ompatible. Therefore, eah text loation in T 0 is overlapped by the same harater,if any, in all pi's. Hene, it suÆes to ompare eah text loation x in T 0 with theoverlapping harater in any one of the pi's whih overlap x.We say that a text loation x in T 0 belongs to soure y in T if x is overlapped by py.Phase II proeeds in three steps.1. Eah text loation x in T 0 is marked with a soure y in T , if any, to whih xbelongs.2. Eah text loation x in T 0 whih is marked with a soure y is ompared with theharater in py whih overlaps x.3. For eah surviving soure y in T , if a mismath ours in Step 2 at a text loationx overlapped by py, then y is eliminated.We desribe the three steps in Phase II in detail.Step 1. This step marks eah text loation x in T 0 with a soure y in T to whih itbelongs. Initially, none of the text loations in T 0 is marked. There are two steps.Step 1a. Eah of the m0 leftmost olumns of T 0 are proessed in parallel. Considera partiular olumn . The uppermost and lowermost surviving soures, u and l, in are determined. This is done in O(1) time and O(m1) work using Lemma 4.2.1. Eahtext loation x in  whih is above l but below u (inluding u) is marked with soureu. Eah text loation x in  whih is at most distane m1 � 1 below l (inluding l) ismarked with soure l.Step 1b. All rows of T 0 are proessed in parallel. Consider row R. Let R0 denotethe leftmost m0 loations of R. The leftmost and rightmost text loations in R0 whihwere marked with a soure in Step 1a are determined in O(1) time and O(m2) work.Let them be denoted by a and b, respetively. The text loations in R are marked asfollows. Eah unmarked text loation in R whih is to the left of b but to the right ofa is marked with the same soure as a. Eah unmarked text loation in R whih is atmost distane m2 � 1 to the right of b is marked with the same soure as b.Lemma 4.4.2 A text loation x in T 0 is marked with exatly one of the soures, if any,to whih it belongs.



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 103Proof: It an be easily seen that if x is marked with soure y in Steps 1a or 1b thenx belongs to y. We show that if x belongs to some soure in T then it is marked withone suh soure. We onsider two ases.First, suppose x belongs to some soure in the same olumn as x. Let u and ldenote the uppermost and lowermost surviving soures in this olumn. If x is above lthen it must be oinident with or below u; it is then marked with soure u in Step 1a.Otherwise, if x is oinident with or below l then it is at most distane m1 � 1 below l;it is then marked with soure l.Seond, suppose x does not belong to any soure in the same olumn  as x butbelongs to some soure in a olumn to the left of . In Step 1a, x will not be marked asall soures in the same olumn as x must be distane at least m1 above x. Let a andb be the leftmost and the rightmost loations in the same row as x whih were markedin Step 1a. Sine x belongs to some soure in T to the left of , a and b are de�ned bythe argument in previous paragraph, though not neessarily distint.Let s(a) and s(b) denote the soures with whih a and b are marked, respetively.Note that s(a) is in the same olumn as a and likewise for s(b). None of the loationsto the right of b in the same row as x is marked in Step 1a. By the seond paragraphof this proof, none of these loations belong to any of the soures in their respetiveolumns. It follows that x does not belong to any of the soures in these olumns. Sinex does belong to some soure in T , either x is to the left of b and oinident with or toto the right of a or x is within distane m2 � 1 to the right of b. In the former ase, xbelongs to s(a), and in the latter ase, x belongs to s(b). In Step 1b, x is marked withs(a) in the former ase and with s(b) in the latter ase. 2Step 2. Consider eah text loation x in T 0 marked with a soure y. Then the haraterat x is ompared with the overlapping harater in py.A text loation whih mismathes in Step 2 is alled a bad position.Step 3. Note that a mismath at text loation x in Step 2 eliminates all soures in am1�m2 blok whose bottom right orner is x. A seond kind of marking is done in thisstep. Initially none of the loations in T 0 is marked. Finally, for eah bad text loationx, all text loations in T 0 whih are in a m1 �m2 blok with bottom right orner at xare marked. This is done in two steps.Step 3a. All rows of T 0 are onsidered in parallel. Consider row R of T 0. We divideR into two parts; the �rst part R1 onsists of the leftmost m2 text loations and theseond part R2 onsists of the remaining loations. The leftmost and rightmost bad text



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 104loations a and b, respetively, in R1, and the leftmost and rightmost bad text loations and d, respetively, in R2 are determined. This is done in onstant time and O(m2)work using Lemma 4.2.1.Every text loation whih is in R and at most distane m2 � 1 to the left of eithera or  is marked as are those text loations between a and b, and between  and d.Step 3b. All olumns of T 0 are onsidered in parallel. Consider a partiular olumnC of T 0. We divide C into two parts; the �rst part C1 onsists of the top m1 textloations and the seond part C2 onsists of the remaining loations. The topmost andbottommost marked (in Step 3a) text loations a and b, respetively, in C1, as well asthe topmost and bottommost marked text loations  and d, respetively, in C2 aredetermined in onstant time and O(m1) work using Lemma 4.2.1. Every text loationwhih is in C and whih is at most distane m1 � 1 above either a or  is marked. Alltext loations between a and b and between  and d are also marked.Lemma 4.4.3 A surviving soure y in T is marked if and only if there exists a badloation x whih belongs to y.Proof: The argument proeeds as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2. In Step 3a, a mark isplaed on a text loation in T 0 if and only if it is at most distane m2 � 1 to the leftof some bad text loation in the same row. In Step 3b, a mark is plaed on eah textloation in T whih is at most distane m1 � 1 above some text loation in the sameolumn that was marked in Step 3a. From these two laims, the lemma follows as inthe proof of Lemma 4.4.2. 2Finally, all surviving soures in T whih are not marked are delared to be ompletemathes in Step 3. It follows from Lemma 4.4.3 that these are the only ompletemathes. Eah step in Phase II takes O(1) time and O(n1 � n2) work. That ompletesthe desription of the algorithm for h-aperiodi patterns.4.4.2 h-Periodi PatternsOur approah for this ase is essentially an adaptation of the approahes in [BG90, Vi90℄to two dimensional patterns and is desribed for the sake of ompleteness.Say the smallest hpv of p has length l, l < m23 . Then p = ukv where u omprisesthe leftmost l olumns in p, v omprises the (m2 mod l) rightmost olumns of p andk = bm2l  � 3. In addition, the (m2 mod l) leftmost olumns of u and of p are identialto v. De�ne p0 to be uuv.



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 105Lemma 4.4.4 p0 is h-aperiodi and l is the length of its shortest hpv.Proof: Clearly, p0 has an hpv of length l. Suppose for a ontradition that p0 also hasan hpv of length l0 < l. Then, by a straightforward generalization of the GCD{Lemma[LS62℄, p0 has an hpv of length gd(l0; l) = l00 < l. Clearly, l00 divides l and therefore,u = u0k0 , where u0 omprises the �rst l00 olumns of u. It follows that p has an hpv oflength l00 < l, a ontradition. 2.In order to �nd all ourrenes of p in t, all ourrenes of p0 in t are found asdesribed in Setion 4.4.1. Given all ourrenes of p0, all ourrenes of p are determinedin O(1) time and O(n1 � n2) work as desribed below.The rows of the text are divided into disjoint bloks of length bm24  (the rightmostblok in eah row ould be smaller). All suh bloks are proessed in parallel. Our-renes of p with top left orner in eah suh blok are found in O(1) time and O(m2)work per blok. We desribe the proedure for one suh blok B.For a loation x in B, x + l is de�ned to be the loation whih is distane l � 1 tothe right of x in its row. Given two loations a and b in the same row of the text, b tothe right of a, let b � a denote the distane between a and b. The following steps areperformed.Step 1. The rightmost loation x in B suh that p0 mathes with top left orner at xis determined in O(1) time and O(m2) work using Lemma 4.2.1.Step 2. The leftmost loation y in B suh that x� y is a multiple of l and p0 matheswith top left orner at y; y+ l; y+2l; : : : ; x is determined in O(1) time and O(m2) workusing Lemma 4.2.1. Similarly, the rightmost loation z at most distane m2 � 1 to theright of x suh that z � x is a multiple of l and p0 mathes with top left orner atx; x + l; x + 2l; : : : ; z is determined in O(1) time and O(m2) work using Lemma 4.2.1.Note that z need not be in B.Step 3. All ourrenes of p with top left orner in B are found using Lemma 4.4.5 inO(1) time and O(m2) work.Lemma 4.4.5 Suppose p0 mathes the text with top left orner at loation a in B. pamathes the text if and only if z � a � (k� 2)l and a is either oinident with or to theright of y.Proof. First, suppose a is either oinident with or to the right of y and z�a � (k�2)l.Sine p0 ours with top left orner at y; y+l; : : : ; x and sine l is the length of the shortest



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 106hpv of p0, a� y is a multiple of l. Further, the right boundary of pa is aligned with orto the left of the right boundary of the opy of p0 with top left orner at z. It followsthat there is an ourrene of u with top left orner at a+ l; a+2l; : : : ; a+ (k� 1)l andan ourrene of v at a+ kl. Therefore, pa mathes the text.Seond, suppose either a is to the left of y or a is oinident with or to the right ofy and z � a < (k � 2)l. We onsider the two ases separately.Suppose a is oinident with or to the right of y and z � a < (k � 2)l. As shownin the previous paragraph, a� y is a multiple of l. For pa to math the text, p0 shouldour at a+ il, for all i, 1 � i � k� 2. Sine z�a < (k� 2)l, there exists i � k� 2 suhthat a+ il = z+ l. So pa mathes the text only if p0 ours with top left orner at z+ l.By the de�nition of x, z � x < (k � 2)l and therefore z + l � x � (k � 2)l � m2 � 2l.By the de�nition of z, p0 annot our with its top left orner at z + l and therefore padoes not math the text.Next, suppose a is to the left of y in B. Let h be the smallest number suh thata + hl � y. If a + hl > y and p0 ours with top left orner at a + (h � 1)l then,sine p0 also ours with top left orner at y, p0 has an hpv of length smaller than l, aontradition to Lemma 4.4.4. Therefore, either a+hl = y or p0 does not our with topleft orner at a+ (h � 1)l. This along with the de�nition of y implies that p0 does notour with top left orner at a+ (h� 1)l in either ase and a+ (h� 1)l is to the left ofy. Reall that y; a are in B and k � 3. Therefore, (k� 2)l � m24 � y� a > (h� 1)l andh�1 < k�2. For pa to math the text, p0 should our at a+ il, for all i, 1 � i � k�2.Sine p0 does not our with its top left orner at a + (h � 1)l, pa does not math thetext. 2That ompletes the desription of the entire algorithm. It follows that,Theorem 4.4.6 There is a deterministi CRCW{PRAM algorithm for 2D{mathingwhih runs in O(1) time performing O(n1 � n2) work, following preproessing of thepattern.Consider the omplexity of 2D{mathing on the Conurrent-Read-Exlusive-Write(CREW) PRAM model, that is, the PRAM model in whih simultaneous writes areforbidden [Ja91℄. Our 2D{mathing algorithm uses the string mathing algorithm dueto Galil whih utilizes onurrent writes. This an be replaed by the text proessingof Vishkin's string mathing algorithm [Vi85℄ whih takes O(logm) time and optimalwork on a CREW{PRAM. In addition in our 2D{mathing algorithm, onurrent-writes



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 107are used only to �nd either the boolean AND of the values in a boolean vetor or theleftmost and rightmost ones of a binary vetor. These omputations an easily beperformed optimally on a CREW{PRAM in logarithmi time by omputing along abalaned binary tree [Ja91℄. That leads to the following theorem.Theorem 4.4.7 There is a deterministi CREW{PRAM algorithm for 2D{mathingwhih runs in O(logm2) time performing O(n1�n2) operations, following preproessingof the pattern.4.5 PreproessingWe assume that p is h-aperiodi. If p is h-periodi then, as shown in Setion 4.4.2, onlyan h-aperiodi portion of p needs to be preproessed; this h-aperiodi portion an bepreproessed similarly. Whether or not p is h-periodi an be determined in O(log logm)time and O(m1 �m2) work using the string witness omputation algorithm of [BG90℄.The following preproessing is required by the text proessing algorithm.1. Witnesses, if any, for all valid Quad I and Quad II vetors of p.The witnesses, if any, for valid Quad I and Quad II vetors of p are omputed inO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work as desribed in Chapter 5.2. The periods of eah row of p onsidered as strings as well as the row r in Lemma4.3.1.Periods of eah row are omputed optimally in O(log logm) [BG90, ABG92℄ time.Following this the row r an be identi�ed in O(1) time using m1 proessors.3. The preomputation required for Galil's string mathing algorithm [Ga92℄ appliedto row r (as de�ned in Lemma 4.3.1) of p.This is aomplished in O(log logm) time and O(m2) work [CGGPR93℄.4. The (b(m0)1=4; f) h{sample of p for some f , 0 � f � b(m0)1=4 � 1.Let � = b(m0)1=4. We show how to ompute an (�; f) h{sample of p for some f ,0 � f � �� 1, in O(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work. This is done by a straightforwardgeneralization of the algorithm of [CGGPR93℄ for omputing the deterministi samplefor a string. We desribe it here for the sake of ompleteness.De�nitions. De�ne an �{blok to be a retangle of width � and height m1. Bi isde�ned to be the �{blok omprising the olumns i; : : : ; i+ �� 1 of p, for 1 � i � �.



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 108First, it is determined if Bi and Bj are idential for some i and j, 1 � i < j � �.This is done in O(1) time and O(m1�m2) work by omparing all suh pairs of �-bloksexpliitly in parallel. There are O((�)2) suh pairs, omparing eah of whih takesO(1) time and O(m1 � �) work. In all, this step takes O(1) time and O(m1 � (�)3) =O(m1 �m2) work. There are two ases next.Case A. Bi and Bj are idential, for some i; j, 1 � i < j � �.Let j � i = .Sine p is h-aperiodi and  < � � m0, there exists a olumn in p whih di�ers fromthe th olumn to its right. This olumn annot be olumn i as Bi and Bj are idential.Therefore, suh a olumn must exist either to the left or to the right of olumn i. Weonsider two subases next, depending on where this olumn lies.Case A.1. There exists a olumn in p to the right of olumn i whih di�ers from theth olumn to its right. Let k be the leftmost suh olumn.Let l be the topmost row in whih olumns k and k +  di�er. Reall that Bi andBj are idential. Note that if olumn k is in Bi then olumn k+  is in Bj and thereforeolumns k and k +  are idential, a ontradition. It follows that olumn k is to theright of Bi, i.e., k � i+ �.In this ase, we laim that the (�; f) h{sample is f(l; k); (l; k + )g, with f = �� 1.This is shown as follows. In p, the haraters at loations (l; k) and (l; k+) are di�erent.In addition, by the de�nition of k, the haraters at loations (l; k0) and (l; k0 + ) areidential for all olumns k0, i < k0 < k. Sine k � i + �, any opy p0 of p shifted atmost � � 1 positions horizontally to the right of p has some k0th olumn aligned witholumn k in p, where i < k0 < k. Sine the haraters at loations (l; k0) and (l; k0 + )are idential, p0 di�ers from p at at least one of the positions f(l; k); (l; k + )g.Case A.2. Every olumn in p to the right of olumn i is idential to the th olumnto its right. In addition, there exists a olumn in p to the left of olumn i whih di�ersfrom the th olumn to its right. Let k be the rightmost suh olumn.Let l be the topmost row in whih olumns k and k+  di�er. In this ase, we laimthat the (�; f) h{sample is f(l; k); (l; k+ )g, with f = 0. This is shown as follows. In p,the haraters at loations (l; k) and (l; k+) are di�erent. In addition, by the de�nitionof k, the haraters at loations (l; k0) and (l; k0 + ) are idential for all olumns k0,k0 > k. Sine k + � < m2, any opy p0 of p shifted at most �� 1 positions horizontallyto the left of p has some k0th olumn aligned with olumn k in p, where k0 > k. Sine
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Bk pk Bk

Figure 4.2: The sets S and S 0.the haraters at loations (l; k0) and (l; k0+ ) are idential, p0 di�ers from p at at leastone of the positions f(l; k); (l; k + )g.It remains to show how k and l an be omputed in Cases A.1 and A.2. Eah olumnis ompared with the th olumn to its right in parallel and the smallest row in whihthey di�er, if any, is determined in O(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work. Following that, kand l an be omputed easily in O(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work.This ompletes Case A.Case B. Bi and Bj are di�erent, for all i; j, 1 � i < j � �.Consider the senario in whih B1; : : : ; B� are laid on top of eah other with theirboundaries aligned. We show how to ompute a value k and a set S of at most log�loations in Bk satisfying the following property: for eah Bi, i 6= k, there exists j 2 Ssuh that Bi di�ers from Bk at loation j, i.e., the harater in Bi whih overlapsloation j in Bk di�ers from the harater at loation j in Bk. The required (�; f)h{sample of p, f = k � 1, is then determined as follows.We laim that the h{sample of p is the set S 0 of loations in p whih orrespond tothe loations in Bk whih are in S (see Fig.4.2). This is shown as follows. If p0 is anyopy of p shifted horizontally to the right of p by i, 1 � i � k� 1, then the portion of p0whih overlaps blok Bk in p is idential to the blok Bk�i. If p0 is any opy of p shiftedhorizontally to the left of p by i, 1 � i � � � k, then the portion of p0 whih overlaps



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 110blok Bk in p is idential to the blok Bk+i. In eah ase, sine Bk di�ers from all other�{bloks at some loation in S, p0 di�ers from p at some loation in S 0.Computing k and S. Let A be a two dimensional table of size �� (m1��) initializedto 0. The row i in A stands for Bi. Loation (i; j) of A orresponds to the loation(a; b) in Bi, where a 2 [1 � � �m1℄, b 2 [1 � � ��℄, (a� 1)�m1 + b = j; we refer to loation(a; b) in Bi as loation j in Bi.The table A is �lled in so as to satisfy the following riterion: A(i; j) = 1 if and only iffor some l 6= i, 1 � l � �, j is the smallest number suh that Bl di�ers fromBi at loationj in Bi (note that the minimality of j signi�es that Bl and Bi math at all olumns tothe left of the olumn ontaining loation j in Bi and at all loations above loation jin the olumn ontaining loation j in Bi). This is done by exhaustively omparing allpairs of �{bloks in O(1) time and O((���)� (m1��)) = O(m1��3) = O(m1�m2)work. Here � � � is the number of pairs of �{bloks and m1 � � is the size of eah�-blok.Reall that all �{bloks are distint; therefore, for all i, 1 � i � �, eah Bl, l 6= i,di�ers from Bi at some loation in Bi in the set Si = fjjA(i; j) = 1g, In Lemma 4.5.1,we show that there exists an f suh that jSf j � log�. We also show that one suh fan be found in O(1) time and O(m1�m2) work. k is hosen to be the f so found andS is hosen to be Sf .Lemma 4.5.1 There exists an f , 1 � f � �, suh that jSf j � log�.Proof. Reall that we are onsidering the senario in whih B1; : : : ; B� are laid on topof eah other with their borders aligned. Also reall that all the Bi's are distint.The proof is onstrutive. The onstrution has at most log� iterations. In eahiteration, at least half of the �{bloks urrently being onsidered are removed fromfurther onsideration until, �nally, only one �{blok remains. In iteration l, we alsopik a number jl. The following invariants hold at the end of iteration l.1. All �{bloks Bi whih remain under onsideration after iteration l are identialat the loations 1 : : : jl.2. For all �{bloks Bi whih remain under onsideration after iteration l and for allj in the range 1 : : : jl, A(i; j) = 1 if and only if j 2 fj1; : : : ; jlg.3. If Bi is removed from onsideration in iteration l then it di�ers from all Bi0 's whihremain under onsideration after iteration l at loation jl.



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 111Let Bf be the only �-blok whih remains �nally. We will show that Sf = fj1; : : : ; jrg.where r � log� is the number of iterations. The lemma follows immediately.We desribe the lth iteration. Let C be the set of �{bloks still under onsideration.All �{bloks in C are idential at loations 1; : : : ; jl�1. jl is hosen to be the smallestnumber greater than jl�1 with the property that A(i; jl) = 1 for some Bi 2 C. Clearly,all �{bloks in C are idential at loations 1; : : : ; jl � 1, and some two �{bloks in Cdi�er at loation jl. Consider the multiset of haraters whih our at loation jl inthe �{bloks in C; there are at least two distint haraters in this multi-set. Let abe the harater whih appears the least number of times in this multiset. The set Dof �{bloks whih remain under onsideration is omprised of all those �{bloks whihhave the harater a in loation jl.Clearly, jDj � b jCj2  and all �{bloks in D are idential at loations 1; : : : ; jl. ThusInvariant 1 holds. In addition, if Bi 2 D then A(i; jl) = 1. By the de�nition of jl,A(i; j) = 0 for all Bi 2 D and jl�1 < j < jl. Thus Invariant 2 holds. For all Bi 2 C�Dand Bi0 2 D, Bi di�ers from Bi0 at loation jl. Thus Invariant 3 holds as well.It remains to show that Sf = fj1; : : : ; jrg. Suppose for a ontradition that Sf 6=fj1; : : : ; jrg. From Invariant 2, it follows that there exists a j > jr suh A(f; j) = 1.Then there exists Bi, i 6= f , suh that Bi and Bf are idential at loations 1; : : : ; jr butdi�er at loation j. Sine Bi was removed from onsideration in some iteration l, Bldi�ers from Bf at loation jl by Invariant 3, a ontradition. 2Finding a row in A with at most log� 1's. It remains to determine one row in tableA whih ontains at most log� 1's. All rows are onsidered in parallel. For eah row itis determined if it has at most log� 1's, and in ase it does, the loations ontaining 1'sare ompated into an array of size log�. Lemma 4.5.2 shows that this an be done inO(1) time and O(m1 � �) work per row; this sums to O(m1 � �2) = O(m1 �m2) workover all rows.Lemma 4.5.2 [Ra90℄ Given a binary array X of size i and a parameter j, there is analgorithm whih determines whether X has at most j 1's, and if so, ompats the indiesontaining 1's into an array of size j. This algorithm takes time O(log j= log log i) timeand O(i) work.This yields the following theorem.Theorem 4.5.3 A two dimensional pattern of size m1 �m2 an be mathed against atwo dimensional text of size n1 � n2 in O(1) time and O(n1 � n2) work on a ommon



CHAPTER 4. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEXT SEARCHING 112CRCW-PRAM, after the the pattern has been preproessed in O(log logm2) time andO(m1 �m2) work.



Chapter 5Parallel Two-DimensionalWitness Computation
5.1 IntrodutionWe onsider the problem of omputing witnesses in parallel for all non-period vetorsof a pattern p with m1 rows and m2 olumns1.The signi�ane of this problem is that all known optimal alphabet-independentparallel and sequential algorithms for two-dimensional pattern mathing[ABF92, ABF93, GP92, CGHMR92℄ require preomputation of witnesses for all non-period vetors of row length less than m1k and olumn length less than m2k , where thevalue of the onstant k a�ets the text proessing time and work by only a onstantfator. Here, the row length of a vetor is the number of rows it spans; olumn lengthis de�ned analogously.Witness omputation an be aomplished easily in O(m1 �m2 log j�j) time usingsuÆx trees, where j�j is the size of the alphabet from whih the pattern haratersare drawn. The �rst linear time (i.e., O(m1 � m2)) sequential algorithm to omputewitnesses for all non-period vetors of p of row length less than m14 and olumn lengthless than m24 was obtained reently by Galil and Park [GP92, GP93℄. The only knownparallel algorithm for witness omputation used suÆx trees and was not optimal; ittook O(logm) time using O(m1 �m2) proessors on a CRCW-PRAM and O(log2m)time using O(m1�m2logm ) proessors on a CREW-PRAM [AB92℄, wherem = maxfm1;m2g.1This hapter desribes joint work with Rihard Cole, Zvi Galil, S. Muthukrishnan and Kunsoo Park,reported in [CCG+93, CGHMP93℄. 113



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 114We give an algorithm whih takes O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work to omputewitnesses for all non-period vetors of the pattern on a CRCW-PRAM. When om-bined with the text proessing algorithm in Chapter 4 and with [CGGPR93℄, our re-sult provides a work optimal algorithm for two-dimensional pattern mathing; it takesO(log logm) preproessing time and O(1) text proessing time. The lower bound of[BG91℄ for string mathing implies that any algorithm for two-dimensional patternmathing requires 
(log logm) time using a linear number of proessors in the ompari-son model of omputing. In fat, this lower bound also holds for square two-dimensionalpattern mathing as we show in this hapter.The algorithm has two steps. In the �rst step, witnesses are omputed for all non-period vetors of row length less than bm116  and olumn length less than bm216 . In theseond step, witnesses are omputed for all non-period vetors. The seond step is anextension of the algorithm for the �rst step.A natural approah to performing these steps is to follow the approah for omputingstring witnesses [BG90, ABG92℄. There, witnesses for a string s of lengthm are found inO(log logm) stages. Stage i �nds witnesses for a pre�x of s of length li; these witnessesare used in Stage i + 1 to �nd witnesses for the pre�x of s of length li+1 in onstanttime. The lower bound of [BG91℄ shows that 
(log logm) stages are required when onlyO(m) work is allowed.A natural analog of a pre�x of a string is a orner sub-blok of the two-dimensionalpattern p. The string witness omputation algorithm desribed above is generalized totwo-dimensional patterns by designing an algorithm whih performs Stage i, i.e., �ndswitnesses for all non-period vetors of a orner sub-blok Li+1 of p, given witnesses forall non-period vetors of a smaller orner sub-blok Li of p, for appropriate Li; Li+1.This presents two problems.Problem 1. Using a onstrution similar to the string mathing lower bound of[BG91℄, it is possible to show that, if no additional information is at hand, Stage itakes 
(log log jLij) time even for the simple ase in whih all period vetors of Li areparallel. This remains true if Li is a entral rather than a orner sub-blok of Li+1, asin the sequential algorithm of [GP92, GP93℄. Sine there are �(log logm) stages, thisapproah leads to an algorithm whih takes 
((log logm)2) time even for this simplease. But our goal is an O(log logm) time algorithm.Problem 2. For the general ase, i.e., when the period vetors of Li are non-parallel, it



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 115is not lear how to perform Stage i in O(log logm) or even O(logm) time while preserv-ing work optimality of the overall algorithm. The sequential algorithm of [GP92, GP93℄performs Stage i by using a sequential algorithm for omputing leftmost string witnesses[ML84℄. Using a similar approah, Stage i an be performed in O(log2m(log logm)3)time using the only known optimal parallel algorithm for omputing leftmost stringwitnesses [H92℄, but this is too slow for our purpose.Our O(log logm) algorithm has the following two key features.First, Problem 2 is solved in O(log logm) time and O(jLi+1j) work for the generalase. The solution is based on a new periodiity property of two-dimensional patternswhih we prove and use. Note that this immediately gives an O((log logm)2) timealgorithm.Seond, to ahieve O(log logm) time, we ompute with fringes instead of orner orentral bloks whih irumvents Problem 1. In the main step, witnesses are found forall non-period vetors of p0, the entral half of p, in O(log logm) stages. These stagesomputes witnesses for all non-period vetors of fringes of p0 of suessively inreasingsizes. Using fringes allows eah stage to be performed in O(1) time while keeping theoverall work linear. A notable feature of the algorithm is that the witnesses it omputesneed not be within p0. Finally, using the solution to Problem 2, witnesses in p, if any,are found for the period vetors of p0 in O(log logm) time.Setion 2 gives some preliminary de�nitions. Setion 3 outlines the main steps ofthe algorithm for omputing witnesses for all non-period vetors of row length less thanbm116  and olumn length less than bm216 . Setion 4 gives some useful lemmas requiredin the desription of the individual steps of the algorithm. These steps are desribed indetail in Setions 5 and 6. Setion 7 desribes the algorithm for omputing witnessesfor all non-period vetors of p. Appendix I desribes some of the proedures used in theabove setions. Appendix II desribes the new property of two-dimensional patternswhih plays a key role in algorithm. Though this property appears impliitly in Setion6 and 7, we believe that it may be of independent interest and therefore deserves anexpliit desription. Appendix III desribes a simple 
(log logm) time lower boundwith a linear number of proessors for square two-dimensional pattern mathing.5.2 PreliminariesLet p be a size m1 �m2 pattern. Let m = maxfm1;m2g. Without loss of generalityassume that m2 � m1, i.e., m = m2.
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m1

m02
m01p0 pFigure 5.1: p and p0.Let m01 and m02 be the largest even numbers smaller than or equal to m12 and m22 ,respetively. Let m0 = maxfm01;m02g = m02. Let p0 be the size m01 �m02 sub-blok of ponentri with p (see Fig.5.1), with ties for the enter of p being broken arbitrarily.Consider two opies of p. Plae the seond opy so that its left side is aligned withor to the right of the left side of the �rst opy. In addition, either the top left orneror the bottom left orner of the seond opy must be within the �rst opy. The vetorv joining the top left orner of the �rst opy to the top left orner of the seond opyis alled a Quad I vetor in the former ase and a Quad II vetor in the latter ase(Fig.5.2).Note that a horizontal vetor pointing rightwards is both a Quad I and a Quad IIvetor; in addition, if v is a vertial Quad I vetor then �v is a vertial Quad II vetor.The arrow end of a vetor is alled its head and the other end is alled its tail.The term \a harater a" refers both to a harater and its loation in the pattern;thus, given a vetor v, a+ v refers to the loation and the harater at the loation atwhih the head of v falls when its tail is at the loation of harater a. We use `=' forequality between loations and `�' for equality between haraters.The bottommost loation among a ertain set of loations is the bottommost loation
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A Quad I Vetor A Quad II VetorFigure 5.2: Quad I and II vetors.in this set with ties broken arbitrarily. The leftmost bottommost loation among a ertainset of loations is the bottommost loation in this set with ties broken by hoosing theleftmost eligible loation. Topmost, leftmost, rightmost, leftmost topmost, rightmostbottommost et. are de�ned analogously. In order to determine suh loations, we willrepeatedly use the algorithm of [FRW88℄ for �nding the leftmost `1' in a binary strings without mention. This algorithm requires onstant time and O(jsj) work.A witness for a vetor v is a pair of distint haraters a and a+ v. a is alled thetail of this witness and a+v is alled the head. A sub-blok of p is said to have a witnessfor vetor v if v has a witness with both head and tail in that sub-blok.Suppose v1; v2 are two vetors suh that the vetor v2 � v1 has a witness with taila and head b. If there exists a position  satisfying  + v1 = a and  + v2 = b then awitness for either v1 or v2 an be found by omparing  with a. If  � a then  6� b anda witness for v2 is found; otherwise, if  6� a then a witness for v1 is found. Similarly, ifthere exists a position  satisfying  � v1 = b and � v2 = a, then a witness for eitherv1 or v2 an be found by omparing  with a. This at of �nding a witness for one oftwo vetors using a witness for their di�erene vetor is alled a duel [Vi85℄ between thetwo vetors.Two overlapping opies of p are said to be onsistent if the vetor joining their topleft orners laks a witness in p; these two opies are then said to be period overlapsof eah other. The vetor joining the top left orners of these two onsistent patternopies is alled a period vetor of p.The row length, rl(v), of a vetor v is de�ned to be the di�erene of the row oor-dinates of its end points. Column length, l(v), of v is de�ned analogously. The length



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 118of a vetor is the larger of its row and olumn lengths. A Quad I or Quad II vetor isalled valid if its row length is less than m018 and its olumn length is less than m028 . Notethat m018 � 2bm14 8 � bm116  and that m028 � 2bm24 8 � bm216 .Let v1 and v2 both be either Quad I or Quad II vetors. v1 is said to be lokwisewith respet to v2 if the head of v1 appears in the lokwise diretion from the head ofv2 when their tails are oinident.A vetor is said to be eliminated when a witness for it is found or it is determinedthat there is no witness for it. A vetor is said to survive if a witness for it has not yetbeen found and neither has it been determined whether or not an witness for it exists.We assume the Common CRCW-PRAM model, i.e., simultaneous writes to the sameloation by several proessors are guaranteed to be of the same value [Ja91℄.We need a primitive alled Line(V;R;R0). Here, R;R0 are sub-bloks of p, R is asub-blok of R0, and V is some subset of the set of Quad I vetors (Quad II vetors,respetively) with the property that the di�erene vetors of vetors in V are all parallelto some Quad I vetor (Quad II vetor, respetively). V satis�es the additional propertythat all vetors in V have heads at loations in R when their tails are at the top leftorner of R0. Line(V;R;R0) �nds witnesses with heads in R and tails in R0, if any, forvetors in V in O(log logm) time and O(jRj) work. The proedure itself is desribed inAppendix I.We assume that m1 � 16. Ifm1 < 16 then witnesses for all Quad I vetors are foundby invoking Line(Vr; p; p) for eah row index r, 1 � r � m1, where Vr omprises the setof Quad I vetors with row length r� 1. This takes O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2)work. Witnesses for all Quad II vetors are found analogously in this ase.5.3 The Main AlgorithmWe assume that andidate period vetors are stored in a boolean array CP of sizebm018  � bm028 ; vetor v is stored at array loation < rl(v); l(v) >. When a proessdisovers a witness for a vetor, it marks the orresponding loation in CP aordingly.To proess subsets of surviving vetors, all vetors of the appropriate size are onsidered.Only those whih survive are atually proessed, but the analysis and the proessoralloation proeed as if all survived.The algorithm has 4 main steps, Steps A, B, C and D. Steps A and B serve tothin the set of survivors; in eah row (and olumn) of CP , the di�erene vetor of twosurvivors, if any, will be a period vetor of p0. Step C and D are the key steps. Step C



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 119�nds witnesses for every vetor whih is not a period vetor of p0 and possibly others(whih are period vetors of p0 but not of p). The key to ahieving an O(log logm)running time for this step is to allow some (or all) of these witnesses to lie outsideof p0 and to san p0 from outside to inside rather than inside to outside. Step D �ndswitnesses for those period vetors of p0 whih survived Step C and are not period vetorsof p. The key to ahieving an O(log logm) running time for Step D is a new periodiityproperty of two-dimensional patterns.Step A. All valid horizontal and vertial vetors are onsidered and witnesses for themin p0, if any, are found. This simply involves �nding witnesses along eah row andolumn of p0; this is done in O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work using the stringwitness omputation algorithm of [BG90, ABG92℄.De�nition. p0 is said to be r-oriented if it has a valid horizontal period vetor.Lemma 5.3.1 If p0 is r-oriented, then given a witness for valid vetor v, a witness forv in the middle dm024 e olumns of p0 (with ties for the enter broken arbitrarily) an befound in onstant time and work.Proof. Let v1 be a valid horizontal period vetor of p0. Reall that rl(v); rl(v1) < m018and l(v); l(v1) < m028 . Let a; a + v 2 p0 be the head and tail of some witness forv. There exists an integer i, easily omputable in onstant time and work, suh thata+ iv1 � a 6� a+ v � a+ v + iv1 and a+ iv1; a+ v + iv1 are both in the middle dm024 eolumns of p0. 2Step B. All surviving valid Quad I and Quad II vetors are onsidered in this step.If v and w are two suh vetors and w � v is a valid horizontal or vertial vetor thena witness for either v or w is found in this step exept possibly if w � v is a periodvetor of p0 (i.e., has no witnesses in p0). If p0 is r-oriented then these witnesses will bewithin p0; otherwise, for Quad I vetors (Quad II vetors, respetively) these witnesseswill be in an (m01 + bm018 ) � (m02 + bm028 ) blok with the same top left orner (bottomleft orner, respetively) as p0.For Quad I vetors, this step is performed as below. An analogous proess is appliedto surviving valid Quad II vetors. We need the following de�nition �rst.De�nitions. A vetor is said to fall at a loation  if its head is at  when its tail isoinident with the top left orner of p0. In addition, it is said to fall in a sub-blok Tof p0 if  2 T .



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 120There are two substeps in Step B.In Substep B.1, all sets of vetors whih fall in the same row are proessed in parallel.Using an algorithm similar to [ABF93℄, witnesses are found for some of these vetors inO(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work. The atual proedure is desribed in AppendixI. The basi operation in the algorithm of [ABF93℄ is a duel between a pair of vetors ora pair of sets of onsistent vetors, where vetors v; w are onsistent if and only if w� vdoes not have a witness in p0. Vetors v; w survive this substep only if the horizontalvetor w � v does not have a witness in p0.We show how eah duel is performed so that the witnesses found belong to the regionslaimed above. Consider a duel between vetors v; w and suppose that a witness in p0for the vetor w � v was omputed in Step A. If p0 is not r-oriented, sine the witnessfor w�v used in this duel lies in p0 and sine valid vetors have row length less than m018and olumn length less than m028 , the witnesses obtained by these duels indeed belongto the region laimed above. Suppose p0 is r-oriented. By Lemma 5.3.1, a new witness(a; b) 2 p0 for w� v is obtained in onstant time and work, where b is in the middle m024olumns of p0. The lengths of v and w imply that either b+ v or b � w is in p0. v andw are duelled by omparing b with one of b+ v; b � w, whihever is in p0. The witnessthus obtained is learly in p0.In Substep B.2, all sets of vetors whih fall in the same olumn are proessed inparallel in a manner similar to Substep B.1. Two vetors v and w whih fall in the sameolumn survive this substep only if the vertial vetor w� v does not have a witness inp0.Step C. All surviving valid Quad I and II vetors are onsidered. For eah suh vetorv, if it has a witness entirely within p0 then a witness for v is found. This witness isassured to lie within p but not neessarily within p0. Further, even if v does not have awitness within p0, a witness for v may still be found. This is done in O(log logm) timeand O(m1 �m2) work. Step C is detailed in Setion 5.5.Step D. For all surviving valid Quad I and II vetors, witnesses in p, if any, are found.This is done in O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work. Step D is desribed in Setion5.6.Before desribing Steps C and D in detail, we give some lemmas whih will be usefulin these steps.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 1215.4 Some Useful LemmasLet A be a sub-blok of p with rA rows and A olumns. Imagine A to be plaed on anin�nite grid so that eah loation in A oinides with some grid point. Heneforth, werefer to these grid points simply as points. Let v1 and v2 be two non-parallel vetors.De�nitions. The (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to a 2 A are the set of points suh that � a is a linear ombination of v1 and v22.We de�ne the set goodA(v1; v2) � A as follows. Let BLA; BRA; TLA; TRA be,respetively, the bottom left, bottom right, top left and top right orner sub-bloks ofA of size (rl(v1) + rl(v2)� 1)� (l(v1) + l(v2)� 1) (i.e., number of rows times numberof olumns). If v1 and v2 are Quad I vetors then goodA(v1; v2) = A�BLA � TRA. Ifv1 and v2 are Quad II vetors then goodA(v1; v2) = A�BRA � TLA. If v1 is a Quad Ivetor and v2 is a Quad II vetor or if v1 is a Quad II vetor and v2 is a Quad I vetorthen goodA(v1; v2) = A.A (v1; v2)-lattie path between two lattie points is a path whih onsists of onse-utive segments, eah being one of the vetors v1;�v1; v2;�v2.Lemma 5.4.1 Suppose rA � rl(v1) + rl(v2) and A � l(v1) + l(v2). Let b;  2 A be(v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to some point a 2 A. If b;  2 goodA(v1; v2) and v1and v2 are both Quad I or Quad II vetors then there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path ompletelyontained in A between points b and .Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that v1 and v2 are both Quad I vetors andthat v1 is lokwise with respet to v2.Let lb; l be the lines in A, parallel to v1, through b and , respetively, Consider theset L of lines in A parallel to v1, at separation v2, whih lie between lb and l, both linesinlusive (see Fig.5.3). Without loss of generality, assume that lb is to the left of l. Weshow that for eah pair of adjaent lines l1; l2 2 L, there is a lattie point e 2 l1 withe+ v2 in A and hene in l2. It follows that there is a lattie path from b to .Sine b;  2 goodA(v1; v2), lb and l both span either at least rl(v1) + rl(v2) rows orat least l(v1) + l(v2) olumns. Without loss of generality, assume that eah spans atleast rl(v1) + rl(v2) rows. Sine l1; l2 are parallel to and between lb and l, l1 and l2eah span at least rl(v1) + rl(v2) rows. It follows that both l1 and l2 have at least onelattie point.Suppose, for a ontradition that for all lattie points e 2 l1, e+ v2 62 A.
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Figure 5.3: The set of lines L.
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Figure 5.4: Rows possibly spanned by l2.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 123The portion of l1 in the top rl(v1) rows spanned by it must ontain a lattie point.Let f be the topmost lattie point in l1, i.e., f�v1 62 A. Note that sine l1 spans at leastrl(v1)+rl(v2) rows, f +v2 annot be below the lowest of the rows spanned by l1. Then,by the assumption that f + v2 62 A, f + v2 must be to the right of the right boundaryof A. Sine A � l(v1) + l(v2), f � v1 annot be to the left of the left boundary of A.Sine f � v1 62 A, f � v1 is above the top boundary of A. It follows that f is in the toprl(v1) rows and right l(v2) olumns of A. Sine v1 is lokwise with respet to v2, theonly rows whih l2 an then span are the rows above f + v2 (see Fig.5.4). But there areonly rl(v1) + rl(v2)� 1 suh rows, a ontradition. 2Lemma 5.4.2 Suppose rA � rl(v1) + rl(v2) and A � l(v1) + l(v2). Let b;  2 A be(v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to some point a 2 A. If v1 is a Quad I vetor and v2 isa Quad II vetor then there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path ompletely ontained in A betweenpoints b and .Proof. Let lb; l; l1; l2 be as in the proof of Lemma 5.4.1. We show that there is a lattiepoint e 2 l1 with e+ v2 in A and hene in l2. It follows that there is a lattie path fromb to .First, we show that l1 and l2 have at least one lattie point eah. Suppose for aontradition that l1 does not have any lattie points. Then l1 spans fewer than rl(v1)rows and l(v1) olumns. Therefore, l1 intersets either the top and right boundariesof A or the lower and left boundaries of A. Suppose l1 intersets the top and rightboundaries of A; the other ase is handled similarly. Then l also intersets the top andright boundaries of A and the line parallel to �v2 through  must interset l1. Thisontradits the fat that l1 has no lattie points. l2 is shown to have a lattie point inthe same way.Next, suppose for a ontradition that for all lattie points e 2 l1, e+ v2 62 A.Let g be any lattie point on l2 and let f be the lattie point on l1 losest to g� v2.Let l be the line obtained by extending l1 inde�nitely on both sides. Clearly, f , f � v1and g� v2 are lattie points on l. If f = g� v2, a ontradition results. So assume thatf is below g � v2 on l; the ase when it is above g� v2 is handled similarly. Then sinef � v1 and f are onseutive lattie points on l and g � v2 is also a lattie point on l,g � v2 either oinides with or is above f � v1 in l.If g � v2 2 A then there is a lattie point g � v2 2 l1 suh that g � v2 + v2 = g 2 A,a ontradition. Similarly, if f + v2 2 A, a ontradition results. So suppose that2All referenes to linear ombinations in this hapter involve integral oeÆients.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 124g � v2; f + v2 62 A. Sine f is below g � v2 and f is the lattie point on l1 losest tog � v2, f � v1 62 A. Sine A � l(v1) + l(v2), either f + v2 is to the right of the rightboundary of A and f � v1 is above the top boundary of A or f + v2 is above the topboundary of A and f � v1 is to the left of the left boundary of A or both f + v2; f � v1are above the top boundary of A. Reall from the previous paragraph that g� v2 mustis aligned with or above f � v1. Sine v2 is a Quad II vetor, g itself must be alignedwith or above f�v1. Sine f is below g�v2, g is aligned with or above f+v2. It followsthat in all the above three ases, g is above the top boundary of A, a ontradition. 2Remark. Note that Lemmas 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 also appear impliitly in [GP92, GP93℄.De�nitions. Let A0 be some region of p whih ontains A. Suppose C is a ell in the(v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A0; then the image of a in ell C is de�nedto be the harater b in C suh that a � b is a linear ombination of v1 and v2 (seeFig.5.5). a 2 A0 is said to be a defet with respet to ell C if a does not math itsimage in C.Lemma 5.4.3 Suppose rA � rl(v1) + rl(v2) and A � l(v1) + l(v2). Further, supposev1; v2 are period vetors of A. Let C be any ell in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet tosome point in A0 with the property that all points in C are also in goodA(v1; v2) (seeFig.5.5). If x 2 goodA(v1; v2) then x annot be a defet with respet to C.Proof. Let x0 be the image of x in C. Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet tox0. Sine x and x0 are lattie points in this lattie and sine x; x0 2 goodA(v1; v2), byLemmas 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path in A from x to x0. Sine v1; v2are period vetors of A, x � x0. 2De�nitions. An l-defet in A with respet to ell C is the leftmost defet with respetto C in its row. An r-defet in A with respet to ell C is the rightmost defet withrespet to C in its row. Similarly, a t-defet is the topmost defet in its olumn and ab-defet is the bottommost defet in its olumn.A vetor v is said to be l-onsistent in A if for every l-defet a 2 A, eah of a+v anda�v is either outsideA or also an l-defet. r-onsisteny, t-onsisteny and b-onsistenyare de�ned analogously.Lemma 5.4.4 Let v; w be two non-parallel vetors. Suppose rA � rl(v) + rl(w) andA � l(v)+l(w). Let C 0 be a ell in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A0,where v1 and v2 are two non-parallel vetors (see Fig.5.6). Suppose there exists a ell C
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Figure 5.5: Cell C of Lemma 4.3 and the image of x in C. goodA(v1; v2) is the area inA outside the two subretangles in A.
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v wCC 0

Figure 5.6: The ells C;C 0 in Lemma 4.4. goodA(v; w) is the area in A outside the twosubretangles in A.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 127in the (v; w)-lattie with respet to some point in A0 with the property that all points inC are in goodA(v; w) and none is a defet with respet to ell C 0. If v; w are l-onsistent(r-onsistent, b-onsistent, t-onsistent, respetively) in A then all l-defets (r-defets,b-defets, t-defets, respetively) in A with respet to C 0 are outside goodA(v; w).Proof. Consider the ase when v; w are l-onsistent; the other ases are similar. Sup-pose there is an l-defet a in A with respet to C 0 suh that a 2 goodA(v; w). Then byLemmas 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, there is a (v; w)-lattie path in A from a to a0, its image in C.Sine v and w are l-onsistent, every point on this path must be an l-defet with respetto C 0. But a0 is not a defet, a ontradition. 2De�nition. A ell C in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A is said tobe safe for vetor v in A if for all b 2 C, b + v is in A and b + v is not a defet withrespet to C.Lemma 5.4.5 Let v be a period vetor of A and let x; y be points in A0 suh thaty = x+ v. Suppose there exists a ell C in A in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to somepoint in A with the property that C is safe for vetor v in A. If x0 and y0 are the imagesin C of x and y, respetively, then x0 � y0.Proof. Let z = x0 + v. Sine C is safe for v in A, z 2 A and z mathes its image in C.Sine v is a period vetor of A, z � x0. It then suÆes to show that y0 is the image ofz with respet to C, and therefore y0 � z � x0.Note that x0 � x = (x0 + v) � (x + v) = z � y. Sine x0 � x and y0 � y are linearombinations of v1 and v2, (y0� y)� (x0�x) = y0� z is a linear ombinations of v1 andv2. 2Corollary 5.4.6 Let v be a period vetor of A and let x; y be points in A0 suh thaty = x+ v. Suppose there exists a ell C in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some pointin A with the property that all points in C are in A and C is safe for vetor v in A.If exatly one of x; y is a defet with respet to C, then x 6� y, i.e., (x; y) is a witnessfor v. If neither x nor y is a defet with respet to C, then x � y, i.e., (x; y) is not awitness for v.Proof. Let x0 and y0 be the images of x and y, respetively, in C. By Lemma 5.4.5,x0 � y0. If exatly one of x; y is a defet with respet to C then exatly one of theequalities x � x0; y � y0 is true and therefore either x 6� x0 � y0 � y or x � x0 � y0 6� y.If neither x nor y is a defet with respet to C then x � x0 � y0 � y. 2



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 1285.5 Step C Desriptionfi;1 and fi;2 are de�ned as follows. f0;1 is de�ned to be 1, for onveniene. Let i0 satisfyfi0;1fi0�1;1 � 2, i0 � log 32 log2m1, and either fi0+1;1fi0;1 < 2 or i0 + 1 > log 32 log2m1.fi;1 = d m1�( 23 )i1log2 log2m1 e, for 1 � i � i0.fi;1 = 2fi�1;1, i > i0 and fi;1 � m012 .fi;1 = m012 , otherwise.fi;2 is de�ned to be dm02�fi;1m01 e. Note that sine m2 � m1 � 16, all terms whose eilingsappear above are greater than 1.Let k denote the �nal value of i, i.e., the smallest value of i for whih fi;1 = m012 .Sine m1 � 16 by assumption, k � 2 and fi;1; fi;2 � 2 for all i, 1 � i � k. There-fore, O(maxfm1 � fi;2;m2 � fi;1g) = O(m2 � fi;1) for all i, 1 � i � k. Note thatif fi0+1;1fi0;1 < 2 then m( 23 )i012m( 23 )i0+11 < 2 and therefore, i0 > log 32 log2m1 � log 32 6. It fol-lows that log 32 log2m1 � i0 > log 32 log2m1 � log 32 6. Therefore, fi0 = �( m1log logm1 ) andk � log 32 log2m1 + log2 log2 log2m1. Further, fi+1;1fi;1 � 2, 1 � i < k � 1. In addition,f3i;1f2i�1;1 is O( m1log logm1 ) for 1 < i � i0 and f3i;1f2i�2;1f5i�1;1 is 2 for i0 + 1 < i � k � 1.Some of the properties stated above will be used later. We state them again expliitlyso as to make future referene easier.1. k � 2, fi;1; fi;2 � 2, and O(maxfm1 � fi;2;m2 � fi;1g) = O(m2 � fi;1), for all i,1 � i � k.2. fi+1;1fi;1 � 2, 1 � i < k � 1.3. f3i;1f2i�1;1 = O( m1log logm1 ) for 1 < i � i0 and f3i;1f2i�2;1f5i�1;1 = 2 for i0 + 1 < i � k � 1.De�nition. The i-fringe of p0, i = 1; : : : ; k, is de�ned to be the set of haraters inp0 whih are less than distane fi;1 from the top and bottom boundaries of p0 or lessthan distane fi;2 from the left and right boundaries of p0 (see Fig.5.7). Note that thek-fringe of p0 is p0 itself.There are k = O(log logm1) iterations in Step C. The work done in iteration 1 willbe O(maxfm1 � f1;2;m2 � f1;1g � f1;1) whih equals O( m1�m2log logm1 ) by Property 1 andthe de�nition of f1;1. The work done in iteration i, 1 < i � k will be O(maxfm1 �
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fi;1
fi;1 m01

fi;2 fi;2

m02Figure 5.7: The i-fringe.fi;2;m2�fi;1g� fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ), whih isO(m2� f3i;1f2i�1;1 ) by Property 1. For 1 < i � i0, this isO( m2�m1log logm1 ) by Property 3 above. The work done in iteration k will be O(m2� f3k;1f2k�1;1 ) =O(m1�m2). The work done in iteration k� 1 will be O(m2� f3k�1;1f2k�2;1 ) = O(m1�m2). Itremains to onsider the work done in iterations i0 + 1; : : : ; k � 2. The ratio of the workdone in the ith and (i�1)th iterations, i0+1 < i � k�1, is f3i;1f2i�2;1f5i�1;1 , whih equals 2 byProperty 3. Therefore, the total work done in iterations i0+1; : : : ; k� 1 is proportionalto the work done in iteration k � 1, whih is O(m1 �m2).Invariants Maintained in Step C.1. After iteration i in Step C, witnesses have been found for all Quad I and Quad IIvetors whih have row length less than fi;14 and olumn length less than fi;24 and whihhave a witness in the i-fringe.2. If p0 is not r-oriented then all witnesses found are ontained within either Qi, whereQi is a blok of size (m01+2(fk;1=4+Pij=1(fj;1=4�1)))�(m02+fk;2=4+Pij=1(fj;2=4�1))whose left boundary oinides with that of p0 and whih extends fk;1=4+Pij=1(fj;1=4�1)rows above and below p0 and m02 + fk;2=4 +Pij=1(fj;2=4� 1) olumns to the right of p0



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 130(see Fig.5.8).3. If p0 is r-oriented then all witnesses found are inside p0.It is not obvious that Qk is ontained in p. We show that this is indeed the ase.Reall that by Property 2, fi+1;1fi;1 � 2, 1 � i < k � 1. Therefore, �k�1j=1fj;1 � 2fk�1;1 and�kj=1fj;1 � 2fk�1;1+fk;1 � 3fk;1. Sine fk;1 = m012 , fk;1=4+Pkj=1(fj;1=4�1) � fk;1�k =m012 � k. Sine k � 2 by Property 1 and m01 � m12 , m012 � k � m14 � 2 < bm14 , whih isthe lower bound on the distane between both the upper and the lower boundaries of pand p0. Similarly, fk;2=4+Pkj=1(fj;2=4�1) � 14(m02m01 fk;1+1)+Pkj=1[14 (m02m01 fj;1+1)�1℄ �m02m01 (fk;1=4 +Pkj=1 fj;1=4)� k+ (k+1)4 � m022 � 3k�14 � m022 � 1 � bm24 , whih is the lowerbound on the distane between the right boundaries of p and p0.Note that the witnesses omputed in Steps A and B satisfy the onditions in invari-ants 2 and 3 with i set to 0.A Useful Primitive. A primitive V erify(X;Y; V ) is required in order to desribeStep C. Here X and Y are both identially sized retangular sub-bloks of p or fringesof p0 with X = Y , and V is a subset of the loations in X with the following property:for all a; b 2 V , opies of Y plaed with the top left orner at a and b math eah otherwherever they both overlap X. In addition, when X and Y are fringes of p0, the regionp0 � X is stritly below and to the right of all the loations in V . For eah a 2 V ,V erify(X;Y; V ) determines a loation bada 2 X, if any, suh that a opy of Y plaedwith the top left orner at a mismathes X at loation bada in X. The proedure forthis primitive takes O(1) time and does O(jXj) work. It is desribed in Appendix I.The First Iteration. The �rst iteration is performed as follows. Consider the set Sof surviving Quad I vetors with row length less than f1;14 and olumn length less thanf1;24 . Quad II vetors are proessed analogously. Reall from Step B that for any twovetors u; v 2 S, if v � u is a horizontal vetor then no witness exists in p0 for v � u.All rows of the 1-fringe X in whih vetors in S fall are proessed in parallel; learlythere are at most f1;14 suh rows. Consider one suh row r and let V be the set ofloations in r at whih vetors in S fall. Note that by Step B, b�a is a period vetor ofX for all a; b 2 V . Therefore opies of X plaed with top left orner at a and b matheah other. The lengths of the vetors in S imply that all loations in V are stritlyabove and to the left of the region p0 �X. V erify(X;X; V ) is performed in O(1) timeand O(maxfm01 � f1;2;m02 � f1;1g) work. Suppose v 2 S falls on a 2 V . If bada exists



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 131then (bada � v; bada) is a witness for vetor v in X and if bada does not exist thenthere is no witness for vetor v in X. The work done over all rows in this iteration isO(maxfm01 � f1;2;m02 � f1;1g � f1;1) as laimed. Clearly, Invariants 1{3 hold after the�rst iteration.The ith Iteration. We desribe the ith iteration assuming that the Invariants 1{3hold after the (i � 1)th iteration. We desribe only the proessing of Quad I vetors;Quad II vetors are proessed analogously. The following steps are performed.Step C.1. Let S be the set of Quad I vetors with row length less than fi�1;14 andolumn length less than fi�1;14 whih still survive. Witnesses in the i-fringe, if any,are found for these vetors. This is aomplished in onstant time and O(maxfm01 �fi;2;m02� fi;1g) work. The atual proedure used to perform this step will be desribedshortly. Following this step, Invariants 1{3 learly hold for vetors with row length lessthan fi�1;14 and olumn length less than fi�1;14 .Step C.2. Let S be the set of surviving Quad I vetors whih satisfy at least one ofthe following two riteria.1. The row length is at least fi�1;14 but less than fi;14 and olumn length is less thanfi;24 .2. The olumn length is at least fi�1;24 but less than fi;24 and the row length is lessthan fi;14 .The bfi;14  � bfi;24  portion of the i-fringe whih has the same top left orner as p0 istiled with disjoint smaller bloks of size bfi�1;14  � bfi�1;24  (exept at the borders wheretrunated bloks may be needed).All smaller bloks are proessed in parallel in O(1) time and O(maxfm01�fi;2;m02�fi;1g) work per blok; thus the total work done isO(maxfm01�fi;2;m02�fi;1g fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ).Consider one suh blok T . Following this step, for every surviving vetor v whih fallsin T , if a witness exists in the i-fringe, then some witness for v satisfying Invariants 2and 3 will have been found. This is done in two substeps.Step C.2.1. In this step, witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors whihfall in T . Following this step, all surviving vetors whih fall in T are onsistent,i.e., a witness for their di�erene vetor does not exist in the i-fringe. This is done inonstant time and O((fi�1;1)2) work as follows. Note that O((fi�1;1)2) = O(m02�fi;1) =
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Figure 5.8: Duel between v and w.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 133O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) by Property 1 and the fat that m02 � m01. There are twoases to onsider.First suppose p0 is not r-oriented. Then, by Step B, at most one vetor falls in eahrow of T . Thus there are at most O(fi�1;1) vetors whih fall in T . All pairs of thesevetors are duelled in parallel. Eah duel takes onstant time and work; the total workdone is O((fi�1;1)2) as laimed. Consider a duel between vetors v and w. By Invariant1 and Step C.1, if a witness exists for w�v in the i-fringe, some witness for w�v wouldhave been found already. By Invariant 2 and Step C.1, suh a witness, if any, is in Qi�1.If no witness for w � v has been found, then both v; w survive this duel. Otherwise, awitness is found for at least one of v; w. Sine w; v have row lengths less than fi;14 andolumn lengths less than fi;24 and sine w � v is neither horizontal nor vertial by StepB, the witness obtained for v or w by this duel is in Qi (see Fig.5.8).Next, suppose p0 is r-oriented. Reall that following Step B, all those survivingvetors whih fall in the same row of T are onsistent, i.e., their di�erene vetor doesnot have a witness in the whole of p0. By Invariant 3, all witnesses omputed so farare within p0. This property plays a key role in this ase. The leftmost vetor whihfalls in a row is hosen to be the representative vetor for that row and all pairs ofrepresentative vetors are duelled in parallel. Eah duel takes onstant time and work;the total work done is O((fi�1;1)2) as laimed. Eah duel is performed in suh a waythat if a witness is found for a representative vetor then a witness is also found for allthe surviving vetors whih fall in the same row. Consider a duel between representativevetors v and w. If no witness has been found for w � v then by Invariant 1 and StepC.1, there is no witness for w � v in the i-fringe; also, in this ase, it is readily seenthat there is no witness in the i-fringe for the di�erene vetor of any pair of vetorsrepresented by v and w, respetively. Next, suppose a witness has been found for w�v.By Invariant 2, this witness is in p0. Given a witness for w� v in p0, by Lemma 5.3.1, awitness (a; b) 2 p0 for w � v whih lies in the middle m024 olumns of p0 an be found inonstant time and work. The lengths of v; w imply that either b � w or b + v is in p0.Comparing whihever one of these two haraters is in p0 with b eliminates all vetorswhih fall in one of the two rows; the resulting witnesses are all within p0.Step C.2.2. In this step, all surviving vetors whih fall in T are either veri�ed to beperiod vetors of the i-fringe or are eliminated (i.e., a witness is found in the i-fringe).All these vetors are onsistent following Step C.2.1, i.e., opies of the i-fringe plaedat the haraters at whih these vetors fall math eah other wherever they overlap.
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Figure 5.9: The bloks U , L, R and B.Let X denote the i-fringe and let V denote the set of loations in X at whih survivingvetors fall in T . The lengths of the vetors whih fall in T imply that all loations inV are stritly above and to the left of the region p0 �X. This step is aomplished inonstant time and O(jXj) = O(maxfm01� fi;2;m02� fi;1g) work using V erify(X;X; V ).If bada exists for some a 2 V suh that vetor v falls at a then (bada � v; bada) is awitness for v in the i-fringe.Clearly, at the end of Step C, Invariants 1{3 hold. In the ith iteration, Step C takesO(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ) time, as laimed.Step C.1 Desription. If S has at most one vetor then this proedure is trivial.So assume that S has at least two vetors. Two ases are onsidered depending uponwhether or not the vetors is S are parallel.Case 1. Suppose all vetors in S are parallel to some line l, say. The i-fringe ispartitioned into lines parallel to l. All suh lines are onsidered in parallel. All lineswhih are ontained entirely within the (i � 1)-fringe ontain no witnesses for vetorsin S. Without loss of generality, onsider a line l0 whih rosses the top inner boundary



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 135of the (i� 1)-fringe. The lines rossing the other inner boundaries of the (i � 1)-fringeare handled similarly. For eah vetor in S, if there exists a witness with tail on l0 andhead in p0, a witness is determined as follows. Let v be the longest vetor in S. Theuppermost point x in l0, if any, suh that x+ v 2 p0 and x 6� x+ v is found in onstanttime and O(jl0j) work. The total work done over all lines in the i-fringe is proportionalto the size of the i-fringe, i.e., O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g).Lemma 5.5.1 If x exists then eah vetor w 2 S has a witness in the i-fringe withhead on x+ v. If x does not exist then there are no witnesses in l0 for the vetors in S.Proof. First, suppose x exists. We show that x+ v 6� x+ v �w. Note that x 6� x+ v,v is a Quad I vetor, and that l0 rosses the top inner boundary of the (i � 1)-fringe.x + v annot lie in the (i � 1)-fringe, otherwise both x + v and x are in the i � 1-fringe; this ontradits the fat that there is no witness for v in the (i� 1)-fringe. Sinerl(v); rl(w) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(w) < fi�1;24 , there exists a number j suh that x+v�jvand x+ v�w� jv are both in the (i� 1)-fringe. Sine there is no witness for w in the(i� 1)-fringe, x+ v � jv � x+ v �w � jv. Sine x is the uppermost point l0 suh thatx+ v 2 p0 and x 6� x+ v, x+ v 6� x+ v� v � x+ v� jv and x+ v�w � x+ v�w� jv,and therefore, x+ v 6� x+ v � w.Next, suppose x does not exist. We show that for every w 2 S and y 2 l0 suhthat y + w 2 p0, y � y + w. This is true if both y and y + w are in the (i � 1)-fringeas there is no witness for w in the (i � 1)-fringe. So suppose at least one of y; y + wis not in the (i � 1)-fringe. Sine rl(v); rl(w) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(w) < fi�1;24 , thereexists a number j suh that y + w� jv and y � jv are both in the (i� 1)-fringe. Sinethere is no witness for w in the (i � 1)-fringe, y + w � jv � y � jv. Sine v is thelongest vetor in S, y + w � v 2 l0. Then, by the assumption that x does not exist,y+w � y+w� v � y+w� jv and y � y� jv, and therefore, y+w � y, as laimed. 2Case 2. Suppose S has at least two non-parallel Quad I vetors, v1 and v2. Fourbloks U;L;R;B in the (i � 1)-fringe are de�ned as in Fig.5.9. U and B have sizefi�1;1 � (m02 � fi�1;2) and L and R have size (m01 � fi�1;1) � fi�1;2. M denotes theportion of the i-fringe whih is not in the (i� 1)-fringe.Clearly, if v 2 S has a witness in the i-fringe then one or both endpoints of thiswitness must be inM ; in addition, sine rl(v) < fi�1;14 , l(v) < fi�1;24 , and v is a Quad Ivetor, if exatly one of the endpoints of this witness is in M , the other must be in U ,L, B, or R.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 136Consider the set of (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to e, the top left orner ofp0. Let C be the lattie ell bounded by the verties e; e + v1; e + v2; e + v1 + v2. Thefollowing lemmas are key. Their proofs follow the desription of the proedure whihhandles this ase.Lemma 5.5.2 There are no defets with respet to C in U , L, R or B.Lemma 5.5.3 Let v be a vetor S and let x; y be points in the i-fringe suh that y =x+ v. If exatly one of x and y is a defet with respet to C then x 6� y. If x and y arenon-defets with respet to C then x � y.Step C.1 proeeds as follows in this ase. The leftmost topmost defet y in eitherthe upper fi;1 � fi�1;1 rows or the left fi;2 � fi�1;2 olumns of M is found in O(1) timeand O(jM j) = O(maxfm01� fi;2;m02� fi;1g) work. Similarly, the rightmost bottommostdefet z in either the lower fi;1 � fi�1;1 rows or the right fi;2 � fi�1;2 olumns of M isfound in O(1) time and O(jM j) = O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) work.Next, all vetors v 2 S are proessed in parallel using onstant time and work pervetor; the total work done over all vetors is O(fi�1;1�fi�1;2) = O(maxfm01�fi;2;m02�fi;1g).Suppose y exists. Sine rl(v) < fi�1;14 and l(v) < fi�1;24 , y � v is either in M , U ,or L. Then by Lemma 5.5.2 and the de�nition of y, y � v is not a defet. By Lemma5.5.3, (y � v; y) is a witness for v. Similarly, if z exists then (z; z + v) is a witness forv. Next, suppose neither y nor z exists. Then there are no defets in M . By Lemma5.5.2, if x 2 M and either x � v or x + v is in the i-fringe, then x is a non-defet; byLemma 5.5.3, there is no witness for v with one endpoint in M . Therefore, there is nowitness for v in the i-fringe.It remains to prove Lemmas 5.5.2 and 5.5.3.Proof of Lemma 5.5.2: Let U 0; L0; R0; B0 be the sub-bloks of p0 omprising the upperfi�1;1 rows, left fi�1;2 olumns, right fi�1;2 olumns and bottom fi�1;1 rows of the (i�1)-fringe, respetively. Let BLU 0 and TRU 0 be, respetively, the bottom left and top rightorner sub-bloks of U 0 of size bfi�1;12  � bfi�1;22 . BLL0 , TRL0 , BLR0 , TRR0 , BLB0 andTRB0 are de�ned analogously.Note that rl(v1); rl(v2) < fi�1;14 , l(v1); l(v1) < fi�1;24 , and that U 0 and L0 have sizesfi�1;1 �m02 and m01 � fi�1;2, respetively, where m01 � 2fi�1;1 and m02 � 2fi�1;2.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 137Consider U 0 �rst. All points in U 0 exept those in TRU 0 or BLU 0 are in goodU 0(v1; v2).In addition, C does not overlap either of these bloks; therefore all points in C are alsoin goodU 0(v1; v2). By Lemma 5.4.3 (with A replaed by U 0), all points in U 0 exept thosein BLU 0 and TRU 0 are non-defets with respet to C.Similarly, all points in L0 exept those inBLL0 and TRL0 are non-defets with respetto C.Note that TRU 0 ; BLL0 are outside U and L. Further, TRL0 � U 0 � BLU 0 � TRU 0and therefore all points in TRL0 are non-defets with respet to C. Similarly, BLU 0 �L0 � TRL0 � BLL0 and therefore all points in BLU 0 are non-defets with respet to C.It follows that there are no defets with respet to C in either U or L.Next, we show that there are no defets in R or in B. First, we laim that for alla 2 goodR0(v1; v2), a is not a defet with reset to C. Then, sine TRR0 is outside R,the only defets with respet to C in R are in BLR0 . Similarly, the only defets withrespet to C in B are in TRB0 . Sine BLR0 and TRB0 do not overlap, there are nodefets with respet to C either in R or in B.Let a 2 goodR0(v1; v2) and a0 be the image of a in C, i.e., a is a (v1; v2)-lattie pointwith respet to a0. From the sizes of v1; v2, it follows that there is a (v1; v2)-lattie pointb with respet to a0 in R0\U 0�TRR0 . Clearly, b 2 goodR0(v1; v2) and goodU 0(v1; v2). ByLemma 5.4.1 applied to R0 and then to U 0, there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path in R0 from a tob and another in U 0 from b to a0. Sine v1 and v2 are period vetors of the (i�1)-fringe,a � a0 and a is not a defet, as laimed. 2Proof of Lemma 5.5.3: Reall that rl(v); rl(v1); rl(v2) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(v1); l(v2) <fi�1;24 , and that U has size fi�1;1�(m02�fi�1;2). Furtherm01 � 2fi�1;1 andm02 � 2fi�1;2.By Lemma 5.5.2, there are no defets in U . The sizes of v; v1; v2 and U then implythat C is ontained in U and is safe for v in U .The lemma then follows immediately from Corollary 5.4.6 (with U replaing A andthe i-fringe replaing A0). 25.6 Step D DesriptionWe show how Step D is performed for Quad I vetors. An analogous proedure is usedto proess Quad II vetors. Let S be the set of valid Quad I vetors whih still survive.There are three ases.Case 1. The Singleton Case. Suppose S has at most one vetor. This proedure is



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 138trivial.Case 2. The Linear Case. Suppose all vetors in S are parallel. This step isaomplished in O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work using Line(S; p; p).Case 3. The Lattie Case. Suppose S has at least two non-parallel Quad I vetors,v1 and v2. Let p00 be the blok of size m012 � m022 onentri with p0 (if the enter of p00is not unique then an arbitrary hoie is assumed). Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie withrespet to point e, the top left point of p00. Let C be the lattie ell bounded by thepoints e; e + v1; e + v2; e + v1 + v2. In all future referenes, a defet is assumed to bewith respet to ell C. The following lemmas are needed.Lemma 5.6.1 p00 ontains no defets with respet to C.Proof. Consider Lemma 5.4.3 with A replaed by p0. Sine rl(v1); rl(v2) < m018 andl(v1); l(v2) < m028 , all points in p0 exept those in its top right orner sub-blok of size2bm018 � 2bm028  and its bottom left orner of the same size are in goodp0(v1; v2). p00 doesnot overlap either of these bloks. Therefore C does not overlap either of these bloksand all points in C are in goodp0(v1; v2). The lemma then follows from Lemma 5.4.3. 2Lemma 5.6.2 Let v be a Quad I period vetor of p0 and let x; y be points in p suh thaty = x+ v. If exatly one of x; y is a defet with respet to C then x 6� y, i.e., (x; y) isa witness for v. If neither x nor y is a defet with respet to C then x � y, i.e., (x; y)is not a witness for v.Proof. By Lemma 5.6.1 and the fat that rl(v1); rl(v2); rl(v) < m018 and l(v1); l(v2); l(v) <m028 , C is safe for v in p0. The lemma then follows from Corollary 5.4.6 (with A replaedby p0 and A0 replaed by p). 2De�nitions. Let q be the sub-blok of p whose bottom left orner is the bottom leftorner of p00 and whose top right orner is the top right orner of p (see Fig.5.10). Letq0 be the sub-blok of p whose top right orner is the top right orner of p00 and whosebottom left orner is the bottom left orner of p. Let TRq be the sub-blok of q of sizebm18  � bm28  with the same top right orner as q. Let BLq0 be the sub-blok of q0 ofsize bm18  � bm28  with the same bottom left orner as q0.Step D has two main substeps.Step D.1. For all vetors v 2 S, a witness in q, if any, is found. Then, for all survivingvetors v 2 S, a witness in q0, if any, is found. Eah stage takes O(log logm) time andO(m1 �m2) work. Claim 1 holds following Step D.1.
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q0 Figure 5.10: The sub-bloks q and q0 with defets.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 140Claim 1. If two non-parallel vetors in S survive Step D.1 then all defets in q are inTRq and all defets in q0 are in BLq0 .Step D.2. Witnesses in p, if any, are found for all surviving vetors in S. If only onevetor survives Step D.1 then it is proessed as in the Singleton ase. If all vetors whihsurvive Step D.1 are parallel then they are proessed as in the Linear Case. Supposethat two non-parallel vetors w;w0 survive Step D.1. By Claim 1, all defets in q are inTRq and all defets in q0 are in BLq0 .The bottommost rightmost defet d1, if any, above q0 and to the left of q and thetopmost leftmost defet d2, if any, below q and to the right of q0 are found in O(1) timeand O(m1 �m2) work. Note that sine rl(v) < m018 and l(v) < m028 for v 2 S, whenthe tail of v is on d1, the head of v an be neither in TRq nor in BLq0 ; the head of v istherefore on a non-defet. By Lemma 5.6.2, if d1 exists then (d1; d1+ v) is a witness forv. Similarly, if d2 exists then (d2; d2 � v) is a witness for v. If neither d1 nor d2 existsthen by Lemma 5.6.2, no vetor in S whih survives Step D.1 has a witness in p.As eah of Steps D.1 and D.2 takes O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work, so doesStep D, as laimed.Step D.1 Desription. We desribe only the proessing of q. The proessing of q0 issimilar. If q has no defets then, by Lemma 5.6.2, all vetors in S survive this step. Soassume that q has a defet. The b-defets in eah olumn of q and the l-defets in eahrow of q are found in O(1) time and O(m1�m2) work. There are three further substeps,Steps D.1a, D.1b and D.1, eah of whih takes O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work.Step D.1a. Two sets of vetors in S, denoted S0 and S00, survive this step. There areO(m1) vetors in S0; these vetors may or may not have witnesses in q. Vetors in S00will not have witnesses in q. Further, if S00 is non-empty, all defets in q will be in thetop right orner sub-blok of q of size bm018  � bm028 . This step takes O(log logm) timeand O(m1 �m2) work and proeeds as follows.Let  be the bottommost leftmost defet in q. Let � be the leftmost bottommostdefet in q.  and � along with all the l-defets and b-defets in q are found in onstanttime and O(m1 �m2) work.There are two ases to onsider. In eah ase, eah surviving vetor in S is proessedin onstant time and work for a total of O(m1�m2) work, plus, in Case 1, an additionalO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work is used.Case 1. � is in the left bm028  olumns of q. By Lemma 5.6.1, p00 has no defets andtherefore, � is above p00. For all surviving non-horizontal vetors v 2 S, � + v 2 q and



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 141(�; � + v) is a witness for v by Lemma 5.6.2. All surviving horizontal vetors v 2 Sare then proessed as in the Linear Case (i.e., the ase in whih all vetors in S wereparallel). S and S0 are both empty in this ase.Case 2. � is not in the left bm028  olumns of q.Let br be the index of the row ontaining �. In this ase, surviving vetors in Swith row length less than br are proessed separately from those whose row length is atleast br.For eah surviving vetor v 2 S with row length less than br, � � v 2 q. Witnessesare sought for eah suh vetor v in one of the following two positions: with head at �or with tail at the l-defet in q in the row ontaining � � v. Clearly, one of these twopositions provides a witness for v by Lemma 5.6.2 unless �� v is the l-defet in its row.Those vetors v for whih � � v is an l-defet in q omprise the set S0. S0 has at mostone vetor for eah row length and therefore jS0j = O(m1).For eah surviving vetor v 2 S with row length at least br, a witness is sought withtail at . Clearly, if suh a vetor v exists then � and hene all defets in q are in theupper br < m018 rows of q. If  + v 2 q then  + v is below � and by Lemma 5.6.2,(; +v) is a witness for v. Otherwise, if +v 62 q then +v is to the right of the rightboundary of q and � � v is above the upper boundary of q. Then, for all defets Æ 2 q,Æ+ v and Æ� v are both outside q and, by Lemma 5.6.2, there are no witnesses for v inq; these vetors v omprise set S00. Clearly, if set S00 is non-empty then all defets in qare in the top right orner sub-blok of q of size bm018  � bm028 .Step D.1b. This step eliminates those vetors in S0 whih have a witness in q withone endpoint on either an l-defet or a b-defet in q.All vetors in S0 are proessed in parallel in this step. Consider vetor v 2 S0. Forevery l-defet and b-defet � in q, � is ompared to � � v and � + v. The time takenby this step in O(1); the work done is O(m1 �m2), O(m2) per vetor in S0.De�nition. Let X be the sub-blok of q omprising its left m022 olumns.Lemma 5.6.3 and Lemma 5.6.4 hold following this step. Claim 1 of Step D is thensatis�ed for q by Corollary 5.6.5; it an be shown for q0 in a similar manner.Lemma 5.6.3 Suppose vetor v 2 S survives Steps D.1a and D.1b. If the leftmostdefet � in q is not in the left bm028  olumns of q, v is l-onsistent in q. If � is in theleft bm028  olumns of q, v is b-onsistent in X.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 142Proof. By Step D.1a, any vetor in S00 is learly l-onsistent and b-onsistent in q. Soassume that v 2 S0.First, suppose that the leftmost defet � in q is not in the left bm028  olumns of q. ItsuÆes to show that for all l-defets a 2 q, a+ v is either outside q or an l-defet, andlikewise for a � v. We only show that if a + v 2 q then a + v is an l-defet; the otherase is similar. Suppose for a ontradition that a + v 2 q is not an l-defet. Sine vsurvives Step D.1b, a + v must be a defet by Lemma 5.6.2. Let b be the l-defet inthe row ontaining a + v. Sine b is not in the left bm08  olumns of q and b � v is inthe row ontaining a, b � v 2 q. Sine b � v is to the left of a, b � v is not a defet.(b� v; b) is thus a witness for v whih would have been found in Step D.1b, whih is aontradition.Next, suppose that the leftmost defet � in q is in the left bm028  olumns of q. Toshow that v is b-onsistent in X, it suÆes to show that for all b-defets a 2 X, a� vis either outside X or a b-defet and likewise for a+ v. We only show that if a� v 2 Xthen a � v is a b-defet; the other ase is similar. Suppose for a ontradition thata � v 2 X is not a b-defet. Sine v survives Step D.1b, a � v must be a defet byLemma 5.6.2. Let b be the b-defet in the olumn ontaining a�v. By Lemma 5.6.1, p00has no defets. Therefore b is above p00. In addition, b+ v is in the olumn ontaininga, and thus b+ v 2 X. Sine b+ v is below a, b+ v is not a defet. (b; b+ v) is thus awitness for v whih would have been found in Step D.1b, whih is a ontradition. 2Lemma 5.6.4 Let v; w be non-parallel valid Quad I vetors. Let Y be any sub-blok ofq ontaining at least the m012 bottommost rows of q. If v; w are l-onsistent in Y then alldefets in Y are in the top right orner sub-blok Y 0 of Y of size (rl(v) + rl(w) � 1) �(l(v) + l(w) � 1). Further, if the leftmost defet � in q is in the left bm028  olumns ofq then v and w annot both be b-onsistent in X.Proof. Let e be the top left orner of p00. Let C 0 be the ell bounded by e; e + v; e +w; e + v + w in the (v; w)-lattie with respet to e. The sizes of v, w, p00 and Y implythat all points in C 0 are in p00, goodX (v; w), and goodY (v; w). Lemma 5.6.1 implies thatC 0 ontains no defets with respet to C.First, suppose that v; w are l-onsistent in Y . By Lemma 5.4.4 (with Y replaing Aand C;C 0 replaing C 0; C, respetively), all l-defets in Y are outside goodY (v; w). ByLemma 5.6.1, p00 has no defets. Sine p00 has size m012 � m022 and m012 � rl(v) + rl(w)� 1,m022 � l(v)+l(w)�1, the bottom left orner sub-blok of Y of size (rl(v)+rl(w)�1)�



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 143(l(v) + l(w) � 1) has no defets. Then, by the de�nition of goodY (v; w), all l-defetsand hene all defets in Y are in Y 0. The �rst part of the lemma follows.Seond, suppose for a ontradition that v; w are b-onsistent in X and the leftmostdefet � in q is in the left bm028  olumns of q. Note that � 2 X. By Lemma 5.6.1,all defets in X are above p00. Therefore, � 62 p00 and � 2 goodX(v; w). By Lemma5.4.4 (with X replaing A and C;C 0 replaing C 0; C, respetively), all b-defets in Xare outside goodX(v; w). Sine p00 has no defets, the de�nition of goodX (v; w) impliesthat all b-defets and hene all defets in X are in the top right orner sub-blok ofX of size (rl(v) + rl(w) � 1) � (l(v) + l(w) � 1). It follows that � 62 goodX(v; w), aontradition. 2Corollary 5.6.5 If two non-parallel vetors v; w 2 S survive Steps D.1a and D.1b thenv; w are l-onsistent in q and all defets in q are in the top right orner sub-blok of qof size (rl(v) + rl(w) � 1) � (l(v) + l(w) � 1). Further this sub-blok is ontained inTRq.Proof. The leftmost defet � in q is outside the left bm028  olumns of q; otherwise,by Lemma 5.6.3, v and w are b-onsistent in X whih ontradits Lemma 5.6.4. ByLemma 5.6.3, v and w are l-onsistent in q. The rest of the orollary follows fromLemma 5.6.4 (with q replaing Y ) and the fat that rl(v) + rl(w) < 2m018 � m18 andl(v) + l(w) < 2m028 � m28 . 2Lemma 5.6.6 Suppose two non-parallel vetors v; w 2 S0 survive Steps D.1a and D.1b,where rl(w) � rl(v). Then w � v is a Quad I vetor.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that w � v is not a Quad I vetor. Sine rl(w) �rl(v), v�w must be a Quad II vetor. Reall that � is the leftmost bottommost defetin q. By Corollary 5.6.5, � and all other defets in q are in TRq. Then, sine v�w is aQuad II vetor, the sizes of v; w; TRq imply that ��v+w is in p and not a defet. SineS0 is non-empty and v 2 S0, reall from Case 2 of Step D.1a that �� v is a l-defet in q.Sine ��v is a defet and ��v+w is not a defet, (��v; ��v+w) is a witness for w byLemma 5.6.2; further this witness would have been found in Step D.1b, ontradition.2Step D.1. This step is performed only if at least two non-parallel vetors in S0 surviveStep D.1b. By Corollary 5.6.5, all surviving vetors v 2 S0 are l-onsistent in q and all



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 144defets in q are in TRq. Witnesses in q are found for all surviving vetors in S0 in thisstep in O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work.Let br be the index of the bottommost row in q ontaining a defet. Let Z be thesub-blok of q omprising the top br rows of q. We now show that any witness in qfor a surviving vetor v 2 S0 must have both endpoints in Z. By Lemma 5.6.2, oneendpoint of any witness for v must be in Z. Suppose for a ontradition that (a; a+ v)is a witness for v where a 2 Z; a+ v 62 Z. Then, if b is the l-defet in the row ontaininga then b+ v is in q; further, it is not a defet. But, by Corollary 5.6.5, v is l-onsistentin q, whih is a ontradition.The following de�nitions lead to a ruial lemma whih enables this step to beperformed in the laimed time and work bounds.De�nitions. We de�ne the row partition of a retangular sub-blok W of p as follows.Let x be the number of rows inW . The rows ofW are partitioned into O(log x) segmentsand row sets as follows. The �rst segment omprises the upper bx2  rows of W ; the �rstrow set omprises the remaining rows of W . The jth segment and row set onsist ofupper b i2 and lower d i2e rows, respetively, of the (j � 1)th row set, where i is thenumber of rows in the (j � 1)th row set.Lemma 5.6.7 Consider the row partition of Z. If surviving vetors u; v; w 2 S0 aresuh that rows rl(u) + 1; rl(v) + 1; rl(w) + 1 of Z are all in the jth segment and rl(u) �rl(v) � rl(w), then v � u and w � v are parallel Quad I vetors.Proof. That v � u and w � v are Quad I vetors follows from Lemma 5.6.6. Supposefor a ontradition that v � u and w � v are not parallel.Let i be the number of rows in the jth row set. By the de�nitions of segments androw sets, i > rl(w) � rl(u) = rl(w � v) + rl(v � u). Note that row br, the bottommostrow in every row set, ontains a defet. Also note that there are at least rl(w) + 1 �rl(v) + 1 � rl(u) + 1 rows in q above the jth row set.Let Y be the sub-blok of q omprising all rows inluding and below the topmostrow in the jth row set. Note that the topmost row in Y is one of the top br rows of q.Sine all defets in q are in TRq, br � m18 . The sizes of p00 and q imply that row br isompletely above p00. It follows that Y has at least m012 rows.Note that vetors w � v and v � u annot both be l-onsistent in Y ; otherwise, byLemma 5.6.4, all defets in Y are in the topmost rl(w � v) + rl(v � u) � 1 rows of Y ,whih ontradits the fat that row br ontains a defet.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 145It follows that for some l-defet a 2 Y , one of a + (w � v); a � (w � v); a + (v �u); a� (v � u) is in Y but not an l-defet. Assume that a+ (w � v) is in Y but not anl-defet; the other ases are similar. Sine there are at least rl(w) + 1 � rl(v) + 1 rowsin q above Y and sine a is in the rightmost bm28  olumns of q, a � v 2 q. Sine v isl-onsistent in q, a�v is an l-defet. Sine w is l-onsistent in q, a�v+w = a+(w�v)is an l-defet, a ontradition. 2Finally, we desribe the proedure for performing Step D.1. All segments are pro-essed in parallel. Consider the jth segment. Let R denote the sub-blok omprisingthe rows of the jth segment and the jth row set, i.e., R is the j � 1th row set if j > 1and R = Z if j = 1. Let V be the set of surviving vetors v in S0 suh that row rl(v)+1of Z is in the jth segment. The di�erene vetors of all pairs of vetors in V are parallelby Lemma 5.6.7. Any witness in Z for a vetor in V must have its head in R. Witnesseswith heads in R and tails in Z, if any, for vetors in V are found in O(log logm) timeand O(jRj) = O( br2j�1 �m2) work using Line(V;R;Z). Thus, the total work done overall segments is O(m1 �m2).This ends the desription of Step D. We onlude with the following theorem.Theorem 5.6.8 There exists a CRCW-PRAM algorithm whih �nds witnesses for allnon-period vetors of an m1�m2 pattern of row length less than bm116  and olumn lengthless than bm216 ; it takes O(log logm) running time and does O(m1 �m2) work.5.7 Computing witnesses for all Quad I and Quad II ve-torsGiven the algorithm for omputing witnesses for all valid non-period Quad I and QuadII vetors, we show how to ompute witnesses for all non-period Quad I and Quad IIvetors. We desribe the algorithm only for Quad I vetors; Quad II vetors are handledsimilarly.De�nitions. The upper half of a onseutive subset of i rows of p denotes the upperb i2 rows of this subset. The left half of a onseutive subset of olumns of p is de�nedanalogously.We de�ne O(logm2) -sets and O(logm1) r-sets as follows. The �rst r-set omprisesthe upper half of the rows of p. The �rst -set omprises the left half of the olumns ofp. r-set i, 1 < i � logm1 omprises the upper half of those rows of p whih are below



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 146the (i � 1)th r-set. Similarly, -set i, 1 < i � logm2 omprises the left half of thoseolumns of p whih are to the right of the (i � 1)th -set. Let ri and i denote thenumber of rows of the ith r-set and the number of olumns of the ith -set, respetively.Sub-blok (i; j) of p, 1 � i � logm1, 1 � j � logm2, is de�ned to be the ri � jblok formed by the intersetion of the ith r-set and the jth -set.The ontinuation of a sub-blok q of p is de�ned to be the sub-blok of p withthe same top left orner as q and the same bottom right orner as p. Note that theontinuation of sub-blok (i; j) has size at least 2ri�2j and at most (2ri+1)�(2j+1).Let dv denote the harater at whih the head of Quad I vetor v lies when its tailis at the top left orner of p. We rede�ne the term fall as follows in this setion. v issaid to fall at dv; in addition if dv is in sub-blok q of p, v is said to fall in q. Note thatif vetor v falls in sub-blok q of p, any witness for v in p must have its head in theontinuation of q.The Blok Struture. All sub-bloks (i; j), 1 � i � logm1, 1 � j � logm2, areproessed in parallel. Consider sub-blok (i; j) of p. Let q denote this sub-blok. q isfurther partitioned into a onstant number of sub-bloks of size b ri16�b j16 (exept at theboundary of q where trunated sub-bloks are used). All suh sub-bloks are proessedin parallel. Let q0 be one suh sub-blok. For all Quad I vetors of p whih fall in q0,a witness with head at a harater in the ontinuation of q0, if any, is found using theproedure desribed in the rest of this setion. The proessing of q0 takes O(log logm)time and O(jqj) work. Thus the work done over all sub-bloks of q is O(jqj) and thework done over all sub-bloks (i; j) of p is O(jpj). The total time taken is O(log logm).We need the following de�nitions before desribing the proessing of sub-blok q0 ofq.De�nitions. The (i,j)-pre�x of p is the sub-blok of p of size ri � j with the sametop left orner as p. Let U be the (i; j)-pre�x of p, E the ontinuation of q0, and L themaximal sub-blok of E ompletely below and to the right of q0. See Fig.5.12. Notethat jEj = O(jqj). Let V be the set of Quad I vetors of p whih fall in q0.The region of a vetor v is de�ned to be the sub-blok of E whose top left orner isdv and whose bottom right orner is the bottom right orner of E. A witness (a; b) 2 Efor a Quad I or Quad II vetor w = v�u, u; v 2 V , is said to be good for u and v if a isin the region of u (and therefore, b is in the region of v). See Fig.5.11. Note that v andu an be duelled using the witness (a; b) if and only if witness (a; b) is good for u and v.There are two main steps.
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b) (a; b) is good for u and va) The Region of vetor v Figure 5.11:Step 1. Witnesses are found for some of the vetors in V in this step in O(log logm)time and O(jEj) work. Two vetors u; v 2 V survive this step only if there is no witnessin E whih is good for u and v. Clearly, if u and v survive this step then the two opiesof p plaed with top left orners at du and dv math wherever both overlap E.Step 2. Witnesses, if any, are found for the surviving vetors in V in O(1) time andO(jEj) work. This is done using the proedure V erify(E;E0;W ) (see Appendix), whereE0 is the sub-blok of the pattern with the same size as E and the same top left orneras p, andW is the set fdv jv is a surviving vetor in V g. By Step 1, opies of p and heneopies of E0 plaed at the loations in V math eah other wherever they overlap; theinput onditions to V erify(E;E0;W ) are therefore satis�ed. If baddv exists for somedv 2 V , then (baddv � v; baddv ) is a witness for v.Next, we desribe Step 1 in detail. There are 4 substeps.Step 1.1. Witnesses in U are found for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors ofU of row length less than b ri16 and olumn length less than b i16. By Theorem 5.6.8,the time taken for this is O(log logm) and the work done is O(jU j) = O(jEj). Similarly,witnesses in L are found for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of L withrow length less than b ri16 and olumn length less than b j16 in O(log logm) time andO(jLj) = O(jEj) work.Step 1.2. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V in this step.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 148Vetor v 2 V survives this step only if there is an ourrene of U with top left ornerat dv; otherwise, any point a at whih this opy of U mismathes E is the head of awitness for v. This step is aomplished in O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work as follows.Note that sine U has size ri� j , q has size ri� j and E has size at least 2ri� 2j ,any opy of U with top left orner in q0 lies ompletely withinE. Reall that witnesses inU , if any, were omputed in Step 1 for all Quad I and Quad II vetors of row length lessthan b ri16 and olumn length less than b j16. Using these witnesses, all ourrenes of Uwith top left orner in q0 are found using the pattern mathing algorithm of [ABF93℄.In addition, for eah vetor v 2 V , if a opy of U plaed with top left orner at dvmismathes E at some loation, one suh point of mismath is omputed. This point isthe head of a witness for v.Step 1.3. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V in this step. Letv0 be the vetor whih falls at the bottom right orner of q0. Vetor v 2 V survivesthis step only if there is an ourrene of L with top left orner at dv0�v. This step isaomplished in O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work as follows.All ourrenes of L with top left orner in U are found in O(log logm) time andO(jEj) work using the pattern mathing algorithm of [ABF93℄. The witnesses omputedin Step 1 are used in this proess. If the opy of L with top left orner at dv0�vmismathes the portion of p it overlaps at some loation d, then (d; d + v) is a witnessfor v.Step 1.4. There are three ases, depending upon whether or not all the di�erenevetors of the surviving vetors in V are parallel. All di�erene vetors are parallelQuad I vetors in Case 1 and parallel non-horizontal, non-vertial Quad II vetors inCase 2. In the third ase, there are at least two non-parallel di�erene vetors. In allthree ases, vetors u; v 2 V survive this step only if there is no witness in E whih isgood for u and v.Whih of these three ases holds an be determined inO(log logm) time andO(jq0j) =O(jEj) work as follows. For eah surviving vetor v 2 V , the di�erene vetor of v and apartiular surviving vetor w 2 V is omputed in O(1) time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj) work.The slope of all these di�erene vetors are ompared with the slope of any arbitraryone of these di�erene vetors, v1 say. If all these di�erene vetors are parallel to v1,then the slope of v1 determines whih of Case 1 and Case 2 hold. Otherwise, if one ofthese di�erene vetors v2 is not parallel to v1 then Case 3 holds. Eah ase is proessedin O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work.
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CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 150The following de�nitions are helpful.De�nitions. Let V 0 be the set of vetors in V whih survive Step 1.3. Without loss ofgenerality, assume that jV 0j � 2. Let Vdif be the set of all Quad I and Quad II di�erenevetors of the vetors in V 0. For eah v 2 V 0, let Uv denote the opy of U plaed withtop left orner at dv.See Fig.5.12. Let vr and v be the vetors in V 0 with minimum row and olumnlengths, respetively. Let A denote the sub-blok of E whih is bounded below by L,above by (and inluding) the row ontaining dvr , to the left by the olumn j � 2b j16of E, and to the right by the right boundary of E. Let B denote the sub-blok of Ewhih is bounded to the right by L, to the left by (and inluding) the olumn ontainingdv , above by the row ri � 2b ri16 of E, and below by the bottom boundary of E. Thefollowing fat is easily seen from the de�nitions of A, B and U .Fat 1. For any v 2 V 0, Uv has at least 2b j16 olumns to the right of the left boundaryof A and at least 2b ri16 rows below the upper boundary of B.Let A0 be the sub-blok to the left of A with the same rows as A and 4b j16 olumns.Let B0 be the sub-blok above B with the same olumns as B and 4b ri16 rows.Lemma 5.7.1 For all w 2 Vdif , w does not have a witness in either U or L.Proof. Suppose w = v � u, where u; v 2 V 0. By Step 1.2, there is an ourrene of Uwith top left orner at du and another with top left orner at dv. It follows that w isa period vetor of U . By Step 1.3, there is an ourrene of L with top left orner atdv0�u and another with top left orner at dv0�v, where v0 is the vetor whih falls atthe bottom right orner of q0. It follows that w is a period vetor of L. 2Lemma 5.7.2 implies that only those witnesses for vetors in Vdif whih have at leastone endpoint in one of A or B are of interest.Lemma 5.7.2 Let u; v 2 V 0, and let w = v� u. Any witness in E for w whih is goodfor u and v has at least one endpoint in either A or B. In partiular, if w is a QuadI vetor then the tail of suh a witness is either in A or in B, and if w is a Quad IIvetor, either the tail of suh a witness is in B or the head is in A.Proof. Let (a; b) be a witness for w in E whih is good for u and v.First, we show that one of a; b is either in A or in B. Note that sine w is a Quad Ior Quad II vetor, b must be either vertially aligned with or to the right of a. Further,



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 151sine (a; b) is good for u and v, a must be in the region of u. The region of u is overed byfour overlapping sub-bloks, Uu; A;B;L. If a 2 Uu then b 2 Uv; thus a annot be withinUu, as otherwise at most one of Uu; Uv would ompletely math E, whih ontraditsthe outome of Step 1.2. If a 62 L [ Uu then a is in either A or B. The only remainingase is when a 2 L � Uu. By Lemma 5.7.1, a and b annot both be in L. Sine b isaligned with or to the right of a and b 62 L, Fat 1 implies that b is in A in this ase.From the above paragraph, when w is a Quad I vetor, a is in A or in B exept inthe ase when a 2 L� Uu. In this ase, b 2 L, whih ontradits Lemma 5.7.1; so thisase does not arise for Quad I vetors.Finally, onsider the ase when w is a Quad II vetor. Sine a is in the region of u,b is in the region of v; therefore, neither a nor b an be above A or to the left of B. Itfollows that if b 2 B then a 2 B, and if a 2 A then b 2 A. Sine one of a; b is in A orin B, either a 2 B or b 2 A. 2Case 1. All vetors in Vdif are parallel and are Quad I vetors.Line(V 0; E; p) ompletes the algorithm in this ase (see Setion 2 for the de�nitionof Line). This takes O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Case 2. All vetors in Vdif are parallel and are non-vertial, non-horizontal Quad IIvetors.Proedure Line annot be used here as it requires that the vetors involved andtheir di�erene vetors both be either Quad I vetors or Quad II vetors, whih is nottrue in this ase.Let wmin be the di�erene vetor with the smallest row length. The bottommostpoint e 2 A, if any, suh that e 6� e�wmin and the rightmost point f 2 B, if any, suhthat f 6� f + wmin are found in O(1) time and O(jEj) work. Lemma 5.7.3 shows thatfor all w 2 Vdif , (e� w; e) and (f; f + w) are witnesses for w.Next, all pairs of vetors in V 0 are duelled in parallel using the witnesses omputedabove. Sine at most one vetor in V 0 falls in eah row and olumn of q0, (jV 0j)2 � jEj,and therefore, the total work done is O(jEj) and the time taken is O(1).We laim that if one of e or f exists and is in the region of either u or v, u; v 2 V 0,rl(v) � rl(u), then one of u; v is eliminated when the two are duelled. To see this,suppose that e exists and is in the region of either u or v (the ase when f exists issimilar). Let w = v � u; note that w is a Quad II vetor in Vdif . Sine e 2 A, e is inthe region of v and e�w is in the region of u. Therefore, the witness (e�w; e) is goodfor u and v (see Fig.5.11) and one of u; v is eliminated by duelling using this witness.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 152So vetors u; v 2 V 0 survive this step only if their regions are below e, if e exists, andto the right of f , if f exists. Then, by Lemma 5.7.4, there is no witness for v � u inE whih is good for u and v. This ompletes Step 1.4 for this ase. This ase requiresO(1) time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Lemma 5.7.3 For all w 2 Vdif , e 6� e� w and f 6� f + w.Proof. Reall that rl(wmin); rl(w) < b ri16, l(wmin); l(w) < b j16, q0 has size at mostb ri16 � b j16 and U has size ri � j. Further, reall that jV 0j is non-empty and for allv 2 V 0, Uv mathes E.We show that e 6� e�w. f 6� f+w is shown similarly. By the de�nition of A and thesizes of wmin, w and U , there exists an integer k suh that e�kwmin and e�kwmin�ware both either in L or Uvr . By Lemma 5.7.1, e�kwmin � e�kwmin�w. Sine wmin isa non-horizontal Quad II vetor, the de�nition of e, Lemma 5.7.1, and Fat 1 togetherimply that e 6� e�wmin � e�kwmin � e�kwmin�w and e�w � e�w�kwmin. Thelaim follows. 2Lemma 5.7.4 Let u; v be vetors in V 0 and w = v � u 2 Vdif . Suppose that either edoes not exist or the regions of u; v are both below e and that either f does not exist orthe regions of u; v are both to the right of f . There is no witness for w in E whih isgood for u and v.Proof. We show that for all a in the region of u suh that a + w 2 A, a � a + w. Asimilar argument shows that for all a in the region of u suh that a 2 B, a � a + w.Sine w is a Quad II vetor, it follows that there is no witness for w whih is good foru and v with either tail in B or head in A. By Lemma 5.7.2, there is no witness for win E whih is good for u and v; the lemma follows.Consider any a in the region of u suh that b = a + w is in A. Clearly, b is in theregion of v. Sine e, whenever it exists, is above the region of v, it is above b. As inthe the proof of Lemma 5.7.3, there is an integer k suh that b� kwmin; b� kwmin �ware both either in L or Uv and b � kwmin � b � kwmin � w. Sine e either does notexist or is above b, the de�nition of e, Lemma 5.7.1, and Fat 1 together imply thatb � b� kwmin � b� kwmin �w and b�w � b�w� kwmin. Therefore, a � b = a+w,as laimed. 2Case 3. There are at least two non-parallel di�erene vetors, v1 and v2, in Vdif .



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 153We show how to �nd witnesses for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 in O(log logm)time and O(jEj) work with the result that if u; v 2 V 0 survive then there is no witnesswith an endpoint in A whih is good for u and v. A similar elimination proedure an beperformed to ensure that if u; v 2 V 0 survive then there is no witness with an endpointin B whih is good for u and v. Reall that, by Lemma 5.7.2, any witness whih isgood for u and v, u; v 2 V 0, has one endpoint in A or B. It follows that if u; v 2 V 0survive then there is no witness in E whih is good for u; v. The goal of Step 1 is thusaomplished in O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.De�nitions. Let g be the point in row 8d ri16e and olumn 8d j16e of E. Let C be the ellin the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to point g and bounded by the points g; g + v1; g +v2; g+ v1+ v2. Reall that rl(v1); rl(v2) < b ri16, l(v1); l(v2) < b j16, U has size ri� j ,and L has size at least ri � j .For a sub-blok S of E, let BRS, BLS, TRS and TLS denote the bottom right,bottom left, top right and top left sub-bloks, respetively, of S, of size 2b ri16 � 2b j16.These sub-bloks of S are alled orner bloks of S.The following lemmas are useful.Lemma 5.7.5 All defets in L with respet to C are in BRL, BLL, TRL, and TLL.In addition, there are no defets with respet to C in A0 or B0.Proof. The sizes of v1; v2; L; U and the de�nition of C imply that all points in C are ingoodL(v1; v2), goodUvr (v1; v2) and goodUv (v1; v2). By Lemma 5.4.3 applied to L and U(i.e., Uvr or Uv), all defets in L with respet to C are in BRL, BLL, TRL and TLL,and all defets in U with respet to C are in BRU , BLU , TRU , and TLU .The sizes of v1; v2 along with Fat 1 imply that none of the orner bloks of Uvr orUv interset with A0 or B0. Then, sine A0 is ontained in Uvr , there are no defetswith respet to C in A0. Sine B0 is ontained in Uv , there are no defets with respetto C in B0. 2Lemma 5.7.6 (a; b) is a witness in E for a vetor w 2 Vdif if and only if either exatlyone of a; b is a defet with respet to C, or both a; b are defets with respet to C andthe haraters at a and b are di�erent.Proof. The sizes of w; v1; v2; L imply that for all points e0 2 C, e0 +w 2 goodL(v1; v2).Therefore C is safe for w in L. Further, by Lemma 5.7.1, w is a period vetor of L. Thelemma follows from Corollary 5.4.6, with L and E replaing A and A0, respetively. 2



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 154De�nition. Let � be the leftmost bottommost defet with respet to C in A [ TRL.Let G be the retangle bounded above by the upper boundary of A, below by therow ontaining �, to the left by the left boundary of A0 and to the right by the rightboundary of E.Lemma 5.7.7 The only defets with respet to C in G are in G \ (A [ TRL). Inpartiular, there are no defets with respet to C in the left 4b j16 olumns of G.Proof. Both G � (A [ TRL) and the left 4b j16 olumns of G omprise haraters inA0 and L� TRL � TLL � BLL �BRL; by Lemma 5.7.5, none of these haraters is adefet with respet to C. 2The following 5 substeps are performed in Step 1.4 in this ase. Eah takes O(log logm)time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Step 1.4a. � and all l-defets and b-defets in G are found in O(1) time and O(jEj)work. Lemmas 5.7.8 and 5.7.9 hold following this step.Lemma 5.7.8 For all Quad II vetors w 2 Vdif , �� w is in E and ��w 6� �.Proof. The length of w implies that � � w is either in A, A0 or L. First, suppose� � w 2 A [ A0. By Lemma 5.7.5, A0 has no defets with respet to C; the lemmafollows from the de�nition of � and from Lemma 5.7.6. Seond, suppose � � w 2 L.Sine � 2 A [ TRL, the length of w implies that �� w 2 L� TLL �BLL �BRL. Bythe de�nition of � and the fat that w is a Quad II vetor, � � w annot be a defetwith respet to C in TRL. Then, by Lemma 5.7.5, � � w is not a defet. The lemmafollows from Lemma 5.7.6. 2Lemma 5.7.9 Let u; v 2 V 0. Suppose either � exists and is above du and dv or � doesnot exist. Then there is no witness in E with an endpoint in A whih is good for u andv.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that there a witness (a; b) with one endpoint in Awhih is good for u and v. Clearly, both a and b are below �, if it exists, and in eitherA, A0 or L�TLL�BRL�BLL. By the de�nition of �, neither a nor b is a defet withrespet to C in TRL. Then, by Lemma 5.7.5, neither a nor b is a defet with respet toC. Lemma 5.7.6 then gives the required ontradition. 2



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 155Reall that we are looking for witnesses with at least one endpoint in A (see beginningof Case 3). There are two ases next, depending upon the existene of �. First, suppose� does not exist. By Lemma 5.7.9, for no u; v 2 V 0 is there a witness whih has anendpoint in A and is good for u; v. Nothing further needs to be done in this ase.Seond, suppose � exists. The set of surviving vetors in V 0 is partitioned into twolasses. The �rst lass ontains those vetors v suh that � is aligned with or below dv.The seond lass ontains those vetors v suh that � is above dv. In subsequent steps,we show how witnesses in L, if any, are found for all vetors in the �rst lass. Thus onlyvetors in the seond lass survive these steps. By Lemma 5.7.9, for vetors u; v in theseond lass, there is no witness good for u; v with an endpoint in A; this aomplishesour goal.De�nition. The rest of Step 1.4 assumes that � exists. V 0 is now rede�ned to ontainonly those surviving vetors v 2 V suh that � is aligned with or below dv. Vdif is alsorede�ned to be the set of all Quad I and Quad II di�erene vetors of the vetors in V 0.By Lemma 5.7.8, V 0 has the property that if u; v 2 V 0 and v � u is a Quad II vetorthen (�� v + u; �) is a good witness for u and v.Step 1.4b. Witnesses will be found for all but at most minfb ri16; b j16g of the vetors inV 0 in this step. Further, if u; v 2 V 0 survive where rl(v) � rl(u), v�u is a non-horizontalnon-vertial Quad I vetor. The total work done in this step is O(jq0j) = O(jEj) andthe total time taken is O(log logm).First, all rows of q0 are proessed in parallel. Consider row r. All v 2 V 0 whihfall in r are onsidered. In O(log logm) time and O(jrj) work, witnesses are found forall but one of these vetors by duelling amongst them. This is done using a proeduresimilar to the one used in Substep B.1. Only one vetor whih falls in r survives beausefor any two vetors u; v 2 V 0 whih fall in r with l(v) > l(u), v � u is horizontal andhene a Quad II vetor and by Lemma 5.7.8, a witness for v � u whih is good for uand v was found in Step 1.4a.Seond, all olumns of q0 are proessed in parallel in a similar manner. Considerolumn . All v 2 V 0 whih fall in  are onsidered. In O(log logm) time and O(jj)work, witnesses are found for all but one of these vetors by duelling amongst them.Finally, all pairs of surviving vetors in V 0 are duelled. Sine at most one vetorfalls in eah row and olumn of q0, the number of pairs and hene the work done isO(jq0j) = O(jEj). Reall from Step 1.4a that for any partiular pair u; v, if v � u is aQuad II vetor, then a witness for v � u whih is good for u and v is known. u and v



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 156are duelled using this witness in O(1) time.Step 1.4. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 in this step.Following this step, there will be at most minfb ri16; b j16g distint di�erene vetors forthe surviving vetors in V 0. This is aomplished in O(1) time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj)work in two steps.First, all di�erene vetors w 2 Vdif suh that v � u = w are proessed in parallel,where u; v are surviving vetors in V 0 and rl(v) > rl(u). By Step 1.4b, these di�erenevetors are non-horizontal non-vertial Quad I vetors. Sine at most one survivingvetor in V 0 falls in eah row and eah olumn of q0, there are at most O(jq0j) suhvetors w. Witnesses are found for some of these vetors in this step in O(1) timeand O(jq0j) work using the proedure implied by Lemma 5.7.10. Further, as shown inLemma 5.7.10, the witness found for vetor w = v � u is good for u and v.Seond, all pairs of surviving vetors in V 0 are duelled using the witnesses omputedabove in O(1) time and O(jq0j) work. By Lemma 5.7.10, if u; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u),survive then �� (v�u) is both an l-defet and a b-defet in G; in addition, sine v� uis a non-horizontal non-vertial Quad I vetor by Step 1.4b, l(v) > l(u). It followsthat among the di�erene vetors of the surviving vetors in V 0, there is at most onevetor for eah row length less than b ri16 and at most one vetor for eah olumn lengthless than b j16. Therefore, there are at most minfb ri16; b j16g distint di�erene vetorsof the surviving vetors in V 0.Lemma 5.7.10 Suppose that u and v are surviving vetors in V 0 with rl(v) > rl(u).Let w = v � u. � � w is in the region of u and in G. Further, if � � w is not bothan l-defet and a b-defet in G then either (�; ��w), (�l; �l +w), or (�b; �b +w) is awitness for w, where �l is the l-defet in G in the row ontaining � � w and �b is theb-defet in G in the olumn ontaining �� w.Proof. Reall that � 2 A[TRL and that, by Step 1.4a, du; dv are aligned with or above�. Clearly, du is aligned with or above � � w. Moreover, sine l(w) < j16 , � � w 2 Gand therefore, du is to the left of �� w. It follows that �� w is in the region of u.If �� w is not a defet, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.7.6. Suppose �� w is adefet but not both an l-defet and a b-defet in G. We onsider only the ase when� � w is not an l-defet in G and show that �l + w is not a defet in this ase. In thease when ��w is not a b-defet, a similar argument shows that �b+w is not a defet.In both ases, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.7.6.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 157Suppose for a ontradition that �l+w is a defet. As shown earlier, ��w 2 G. Sine��w is a defet, by Lemma 5.7.7, ��w 2 A[TRL and therefore �l 2 A[TRL. Sinew is a Quad I vetor, the length of w implies that �l+w 2 A[L�TLL�BRL�BLL.Sine �l +w is a defet, �l +w 2 A[ TRL by Lemma 5.7.5. Further �l is to the left of� � w and therefore �l + w is to the left of �. This ontradits the fat that � is thebottommost leftmost defet in A [ TRL. 2De�nition. For a vetor v 2 V 0, let Gv be the portion of G aligned with or below dv.Let V̂dif to be the set of vetors w suh that w = v � u for some surviving vetorsu; v 2 V 0 with rl(v) > rl(u). Note that jV̂dif j � minfb ri16; b j16g and that all vetors inV̂dif are non-horizontal, non-vertial Quad I vetors by Step 1.4b.A Quad I vetor w is said to be strongly l-onsistent in a sub-blok X of E if for alll-defets  2 X,  +w is either an l-defet in X, a defet in E outside X, or outside Eand  � w is either an l-defet in X or outside X.Step 1.4d. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 is this step. Ifvetors u; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u), survive this step then the vetor w = v � u is stronglyl-onsistent in Gu. This is done in two stages.First, all vetors in V̂dif are proessed in parallel. Consider vetor w 2 V̂dif . Ofall witnesses for w, if any, with one endpoint being a l-defet in G, the witness withthe bottommost head is found (with ties broken arbitrarily). Let (�w; �w + w) denotethis witness. This takes O(1) time and O(ri) work per vetor in V̂dif . Sine jV̂dif j �minfb ri16; b j16g, the total work done is O(jEj).Seond, all pairs of vetors u; v 2 V 0 with rl(v) > rl(u) are proessed in parallel inO(1) time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj) work. If a good witness for u and v was omputed inthe �rst stage then u and v are duelled using this witness.Lemma 5.7.11 holds after this stage. Step 1.4d takes O(1) time and does O(jEj)work, as laimed.Lemma 5.7.11 If u; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u), survive Step 1.4d then w = v�u is stronglyl-onsistent in Gu.Proof. Reall from Step 1.4b that w is a Quad I vetor. Suppose for a ontraditionthat w is not strongly l-onsistent in Gu, i.e., there exists an l-defet  in Gu suh thateither  � w 2 Gu but is not an l-defet or  + w is in Gu but not an l-defet or  + wis in E � Gu but not a defet. We onsider eah ase in turn. In eah ase, we showthat for some l-defet Æ 2 Gu, Æ is one endpoint of a witness (a; b) for w whih is good



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 158for u; v. It follows that �w exists (see �rst stage of Step 1.4d). and is aligned with orbelow a. Sine �w 2 G, �w is to the right of q0. It follows that �w is in the region of uand therefore, (�w; �w + w) is good for u and v. Therefore, u and v would have beenduelled using this witness in the seond stage of Step 1.4d and one of u; v would havebeen eliminated, a ontradition.First, suppose  � w 2 Gu but is not an l-defet. If  � w is a non-defet then byLemma 5.7.6, ( � w; ) is a witness for w whih is good for u and v. If  � w is adefet, then let Æ be the l-defet in Gu in the row ontaining  �w. Clearly, Æ + w is anon-defet in Gu and by Lemma 5.7.6, (Æ; Æ +w) is a witness for w whih is good for uand v.Seond, suppose  + w 2 Gu is not an l-defet. If  + w is a non-defet then byLemma 5.7.6, (;  + w) is a witness for w whih is good for u and v. If  + w is adefet then let Æ be the l-defet in Gu in the row ontaining  + w. Sine, by Lemma5.7.7, there are no defets with respet to C in the left 4b j16 olumns of G, Æ is to theright of these olumns and therefore, Æ�w 2 Gu. Clearly, Æ�w is a non-defet and byLemma 5.7.6, (Æ � w; Æ) is a witness whih is good for u and v.Third, suppose  + w is a non-defet in E � Gu. By Lemma 5.7.6, (;  + w) is awitness whih is good for u and v. 2Step 1.4e. Witnesses with heads in G, if any, are found for all surviving vetors in V 0in O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work. Lemma 5.7.13 shows that if u; v 2 V 0 survivethis step then there is no witness with an endpoint in A whih is good for u and v.Step 1.4e is performed as follows. Consider the row partition of G (see Setion 5.6for de�nition of row partition). A vetor v 2 V 0 is said to fall in segment k of G ifthe row of E ontaining dv passes through segment k in G. All O(log ri) segments ofG are proessed in parallel. Consider the kth segment. Let V 00 be the set of survivingvetors v 2 V 0 whih fall in this segment. By Lemma 5.7.12, all di�erene vetors ofvetors in V 00 are parallel. Note that any witness (a; b) for v 2 V 00 has the propertythat if b 2 G then b 2 K \ G, where K omprises those rows of E whose portions inG omprise the kth segment and the kth row set in G. Line(V 00;K; p) is used to �ndwitness with heads in K, if any, for vetors in V 00 (see Setion 2 for the de�nition ofLine). This takes O(log logm) time and O(jKj) work. Thus, the work done over allsegments is O(jEj). This ompletes Step 1.4e.Lemma 5.7.12 If surviving vetors u; v; w 2 V 0 fall in the kth segment, rl(u) < rl(v) <rl(w), then v � u and w � v are parallel.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 159Proof. Reall that rl(v � u) + rl(w � v) < b ri16 and l(v � u) + l(w � v) < b j16.By Lemma 5.7.11, v�u and w�v are strongly l-onsistent inGu andGv, respetively.Let R be the sub-blok omprising the rows of the kth row set. Sine R � Gu; Gv , bothv � u and w � v are strongly l-onsistent in R. Suppose for a ontradition that v � uand w � v are non-parallel.By Step 1.4b, v � u and w � v are both Quad I vetors. Note that R has at leastrl(v�u)+rl(w�v)+1 rows and at least 6b j16 � 6(l(v�u)+l(w�v)+1) olumns. Lete be the topmost point in the 2b j16th olumn from left in R. Let C 0 be the ell in the(v�u;w�v)-lattie with respet to e bounded by the points e; e+v�u; e+w�v; e+w�u.Sine v� u and w� v are Quad I vetors, the sizes of v� u and w� v imply that C 0 isompletely ontained in the right half of the left 4b j16 olumns of R. By Lemma 5.7.7,there are no defets with respet to C in C 0. In addition, all points in C 0 are outsidethe right and left b j16 > l(v � u) + l(w � v) olumns of R. Therefore, all points inC 0 are in goodR(v� u;w� v). By Lemma 5.4.4 (with R;E; v� u;w� v; C;C 0 replaingA;A0; v; w;C 0; C, respetively), all l-defets in R are outside goodR(v� u;w� v). Sine� is in the bottommost row of R and, by Lemma 5.7.7, to the right of the left 4b j16olumns of R, � is in goodR(v � u;w � v). This is a ontradition. 2Lemma 5.7.13 Let u; v be vetors in V 0 whih survive Step 1.4d, with w = v � u,rl(v) > rl(u). Suppose there is a witness (a; b) for w whih is good for u and v and hasan endpoint in A. Either u or v has a witness with head in G.Proof. It suÆes to show that both a and b are in G. Reall that rl(w) < b ri16 andl(w) < b j16. In addition, by Lemma 5.7.6, at least one of a; b must be a defet.First, suppose for a ontradition that a 2 G and b 62 G. Sine w is a Quad I vetor,b must be below G. The size of w implies that b 2 A [A0 [ (L� TLL �BRL �BLL).By Lemma 5.7.5 and the de�nition of �, b is not a defet. Then a must be a defet. Leth be the l-defet in G in the row ontaining a. As in the ase of b, h+w an be shownto be a non-defet below G. It follows that w is not strongly l-onsistent in G, whihontradits Lemma 5.7.11.Seond, suppose for a ontradition that b 2 G and a 62 G. Sine (a; b) is good for uand v, a is below du and hene below dvr . Sine w is a Quad I vetor, a must be to theleft of G. The size of w implies that b is in the left b j16 olumns of G. Then (a; b) 2 Uvrwhih ontradits Lemma 5.7.1.Finally, suppose for a ontradition that neither a nor b is in G. Sine either a or bis in A and w is a Quad I vetor, the size of w implies that a; b 2 A [A0 [ (L� TLL �



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 160BRL�BLL). By Lemma 5.7.5 and the de�nition of �, neither a nor b is a defet, whihontradits Lemma 5.7.6. 2We onlude with the following theorem.Theorem 5.7.14 There exists a CRCW-PRAM algorithm whih �nds witnesses for allnon-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of an m1 �m2 pattern in O(log logm) runningtime and does O(m1 �m2) work, where m = maxfm1;m2g.5.8 Appendix I: The Proedure Line(V;R;R0)Reall that R;R0 are a sub-bloks of p, R is a sub-blok of R0, and V is some subset ofthe set of Quad I vetors (Quad II vetors, respetively) with the following property:all the di�erene vetors of vetors in V are parallel to some Quad I vetor (Quad IIvetor, respetively). V satis�es the additional property that all vetors in V have headsat loations in R when their tails are at the top left orner of R0. Line(V;R;R0) �ndswitnesses with heads in R and tails in R0, if any, for vetors in V in O(log logm) timeand O(jRj) work. We desribe only the Quad I ase, i.e., the ase when vetors in V aswell as their di�erene vetors are Quad I vetors. The Quad II ase is similar.Let v be the vetor in V with the smallest row length (with ties broken in favour ofthe vetor with the smallest olumn length). Reall that all di�erene vetors of vetorsin V are parallel. R is partitioned into lines parallel to these di�erene vetors. Allthese lines are proessed in parallel.Consider one suh line g and let l be the portion of this line with the property thatfor all points x 2 l, x � v 2 R0 (see Fig.5.13). Let e be the leftmost topmost pointin l. Let f be the rightmost bottommost point in l. Sine all vetors in V and theirdi�erene vetors are Quad I vetors and sine vetors in V have heads in R when theirtails are at the topmost leftmost orner of R0, any witness for a vetor in V with headat a harater in g and tail at a harater in R0 has its head between e and f (bothinlusive) in l (see Fig.5.13). Let l0 denote the line in R0 suh that x 2 l0 if and only ifx+ v 2 l. Clearly, jlj = jl0j. Witnesses for vetors in V with heads at loations in l (i.e.,tails at loations in l0) are found in O(log logm) time and O(jlj + jl0j) work. The totalwork done over all lines g in R is learly O(jRj).Let s1 denote the string omprising, from left to right, the haraters in l0 between(and inluding) e� v and f � v. Let s2 denote the string omprising, from left to right,the haraters in l between (and inluding) e and f . Note that both s1 and s2 have
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Figure 5.13: The lines l and l0.the same length. Let s be the string obtained by onatenating s1 and s2. Let theharaters in s be indexed from 0 to jsj � 1. Clearly, eah harater x between e and fin l and between e� v and f � v in l0 is assoiated with an unique harater in s; let ixdenote the index of this harater in s.Using the string witness omputation algorithm [BG90, ABG92℄, for eah i, js1j �i � jsj � 1, an index j, if any, suh that s[j℄ 6� s[j � i℄ is found in O(log logm) time andO(jsj) work. We all j a witness-index of i. It an be easily seen that (; d),  2 l0; d 2 l,is a witness for w if and only if id is a witness-index of js1j+ rl(w)� rl(v).Substep B.1. Consider the set S of valid Quad I vetors whih fall in the same rowr. We show how Substep B.1 is performed for this row in O(log logm) time and O(m)work.We assoiate eah vetor in S with the harater upon whih its head falls when itstail is at the top left orner of p0; suh a harater is alled a soure. A soure survivesif a witness has not been found for the vetor to whih it orresponds; otherwise, it issaid to have been eliminated.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 162We desribe the algorithm for Step B next. In this algorithm, row r will be parti-tioned into subrows; a subrow is said to have been proessed if all surviving soures inthat subrow are onsistent, i.e., if soures a; b in that subrow survive then the vetorb� a (the vetor joining a to b) does not have a witness in p0.First, r is partitioned into disjoint subrows of size e = dlog logme. Eah subrow isproessed sequentially by a single proessor in O(log logm) time. Consider a partiularsubrow sr. The soures s1; s2; : : : ; sk (in order from left to right) in sr are onsideredsequentially in order, where k � e. When soure si is reahed, all surviving soures tothe left of si are onsistent. The vetor assoiated with si is then duelled with eah ofthe vetors assoiated with the soures to the left of si whih still survive in right toleft order; this is done until either si is eliminated or all soures to the left of si areeliminated or si is found to be onsistent with some surviving soure to its left. Atthis point, either si has been eliminated or all surviving soures to the left of si areonsistent with si. si+1 is onsidered next. This proess ontinues until sk has beenonsidered.Next, a reursive divide-and-onquer algorithm is used. There are O(log logm) levelsof reursion; eah level of reursion takes O(1) time and does O(me ) = O( mlog logm) work.At the ith level of reursion, 1 � i � log logm, r is partitioned into disjoint subrows ofsize at most d(me ) 12i�1 e � e; these subrows are alled i-subrows. The size of the subrowsat the deepest level of reursion is at most e.We maintain the invariant that after the ith level of reursion, all soures in eahi-subrow are onsistent. Consider the ith level of reursion. If this is the deepest levelof reursion, i.e., i-subrows have size at most e, then all soures in eah i-subrow areonsistent. Assume that this is not the deepest level of reursion. Let sr be an i-subrow.All pairs of distint (i + 1)-subrows whih overlap sr are proessed in parallel in O(1)time and O(1) work per pair. Sine there are O( m(me ) 12i�1 �e) i-subrows and eah i-subrowhas O((me ) 12i ) (i+ 1)-subrows, the total work done in the ith level of reursion is O(me )as laimed.It remains to desribe how soures in a pair of distint (i + 1)-subrows in sr aremade onsistent in O(1) time and work. If both subrows have at most one survivingsoure, then the vetors assoiated with the two soures are duelled. Otherwise, supposethat at least one of the subrows has two surviving soures. Then p0 must have a validhorizontal period vetor, v say; therefore p0 is r-oriented. The vetor va assoiated withan arbitrary soure a in the �rst subrow is duelled with the vetor vb assoiated with



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 163an arbitrary soure b in the seond subrow as follows.If vb�va has no witness in p0 then all soures in the �rst subrow are onsistent will allsoures in the seond subrow. Otherwise, suppose vb�va has a witness in p0. By Lemma5.3.1, there is a witness (e; f) for vb�va in the middle 14th fration of the olumns of p0.Reall that the vetors in onsideration have row length less than m018 and olumn lengthless than m028 . This implies that if e+ vb 2 p0 then e+ v 2 p0 for all vetors v assoiatedwith surviving soures in the two subrows, and likewise for e � va. In addition, thisimplies that either e� va or e + vb is in p0. Witness (e; f) is used to duel va and vb byomparing e with either e � va or e + vb, whihever is in p0. Suppose that e � va 2 p0.If e� va 6� e then (e� v; e) is a witness in p0 for all vetors v assoiated with survivingsoures in the �rst subrow. Otherwise, if e � va � e then e � e� va � f � vb 6� f andtherefore (f � v; f) is a witness in p0 for all vetors v assoiated with surviving souresin the seond subrow. The ase when e+ vb 2 p0 is handled similarly.The Proedure Verify(X,Y,V). Reall that X and Y are both identially sizedretangular sub-bloks of p or fringes of p0 with X = Y , and V is a subset of theloations in X with the following property: for all a; b 2 V , opies of Y plaed with thetop left orner at a and b math eah other wherever they both overlap X. In addition,when X is a fringe of p0, all loations in V are stritly above and to the left of the regionp0 �X.Let Ya denote the opy of Y plaed with top left orner at a. For eah a 2 V , thisproedure determines a loation bada 2 X, if any, where Ya mismathes X. We showhow this proedure is performed in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.A soure is de�ned to be a loation in V . Imagine opies of the Y plaed with topleft orners at the various soures.There are three steps, Steps 1{3.Step 1. In this step, eah loation e in X is marked with a soure a, if any, with theproperty that Ya overlaps e. There are two stages in this step. Lemma 5.8.1 shows theorretness of this step.Step 1.a. Two kinds of marking, alled row-marking and ol-marking, are performedin this step (see Fig.5.14). Eah loation in X whih has a soure on or above it in thesame olumn is ol-marked with the uppermost soure in its olumn. Similarly, eahloation in X whih has a soure on or to its left in the same row is row-marked withthe leftmost soure in its row. This is aomplished easily in O(1) time and O(jXj)work using the algorithm of [FRW88℄.
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Figure 5.14: Col-marks and row-marks in Step 1a when X is a fringe; a; b; ; d aresoures.Step 1.b. In eah row of X, the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations aredetermined in O(1) time and O(jXj) work using the algorithm of [FRW88℄ for eahrow. In eah olumn of X, the topmost and bottommost row-marked loations aredetermined in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.Step 1.. Eah loation e 2 X is proessed in parallel in O(1) time and work as follows.Let e be in row row and olumn ol (see Fig.5.14). Let a and b be the soures with whihthe leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations in row, if any, are ol-marked. Let and d be the soures with whih the topmost and bottommost row-marked loations inol, if any, are row-marked. If e is overlapped by one Ya; Yb; Y; Yd, then it is markedwith the orresponding soure; otherwise, it is left unmarked.Lemma 5.8.1 If loation e 2 X is marked with soure g in Step 1. then Yg overlapse. If e is left unmarked in Step 1. then for no soure g 2 V does Yg overlap e.Proof. The �rst part of the lemma is obvious. Consider the seond part. Supposethere is a soure g 2 V suh that Yg overlaps e. We show that e will be marked in thisase. Let e be in row row and olumn ol of X.Let a and b be the soures with whih the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loa-tions in row, if any, are ol-marked (see Fig.5.14). To see that a and b are de�ned though



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 165not neessarily distint, onsider soure g. As all soures are above and to the left ofp0 �X, all loations below g in p0 whih are in the same olumn as g are ol-marked,though not neessarily with g. In partiular, the element in row row in the same olumnas g is ol-marked and therefore a and b are de�ned, though not neessarily distint.Clearly, g is in or between the olumns ontaining a and b. Further, e is in the sameolumn as g or to its right. Sine some loation in row row is ol-marked with a, a isin or above row row. Therefore, e is in the same row as a or below it and in the sameolumn as a or to its right.It follows that if X is a sub-blok of p then Ya overlaps e and therefore e is markedin Step 1..Next, suppose X is a fringe of p0. Let p0f denote the opy of p0 with top left ornerat loation f 2 X. Let ef denote the loation in p0f , if any, whih overlaps e. Fromthe above paragraph, it follows that ea is de�ned. Sine Yg overlaps e, eg is de�nedand eg 62 p0g � Yg. There are two ases to be onsidered next, depending upon whethereg is to the right or left of p0g � Yg. The ases when eg is above or below p0g � Yg areshown similarly. We show that either Ya or Yb overlaps e in eah ase and therefore, eis marked in Step 1..First, suppose eg is to the right of p0g � Yg. Sine a is to the left of e, ea is to theright of p0a � Ya. Therefore, ea 62 p0a � Ya. Sine ea is de�ned, Ya overlaps e in this ase.Seond, suppose eg is to the left of p0g � Yg. There are two subases. First, supposee is either to the left of or above the top left orner h of the region p0 � X. Clearly,p0a � Ya is entirely below and to the right of h and therefore ea 62 p0a � Ya. Sine ea isde�ned, Ya overlaps e in this ase. Seond, suppose e is below and to the right of h.Then sine b is above and to the left of e, eb is de�ned. Sine b is aligned with or to theright of g and sine eg is to the left of p0g � Yg, eb is to the left of p0b � Yb. Therefore, Yboverlaps e in this ase. 2Step 2. Eah harater e in X marked with some soure a is ompared with theharater in Ya whih overlaps e.A loation in X whih mismathes in Step 2 is alled a bad loation.Step 3. In this step, eah soure e is marked with a bad loation, if any, overlappedby Ye. Thus, after Step 3, for every soure e, a loation bade 2 X, if any, suh that theharater overlapping bade in Ye di�ers from the harater at bade is determined. Thisstep is similar to Step 1. All marks made in Step 1 are erased before Step 3 begins.Step 3.a. Two kinds of marking, alled row-marking and ol-marking, are performed



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 166in this step. Eah loation in X with a bad loation on or below it in the same olumnis ol-marked with the lowermost bad loation in its olumn. Similarly, eah loationin X with a bad loation on or to its right in the same row is row-marked with therightmost bad loation in its row. This is aomplished easily in O(1) time and O(jXj)work.Step 3.b. In eah row of X, the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations aredetermined in O(1) time and O(jXj) work. In eah olumn of X, the topmost andbottommost row-marked loations are determined in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.Step 3.. Eah soure e 2 V is proessed in parallel in O(1) time and work as follows.Let e be in row row and olumn ol. Let a and b be the bad loations with whih theleftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations in row, if any, are ol-marked. Let  andd be the bad loations with whih the topmost and bottommost row-marked loationsin ol, if any, are row-marked. If Ye overlaps one of a; b; ; d then it is marked with theorresponding bad harater, and otherwise, it is left unmarked.Lemma 5.8.2 states the orretness of Step 3. Its proof is similar to the proof ofLemma 5.8.1.Lemma 5.8.2 If soure e 2 V is marked with bad loation g 2 X in Step 3. then Yeoverlaps g. If e is left unmarked in Step 3. then for no bad loation g 2 X does Yeoverlap g.5.9 Appendix II: A New Periodiity PropertyIn this setion, we desribe a new periodiity property of two-dimensional patterns.This property appeared impliitly in Lemmas 5.6.7 and Lemma 5.7.12 and played a keyrole in the algorithm desribed in this hapter. Sine this property is of independentinterest and may well be useful in other algorithms, we desribe it expliitly here.De�nitions. In this setion we will onsider only vetors whih have row length lessthan m18 and olumn length less than m28 . The term valid vetor is rede�ned to denotevetors whose lengths are onstrained as above. For the purpose of this setion, a soureis de�ned to be a point in p on whih the head of some valid period vetor of p lies whenits tail is at the top left orner of p.Amir and Benson [AB92℄ introdued the following lassi�ation whih was subse-quently re�ned by Galil and Park [GP92, GP93℄. p is lassi�ed into one of the following



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 167four ategories, depending upon the nature of its period vetors.Non-Periodi: p has no valid period vetors.Lattie-Periodi: p has a valid Quad I and a valid Quad II period vetor.Radiant-Periodi: All valid period vetors of p are either Quad I vetors or Quad IIvetors; further, some two valid period vetors are non-parallel.Line-Periodi: All valid period vetors of p are either Quad I vetors or Quad IIvetors; further they are all parallel.The new property we obtain onerns the distribution of soures in the Radiant-Periodi ase. Suppose p is Radiant-Periodi. Without loss of generality, assume thatall valid period vetors are Quad I vetors.De�nitions. Let w1; w2 denote any two non-parallel valid period vetors of p. Let Udenote the top left orner sub-blok of p of size dm12 e � dm22 e. Let A be the top leftorner sub-blok of p of size dm18 e � dm28 e. Clearly, all soures are in A. For any pointx in A, let TL(x) and BR(x) be maximal sub-bloks of A de�ned as follows. Pointsin TL(x) are vertially aligned with or above x and horizontally aligned with or to theleft of x. Points in BR(x) are stritly below and to the right of x. Note that if x is thebottom left orner of A then BR(x) is empty.The following property follows from Lemma 8 in [GP93℄.Lemma 5.9.1 [Galil,Park [GP93℄℄ There exists a valid Quad I vetor v1 and a validQuad II vetor v2 satisfying the following properties. v1 and v2 are period vetors of U .In addition, a valid vetor is a period vetor of U if and only if it is a linear ombinationof v1; v2. It follows that point x 2 A is a soure only if x is a (v1; v2)-lattie point withrespet to the top left orner of p.We show the following lemma.Lemma 5.9.2 [\Cat with a Broken Tail" Lemma℄ There exist points x; y (notneessarily distint) in A with the following properties (see Fig.5.153).(1) y � x is a Quad I vetor.(2) All soures are in TL(x) [BR(y).(3) Point z in BR(y) is a soure if and only if z is a (v1; v2)-lattie point with respetto the top left orner of p.3Dotted lines in the boundary of p signify the fat that the �gure is not to sale.
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Figure 5.15: The \at" with the \broken tail".
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Figure 5.16: GD, GE , x and y.(4) Soures in TL(x), if any, appear on a pieewise linear urve onsisting of O(logm)straight line segments. More preisely, one of the following is true:(a) all soures whih lie in the same segment of the row partition of the rows of pinterseting TL(x) are ollinear (reall the de�nition of row partition from Setion 5.6).(b) all soures whih lie in the same segment of the olumn partition of the olumnsof p interseting TL(x) are ollinear (with olumn partition de�ned analogous to rowpartition).The rest of this setion is devoted to the proof of Lemma 5.9.2.De�nitions. Let D be the dm14 e � dm24 e sized sub-blok of p with the same top rightorner as p. Let E be the dm14 e � dm24 e sized sub-blok of p with the same bottom leftorner as p. Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to the enter e of the leftmostolumn in U (with ties for the enter broken in favour of the lower andidate) and letC denote the ell bounded by e; e + v1; e+ v2; e+ v1 + v2.Lemma 5.9.3 follows from Lemma 12 in [GP93℄.Lemma 5.9.3 [Galil,Park [GP93℄℄ All defets in p with respet to C are in D andE.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 170Lemma 5.9.4 Let v be a valid vetor whih is a linear ombination of v1; v2. Let z; z0be points in p suh that z0 = z + v. If exatly one of z; z0 is a defet with respet to Cthen z 6� z0, i.e., (z; z0) is a witness for v. If neither z nor z0 is a defet with respet toC then z � z, i.e., (z; z0) is not a witness for v.Proof. Consider U 0, the maximal sub-blok of p�D�E with the same top left orneras p. v must be a period vetor of U 0, beause if v has a witness (; d) in U 0 then either or d must be a defet with respet to C, a ontradition to Lemma 5.9.3. Clearly, for allpoints x 2 C, x; x+ v 2 U 0. By Lemma 5.9.3, it follows that C is safe for v in U 0. Thelemma follows from Corollary 5.4.6 with U 0; p; z; z0 replaing A;A0; x; y, respetively. 2Corollary 5.9.5 Either D or E has a defet with respet to C.Proof. By Lemma 5.9.4 and the fat that v2 is not a period vetor of p (reall thatall valid period vetors of p are Quad I vetors), p has a defet with respet to C. Theorollary follows from Lemma 5.9.3. 2De�nitions. Let rD; D be the smallest numbers suh that all defets inD are ontainedin the top rD rows and rightmost D olumns of D. Note that rD = D = 0 if there areno defets in D. Similarly, let rE; E be the smallest numbers suh that all defets in Eare ontained in the bottommost rE rows and leftmost E olumns of D. Note that byCorollary 5.9.5, if rD = D = 0 then rE 6= 0; E 6= 0 and vie versa.Let GD be the top left orner sub-blok of p of size rD � D. Let GE be the topleft orner sub-blok of p of size rE � E (see Fig.5.164). Let H be the smallest top leftorner sub-blok of p whih enloses both GD; GE . Let H 0 be the largest top left ornersub-blok of p ontaining only points in GD [ GE . Reall Lemma 5.9.2. y is de�nedto be the bottom right orner of H \ A. x is de�ned to be the bottom right orner ofH 0 \A. Clearly, y � x is a Quad I vetor and the �rst part of Lemma 5.9.2 follows.Lemma 5.9.6 along with Lemma 5.9.1 shows the third part of Lemma 5.9.2. Lemma5.9.7 shows the seond part of Lemma 5.9.2. To show the fourth part of Lemma 5.9.2,assume without loss of generality that rD � rE (ases (a) and (b) in Fig.5.16). ThenLemma 5.9.8 shows part 4a of Lemma 5.9.2. If rD < rE , a proof analogous to the onein Lemma 5.9.8 shows part 4b of Lemma 5.9.2.De�nitions. We rede�ne the term fall as follows in this setion. We say that a vetorv falls in some sub-blok of p if its head is in that sub-blok when its tail is at the topleft orner of p.4Dotted lines in the boundary of p signify the fat that the �gure is not to sale.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 171Lemma 5.9.6 Suppose valid vetor v is a period vetor of U and falls in BR(y). Thenv is a period vetor of p.Proof. Sine v falls in BR(y), v is a Quad I vetor. Further, rl(v) � maxfrD; rEg andl(v) � maxfD; Eg. By Lemma 5.9.1, v is a linear ombination of v1; v2. When oneendpoint of v is at a defet in either D or E, the other endpoint is outside p. FromLemma 5.9.4, it follows that v has no witnesses in p. 2Lemma 5.9.7 No valid period vetor of p falls in A� TL(x)�BR(y).Proof. Consider a valid period vetor v of p. Suppose for a ontradition that v fallsin A� TL(x)�BR(y). Then one of the following is true.1. rl(v) < rD and l(v) � D.2. rl(v) � rD and l(v) < D.3. rl(v) < rE and l(v) � E .4. rl(v) � rE and l(v) < E .We onsider the �rst ase. The other ases are handled similarly.Reall that v is a Quad I vetor and that, by Lemma 5.9.1, it is a linear ombinationof v1; v2. Sine rl(v) � 0, rD > 0 and therefore, D has a defet. Let z be a b-defet inD. Sine rl(v) < rD and l(v) � D, z � v is in p and a non-defet. By Lemma 5.9.4,(z � v; z) is a witness for v, a ontradition. 2Lemma 5.9.8 Suppose that rD � rE. Consider the row partition of those rows of pwhih interset with TL(x). Let u; v; w be valid period vetors of p. Suppose, withoutloss of generality that(a) rl(w) � rl(v) � rl(u),(b) if rl(w) = rl(v) then l(w) > l(v), and() if rl(v) = rl(u) then l(v) > l(u).If u; v; w fall in the jth segment of the this row partition then w�v and v�u are parallelQuad I vetors.Proof. Sine rD � rE and sine one of D;E ontains a defet with respet to C, rD > 0and D ontains a defet with respet to C. It follows from the de�nition of rD that therDth row of p ontains a defet with respet to C in D; let z be one suh defet.



CHAPTER 5. PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL WITNESS COMPUTATION 172Let k be the number of rows in the jth segment. Let sub-blok B denote theintersetion of the bottommost k of the top rD rows of p and the rightmost d7m28 eolumns of p. Clearly, B is ompletely below the jth segment and z lies in B. Further,z � w; z � v; z � u are all in p.First, we laim that w � v and v � u are Quad I vetors. We show this for w � v;the proof for v � u is similar. By Lemma 5.9.1, w; v and therefore w � v are linearombinations of v1; v2. If w � v is not a Quad I vetor (i.e., v � w is a non-horizontalnon-vertial Quad II vetor) then z + (w � v) is a non-defet with respet to C. ByLemma 5.9.4, (z; z + w � v) is a witness for w � v. Then either (z; z � v) is a witnessfor v or (z � v; z + w � v) is a witness for w, a ontradition.Seond, we laim that w � v and v � u are period vetors of B. Suppose for aontradition that w� v is not a period vetor of B. Let (; d) be a witness for w� v inB. Sine w; v are Quad I vetors whih fall in the jth segment and B does not intersetwith the leftmost bm28  olumns of p,  � v is in p and therefore, either ( � v; ) is awitness for v or (d � w; d) is a witness for w, a ontradition. A similar proof showsthat v � u is a period vetor of B.Finally, suppose for a ontradition that w� v and v�u are not parallel. Note thatB has at least rl(w � v) + rl(v � u) + 1 rows and d7m28 e olumns. Further, z is in thebottommost row of B but not in the leftmost l(w� v) + l(v� u)� 1 olumns of B; itfollows that z is in goodB(w� v; v� u). Consider the (w� v; v� u)-lattie with respetto z. The sizes of B;D;w�v; v�u imply that there is a lattie point b in B�D whih isin goodB(w�v; v�u). By Lemma 5.4.1, there is a (w�v; v�u)-lattie path ompletelyontained in B between z and b. Sine w � v; v � u are linear ombinations of v1; v2and period vetors of B, it follows that b is a defet with respet to C in p�D �E, aontradition to Lemma 5.9.3. 25.10 Appendix III: A lower bound for mathing squaresWe give a simple many-one redution from string mathing to the problem of mathing asquare pattern against a square text. More preisely, we redue the problem of mathinga length m2 pattern string against a length 2m2 � 1 text string to the problem ofmathing a size m�m two-dimensional pattern against a size 2m�2m two-dimensionaltext. It follows from [BG91℄ that the latter problem requires 
(log logm) rounds ofharater omparisons with O(m2) proessors.Let s be the pattern string of length m2 and let s0 be the text string of length
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Figure 5.17: s; s0 and p; t.2m2�1. Let the haraters in eah string be indexed from 0 onwards. A two-dimensionalpattern p of size m�m is de�ned as follows: the ith row of p omprises the haratersim : : : im +m � 1 of s, for i = 0 : : : m � 1. A two-dimensional text t of size 2m � 2mis de�ned as follows: the ith row of t omprises the haraters im : : : im + 2m � 1 ofs0 for i = 0 : : : 2m � 2, and the bottommost row of t omprises the haraters (2m �1)m: : : (2m� 1)m+m� 2 of s0 followed by some m+ 1 arbitrary haraters.Clearly, there is an ourrene of pattern s beginning at harater i in s0 if and onlyif there is an ourrene of pattern p with top left orner at harater j in row j0 of t,where 0 � i � m2 � 1, j0 = b im, and j = i modm (see Fig.5.17). This ompletes theredution.



Chapter 6Optimal Parallel SuÆx TreeConstrution
6.1 IntrodutionA suÆx tree of a string s is a ompated trie of all suÆxes of s1. It is a powerful datastruture whih �nds appliations in many string proessing algorithms. Some examplesare string mathing, �nding all squares or repetitions in a string [AP83℄, omputing sub-string statistis [AP85℄, approximate string mathing [LV86℄, text ompression [RPE81℄,analyzing geneti sequenes [CHM86℄, et. A very powerful feature of the suÆx treeis that after onstrution and suitable preproessing, the longest ommon pre�x of anytwo substrings of s an be found in onstant time; further, the preproessing requiredfor this step an be performed optimally in logarithmi time.The �rst sequential algorithm for onstruting the suÆx tree was obtained by Weiner[W73℄. This algorithm takes O(m log j�j) time, where j�j is the number of distintharaters in s and m = jsj. MCreight [M76℄ gave a more eÆient onstrution withthe same asymptoti time bound. For strings from a �xed alphabet, both algorithmstake linear, i.e., O(m) time.The �rst parallel algorithm for this problem was due to Landau and Vishkin [LV86℄;it runs in O(logm) time and does O(m2) work. Apostolio et al. [AILSV86℄ used thetehnique of \naming" [KMR77℄ to obtain an algorithm whih takes O(logm) time anddoes O(m logm) work in the arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model. This algorithm requiressuperlinear, i.e., O(m2) spae, whih an be redued to O(m1+�) at the expense of an1The work in this hapter was reported in [H94℄.174



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 175O(1� ) fator in the time bound. A variant of this algorithm runs in O(log2m) time, doesO(m log2m) work and takes linear spae in the CREW-PRAM model.Note that onstruting the suÆx tree of s impliitly involves ordering the haratersin s by alphabet; therefore, no parallel algorithm an have a better work bound thanthe algorithm in [AILSV86℄ when the haraters in s are drawn from a general andpotentially in�nite alphabet. However the algorithm of Apostolio et al. [AILSV86℄runs in the above mentioned time, spae and work bounds even for binary alphabet.The existene of a linear work algorithm for the ase when the haraters in s are drawnfrom a �xed alphabet has been an important open problem in string proessing.The Main Result. We give the �rst work-optimal parallel algorithm to onstrut thesuÆx tree of a binary string s. The algorithm does O(m) work and takes O(log4m)time and O(m) spae in the CREW-PRAM model. This algorithm an be generalized tohandle strings s drawn from any �xed alphabet set to perform in the same bounds. Forstrings s drawn from a general alphabet set, the algorithm an be generalized to performin O(log4m) time, O(m log j�j) work, and O(m log j�j) spae after the haraters in shave been sorted by alphabet, where j�j is the number of distint haraters in s.Sine onstruting the suÆx tree of s impliitly involves ordering the haraters in s byalphabet, no parallel algorithm an have a better work bound.An Appliation. As an appliation, we obtain the �rst optimal work algorithm formulti-pattern mathing, i.e., mathing a set of patterns of olletive size M against atext of size N , where the patterns and text are drawn over some �xed alphabet set.This algorithm takes O(log4Ml) time, O(M + N) work and O(M + N) spae in theCREW-PRAM model, where Ml is the length of the longest pattern. Previously, thealgorithm with the smallest work bound was due to Muthukrishnan and Palem [MP93℄;this algorithm took O(logMl) time, O(NplogMl +M) work and O(M1+� +N) spaein the arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model.Other Reent Developments. Independent of this work, Sahinalp and Vishkin[SV93℄ obtained an algorithm for suÆx tree onstrution whih takes O(log2m) time ,O(m log logm) work and O(m1+�) spae in the arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model. A ran-domized version of their algorithm takes O(log2m) time, O(m log�m) work and O(m)spae. Both algorithms work for strings drawn from an alphabet of size polynomial inmand use the \naming" tehnique. They have also reportedly improved this algorithm forthe ase of �xed alphabet to run in O(log2m) time, O(m) work and O(m1+�) spae inthe arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model. Note that this algorithm is algorithm is time-wise



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 176better than ours but is not spae optimal and requires a stronger model; further thetehniques used by them (symmetry breaking and naming) are very di�erent from theombinatorial tehniques we use. More reently, Farah, Hariharan and Muthukrish-nan [FHM93℄ have obtained a randomized algorithm whih take O(logm) time, O(m)work and O(m) spae in the arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model for strings drawn from aonstant sized alphabet.Main Tehniques Used. The algorithm of Apostolio et al. [AILSV86℄ for suÆx treeonstrution uses some interesting algorithmi tehniques but does not use any of theproperties intrinsi to strings. Our approah is quite di�erent and exploits ombinatorialand periodiity properties of strings along with the repetitive nature of the suÆx tree.It is interesting to note that many parallel algorithms use superlinear spae in order toexploit the �xed (or restrited) alphabet assumption [MP93, BD+91, KLP89℄ in orderto redue the work bound; in ontrast, we exploit the �xed alphabet assumption toobtain an optimal work algorithm using just linear spae. The following are two of theessential ingredients of the algorithm whih may also be of independent interest.� Our sheme hinges on an upper bound we show for the following ombinatorial ques-tion. If ix is the number of times substring x ours in s, then what is the sum�minfi1x; i0xg, over all binary strings x of length r, as a funtion of m and r? Notethat this sum is losely related to the number of nodes in the suÆx tree of s whihhave two suÆx links inident upon them. We show that this sum is upper bounded bym logmr .� We give a onurrent version of MCreight's sequential algorithm for suÆx tree on-strution whih onstruts a single data struture in whih the the suÆx trees of thebinary strings s1; : : : ; sk are merged. This algorithm runs in O(maxifjsijg log k) time,does O(�ijsij) work, and takes O(�ijsij) spae. In this algorithm, one proessor is as-signed to eah string si; eah proessor performs MCreight's sequential algorithm onits respetive string. All proessors work on the same data struture. This leads to twoproblems, the more ritial of whih is the fat that a proessor whih inserts a node xinto this data struture might have to wait for the suÆx link of x's parent to be in plaebefore proeeding. Indeed long paths may appear in the data struture, with eah nodein this path waiting for the suÆx link of its parent to be in plae. We give a non-trivialamortization argument to show that the total work done is indeed linear, in spite ofproessors waiting for suÆx links to be in plae.Algorithm Overview. The suÆx tree onstrution algorithm uses the following



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 177sheme. Compated tries are built for substrings of s of suessively inreasing lengthsin O(logm) stages; the �nal trie will be the suÆx tree. In the �rst stage, the substringshave size r, where r is polylogarithmi inm. In the subsequent stages, they have lengths2r; 22r; 23r; : : :.The �rst stage provides us with the �rst hallenge in solving this problem as it is notlear how even this stage an be aomplished in O(m) work. We use the onurrentversion of MCreight's algorithm desribed above. s is split into piees of length 2r, eahpair of adjaent piees overlapping in exatly r haraters. One proessor is assignedto eah piee. Eah proessor performs MCreight's sequential algorithm to insert allsubstrings of length r in its piee into a ompated trie. All proessors insert substringsinto the same data struture. This takes O(r logm) time and O(m) work.Eah subsequent stage an be performed easily by sorting up to m items in eahstage. However, this leads to an O(m log2m) work algorithm. The main hallenge nowis to get around the problem of sorting up to m items in eah stage. In order to avoidperforming this omputation, we use the following sheme. Eah stage proeeds in twosteps.Reall that in a given stage, all substrings of a partiular length are proessed. Inthe �rst step, the ompated trie is omputed for a arefully hosen subset of these sub-strings. Using the ombinatorial property mentioned above and exploiting periodiityproperties, we show that the the number of suh substrings whih are not periodi withsmall periods is O( mlog2m), and that those substrings whih are periodi with small peri-ods an be grouped into O( mlog2m ) families. We an then \sort" these hosen substringsusing Cole's parallel merge sort algorithm [C88℄ so that the total work done in sortingis O( mlogm) per stage, whih is O(m) over all stages.In the seond step, by exploiting the repetitive struture of the trie, we obtainthe ompated trie for all substrings using the ompated trie for the substrings hosenabove. These hosen substrings enable a graph de�ned on the leaves of the trie obtainedin the previous stage to be partitioned into trees; this graph partitioning is ritial tothe eÆient performane of the seond step.This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 6.2 gives the requisite de�nitions anddesribes some preliminary proedures, Setion 6.3 desribes a key ombinatorial prop-erty of strings, Setion 6.4 desribes how the �rst stage is performed, and Setion 6.5desribes the remaining stages.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 1786.2 De�nitions and PreliminariesThe ompated trie of a set of strings s1; s2; : : : ; sk, none of whih is a pre�x of anotherstring in the set, is a tree T de�ned as follows. T has a leaf lf(si) for eah si, 1 � i � k.Eah internal node in T has at least two hildren. Assoiated with eah edge e in Tis a string. The strings assoiated with the edges on the path from the root to lf(si)yield the string si when onatenated in path order. Further, for any two leaves lf(si)and lf(sj) with least ommon anestor x, the strings assoiated with the edges on thepath from the root to x, when onatenated in path order, give the longest ommonpre�x of si and sj. It follows that if e and e0 are edges leading from a node x to anytwo of its hildren, the strings assoiated with e and e0 begin with distint haraters.In addition, the edges leading from x to its hildren are ordered from left to right ininreasing lexiographi order of the assoiated strings.The above de�nition of ompated tries is generalized to the ase when some of thestrings s1; : : : ; sk are idential by having one leaf per distint string rather than one leafper string. All idential strings are assoiated with the same leaf in T .Let s be a binary string of length m. The suÆx tree ST of s is de�ned as follows.Let p be the string s$, where $ is a new symbol. Then, learly, no suÆx of p is a pre�xof another suÆx of p. ST is a ompated trie of all suÆxes of p exept the suÆx `$'.The r-suÆx tree, r-ST , of s, r � 1, is de�ned to be ompated trie of all substrings ofp of length r and all suÆxes of p of length at most r, exluding the suÆx `$'. Clearly,for any r > m, ST = r-ST .In any r-ST , let str(x) denote the string obtained by onatenating the stringsassoiated with the edges on the path from the root to the node x in r-ST . An r-STwill be represented as follows. The nodes will be stored in ontiguous array loations.Eah node x of the tree has pointers to its hildren (whih are at most 3 in number),a parent pointer par(x), a suÆx link pointer suf(x), and a �eld len(x) whih equalsjstr(x)j. If x is an internal node then the suÆx link pointer suf(x) points to a node ysuh that jstr(y)j = jstr(x)j � 1 and str(y) is a suÆx of str(x). For every internal nodex in any r-ST , suh a node y is guaranteed to exist. For the root root, suf(root) =par(root) = root and len(root) = 0. The string p[i : : : j℄ assoiated with an edge e isdenoted by substr(e) and is represented by the pair of indies i; j.Let the haraters in p be indexed from 1 : : : m + 1. Two strings u and v are saidto be onseutive substrings of p if for some index j there is an ourrene of u in pbeginning at index j and an ourrene of v in p beginning at index j + 1.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 179A subtree of some r-ST T indued by a subset L of its leaves is the tree obtained byremoving all subtrees of T ontaining only leaves outside L and then ompating pathsof degree two nodes in the resulting tree into a single edge.We impose the order � < 0 < 1 < $ on the alphabet, where � stands for the emptysymbol, i.e., a blank. We say that u < v for strings u; v if string u is lexiographiallyless than v. We say that l1 < l2 for nodes l1; l2 of some r-ST if str(l1) < str(l2).We assume the CREW-PRAM model of omputation in the rest of this hapter.The following primitives will be useful.Comparing Leaves. The following primitive is due to Shieber and Vishkin [SV88℄.A tree with m nodes an be preproessed in O(logm) time and O(m) work followingwhih the relative order of any two leaves an be determined in onstant time and work.Computing Indued Tries. Given an ordered set S of substrings of p and an oralewhih gives the length of the longest ommon pre�x of u; v for any two onseutivestrings u; v 2 S, there is a sheme for onstruting the ompated trie for the strings inS in O(logjSj) time and O(jSj) work [FHM93℄. This trie is alled the trie indued bythe strings in S.We also need the onept of periodiities in strings. x is said to be a period of stringu if for all j, 1 � j � juj � x, u[j℄ = u[j + x℄. u is said to be periodi if its smallestperiod x is at most juj2 ; in fat, u is said to be periodi with period u. A string u is saidto be primitive if for no u0 and k > 1 is u = (u0)k. Lemma 6.2.1 is lassial and followsfrom [LS62℄.Lemma 6.2.1 Suppose string u is periodi. Then there exists a primitive string v anda pre�x w of v suh that u = vkw, for some k � 2. Further, x � juj � jvj is a periodof u if and only if x is a multiple of jvj. In addition, the smallest period of the stringu0 = ua, where a 6= u[juj � jvj+ 1℄, is at least juj � jvj+ 1.Our goal is to onstrut the suÆx tree ST of s in polylogarithmi time and linearwork, using just a linear amount of spae. We do so by onstruting the sequene of treesr-ST; 2r-ST; 22r-ST; : : : ; 2ir-ST , where i is the smallest number suh that 2ir � m+ 1and r, to be �xed later, is polylogarithmi in m. We assume that m � 8.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 1806.3 A Basi PropertyIn this setion, we desribe a basi ombinatorial property of strings whih will beritial to the performane of the algorithm. Consider any binary string v.De�nitions. For a binary string u of length less than jvj, let iu denote the number ofourrenes of u in v. For 1 � r � jvj�1, let nr = �minfi0u; i1ug, where the summationis over all binary strings u of length r. �jvj�1r=1 nr is alled the bifuration number of v.Lemma 6.3.1 nr � nr�1, for 1 � r � jvj � 1.Proof. Let z be a binary string of length r � 1. We show below that minfi0z0; i1z0g+minfi0z1; i1z1g � minfi0z ; i1zg. Sine nr = �[minfi0z0; i1z0g + minfi0z1; i1z1g℄ andnr�1 = �minfi0z ; i1zg, where the summations are over all binary strings z of lengthr � 1, the lemma follows.Note that i0z0 + i0z1 � i0z beause if either 0z0 or 0z1 ours starting at v[i℄, then0z ours starting at v[i℄. Similarly, i1z0 + i1z1 � i1z . Therefore, minfi0z0; i1z0g +minfi0z1; i1z1g � minfi0z0 + i0z1; i1z0 + i1z1g � minfi0z ; i1zg, as laimed. 2Lemma 6.3.2 The bifuration number �jvj�1r=1 nr of v is at most jvj log jvj.Proof. Consider the suÆx tree ST of the v0, the reverse of v. Eah pre�x of v orre-sponds to a distint leaf in ST .Consider those internal nodes x with at least two edges e and e0 leading to hildreny and y0 of x, respetively, suh that the substr(e) begins with a 0 and substr(e0) beginswith a 1. Let l0x be the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at y and let l1x be thenumber of leaves in the subtree rooted at y0. Clearly, the bifuration number of v isexatly the sum �minfl1x; l0xg over all suh internal nodes in ST .We all minfl1x; l0xg the ount at node x. Clearly, for eah leaf of ST , there are atmost log jvj internal nodes at whih it an ontribute to the ount. The lemma follows.2Corollary 6.3.3 nr � jvj log jvjr , for 1 � r � jvj � 1.Remark. Leszek G�asienie [G93℄ has shown that there exist strings v for whih nr =�( jvj log jvjr ), for r = 
(log jvj). So Corollary 6.3.3 is tight to within onstant fators forr = 
(log jvj).



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 1816.4 Optimal r-SuÆx Tree onstrution in O(r log m) timeGiven some r � m, we show how T0, the r-ST of s, is onstruted in O(r logm) timeand O(m) work on a ommon CRCW-PRAM. Reall that the r-ST is a ompated trieof all substrings of p of length r and all suÆxes of p of length at most r, exept thesuÆx `$'. The value of r will be �xed later at some power of logm.6.4.1 The AlgorithmThe proedure for onstruting T0 has two steps.Step 1. In this step, a tree T 00 is built inO(r logm) time andO(m) work. s is partitionedinto piees of length 2r (the rightmost piee ould be shorter), eah pair of adjaentpiees overlapping in exatly r haraters. There are O(mr ) suh piees. Let these pieesbe denoted by the strings s1; s2; : : : ; sk. Let pi be the string si$i, where $i 6= $j , for anyi 6= j. T 00 is the ompated trie of all suÆxes of eah of the pi's, exept the suÆxes $i.In other words, T 00 is a single data struture ontaining the suÆx trees of all the si's.To onstrut T 00, one proessor is assigned to string pi. The proessor assoiatedwith pi inserts the suÆxes of pi, exept $i, in left to right order into T 00 using thesequential algorithm of MCreight [M76℄. Eah proessor takes O(r logm) time anddoes O(r) work. In fat, there are O(r) time-steps and eah proessor takes O(1) timeand does O(1) work in eah time step; in addition, after eah time step, reorganizingthe proessors in a manner to be desribed takes O(logm) time and O(mr ) work. Thus,the total time taken is O(r logm) and the total work done is O(m). This onstrutionwill be desribed in detail shortly.Step 2. T 00 is post-proessed to give T0 in three steps, eah of whih takes O(logm)time and O(m) work.Step 2.1. T 00 is trunated as follows. All edges e in T 00 are onsidered in parallel.Suppose e is between a node x and its parent y suh that len(x) > r and len(y) � r.Then the edge e and the subtree rooted at x are removed; in addition, if len(y) < rthen a leaf x0 is inserted with parent y suh that str(x0) is the pre�x of str(x) of lengthr.Step 2.2. Next, all subtrees ontaining only leaves x suh that str(x) is a suÆx of pk0 ,k0 6= k, are removed.Step 2.3. All hains of degree 2 are ontrated. T0 is the resulting tree.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 182The total time taken in Steps 1 and 2 is O(r logm) and the total work done is O(m).Step 1 Desription. As stated earlier, the proessor assoiated with pi, 1 � i � k,inserts all suÆxes of pi, exept $i, in left to right order into T 00 using the sequentialalgorithm of MCreight [M76℄.MCreight's Algorithm. For the sake of ompleteness, we briey reaptitulate M-Creight's sequential algorithm for onstruting the suÆx tree T of a string s0. Letp0 = s0$. The algorithm inserts the various suÆxes of p0 in left to right order, i.e.,in dereasing order of the lengths of the suÆxes. In this proess, the haraters in p0are sanned from left to right in sequene and the nodes in the urrent suÆx tree aresanned in some order. Three variables, i, j and x, are maintained at every step. idenotes the index of the rightmost harater in p0 whih has been read. j denotes theindex in p0 at whih the urrent suÆx whih the algorithm seeks to insert begins. xdenotes the urrent node in T being sanned by the algorithm. This algorithm alter-nates between two phases, the sanning phase and the resanning phase. Initially thealgorithm starts in the sanning phase with i = 1, j = 1, and x being the root.We desribe a snapshot of the algorithm starting with a sanning phase and endingjust before the next sanning phase.In a sanning phase, the haraters p0[i℄; p0[i+1℄; : : : are ompared with the haratersin the strings assoiated with the edges along the appropriate path starting at x untila mismath ours. Suppose a mismath ours when harater p0[i0℄ is ompared witha harater in the substring assoiated with the edge e between node y and one of itshildren y0. Then the edge e is broken at the appropriate point and a node z is insertedas a hild of y and parent of y0. A new leaf z0 is inserted as a hild of z; z0 will be theleaf orresponding to the suÆx j.A resanning phase begins now. SuÆxes j + 1; j + 2; : : : are are inserted one by onein this resanning phase. SuÆx j + g is inserted as follows after suÆx j + g � 1 hasbeen inserted, where g � 1. Suppose edge e1 between node w and one of its hildrenwas broken in order to insert the suÆx j + g � 1; let f1 be the node whih was used tobreak edge e1. Then the edge e01 whih has to be broken in order to insert suÆx j + gis found by traversing the appropriate path starting at node suf(w) until a node w0is reahed suh that len(w0) � len(z) � g. If len(w0) > len(z) � g then e01 is the edgebetween w0 and its parent; suf(f1) is then set to f 01, the node whih is used to breake01. If len(w0) = len(z)� g then the urrent resanning phase omes to an end and thenext sanning phase begins with i = i0, j = j + g and x = w0; further, suf(f1) is set to



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 183w0. A important fat to note is that in the resanning phase, traversing an edge e takesonstant time, while in the sanning phase, haraters in the strings assoiated with e areompared in sequene and this takes time proportional to the number of omparisons.MCreight showed that the total time spent in the above resanning phase is O(h+i0�i),where h is the number of suÆxes inserted in the resanning phase; the entire algorithman then be easily seen to take O(js0j) time.Problems Enountered. Note that sine all the O(mr ) proessors whih run M-Creight's algorithm on the strings p1; : : : ; pk work on a ommon data struture, theseproessors interfere with eah other. The following two problems are enountered.1. A number of proessors may simultaneously attempt to break an edge e betweennode x and its hild y and insert di�erent nodes between these two nodes.2. When a node y is inserted in T 00, the suÆx link suf(x) of the urrent parent nodex of y may not have been determined. The analysis of MCreight's algorithmrequires that this link be in plae when y is inserted.These problems are solved as follows.Solution to Problem 2. After a node y is inserted as a hild of x, the proessorwhih inserted y waits at x until the suÆx link of x is set before proeeding further. Itneeds to be shown that the total time spent by a proessor waiting at various nodes isbounded by O(r). This analysis will be desribed in Setion 6.4.2.De�nition. We de�ne the urrent string length of the proessor assoiated with pl,1 � l � k, at any instant as follows. If i is the index of the rightmost harater in plsanned till that instant and j is the index at whih the last suÆx of pl inserted beginsthen the urrent string length of the above proessor is i� j.The following fat holds for MCreight's algorithm.Fat 2 The urrent string length of the proessor assoiated with pl immediately beforeit inserts a node x equals str(x) + 1.Solution to Problem 1. The run of the algorithm is divided into time-steps. As wewill show in Setion 6.4.2, there are O(r) time-steps in all. At eah time-step, eahproessor exeutes one step of MCreight's algorithm in O(1) time. Following this theproessors are organized into ordered lists in a manner to be desribed; this will take



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 184O(logm) time and O(mr ) work per time-step. Thus, the total time taken is O(r logm)and the total work done is O(m).At eah time-step, two ordered lists are maintained for eah node x in T 00. The �rstlist, l1, ontains those proessors whih either are at node x in the resanning mode,or are in the sanning mode omparing haraters in the strings assoiated with oneof the edges leading down from x. The seond list, l2, ontains proessors whih arewaiting at node x, i.e., waiting for the suÆx link of node x to be set (see solution toProblem 2). If suf(x) is de�ned then the list l2 at x is empty. Eah list is orderedby the urrent string lengths of the proessors it ontains. As we shall show, the onlyoperations needed to update these lists at eah time-step are to partition eah list intoontiguous sublists, divide eah list into a onstant number of non-ontiguous sublistsand to merge a onstant number of lists into a single list. These operations an beaomplished in O(logm) time and O(mr ) work per time-step.Consider a node x. At eah time-step the following operations are performed, inaddition to those that are routinely performed in MCreight's algorithm.1. The list of proessors in l1 at node x is split into two ordered lists, one ontainingproessors whih seek to go down the edge whose assoiated substring begins with a 0and the other ontaining proessors whih seek to go down the edge whose assoiatedsubstring begins with a 1. Let L0 be the former list and L1 be the latter list. Weonentrate our desription on L0. L1 is proessed similarly.2. All proessors in L0 read in the pointer to the appropriate hild y of x. Thoseproessors in L0 whih are in the sanning phase ompare their next harater; thosewhih are in the resanning phase hek whether the nodes they seek to insert are tobe between x and y or not. Following this, an ordered sublist L0 of L0 omprising thoseproessors whih seek to break the edge e between x and y is obtained. Sine proessorsin L1 were ordered by their urrent string lengths, by Fat 2, the proessors in L0 appearin top to bottom order of the point at whih they seek to break e. This also impliesthat all proessors whih seek to break e at the same point our onseutively in L0.3. L0 is divided into sublists; eah proessor in a sublist seeks to break edge e at thesame point. Let x1; : : : ; xh be the distint nodes, in order from top to bottom, whihproessors in L0 seek to insert between x and y. Eah sublist is further reorganizedinto groups of maximal size suh that all proessors in the same group have identialharaters in the last sanned positions in their respetive strings. Note that exept forat most two groups (orresponding to last sanned haraters 0,1, respetively) in eah



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 185sublist, all other groups are singleton.Consider a partiular xi. Let � be the �rst proessor in the sublist assoiated withxi. � reates the node xi and makes it a hild of xi�1 if i > 1, and of x otherwise. Inaddition, if i = h, � makes y a hild of xh. Next, � sets suf(zi); suf(z0i) to xi, wherezi; z0i were the last nodes inserted by the proessors in the sublist of L0 assoiated withxi (note that there are at most two suh nodes). The �rst proessor in eah group inthe sublist assoiated with xi reates a new hild of xi; For the purpose of analysis, eahsuh proessor is said to have inserted xi while all other proessors in the above sublistare said to have sought to insert xi.4. For eah xi and newly reated hild y of xi, let P denote the group of proessorssuh that the �rst proessor in P reates y. The �rst proessor in P either ontinuesits resanning phase or starts a new resanning phase. Consider proessor � whih isin P but not the �rst proessor in p. If � is in the resanning phase, then it beginsa new sanning phase from xi at the next time-step. Suppose � was already in thesanning phase. Further, suppose � is assoiated with pl, 1 � l � k. � sought to insertnode xi after performing an unsuessful omparison involving pl[len(xi) + 1℄. � thenontinues its sanning phase in the next time-step by omparing pl[len(xi) + 2℄ withthe seond harater in the string assoiated with the edge between xi and y; note thatpl[len(xi) + 1℄ is guaranteed to math the �rst harater in this string.5. The new lists l1 and l2 are obtained for the nodes x; x1; : : : ; xh as follows. Let z; z0 bethe two nodes, if any, suh that suf(z) = x and suf(z0) = x (at least one of z; z0 existsafter the �rst suÆx of eah pl, 1 � l � k, has been inserted). Let y0 be the parent of xat the beginning of the urrent time-step. Note that y0 may no longer be the parent ofx. The new list l1 at x omprises proessors derived from the old lists l1 at x, y, z andz0 and the old lists l2 at z; z0. The new list l1 at xi, 1 � i � h, omprises proessorsderived from the old lists l1 at x, zi and z0i, and the old lists l2 at zi and z0i (zi; z0i werede�ned in Step 3). If suf(x) is de�ned then the new list l2 at x is empty; otherwise, thenew list l2 at x is obtained by inserting into the old list l2 at x those proessors in thesublist assoiated with x1 whih are the �rst proessors in their respetive groups. Thenew list l2 at xh is empty. The new list l2 at xi, 1 � i < h, ontains those proessors inthe sublist assoiated with xi+1 whih are the �rst proessors in their respetive groups.Note that these proessors are now in the resanning phase.Note that the proessors in the old list l1 at x ontribute only to the new lists l1 atx; x1; : : : ; xh; y; suf(x). The old list l2 at x either remains unhanged, or has some some



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 186proessors from the old list l1 at x inserted into it, or beomes part of the new list l1 atsuf(x). Further, reall that those proessors in the old list l1 at x whih move to thethe new lists l1 at x1; : : : ; xh appear in order in the old list l1 at x, i.e., a proessor whihmoves to the new list l1 at xj appears after a proesor whih moves to the new list l1 atxj0 if j > j0. In addition, note that the urrent string length of eah proessor in someold list l1 an hange by at most one and the urrent string length of eah proessor insome old list l2 remains unhanged. It an easily be heked that all new lists an bederived from old lists by partitioning eah old list into a number of ontiguous sublists,dividing eah old list into a onstant number of non-ontiguous sublists, and mergingtogether a onstant number of the lists. Therefore the new lists an easily be obtainedin O(logm) time and O(mr ) work.The following fat is noteworthy; it follows from point 4 above.Fat 3 Consider one sanning phase of a proessor � whih proesses pl, 1 � l �k. Suppose this sanning phase begins with a omparison at pl[i℄ and ends with anunsuessful omparison at pl[j℄. Then eah harater in pl[i : : : j℄ is ompared exatlyone in this sanning phase, one harater in eah time step.Remark. We remark that an array storing, for eah index j, 1 � j � m, the leaf x ofT0 suh that p[j : : : j+ r� 1℄ = str(x) an be obtained in the proess of onstruting T0without any time or work overhead. In addition, for eah leaf x of T0, a list of indies jsuh that p[j : : : j + r � 1℄ = str(x) an also be obtained in the proess of onstrutingT0.6.4.2 The AnalysisSine proessors spend time waiting in the l2 lists at various nodes in T 00, it is not obviousthat the total number of time-steps in O(r). We show that this is indeed the ase.De�nitions. p(x) is de�ned to be the parent of x when x is inserted. Let root denotethe root node. p(root) is de�ned to be root. For a node x in T 00, let atx denote thetime-step in whih node x is inserted in T 00. Consider a partiular proessor � whihis assoiated with some piee of s. Let z1; z2; : : : ; zh, h � 2r, be the sequene of leavesinserted by � and let xi = p(zi).The Node Sequenes Hi. We de�ne node sequenes Hi, for 1 � i � h. The �rst nodein eah sequene is root. The last node in sequene Hi will be xi. See Fig.6.1a. For eah
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Figure 6.1: The sequenes Hi.node x in sequene Hi, we will de�ne a time-step tx;i. troot;i is de�ned to be 1 for all i.If x follows y in Hi then tx;i will be greater than ty;i and x will be a strit desendantof y in T 00. As we will show, node x will be guaranteed to be in T 00 by time-step tx;i, i.e.,atx � tx;i.Sequene H1. The �rst node in H1 is the root node root and troot;1 = 1. Considerthe sequene S of nodes �nally on the path from root to x1 in that order, with bothendpoints exluded. The �rst node z in S suh that atz � troot;1 + 1 is added to H1and tz;1 is de�ned to be troot;1 + 1. Next, the �rst node z0 in S following z suh thatatz0 � troot;1 + 2 is added to H1 and tz0;1 is de�ned to be troot;1 + 2. This proess isontinued until no further nodes in S an be added to H1. Then x1 is added to H1.tx1;1 is de�ned to be troot;1 + len(x1)� len(root) + 1 = len(x1) + 2.The Remaining Sequenes. Sequene Hj+1, j � 1, is de�ned next, assuming thatHj has already been de�ned. Hj+1 will ontain as a subsequene (not neessarily on-tiguous) the nodes suf(x), where x is in Hj. Suppose Hj+1 has been de�ned up tosuf(x) for some x in Hj. Let y = suf(x). Let z be the node following x in Hj, if any.There are two ases to onsider. If z is de�ned then we desribe how to augment



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 188Hj+1 until suf(z) has been inluded. If z is not de�ned then we desribe how the restof the sequene Hj+1 is onstruted.First, suppose x 6= xj, i.e., z is de�ned. See Fig.6.1b. Let t = maxfty;j+1; tz;jg.Consider the sequene S of nodes �nally on the path from y to suf(z) in that order,with y and suf(z) exluded. The �rst node z0 in S suh that atz0 � t + 1 is added toHj+1 and tz0;j+1 is de�ned to be t + 1. Next, the �rst node z00 in S following z0 suhthat atz00 � t + 2 is added to Hj+1 and tz00;j+1 is de�ned to be t + 2. This proess isontinued until no further nodes in S an be added to Hj+1. Then suf(z) is added toHj+1. If S is non-empty then tsuf(z);j+1 is de�ned to be tw;j+1 + 1, where w 2 S is thenode preeding suf(z) in Hj+1. If S is empty then tsuf(z);j+1 = t+ 1.Next, suppose z is not de�ned, i.e., x = xj . If y = xj+1 then Hj+1 is fully de�ned.So suppose y 6= xj+1. See Fig.6.1. Then � begins a new sanning phase from y. Inthis ase, the onstrution of Hj+1 is similar to that of H1. Let t = ty;j+1. Considerthe sequene S of nodes �nally on the path from y to xj+1 in that order, with bothendpoints exluded. The �rst node z0 in S suh that atz0 � t + 1 is added to Hj+1and tz0;j+1 is de�ned to be t + 1. Next, the �rst node z00 in S following z0 suh thatatz00 � t+2 is added to Hj+1 and tz00;j+1 is de�ned to be t+2. This proess is ontinueduntil no further nodes in S an be added to Hj+1. Then xj+1 is added to Hj+1 andtxj+1;j+1 is de�ned to be ty;j+1 + len(xj+1)� len(y) + 1.The following lemmas omplete the analysis.Lemma 6.4.1 Let z0; : : : ; zf be nodes in T 00 suh that z0; zf 2 Hi, for some i, 1 � i < h,and eah zf 0 = p(zf 0+1), for 0 � f 0 � f � 1. Suppose atzf � tzf ;i and atsuf(z0) �tsuf(z0);i+1. Then atsuf(zf ) � maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf + 1 � maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g +Æf +1, where Æf is the number of nodes in Hi+1 between suf(z0) and suf(zf ), exludingboth endpoints. In addition, if �f is the proessor whih inserts zf , then by time-stepmaxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g+ Æf +1 � maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g+ Æf +1, �f would have traversedthe node suf(zf ).Proof. Note that sine zf 0 = p(zf 0+1), atzf 0 � atzf 0+1 , for 0 � f 0 � f � 1.We show by indution on f 0, 1 � f 0 � f , that atsuf(zf 0) � maxfatzf 0 ; atsuf(z0)g +Æf 0 + 1, where Æf 0 is the number of nodes in Hi+1 between suf(z0) and suf(zf 0), bothendpoints exluded. Suppose �f 0 is the proessor whih inserts zf 0 . In addition, weshow that by time-step maxfatzf 0 ; atsuf(z0)g+ Æf 0 +1 � maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g+ Æf +1,�f 0 would have traversed the node suf(zf 0). The lemma follows immediately.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 189First, onsider the ase f 0 = 1. The proessor �1 whih inserted z1 waits in thelist l2 at z0 until the time step in whih suf(z0) is inserted. It then either resumesthe resanning phase or starts a new resanning phase; this event ours immedi-ately following time-step maxfatz1 ; atsuf(z0)g. In this resanning phase, �1 traversesthe path from suf(z0) to suf(z1), until it reahes suf(z1) (if suf(z1) does not alreadyexist, it seeks to insert suf(z1)). Sine maxfatz1 ; atsuf(z0)g � maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g �maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g, by the de�nition of Hi+1, the only nodes �1 an traverse inthe above proess are those Æ1 nodes in Hi+1 whih are stritly between suf(z0) andsuf(z1). It then follows that atsuf(z1) � maxfatz1 ; atsuf(z0)g + Æ1 + 1, as required. Italso follows that by time-step maxfatz1 ; atsuf(z0)g+ Æ1+1, �1 would have traversed thenode suf(z1).Next, assume that the laim holds for some f 0, 1 � f 0 � f � 1. We show that itholds for f 0 + 1 as follows.Note that sine atsuf(zf 0) � maxfatzf 0 ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf 0 + 1 � maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g +Æf 0+1 � maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g+Æf 0+1, suf(zf 0) 2 Hi+1. Therefore, Æ = Æf 0+1�Æf 0�1is preisely the number of nodes in Hi+1 whih follow suf(zf 0) and have len values lessthan suf(zf 0+1).Proessor �f 0+1, the proessor whih inserted zf 0+1, waits in the list l2 at zf 0 un-til the time step in whih suf(zf 0) is inserted. It then either resumes the resanningphase or starts a new resanning phase; this event ours immediately following time-step maxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(zf 0 )g � maxfatzf ; atsuf(zf 0)g � maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf 0 + 1 �maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g+ Æf 0 +1. In this resanning phase, �f 0+1 traverses the path fromsuf(zf 0) to suf(zf 0+1), until it reahes suf(zf 0+1) (if suf(zf 0+1) does not already exist,it seeks to insert suf(zf 0+1)). Sine maxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(zf 0 )g � maxfatzf ; atsuf(zf 0 )g �maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf 0 + 1 � maxftzf ;i; tsuf(z0);i+1g + Æf 0 + 1, by the de�nitionof Hi+1, the only nodes �f 0+1 an traverse in the above proess are those Æ nodesin Hi+1 whih are stritly between suf(zf 0) and suf(zf 0+1). It then follows thatatsuf(zf 0+1) � maxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(zf 0)g + Æ + 1 � maxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf 0 + 1 + Æ +1 � maxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf 0+1 + 1, as required. It also follows that by time-stepmaxfatzf 0+1 ; atsuf(z0)g+ Æf 0+1 + 1, �f 0+1 would have traversed the node suf(zf 0+1). 2Lemma 6.4.2 If x 2 Hi, 1 � i � h, then atx � tx;i.Proof. We show this by indution on i.First, onsider the ase when i = 1. The lemma is learly true for all nodes in H1,exept x1. We show that it is true for node x1 also. Reall that � seeks to insert x1



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 190at the end of the �rst sanning phase whih begins at root. � ompares one haraterin pl at every time-step in this phase. By Fat 3, eah harater in pl[1 : : : len(x1) + 1℄is ompared exatly one in this sanning phase. x1 is inserted in the same time-stepin whih the unsuessful omparison at pl[len(x1) + 1℄ is performed. It follows thatatx1 � atroot + len(x1) + 1 = tx1;1.Next, onsider the ase when i > 1. Assume that the lemma is true for all x 2H1; : : : ;Hj. We show that it is true for all x 2 Hj+1. By de�nition, it is true for allthose nodes x 2 Hj+1 whih are neither equal to xj+1 nor to suf(x0) for some nodex0 2 Hj. We laim that the lemma is also true for all nodes suf(x0), where x0 2 Hj,and also for xj+1. We show the former laim �rst.We perform an indution on the nodes in the sequene Hj. The lemma is learlytrue for suf(root) = root. Assume that it is true for node x = suf(x0), where x0 2 Hj,x0 6= xj . Let y0 be the node whih follows x0 in Hj. Let y denote the node suf(y0),y 2 Hj+1. There are three ases, depending upon whether p(y0) = x0, p(y0) is a stritanestor 2 of x0, or p(y0) is a strit desendant of x0.Case 1. Suppose p(y0) = x0. Then, by Lemma 6.4.1 with z0 = x0, z1 = y0 and f = 1,aty � maxfty0;j; tx;j+1g+Æ+1, where Æ is the number of nodes inHj+1 whih are stritlybetween x and y. Clearly, aty � ty;j+1 in this ase.Case 2. Suppose p(y0) is a strit desendant of x0. Then atp(y0) > atx0 , otherwisep(y0) must be in Hj, a ontradition. Therefore, p(p(y0)) annot be a strit anestorof x0. If it is a strit desendant of x0 then atp(p(y0)) > atx0 , otherwise p(p(y0)) mustbe in Hj . Repeating this argument, we get a sequene of nodes z0; z1; : : : ; zf , wherez0 = x0, zf = y0, and eah zf 0 = p(zf 0+1), for 0 � f 0 � f � 1. By Lemma 6.4.1,atsuf(zf ) � maxftsuf(z0);j+1; tzf ;jg + Æ + 1, where Æ is the number of nodes in Hj+1between suf(z0) and suf(zf ). In other words, aty � maxftx;j+1; ty0;jg+ Æ + 1 = ty;j+1.Case 3. Suppose p(y0) is a strit anestor of x0. Then atx0 > aty0 � atp(y0). Letz be the node with the largest len value in Hj suh that len(z) � len(p(y0)). Asin the previous paragraph, there is a sequene of nodes z0; z1; : : : ; zf , where z0 = z,zf = y0, and eah zf 0 = p(zf 0+1), for 0 � f 0 � f � 1. By Lemma 6.4.1, atsuf(zf ) �maxfatsuf(z0); atzf g + Æ + 1, where Æ is the number of nodes in Hj+1 stritly betweensuf(z0) and suf(zf ). In other words, aty � maxfatsuf(z); aty0g+ Æ + 1. It then suÆesto show that maxfatsuf(z); aty0g+ Æ + 1 � ty;j+1. This is seen as follows.2In this hapter, we assume that a node is an anestor but not a strit anestor of itself.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 191Let w0; : : : ; wg denote the nodes in Hj from z to y0, in that order, where w0 = z andwg = y0. p(y0) is an anestor of w1; : : : ; wg by the de�nition of z; therefore, atwg0 > atwg ,1 � g0 < g. We show by indution on this sequene that maxfatsuf(z); atwgg+ Æg0 +1 �tsuf(wg0);j+1, for all g0, 1 � g0 � g, where Æg0 is the number of nodes in Hj+1 stritlybetween suf(z) and suf(wg0). For g0 = 1, tsuf(w1);j+1 = maxftsuf(w0);j+1; tw1;jg+ Æ1 +1 � maxfatsuf(z); atw1g+Æ1+1 � maxfatsuf(z); atwgg+Æ1+1, where the �rst inequalityfollows from the indution hypotheses of the indutions being performed on the nodes ofHj and on the sequenes Hi. Next, we assume that the laim is true for g0, 1 � g0 < g,and show that it is true for g0 + 1. By the indution hypothesis of the indution beingperformed on g0, tsuf(wg0+1);j+1 = maxftsuf(wg0);j+1; twg0+1;jg + (Æg0+1 � Æg0 � 1) + 1 �tsuf(wg0);j+1+(Æg0+1�Æg0�1)+1 � maxfatsuf(z); atwgg+Æg0 +1+(Æg0+1�Æg0�1)+1 �maxfatsuf(z); atwgg+ Æg0+1 + 1, as required.This proves the lemma for all suf(x0) 2 Hj+1 suh that x0 2 Hj. If xj+1 = suf(xj)then the proof is omplete. Otherwise, if xj+1 6= suf(xj), it remains to show the lemmafor xj+1. Let y = suf(xj). � seeks to insert xj+1 at the end of the sanning phasewhih begins at y.First, we show that this sanning phase must have begun by the time-step tsuf(xj);j+1+1. Consider Cases 1{3 above with y0 = xj. By Lemma 6.4.1, � must have traversedsuf(xj) by time-step maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g + Æf + 1, where zf = xj , the value of z0 de-pends upon whih one of Cases 1{3 holds, and Æf is the number of nodes in Hj+1 stritlybetween suf(z0) and suf(zf ). By the �rst part of this lemma, maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g +Æf+1 � maxftzf ;j ; tsuf(z0);j+1g+Æf+1. The right hand side learly equals tsuf(zf );j+1 =tsuf(xj);j+1 for Cases 1 and 2. For Case 3, it was shown that maxfatzf ; atsuf(z0)g+ Æf +1 � tsuf(zf );j+1 = tsuf(xj);j+1.Finally, onsider this sanning phase. � ompares one harater in pl at every time-step in this phase. By Fat 3, a distint harater in pl is ompared in eah time-stepin this sanning phase, inluding the time-step in whih � inserts xj+1. It follows thatatxj+1 � ty;j+1 + len(xj+1)� len(y) + 1 = txj+1;j+1. 2De�nitions. Let � be a sequene omprising nodes derived from the sequenesH1; : : : ;Hh,de�ned as follows. Assoiated with eah node x in � is a value seq(x) whih is i if xis derived from Hi. � begins at xh and ends at root. See Fig.6.2a. seq(xh) = h andthe seq values of the nodes in � are non-inreasing. If x is a node in �, seq(x) = i,x 6= root, then the node y in � whih follows x is determined as follows. If i = 1 theny is the node preeding x in H1 and seq(y) = 1. Suppose i > 1. If there is no node
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Figure 6.2: The path � and a maximal subsequene.x0 2 Hi�1 suh that suf(x0) = x (i.e., x = xi), then y is the node preeding x in Hi andseq(y) = i. Otherwise, suppose that there is a node x0 2 Hi�1 suh that suf(x0) = x.Let z0 be the node whih immediately preedes x0 in Hi�1 and let z = suf(z0); Then iftz;i > tx0;i�1, y = z, otherwise, y = x0. In the former ase seq(y) = i and in the latterase seq(y) = i� 1.� is divided into maximal subsequenes suh that for all onseutive x; y's in apartiular subsequene, seq(y) = seq(x) � 1, i.e., suf(y) = x. Note that the lastsubsequene is a singleton subsequene ontaining only root as suf(root) = root.If x; y are nodes in some Hi, i > 1, y preeding x, then Æi(x; y) is de�ned to be thenumber of nodes in Hi between y and x.Lemma 6.4.3 Let y1; y2; : : : ; yj be one of the maximal subsequenes of � de�ned aboveand suppose seq(y1) = e, i.e., seq(y2) = e� 1; : : : ; seq(yj) = e� j + 1 (see Fig.6.2b).Let z be the node whih follows yj in �, i.e., seq(z) = e� j + 1. If j = 1 then ty1;e �tz;e + 2(len(y1)� len(z)). If j > 1 then ty1;e � tz;e�j+1 + 2(len(y1)� len(z)) + 4j � 3.Proof. First, we show that when tyf ;e�f+1 � tz;e�j+1+2(len(yj)� len(z)) + 2(j � f +



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 1931)�(len(yf )� len(y0f ))�1, for f = j : : : 1, where y0f is the node preeding yf in He�f+1.This laim is shown by indution on f , f = j : : : 1, in the subsequent paragraphs. Thelemma follows when j = 1 beause then y01 = z and len(y1)� len(z) > 0 and therefore,ty1;e � tz;e + (len(y1) � len(z)) + 1 � tz;e + 2(len(y1) � len(z)); for j > 1, the lemmafollows beause ty1;e � tz;e�j+1 + 2(len(yj) � len(z)) + 2j � (len(y1) � len(y01)) � 1 �tz;e�j+1+2(len(yj)� len(z))+2j � 1 � tz;e�j+1+2(len(y1)+ j � 1� len(z))+2j � 1 �tz;e�j+1 + 2(len(y1)� len(z)) + 4j � 3.As the base ase, onsider f = j. Then y0j = z. If yj = xe�j+1 then tyj ;e�j+1 �tz;e�j+1+(len(yj)�len(z))+1. If yj 6= xe�j+1 then by the onstrution of �, tyj ;e�j+1 =tz;e�j+1 + Æe�j+1(yj ; z) + 1 � tz;e�j+1 + (len(yj)� len(z)) + 1.Next, assume that tyf ;e�f+1 � tz;e�j+1 + 2(len(yj) � len(z)) + 2(j � f + 1) �(len(yf ) � len(y0f )) � 1, f > 1, and onsider tyf�1;e�f+2. tyf�1;e�f+2 = tyf ;e�f+1 +Æe�f+2(yf�1; suf(y0f )) + 1 � tyf ;e�f+1 + (len(y0f�1) � len(suf(y0f))) + 1 � tz;e�j+1 +2(len(yj)�len(z))+2(j�f+1)�(len(yf)�len(y0f ))�1+(len(y0f�1)�len(suf(y0f)))+1.Sine len(yf�1)� len(y0f�1) = (len(yf )� len(y0f ))� (len(y0f�1)� len(suf(y0f ))), we gettyf�1;e�f+2 � tz;e�j+1+2(len(yj)�len(z))+2(j�(f�1)+1)�(len(yf�1)�len(y0f�1)))�1,as laimed. 2Lemma 6.4.4 txh;h � 14r.Proof. Let ui; vi be the extreme nodes in the ith subsequene and let size(i) bethe number of nodes in the ith subsequene. Let f be the number of subsequenes.uf ; vf = root and u1 = xh.The sum �[4size(i)� 3℄ over all non-singleton subsequenes is learly 5h. Then, byLemma 6.4.3, txh;h�troot;seq(root) � �1�i<f [2(len(ui)�len(ui+1))℄+5h � 2len(xh)+5h �4r + 10r = 14r. 2Corollary 6.4.5 The total number of time-steps taken by proessor � is at most 14r.Theorem 6.4.6 There exists an algorithm whih onstruts the r-ST of s in O(r logm)time and O(m) work.6.5 Completing the SuÆx TreeGiven an r-suÆx tree T0 of s, we show how to ompute the omplete suÆx tree ST of s.This is done in logm� log r iterations. In the ith iteration, the 2ir-ST of s is obtained.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 194De�nitions. Let Ti denote the 2ir-ST of s. Let leafi(j) be the leaf in Ti suh thatthere is an ourrene of str(leafi(j)) beginning at index j in p. For any leaf l 2 Ti, letindiesi(l) be the set of indies j suh that there is an instane of str(l) beginning atj, i.e., indiesi(l) = fjjleafi(j) = lg.6.5.1 Algorithm OverviewA Naive Algorithm. First, we desribe a naive algorithm whih omputes ST inO(m log2m) work.At the end of iteration i�1, for eah index j, 1 � j � m, we keep trak of leafi�1(j).Consider the ith iteration.Ti�1 is preproessed in O(m) work and O(logm) time for order queries on leaves(see Setion 6.2). Following this, the relative order and longest ommon pre�x of anytwo substrings of p of length at most 2ir an be determined in onstant time and work.Next, all leaves l of Ti�1 suh that str(l) is not a suÆx of p are proessed in paral-lel. Consider one suh leaf l. The substrings of p of length 2ir beginning at indies inindiesi�1(l) are sorted; subsequently, one representative is seleted from eah equiv-alene lass of idential substrings. Eah representative substring is said to representall the substrings in its equivalene lass. Let Li(l) denote the ordered list of theserepresentative substrings. The trie indued by the strings in Li(l) is onstruted usingthe indued trie onstrution algorithm mentioned in Setion 6.2 and the root of thistrie is merged with l (note that following this merger, l may no longer be a node in Ti).Computing Li(l) takes O(logm) time and O(m logm) work over all leaves l of Ti�1.Computing the trie indued by the strings in Li(l) takes O(logm) time and O(m)work, over all leaves l of Ti�1. The overall algorithm is made to run in O(log2m) timeand O(m log2m) work by starting with r = 1 and performing O(logm) of the aboveiterations.Reduing the Work. There are two main omponents in the above algorithm whihlead to superlinear work. The �rst is obtaining the ordered list Li(l) of representativesubstrings. The seond involves preproessing T0; T1; : : : for order queries.In our sheme too, we onstrut, for eah leaf l of Ti�1, the trie indued by thestrings in Li(l) in iteration i. This is done as before by �rst obtaining Li(l) for eah leafl of Ti�1 and then using the indued trie onstrution algorithm. In order to restritthe total work done to O(m), we use the fat that ST has a highly repetitive struture.Exploiting this repetitive struture, we show how to obtain the ordered lists Li(l) for



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 195all leaves l of Ti�1, by sorting and preproessing (for order queries) only O( mlog2m ) itemsrather than up to m items. In the proess, we make ritial use of the property de�nedin Corollary 6.3.3 and also of periodiity properties of strings. The overall algorithmthen takes linear work.The New Sheme. T0 is onstruted with r = 2dlog3me in O(log4m) time andO(m) work. Note that by Corollary 6.3.3, nr = O( mlog2m). Next, logm iterations areperformed, eah iteration taking O(log3m) time. In iteration i, the ordered list Li(l)is omputed for all leaves l of Ti�1 in two steps. First, Li(l) is obtained for a subset ofthe leaves l of Ti�1; these leaves are alled soures. Next, Li(l) is obtained for all leavesof Ti�1 using the omputation in the �rst step and the repetitive nature of ST . ST isrepetitive in the following sense. If nodes x; y are suh that y = suf(x) and there areno other suÆx links pointing to y then the subtree of ST rooted at y is \idential" tothat at x. If nodes x; y; z are suh that y = suf(x) and y = suf(z) then the subtree ofST rooted at y is a \merger" of the subtrees rooted at x and z.The issues whih need to be addressed next are how soures are hosen, how Li(l)is obtained eÆiently for soures l, and how Li(l) is obtained for all remaining leaves l.We disuss eah of the above three issues in turn. First, we need some de�nitions andprimitives.De�nitions. Let Hi�1 be the set of leaves of Ti�1. We de�ne 0-links, 1-links, and$-links as follows. The 0-link of l 2 Hi�1 points to the leaf l0 in Hi�1, if any, suh thatstr(l) and str(l0) are onseutive substrings of p and str(l0) ends in 0. The 1-link ofl 2 Hi�1 points to the leaf l0 in Hi�1, if any, suh that str(l) and str(l0) are onseutivesubstrings of p and str(l0) ends in 1. The $-link of l 2 Hi�1 points to the leaf l0 inHi�1, if any, suh that str(l) and str(l0) are onseutive substrings of p and str(l0) endsin $. 0-links, 1-links, and $-links are olletively alled next-links. Let Ji�1 denote thedigraph whose verties are the leaves in Hi�1 and whose edges are the next-links amongthese leaves.In Setion 6.5.2, we onsider the digraph G = J0 = (H0; E), where E is the set ofnext-links between verties in H0, and show how to hoose O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m) leavesof T0, alled origin leaves. In iteration i, soure leaves will be determined using theseorigin leaves.In Setion 6.5.3, we show how to obtain Li(l) for soure leaves in iteration i. InSetion 6.5.4 we show how to obtain Li(l) for the rest of the leaves in iteration i.In both setions, for eah leaf l of Ti�1, we show how a list L0i(l) with the following



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 196desription is obtained �rst. L0i(l) is an ordered list of one representative string fromeah equivalene lass of the set of substrings of p of length k:2i�1r whih begin atindies in indiesi�1(l), for some k, 2 � k � 3. The value of k is di�erent for di�erentleaves l. Note that if k = 2 for leaf l, L0i(l) = Li(l). Clearly, if the longest ommon pre�xof adjaent strings in L0i(l) is known, whih will indeed be the ase, Li(l) an easily beobtained from L0i(l) in onstant time and O(jL0i(l)j) work. Heneforth, we refer to L0i(l)as the list at l.In Setion 6.5.5, we show how some data strutures de�ned in Setions 6.5.3 and6.5.4 are maintained.6.5.2 Choosing Origin LeavesReall from the remark at the end of Setion 6.4.1 that an array storing leaf0(j), foreah index j, 1 � j � m, was obtained while onstruting T0. The next-links for theset of leaves H0 in T0 an be set up easily from the above information and therefore, Gan be obtained easily. Equivalently, G an be obtained during the onstrution of T0itself.To selet origin leaves, we remove edges from G until eah onneted omponent inthe resulting graph is a rooted tree of O(log2m) height. There will be O( mlog2m ) suhtrees. The roots of eah suh tree are hosen as origin leaves. These origin leaves will bedivided into two ategories. The sum of the sizes of the sets indies0(l) over all originleaves in the �rst ategory will be O( mlog2m). For origin leaves l in the seond ategory,str(l) will be periodi with period O(log2m).In iteration i, a similar (but impliit) removal of edges from graph Ji�1 will beperformed. These removals will result in onneted omponents whih are rooted treesof O(log2m) height; the roots of these trees will be the soures in iteration i.Before desribing how origin leaves are determined, we need the following de�nitionsand lemmas.De�nitions. Consider an index j, 2 � j � m. Let u = p[j : : : j + r � 1℄, v = p[j � 1℄uand let v0 equal v with the �rst harater omplemented. j is alled a �-index if boththe following onditions hold.1. v and v0 our at least one eah in p.2. Either v ours fewer times than v0 in p, or v ours as many times as v0 andp[j � 1℄ = 0 .



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 197For tehnial reasons, index 1 is also de�ned to be a �-index. The leaf leaf0(j) is alleda �-node in G if j is a �-index. The leaf leafi�1(j) is alled a �-node in Ji�1 if j is a�-index.Reall from the remark in Setion 6.4.1 that for eah leaf x of T0, a list of indiesj suh that p[j : : : j + r � 1℄ = str(x) was obtained in the proess of onstruting T0.From this information and using the next-links among the leaves of T0, all �-indies and�-nodes in G an be determined easily. The following lemma holds for �-indies.Lemma 6.5.1 With the exeption of leaf0(1), a node in G is a �-node only if it hasin-degree 2 in G. Further, any node in Jh whih has in-degree 2 is a �-node, where0 � h � logm. In addition, if there are edges from nodes l0; l00 to l in Jh, 0 � h � logm,then either all j > 1 suh that leaf0(j � 1) = l0 or all j > 1 suh that leaf0(j � 1) = l00are �-indies.Proof. For the �rst part of the lemma, onsider a node l in G, l 6= leaf0(1). Supposethat l is a �-node. Then both 0 str(l) and 1 str(l) are substrings of p. It follows thatthere exist nodes l0; l00 suh that and there are edges from l0; l00 to l in G and str(l0)and str(l00) are pre�xes of 0str(l) and 1str(l), respetively, of length r. Therefore, l hasin-degree 2 in G.For the seond part of the lemma, onsider a node l in Jh and suppose l has in-degree2 in Jh. Let l0; l00 be the nodes from whih there are edges to l in G. Then there existsan indies j; j0 > 1 suh that leafh(j) = leafh(j0) = l, p[j : : : j+r�1℄ = p[j0 : : : j0+r�1℄is a pre�x of str(l), p[j � 1 : : : j + r � 2℄ is a pre�x of str(l0), p[j0 � 1 : : : j0 + r � 2℄ is apre�x of str(l00), p[j� 1℄ = 0 and p[j0� 1℄ = 1. It follows that either j or j0 is a �-indexand therefore, l is a �-node.Consider the third part of the lemma next. From the previous paragraph, thereexists a �-index j > 1 suh that leafh(j) = l. Without loss of generality, suppose thatleafh(j�1) = l0. Then, learly, all indies j0 suh that leafh(j0) = l and leafh(j0�1) = l0are �-indies. 2Lemma 6.5.2 The number of �-indies and �-nodes in G is O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m).Proof. The number of �-indies j > 1 is learly bounded by �minfi0w; i1wg, where thesummation is over all binary strings w of length r (see Setion 6.3). The lemma thenfollows from Corollary 6.3.3 applied to string s. 2Edge removals from G are performed in three steps, Step 1{3.
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Figure 6.3: Conneted omponents of G1.Step 1. A graph G1 is obtained from G in this step. For all �-indies j > 1, the edgefrom leaf0(j � 1) to leaf0(j) is removed. Step 1 takes O(m) work and O(1) time. Notethat by Lemma 6.5.1, leaf0(j) has in-degree 2 in G and therefore, in-degree 1 in G1.Let E1 � E denote the set of edges removed in Step 1. Note that all edges in E1 areinident upon �-nodes. Then G1 = (H0; E �E1).De�nition. A onneted omponent of a digraph is any maximal subgraph ontainingat least one vertex x from whih there is a path to all other verties in that subgraph;x is alled the root of the onneted omponent. Two nodes in a digraph are adjaentif there is an edge from any one to the other. Two nodes in a digraph are distane japart if there is a path from any one to the other ontaining exatly j edges.The following lemma holds now (see Fig.6.3).Lemma 6.5.3 Every onneted omponent of G1 has at least one root. Eah suhonneted omponent has exatly one yle unless the root is unique and equals leaf0(1),in whih ase it has no yles. If suh a yle exists then it omprises all the roots ofthe omponent and ontains at least one �-node.Proof. Let x be the leaf in T0 suh that str(x) is a pre�x of p. Clearly there is a path inG from x to every other vertex in G. Eah vertex in G, exept possibly x, has in-degreeat least 1 and at most 2. Eah vertex in G1, exept possibly x, has in-degree exatly 1.This implies the following.If a onneted omponent of G1 does not have any yles then the root is uniqueand must be x, whih is a �-node. If a onneted omponent CC has a yle C then Cis the only yle in CC; further, all nodes in C are roots and no node outside C an be



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 199a root of CC. If x is in C then the lemma follows. If x is not in C, some node y in Cmust have an edge in E1 inident upon it as there is a path from x to every node in Cin G. From Step 1, y is a �-node. 2Step 2. One edge is removed from eah yle in G1 to give a graph G2. This requires�nding the yles �rst whih is done as desribed below in O(m) work and O(log2m)time. Let E2 � E �E1 denote the set of edges removed in Step 2.Finding Cyles in G1. Note that no optimal algorithm is known for �nding the bi-onneted omponents of a graph. Instead, using the fat that then number of nodeswith in-degree 2 in G1 is small, we obtain a new graph G0 of size O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m )from G1; eah yle if G0 orresponds to a unique yle in G1. We then run the bion-neted omponents �nding algorithm [TV84℄ on G0 in order to �nd the only yle, ifany, in eah onneted omponent of G0, in O(log2m) time and O(m) work.G0 is obtained as follows. First the node leaf0(1) and all those nodes in G1 whihhave in-degree or out-degree more than 1 in G are removed from G1. By Lemmas 6.5.3and 6.5.1, at least one node is removed from every yle in G1. Clearly, eah onnetedomponent of the resulting graph is a simple hain of nodes. These hains are identi�edeasily in O(logm) time and O(m) work. G0 is just the graph G1 with eah suh hainondensed into one node. G0 is obtained easily in O(logm) time and O(m) work.Lemma 6.5.4 shows that G0 has O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m ) verties. Sine G0 has degreeat most 2, it has O( mlog2m) edges, as required. Further, sine leaf0(1) and all thosenodes in G1 whih have in-degree 2 in G are also in G0, it follows from Lemmas 6.5.3and 6.5.1 that eah yle in G1 orresponds to a unique yle in G0.Lemma 6.5.4 G0 has O(m logmr + 1) = O( mlog2m ) nodes.Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.5.3 that eah onneted omponent of G0 is tree withat most one extra edge. Let the term hain node denote a node in G0 whih representsa ondensed hain of verties in G1. Clearly, two hain nodes annot be adjaent in G0.We bound the number of nodes in G0 whih have out-degree 0, 1, 2 and 3 in G0individually. Clearly, there is at most 1 vertex whih ould have out-degree 3 in G andhene in G0, spei�ally, the vertex x suh that str(x) is a suÆx of s.First, we show that the number of nodes inG0 with out-degree 0 in G0 is O(m logmr ) =O( mlog2m). Note that with the exeption of at most 1 node (the node orresponding tothe suÆx of s of length 1), eah node has out-degree at least 1 in G. It follows fromStep 1 that, but for 1 node with out-degree 0 in G0, eah node in G0 with out-degree 0 in



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 200G0 is adjaent in G to a �-node. By Lemma 6.5.2, the number of nodes with out-degree0 in G0 is O(m logmr + 1) = O( mlog2m).Sine eah onneted omponent of G0 is a tree with at most one extra edge, thenumber of nodes with out-degree 2 in G0 is proportional to the number of nodes without-degree 0 in G0.It remains to bound the number of nodes with out-degree 1 in G0. We show that,with at most O(1) exeptions, eah node with out-degree 1 in G0 is at most distane 2in G from either a node with out-degree 2 in G0 or a �-node in G. The lemma thenfollows from Lemma 6.5.2 and the fat that G;G0 have onstant degrees. Consider anode x with out-degree 1 in G0.First, suppose x is not a hain-node, i.e., it has either in-degree or out-degree morethan 1 in G. There are three ases, namely, x has in-degree 2 in G, x has out-degree2 in G, and x has out-degree 3 in G. If x has in-degree 2 in G the it is a �-node byLemma 6.5.1. It x has out-degree 2 in G, either it is adjaent in G to a �-node in G orhas out-degree 2 in G0. There is just node whih ould have out-degree 3 in G.Seond, suppose x is a hain-node. Let y be the node to whih there is an edgefrom x in G0. Sine x has out-degree 1 in G0, y exists. Sine y is not a hain node, ithas either in-degree or out-degree more than 1 in G. If y has in-degree 2 in G then itis a �-node by Lemma 6.5.1. If y has out-degree 2 in G but out-degree less than 2 inG0 then y must be adjaent to a �-node in G. The only remaining ase is when y hasout-degree 3. But there is at most 1 nodes y with out-degree 3 in G. The laim andlemma follow. 2It follows from Lemma 6.5.3 that the onneted omponents of G2 are rooted trees.The distane of eah node in eah tree from its respetive root is found in O(logm) timeand O(m) work.Step 3. A graph G3 is obtained from G2 by removing the sole edge inident into eahnode x in G2 whih is distane a multiple of dlog2me from the root of the tree formingits onneted omponent in G2. Let E3 � E�E1�E2 denote the set of edges removedin Step 3.Note that G3 = (H0; E �E1 �E2 � E3). Clearly, the onneted omponents of G3are rooted trees with O(log2m) height. The roots of these trees are hosen to be therequired origin leaves.The following fat will be used repeatedly later.
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r r

Æ-index -indies
smallest multiple of jvjat least dlog2me
v v v v v v v v v v v v v vjhj = j1 end(j)wj2

Figure 6.4: The family F (j), jvj = per(j), w a pre�x of v.Fat 4 All edges in E1 are inident upon �-nodes in G. Edges in E2; E3 are ini-dent upon nodes in G whih are origin leaves, i.e., whih are roots of the onnetedomponents of G3.Before we proeed, we need some properties of the various indies j suh that leaf0(j)is an origin leaf. Suh indies are lassi�ed as follows.�-,- and Æ-Indies. Let A be the set of indies j suh that leaf0(j) is an originleaf. The sequene of indies in A (onsidered in inreasing order) is divided intomaximal ontiguous subsequenes with the following property: if j1; : : : ; jh is one suhsubsequene then there is no �-index k, j1 < k � jh and, in addition, leaf0(j1) =leaf0(j2) = � � � = leaf0(jh).De�nitions. �-,- and Æ-indies are de�ned as follows. Consider an origin leaf x ofT0. If for all j 2 A suh that leaf0(j) = x, the subsequenes ontaining j are singletonsequenes then all suh j's are de�ned to be �-indies and x is alled an �-origin leaf.Suppose there exists j 2 A suh that leaf0(j) = x and the subsequene ontaining j isnot singleton. x is alled a non-�-origin leaf. All those j suh that leaf0(j) = x and j isthe �rst index in its subsequene are Æ-indies. The indies in the subsequene of Æ-indexj onstitute the family F (j). Lemma 6.5.5 shows that str(x) is periodi with periodper(j) � dlog2me in this ase (see Fig.6.4). For eah Æ-index j, F (j) = fj1; : : : ; jhg,end(j) is the smallest index greater than jh suh that p[end(j)℄ 6= p[end(j) � per(j)℄.Those indies k 2 F (j) suh that jh � k is a multiple of the smallest multiple of per(j)



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 202whih is at least dlog2me, are de�ned to be -indies.If j0 2 F (j) we say that fam(j0) = j.By Lemma 6.5.5, for eah Æ-index j, F (j) = fj1; : : : ; jhg, end(j) an be omputedby �nding the LCA of leaf0(j1) and leaf0(jh+per(j)) in onstant time after proessingT0 for LCA queries in O(logm) time and O(m) work. Clearly, all �-, -, Æ-indies andthe families F (j) for Æ-indies j along with per(j) and end(j) an be obtained in O(m)work and O(logm) time.Lemma 6.5.5 Suppose j is a Æ-index and F (j) = fj1; j2; : : : ; jhg, h > 1, j = j1. Letper(j) be the smallest period of p[j : : : j+r�1℄. Then j2�j1 = j3�j2 = � � � = jh�jh�1 =per(j) � dlog2me. Further jh+r�1 < end(j) � jh+per(j)+r�1 and p[j : : : end(j)�1℄is periodi with period per(j) � dlog2me while p[j1 : : : end(j)℄; p[j2 : : : end(j)℄; : : : ; p[jh : : : end(j)℄all have periods greater than dlog2me.Proof. Reall that leaf0(j1) = leaf0(j2) = � � � = leaf0(jh). Let x denote leaf0(j1).Note that there are no �-indies or indies in A stritly between j1 and j2. By Fat4 and Lemma 6.5.1, the path leaf0(j1); leaf0(j1 + 1); : : : ; leaf0(j2 � 1) in G ontainsonly verties and edges in the same onneted omponent of G3. Sine eah onnetedomponent of G3 is a rooted tree, any vertex in the same onneted omponent inG3 as xis distane at most dlog2me�1 from x in G3. It follows that per(j) � j2�j1 � dlog2me.Sine 3dlog2me � r = 2dlog3me for m � 8, p[j1 : : : j1+ r� 1℄ is periodi with period atmost dlog2me. Further, j2�j1 is a period of p[j1 : : : j1+r�1℄. In fat, the smallest periodper(j) of p[j1 : : : j1+r�1℄ must equal j2�j1, otherwise, by Lemma 6.2.1, it is easy to seethat there must be some j0, j1 < j0 < j2, suh that p[j0 : : : j0+r�1℄ = p[j1 : : : j1+r�1℄,i.e., j0 2 A, a ontradition.Next, we show that j2 � j1 = j3 � j2 = � � � = jh � jh�1 = per(j). Suppose for aontradition that this is not true. Let k, 3 � k � h be the smallest number suh thatjk � jk�1 6= per(j). Let v be the pre�x of str(x) of length per(j). By Lemma 6.2.1,str(x) has the form vgv0, where v0 is a pre�x of v and g � 2. If for all l, 1 � l � per(j),p[jk�1 + r � 1 + l℄ = p[jk�1 + r � 1 + l � per(j)℄ then learly, p[jk�1 + per(j) : : : jk�1 +per(j) + r � 1℄ = p[jk�1 : : : jk�1 + r � 1℄, i.e., jk�1 + per(j) = jk, a ontradition.So assume that there exists an l, 1 � l � per(j), suh that p[jk�1 + r � 1 + l℄ 6=p[jk�1+ r� 1+ l� per(j)℄ and onsider the smallest suh l. Then, for all multiples l0 ofper(j), l0 � dlog2me, p[jk�1+r�1+ l℄ 6= p[jk�1+r�1+ l� l0℄. This along with Lemma6.2.1 implies that jk� jk�1 > r�per(j) � dlog2me. Sine the onneted omponents ofG3 are trees of height dlog2me � 1, the path leaf0(jk�1); leaf0(jk�1 + 1); : : : ; leaf0(jk)



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 203in G traverses an edge in E1 [ E2 [ E3 whih is not inident on x. By Fat 4, theremust be a �-index or an index in A between jk�1 and jk, a ontradition. Therefore,j2� j1 = j3� j2 = � � � = jh� jh�1 = per(j) � dlog2me. It follows that p[j1 : : : jh+r�1℄is periodi with period per(j) (see Fig.6.4).Sine p[jh : : : jh+r�1℄ has period per(j), end(j) � jh+r�1. Further, end(j) < jh+per(j)+r�1, otherwise jh+per(j) will be in F (j) as well. Clearly, p[j : : : end(j)�1℄ is pe-riodi with period per(j). By Lemma 6.2.1, p[j1 : : : end(j)℄; p[j2 : : : end(j)℄; : : : ; p[jh : : : end(j)℄have periods at least r � per(j) + 1 > dlog2me. 2.The following orollaries an easily be derived from Lemmas 6.5.5 and 6.2.1, keepingin mind the struture illustrated in Fig.6.4.Corollary 6.5.6 If j; j0 are two Æ-indies suh that leaf0(j) = leaf0(j0) then per(j) =per(j0). Further, for any k; k0, k 2 F (j); k0 2 F (j0), if end(j0) � k0 � end(j) � k thenp[k0 : : : end(j0)� 1℄ is a pre�x of p[k : : : end(j) � 1℄.Corollary 6.5.7 Let j be a Æ-index and F (j) = fj1; j2; : : : ; jhg, where j = j1 andh > 1. Let g; h0 be suh that 1 � g, 1 � h0 � h. The following fats hold.1. str(leafg(jh0)) has period per(j) � dlog2me if jh0 + 2gr � 1 < end(j) and periodgreater than dlog2me, otherwise.2. If h0 > 1 then leafg(jh0) = leafg(j1) if and only if jh0 + 2gr � 1 < end(j), i.e.,str(leafg(jh0)) has period per(j) � dlog2me.3. If h0 < h and leafg(jh0) 6= leafg(jh0+1) thenleafg(jh0); leafg(jh0+1); leafg(jh0+2); : : : ; leafg(jh) are all distint andstr(leafg(jh0+1)); str(leafg(jh0+2)); : : : ; str(leafg(jh)) all have periods greater thandlog2me.Lemma 6.5.8 Consider indies k; k0, k 2 F (j), k0 2 F (j0), where j; j0 are Æ-indiessuh that leaf0(j) = leaf0(j0). If p[end(j)℄ = p[end(j0)℄ = 1 then p[k : : : end(j)℄ <p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄ if and only if end(j)�k > end(j0)�k0. If p[end(j)℄ = 1 and p[end(j0)℄ =0 then p[k : : : end(j)℄ > p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄.Proof. Reall from Corollary 6.5.6 that per(j) = per(j0).First, suppose p[end(j)℄ = p[end(j0)℄ = 1.Suppose end(j) � k > end(j0) � k0. We show that p[k : : : end(j)℄ < p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄.By Corollary 6.5.6, p[k0 : : : end(j0) � 1℄ is a proper pre�x of p[k : : : end(j) � 1℄. Sine



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 204p[end(j0)℄ = 1, it suÆes to show that p[k+end(j0)�k0℄ = 0. By the de�nition of end(j0),p[end(j0)�per(j0)℄ = 0. Sine p[k0 : : : end(j0)�1℄ is a proper pre�x of p[k : : : end(j)�1℄,p[k + end(j0)� k0 � per(j0)℄ = 0. By Lemma 6.5.5 and the fat that k + end(j0)� k0 <end(j), p[k+end(j0)�k0�per(j)+per(j)℄ = p[k+end(j0)�k0�per(j)℄ = 0, as laimed.Now, suppose p[k : : : end(j)℄ < p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄. We show that end(j)�k > end(j0)�k0. Suppose for a ontradition that end(j) � k � end(j0) � k0. By Corollary 6.5.6,p[k : : : end(j) � 1℄ is a pre�x of p[k0 : : : end(j0)� 1℄. Sine p[end(j)℄ = p[end(j0)℄ = 1, itfollows that these two strings are not of the same length, otherwise, p[k : : : end(j)℄ =p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄. Therefore, end(j) � k < end(j0) � k0. From the previous paragraph,with the roles of k; k0 interhanged, it follows that p[k : : : end(j)℄ > p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄, aontradition.Next, suppose p[end(j)℄ = 1 6= p[end(j0)℄ = 0. If end(j) � k = end(j0)� k0 then thelemma immediately follows from Corollary 6.5.6. There are two ases next.First, suppose end(j0) � k0 < end(j) � k. By Corollary 6.5.6, p[k0 : : : end(j0) � 1℄is a proper pre�x of p[k : : : end(j) � 1℄. Sine p[end(j0)℄ = 0, it suÆes to show thatp[k + end(j0) � k0℄ = 1. By the de�nition of end(j0), p[end(j0) � per(j0)℄ = 1. Sinep[k0 : : : end(j0)�1℄ is a proper pre�x of p[k : : : end(j)�1℄, p[k+end(j0)�k0�per(j0)℄ = 1.By Lemma 6.5.5 and the fat that k+end(j0)�k0 < end(j), p[k+end(j0)�k0�per(j)+per(j)℄ = p[k + end(j0)� k0 � per(j)℄ = 1, as laimed.Seond, suppose end(j0) � k0 > end(j) � k. By Corollary 6.5.6, p[k : : : end(j) � 1℄is a proper pre�x of p[k0 : : : end(j0) � 1℄. Sine p[end(j)℄ = 1, it suÆes to show thatp[k0 + end(j) � k℄ = 0. By the de�nition of end(j), p[end(j) � per(j)℄ = 0. Sinep[k : : : end(j)�1℄ is a proper pre�x of p[k0 : : : end(j0)�1℄, p[k0+end(j)�k�per(j)℄ = 0.By Lemma 6.5.5 and the fat that k0+end(j)�k < end(j0), p[k0+end(j)�k�per(j0)+per(j0)℄ = p[k0 + end(j) � k � per(j0)℄ = 0, as laimed. 2Next, we bound the number of �-, Æ- and -indies.Lemma 6.5.9 The number of �-indies is O( mlog2m ).Proof. Consider an �-index j whih is not one of the two rightmost indies in A. Letk; k0, k0 > k, be the next two indies in A to the right of j. We show that either thereis a �-index between j and k0 inlusive, or k0 � j � dlog2me. The lemma then followsfrom Lemma 6.5.2.If j is a �-index then the above laim is learly true. Suppose j is not a �-index. Bythe de�nition of an �-index, either there is a �-index between j and k (k inluded) or
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f 2 E3leaf0(j) e 2 E2

Figure 6.5: A onneted omponent of G1.leaf0(j) 6= leaf0(k), otherwise j and k would be in the same maximal subsequene. Theabove laim follows in the �rst ase too. So suppose that there is no �-index betweenj and k inlusive. Then sine leaf0(j) 6= leaf0(k), leaf0(j); leaf0(k) are in di�erentonneted omponents of G3. Consider the �rst edge e in G on the path from leaf0(j)to leaf0(k) whih is missing in G3 and whih onnets verties in di�erent onnetedomponents of G3. Then e is either in E1, E2, or E3. We onsider eah ase separately.Reall Fat 4.If e 2 E1 then there is a �-index between k and j inlusive, whih is a ontradition.If e 2 E3, the laim that k0 � j > k � j � dlog2me follows from the de�nition of theset E3. Suppose e 2 E2. Sine all edges in E2 are inident upon origin leaves and sinethere are no indies in A stritly between j and k, e must be inident upon leaf0(k).Sine leaf0(j) 6= leaf0(k) and e 2 E2, leaf0(j) and leaf0(k) are in the same onnetedomponent in G2 but in di�erent onneted omponents in G3; further, leaf0(k) mustbe the root of its onneted omponent in G2 (see Fig.6.5). Sine leaf0(j) is the root ofits onneted omponent in G3, it follows that the edge f in G2 inident upon leaf0(j)is in E3. For all edges e0 2 G suh that e0 leads out of one of the verties in the sameonneted omponent in G3 as leaf0(k), e0 62 E2 (beause if e0 was in E2 then e0 wouldbe inident upon leaf0(k) and therefore e0 = e, whih is a ontradition beause the



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 206other endpoint of e is not is the same onneted omponent of G3 as leaf0(k)). It followsthat either there is a �-index between k and k0 (k0 inluded) or k0 � k � dlog2me, aslaimed. 2Lemma 6.5.10 For eah Æ-index j > 1, there exists a �-index k, maxfj0; j�per(j)g <k � j, where j0 is the largest index in A suh that j0 < j. Thus the number of Æ-indiesis O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m ).Proof. If j is a �-index the lemma is learly true. So assume that j is not a �-index.If j� per(j) < 1 and j is the smallest index in A (i.e., j0 is not de�ned) then the lemmais true as 1 is a �-index. So suppose that either j � per(j) � 1 or j0 is de�ned.Sine leaf0(j) is a non-�-origin leaf, there exists a Æ-index e suh that leaf0(e) =leaf0(j) and jF (e)j > 1. There are no �-indies or indies in A stritly between eand e + per(e). By Fat 4, it follows that all edges on the path leaf0(e); leaf0(e +1); : : : ; leaf0(e+per(e)�1) in G are in E� (E1[E2[E3); therefore leaf0(e); leaf0(e+1); : : : ; leaf0(e + per(e) � 1) is a path in G3. Sine leaf0(e) = leaf0(e + per(e)), thereis an edge between leaf0(e + per(e) � 1) and leaf0(e) in G, i.e., leaf0(e); leaf0(e +1); : : : ; leaf0(e + per(e) � 1); leaf0(e) is a yle C in G. Sine there are no �-indiesbetween e+ 1; e + per(e) inlusive, none of the edges in C is in E1.Let k � j be the largest index suh that leaf0(k) is one of leaf0(e); leaf0(e +1); : : : ; leaf0(e + per(e) � 1) but leaf0(k � 1) is not. We show that k > j � per(j)if j � per(j) � 1. In addition, we show that k > j0 if j0 is de�ned and greater thanj � per(j). Finally, we show that k is a �-index. The lemma follows.Suppose for a ontradition that j � per(j) � 1 and either k does not exist ork � j � per(j). Sine p[j : : : j + r � 1℄ is periodi with period per(j) by Lemma 6.5.5and sine r � 3per(j), it follows that for all k0, 1 � k0 � per(j), leaf0(j � k0) =leaf0(e + per(e) � k0). In partiular, by Corollary 6.5.6, leaf0(j � per(j)) = leaf0(e +per(e) � per(j)) = leaf0(e) = leaf0(j). Sine none of the edges in C is in E1, noindex h suh that leaf0(h) and leaf0(h� 1) are both in C an be a �-index. Therefore,j�per(j)+1; : : : ; j are not �-indies. Sine there are no �-indies between j�per(j)+1and j inlusive and sine there are no indies in A stritly between j � per(j) and j, jannot be a Æ-index, a ontradition.Next, suppose for a ontradition that j0 is de�ned and greater than j � per(j) andthat either k does not exist or k � j0. Using the argument in the previous paragraph,for all k0, 1 � k0 � j � j0, leaf0(j � k0) = leaf0(e + per(e) � k0). Then sine j0 2 A,leaf0(j0) must be an origin leaf. Therefore, leaf0(j0) = leaf0(j) = leaf0(e). As in the



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 207previous paragraph, j0 + 1; j0 + 2; : : : ; j are not �-indies. Sine there are no �-indiesbetween j0 + 1 and j inlusive and sine there are no indies in A stritly between j0and j, j annot be a Æ-index, a ontradition.To see that k is a �-index, reall that leaf0(e); leaf0(e + 1); : : : ; leaf0(e + per(e) �1); leaf0(e) form a yle C in G. Sine leaf0(k � 1) is outside C and there is edge inG from leaf0(k � 1) to leaf0(k) whih is in C, leaf0(k) has in-degree 2 in G. FromLemma 6.5.1, it follows that leaf0(k) is a �-node in G. Let h be an index suh thatleaf0(k) = leaf0(e+h), 1 � h � per(j). By Lemma 6.5.1, either e+h or k is a �-index.Sine there are no �-indies between e+1; e+per(e) inlusive, k is a �-index, as laimed.2Lemma 6.5.11 The number of -indies is O(m logmr ) = O( mlog2m ).Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 6.5.10 and the fat that -indies in the familyof a Æ-index appear at least dlog2me distane apart. 2Lemma 6.5.12 Suppose j0 2 F (j) for some Æ-index j. Then j0 is a -index if andonly if per(j)b end(j)�j0�rper(j)  is divisible by the smallest multiple of per(j) whih is at leastdlog2me.Proof. Let jh be the largest index in F (j). By de�nition, j0 is a -index if and onlyif jh � j0 is divisible by l, the smallest multiple of per(j) whih is at least dlog2me.By Lemma 6.5.5, jh + r � 1 < end(j) � jh + per(j) + r � 1 and therefore, jh � j0 �end(j) � j0 � r < jh + per(j) � j0. It follows that b jh�j0per(j) = b end(j)�j0�rper(j) . Thereforejh � j0 is divisible by l if and only if per(j)b end(j)�j0�rper(j)  is divisible by l. 26.5.3 Computing lists at souresReall that for soures l, L0i(l) is an ordered list of one representative string from eahequivalene lass of the set of substrings of p of length 3:2i�1r whih begin at thoseindies j 2 indiesi�1(l). Also note that we have yet to desribe how exatly souresare de�ned. We need the following de�nitions and data strutures �rst.De�nitions. If leafi�1(j) = l is a soure then let rep(j) denote the string whihrepresents p[j : : : j + 3:2i�1r � 1℄ in L0i(l).Data Strutures Maintained. We assume that the following data strutures areavailable at the end of iteration i � 1. We will show in Setion 6.5.5 how these datastrutures are maintained after iteration i.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 208(1). An array storing, for eah �-, �-, -, and Æ-index j, a pointer to leafi�1(j).(2). Next-links between the leaves Hi�1 of Ti�1. Eah leaf knows both the next-linkspointing into it and the next-links pointing away from it.(3). A data struture whih given any two indies k; k0 enables the omputation ofthe longest ommon pre�x of p[k : : : k + 2i�1r � 1℄ and p[k0 : : : k0 + 2i�1r � 1℄ in O(1)time and work. Note that using this data struture, the longest ommon pre�x ofp[k : : : k + g:2i�1r � 1℄ and p[k0 : : : k0 + g:2i�1r � 1℄ an be omputed in O(g) time andwork.(4). For eah index j, a data struture whih enables the omputation of nexti�1(j)and previ�1(j) in onstant time and work, where nexti�1(j) is the smallest index atleast j suh that either nexti�1(j) is a �-index or leafi�1(nexti�1(j)) is a soure, andprevi�1(j) is the largest index at most j suh that either previ�1(j) is a �-index orleafi�1(previ�1(j)) is a soure.Soure Leaves. A leaf l of Ti�1 is alled a soure leaf or soure if one of the followingis true.1. For some j, leafi�1(j) = l, j is a �-index and there is at most one next-linkinident upon l.2. For some j, leafi�1(j) = l and j is either an �-index or a -index.3. For some j, leafi�1(j) = l, j is a Æ-index and j + 2i�1r � 1 < end(j).Sine there are only O( mlog2m ) �-, �-, - and Æ-indies, the list of all soure leaves l anbe obtained in O( mlog2m ) work and O(logm) time, given the above data strutures.Lemmas 6.5.13, 6.5.14, 6.5.15 and 6.5.16 desribe some important properties ofsoures.Lemma 6.5.13 Consider a soure l. If soure l has no next-links inident into it thenthe only index j suh that leaf0(j) = l is j = 1. If there exists a �-index j 6= 1 suhthat leafi�1(j) = l and l has only one next-link inident into it then all k suh that suhthat leafi�1(k) = l are �-indies. If there exists an �-index j suh that leafi�1(j) = l,then all k suh that leafi�1(k) = l are �-indies.Proof. We onsider eah ase in turn. The lemma is true in the �rst ase beause foreah index k > 1, there is a next-link from leafi�1(k � 1) to leafi�1(k). Consider the



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 209seond ase. The de�nition of �-indies implies that all indies k0 suh that leaf0(k0 �1) = leaf0(j � 1) and leaf0(k0) = leaf0(j) are �-indies. Sine l has only one inidentnext-link, leafi�1(k � 1) = leafi�1(j � 1) for all indies k suh that leafi�1(k) =leafi�1(j). Sine the set of those indies k suh that leafi�1(k�1) = leafi�1(j�1) andleafi�1(k) = leafi�1(j) is a subset of the set of indies k0 above, the lemma follows forthis ase. Consider the third ase. The set of indies k suh that leafi�1(k) = leafi�1(j)is a subset of the set of indies k0 suh that leaf0(k) = leaf0(j). The lemma follows forthis ase from the de�nition of �-indies. 2Lemma 6.5.14 Consider a soure l. If there exists a Æ-index j suh that leafi�1(j) = land j+2i�1r�1 < end(j) then str(l) is periodi with period per(j) � dlog2me; further,leafi�1(k) = l if and only if k 2 F (j0) for some Æ-index j0 suh that leaf0(j) = leaf0(j0),and k + 2i�1r � 1 < end(j0).Proof. The �rst part of the lemma follows immediately from the Corollary 6.5.7.Consider the seond part. Sine the set of all indies k suh that leafi�1(k) = l is asubset of the set of all indies k0 suh that leaf0(k0) = leaf0(j), by the de�nition of Æ-indies, k 2 F (j0) for some Æ-index j0 and leaf0(j0) = leaf0(k) = leaf0(j). By Corollary6.5.6, per(j) = per(j0). Sine str(l) is periodi with period per(j) = per(j0), it followsfrom Corollary 6.5.7 that leafi�1(k) = l for k 2 F (j0) if and only if k + 2i�1r � 1 <end(j0). The lemma follows. 2Lemma 6.5.15 If l 2 Hi�1 is not a soure leaf and its anestor l0 2 H0 is an originleaf then l0 is a non-�-origin leaf.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that l0 is an �-origin leaf. Then all indies j suhthat leaf0(j) = l0 are �-indies. It follows that all indies j suh that leafi�1(j) = l are�-indies and therefore l is a soure leaf, a ontradition. 2De�nitions. We say that a soure l is periodi if it satis�es the onditions in Lemma6.5.14, i.e., there exists a Æ-index j suh that leafi�1(j) = l and j +2i�1r� 1 < end(j),and aperiodi otherwise.Lemma 6.5.16 Consider a soure l. Suppose there exists an -index j suh thatleafi�1(j) = l, but no Æ-index j0 suh that leafi�1(j0) = l. Then str(l) has periodgreater than dlog2me and leafi�1(k) = l only if k is a -index satisfying k+2i�1r�1 �end(fam(k)); in addition, the value end(fam(k))� k is the same for all suh k.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 210Proof. There exists an -index j suh that leafi�1(j) = l, but no Æ-index j0 suhthat leafi�1(j0) = l. Then leafi�1(fam(j)) 6= leafi�1(j) = l. Clearly, all k suhthat leafi�1(k) = l belong to the family of some Æ-index; by Corollary 6.5.6, the valueper(fam(k)) is the same for all suh k. By Corollary 6.5.7, str(l) has period greaterthan dlog2me. It follows from Corollary 6.5.7 that for all k suh that leafi�1(k) = l,k + 2i�1r � 1 � end(fam(k)). By Lemma 6.5.5, p[k : : : end(fam(k)) � 1℄ is periodiwith period per(fam(k)) � dlog2me and end(fam(k))� k � r � per(fam(k)) for eahsuh k; therefore, the value end(fam(k)) � k is the same for all suh k. From Lemma6.5.12, it follows that if any one suh k is a -index (whih is indeed the ase as j is a-index) then so are all suh k's. 2Some Required Auxiliary Information. Consider a soure l. We show how toompute L0i(l) along with the following auxiliary information assoiated with the stringsin L0i(l).1. For eah string x 2 L0i(l), an index ind(x) suh that there is an ourrene ofx beginning at index ind(x), i.e., leafi�1(ind(x)) = l and p[ind(x) : : : ind(x) +3:2i�1r � 1℄ = x.2. For eah string x 2 L0i(l), an array ptr(x) of pointers. The size of ptr(x) equalsmaxfnexti�1(j)�jjp[j : : : j+3:2i�1r�1 = xg. Sine for all j0, j < j0 < nexti�1(j),leafi�1(j0) is not a soure, the size of the ptr arrays over all strings x in L0i(l) andover all soures l is O(m).We remark that the array ptr(x) is neessary only to set up the data struture desribedin (3) above and does not play any part in omputing L0i(l). Eah pointer in ptr(x) pointsto a list of indies. Only the �rst of these is set up now; subsequent pointers in ptr(x)will be set up later when lists at non-soures are omputed. The �rst pointer in ptr(x),x 2 L0i(l), points to a list lst(x) of all indies j suh that p[j : : : j+3:2i�1r�1℄ = x. Theindies in this list may not appear expliitly if x is periodi. We will show how this listis set up in work whih is linear over all iterations shortly. Indies in the list pointed toby the subsequent pointers will always appear expliitly; further, these indies will be�-indies.There are two ases in the omputation of L0i(l) for soure l, namely the ase inwhih l is aperiodi and the ase in whih it is periodi.Aperiodi Case. By Lemmas 6.5.13 and 6.5.16, either indiesi�1(l) = f1g or indiesi�1(l)ontains only �-indies or only �-indies or only -indies j with the property that



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 211j + 2i�1r � 1 � end(fam(j)). In eah ase, the number of indies in indiesi�1(l) overall aperiodi soures l is O( mlog2m) by Lemmas 6.5.9, 6.5.2 and 6.5.11. L0i(l) along withthe ind and lst values for eah string in L0i(l) is easily omputed by sorting the stringsof length 3:2i�1r beginning at indies in indiesi�1(l) using the data struture (3) de-sribed above to perform omparisons in onstant time and work; this takes O(logm)time and O( mlogm) work over all aperiodi soures l. The work done over all iterationsin this step is learly linear. The indies in the lst lists appear expliitly in this ase.Periodi Case. Reall Lemma 6.5.14. There exists a Æ-index j 2 A suh that j+2i�1r�1 < end(j). Further, str(l) is periodi with period per(j) � dlog2me. In addition,leafi�1(k) = l if and only if k 2 F (j0), for some Æ-index j0, and k+2i�1r� 1 < end(j0).Let j be a Æ-index in indiesi�1(l). From the above, j + 2i�1r � 1 < end(j). Wede�ne aj; bj , aj � bj , below so as to satisfy the following properties.1. For all j0 2 F (j), leafi�1(j0) = l if and only if j � j0 � bj2. For all j0 2 F (j), j � j0 � aj, rep(j0) = rep(aj).3. For all j0; j00 2 F (j), aj � j0 < j00 � bj , rep(j0) 6= rep(j00).It then follows that to ompute L0i(l), it suÆes to onsider only those indies j0 2 F (j)for whih aj � j0 � bj , for eah Æ-index j 2 indiesi�1(j).By Lemma 6.5.5, F (j) has the form fj; j + per(j); : : : ; j + h � per(j)g. aj is de�nedto be the largest index in Fj , if any, suh that aj + 3:2ir � 1 < end(j). If aj is notde�ned above then let aj = j. bj is de�ned to be the largest index in Fj , if any,suh that bj + 2i�1r � 1 < end(j) but bj + 3:2ir � 1 � end(j). If bj is not de�nedabove then, sine j + 2i�1r � 1 < end(j) and per(j) < r, it must be the ase thatj+h�per(j)+3:2ir�1 < end(j); in this ase, let bj = j+h�per(j). Note that aj = bjin this ase.Lemma 6.5.17 aj and bj satisfy Properties 1, 2 and 3 de�ned above.Proof. Reall that str(l) has period at most dlog2me.Consider Property 1 �rst. Note that bj +2i�1r� 1 < end(j) and that for all indiesj0 2 F (j) greater than bj , j0 + 2i�1r� 1 � end(j). By Corollary 6.5.7, for all j0 2 F (j),leafi�1(j0) = leafi�1(j) = l if and only if j � j0 � bj. Thus Property 1 holds.Consider Property 2 next. For all j0 2 F (j), j < j0 � aj , j0 + 3:2ir � 1 < end(j);it follows from Lemma 6.5.5 and the de�nition of end(j) that p[j0 : : : j0 + 3:2ir � 1℄ =p[j : : : j + 3:2ir � 1℄. Property 2 follows immediately.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 212Finally, onsider Property 3 and assume that aj < bj. From the de�nition of aj , itfollows that j0+3:2ir�1 � end(j) for all j0 2 F (j), j0 > aj. Reall that by Lemma 6.5.5,p[j : : : end(j)� 1℄ is periodi with period per(j); further, p[end(j)℄ 6= p[end(j)� per(j)℄,and that end(j) > bj + r � 1 � bj + per(j)� 1. Property 3 follows. 2L0i(l) is omputed for periodi soure l in O(log2m) time and work O( mlogm +�(bj�aj)), where the summation is over all Æ-indies j 2 indiesi�1(l). To see that this work islinear over the entire algorithm, note that for any Æ-index j suh that F (j) = fj1; : : : ; jhgand any index k suh that j1 � k � jh, in at most two iterations is k between the aj andbj values for these iterations. We remark that the ind and lst values an be omputedfor all strings in L0i(l) in the proess of omputing L0i(l) in the same time and workbounds. Also note that the indies in F (j) between j and aj inlusive appear impliitlyin lst(rep(aj)) in the form of the pair (j; aj). The sum of the lengths of the lst lists overall strings in the lists at all soures l is then O( mlog2m+�(bj�aj)), where the summationis over all Æ-indies j. The sum of these lengths is learly linear over all iterations.The following lemmas are key in the omputation of L0i(l).Lemma 6.5.18 Consider Æ-index j 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that aj 6= bj and p[end(j)℄ = 1.If aj � k; k + per(j) � bj and k; k + per(j) 2 F (j) then rep(k + per(j)) > rep(k).Proof. By the de�nition of aj , k + rep(j) + 3:2ir � 1 � end(j). By Lemma 6.5.5,p[k+ per(j) : : : end(j)� 1℄ = p[k : : : end(j)� 1� per(j)℄ and p[end(j)℄ = 1 6= p[end(j)�per(j)℄. Then p[end(j) � per(j)℄ = 0 and the lemma follows. 2Lemma 6.5.19 Consider Æ-indies j; j0 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that aj 6= bj and aj0 6= bj0.For k; k0, aj � k < bj, aj0 � k0 < bj0, if rep(k + per(j)) � rep(k0 + per(j0)) thenrep(k) � rep(k0).Proof. Sine leafi�1(j) = leafi�1(j0), and sine per(j) < r, p[k : : : k + per(j)℄ =p[k0 : : : k0 + per(j)℄. The lemma follows immediately. 2Lemma 6.5.20 Consider Æ-indies j; j0 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that aj 6= bj, aj0 6= bj0,p[end(j)℄ = p[end(j0)℄ = 1. For k; k0 2 indiesi�1(l), aj � k � bj, aj0 � k0 � bj0,k 2 F (j), k0 2 F (j0), if bj�kper(j) < bj0�k0per(j0) then rep(k) � rep(k0).Proof. By Corollary 6.5.6, per(j) = per(j0) = per, say. Further, by the de�nition of bjand from Lemma 6.5.5, bj+2i�1r�1 < end(j), bj0+2i�1r�1 < end(j0), bj+per+2i�1r�



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 2131 � end(j), and bj0+per+2i�1r�1 � end(j0). Therefore, j(end(j)�bj)�(end(j0)�bj0)j <per. Also, bj � k � bj0 � k0 � per. Therefore, (end(j) � k) � (end(j0) � k0) < 0. ByLemma 6.5.8, p[k : : : end(j)℄ > p[k0 : : : end(j0)℄. The lemma follows. 2Lemma 6.5.21 Consider Æ-indies j; j0 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that p[end(j)℄ = 1 andp[end(j0)℄ = 0. For all k; k0, k 2 F (j), k0 2 F (j0), rep(k) � rep(k0).Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 6.5.8. 2The following three step proedure is performed.Step 1. Æ-indies j 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that aj = bj are onsidered. An orderedlist X of rep(aj)'s is obtained by simply sorting the rep(aj)'s using the data struture(3) desribed before to perform omparisons in onstant time and work. This takesO(logm) time and O( mlogm) work over all soures periodi l. The work done over alliterations in this step is learly linear.Step 2. All Æ-indies j 2 indiesi�1(l) suh that aj 6= bj are onsidered and an orderedlist Y of strings rep(k) is obtained, where k 2 F (j) and aj � k � bj for some suh j.This is done in two stages.First, only those j suh that p[end(j)℄ = 1 are onsidered.For eah suh j, let Yj be the list of substrings of p of length 3:2i�1r beginning atindies k, k 2 F (j), aj � k � bj, and in inreasing order of k. Yj is easily set up inO(1) time and O(bj � aj) work. By Lemma 6.5.18, the strings in Yj are in inreasinglexiographi order. All Yj's are then merged together to give a list Y 1. This merger isahieved as follows.All Yj 's are vertially aligned along their rightmost olumn. Lemma 6.5.19 im-plies that the order in any olumn is the same as the order in the next olumn tothe right (some inequalities may hange to equalities but this does not a�et the or-der) and Lemma 6.5.20 shows that all items in a olumn preede or equal all itemsin olumns to the right. The strings in eah dlogmeth olumn are sorted in O(logm)time and O(�(bj � aj)) work, where the summation is over all Æ-indies j being onsid-ered urrently. Subsequently, merging the Yj's is aomplished easily in O(logm) timeand O(�(bj � aj)) work, where the summation is over all Æ-indies j being onsideredurrently.Seond, those j suh that p[end(j)℄ = 0 are onsidered and a list Y 0 is obtained inthe manner similar to Y 1. Lemma 6.5.21 implies that Y 0 and Y 1 an be merged by



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 214simply onatenating the two lists to give a new ordered list; Y is the list obtained byremoving dupliate strings from this list.Step 3. X and Y are merged in O(logm) time and O(jXj+jY j) = O( mlog2m+�(bj�aj))work, where the summation is over all Æ-indies j 2 A. L0i(l) is the list obtained byremoving dupliates in the resulting list.6.5.4 Computing L0i(l) for Remaining LeavesWe show how L0i(l) is omputed for those remaining leaves l of Ti�1 for whih jL0i(l)j > 1,given L0i(l) for soure leaves l. Note that there is no need to ompute L0i(l) if jL0i(l)j = 1.De�nition. A next-link is said to be frozen if either it is inident upon a soure leaf orit leads from leafi�1(j� 1) to leafi�1(j) for some �-index j 6= 1. Let J 0i�1 be the graphobtained from Ji�1 by removing those edges whih orrespond to frozen next-links. Thefollowing lemma is key.Lemma 6.5.22 The onneted omponents of the graph J 0i�1 are rooted trees, whoseroots are all soures. The height of eah tree is at most 3dlog2me.Proof. We laim that all non-soure verties in J 0i�1 have in-degree exatly 1 and thatall soure verties have in-degree 0; the �rst part of the lemma follows from this laim.The laim is shown as follows. All nodes in Ji�1, exept possibly leafi�1(1), have in-degree at least 1 and at most 2. By Lemma 6.5.1, any node x with in-degree 2 in Ji�1is a �-node in Ji�1, i.e., there is a �-index j > 1 suh that leafi�1(j) = x. Clearly, xwill have in-degree 1 in J 0i�1. It follows that all nodes x in J 0i�1 have in-degrees at most1; in addition, the in-degree is 0 if and only if either x is a soure or x = leafi�1(j)for some �-index j > 1 and x has in-degree 1 in Ji�1 or x has in-degree 0 in Ji�1 (i.e.,leafi�1(1) = x); by the de�nition of soure, x is a soure in the last two ases too.Next, we show that the heights of the trees forming the onneted omponents ofJ 0i�1 are bounded by 3dlog2me. We need the following de�nition and a preliminaryfat. For any leaf z of Ti�1, let z0 denote the leaf of T0 of whih z is a desendant.Also note that if there is an edge from z to z0 in J 0i�1 then for no �-index j > 1is leafi�1(j � 1) = z and leafi�1(j) = z0. We laim that for no �-index j > 1 isleaf0(j � 1) = z0 and leaf0(j) = z00. Assume for a ontradition that suh a j exists.Then, by Lemma 6.5.1, all indies j0 > 1 suh that leaf0(j0�1) = z0 and leaf0(j0) = z00are �-indies. Therefore, all indies j0 suh that leafi�1(j0� 1) = z and leafi�1(j0) = z0are �-indies, a ontradition.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 215Let y be a node in J 0i�1. Let w be the root of of the tree in J 0i�1 ontaining y. ItsuÆes to show that the length of the path in J 0i�1 from w to y is at most 3dlog2me.Let z, z 6= w, be the nearest node to y, if any, on the path from w to y in J 0i�1 suhthat z0 is an origin leaf. We show that z is indeed de�ned and that the length of thepath from z to y in J 0i�1 is at most dlog2me. Let yk; yk�1; : : : ; y1, w = yk; y = y1, bethe nodes, in order, on the path from w to y in J 0i�1. Clearly, eah y0h has an edge toy0h�1 in G = J0, 2 � h � k. None of these edges is in E1 as edges in E1 only lead fromleaf0(g � 1) to leaf0(g) for �-indies g > 1. If none of these edges is in either E2 or E3then y01; y02 ; : : : ; y0k is a path in G3 and therefore k � dlog2me, as required. So assumefor the rest of the proof that one of these edges is in E2 [ E3. Sine edges in E2; E3are inident into origin leaves (reall Fat 4), z is de�ned. It also follows that there isa path from z0 to y0 in G3 and therefore, the length of the path from z to y is at mostdlog2me.It now suÆes to show that the length of the path from w and z in J 0i�1 is at most2dlog2me. Suppose for a ontradition that this is not so.Sine z is not a soure, by Lemma 6.5.15, z0 must be a non-�-origin leaf. Let ebe a Æ-index suh that leaf0(e) = z0 and jF (e)j > 1. Suh an index exists by thede�nition of a non-�-origin leaf. Let d be an index suh that leafi�1(d) = z. Sineleaf0(d) = z0, d 2 F (d0) for some Æ-index d0. By Lemma 6.5.5, the pre�x of str(z)of length r is periodi with period per(e) � dlog2me. By the de�nition of soures,if d0 + 2i�1r � 1 < end(d0) and leafi�1(d0) = z then z would have been a soure;it follows that either d0 + 2i�1r � 1 � end(d0) or leafi�1(d0) 6= z. In the former ase,d+2i�1r�1 � end(d0). In the latter ase also, by Corollary 6.5.7, d+2i�1r�1 � end(d0).This implies that str(z) has period greater than dlog2me.Next, we show that for every node v on the path from w to z, there exists an f ,e � f < e + per(e) suh that str(v)[1 : : : r℄ = p[f : : : f + r � 1℄. This is shown byindution. As the base ase, the laim holds when v = z with f = e. Assume that thelaim is true for some v0 on the above path and v is the node preeding v0 on this path.Let f 0, e � f 0 < e + per(e), be the value suh that str(v0)[1 : : : r℄ = p[f 0 : : : f 0 + r � 1℄.Let f = f 0 � 1 if f 0 > e and f = e+ per(e)� 1, otherwise. Let j be an index suh thatleafi�1(j) = v and leafi�1(j+1) = v0. Sine p[f 0 : : : f 0+r�1℄ = p[j+1 : : : j+1+r�1℄and sine p[e : : : e+r�1℄ = p[e+per(e) : : : e+per(e)+r�1℄, p[f : : : f+r℄ and p[j : : : j+r℄an di�er only in the �rst harater. Suppose for a ontradition that these two stringsatually di�er in the �rst harater. Then either f +1 is a �-index or j+1 is a �-index.j + 1 annot be a �-index, otherwise the edge from v to v0 in Ji�1 would have been



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 216removed in J 0i�1. By the de�nition of a non-�-origin leaf, f + 1 annot be a �-index, aontradition.Consider the set S of those nodes on the path from w to z whose distanes from zare multiples of per(e) and at most 2dlog2me. Let x1; : : : ; xh be the nodes in S orderedby dereasing distane from z. In order to obtain a ontradition, we show that one ofthe nodes in S must be a soure; this ontradits the fat that soures have in-degree 0in J 0i�1.It follows from the paragraph before the previous one that if x = leafi�1(j) 2 S forsome index j, then the str(x); str(z) math on the �rst r haraters, i.e., leaf0(j) = z0.Sine z0 is a non-�-origin leaf, it follows that eah j suh that leafi�1(j) 2 S is inthe family of some Æ-index, i.e., fam(j) is de�ned. There are two ases next. First,suppose str(x) is periodi with period per(e) for some x 2 S. Then let j be suh thatleafi�1(j) = x and let j0 = fam(j). By Corollary 6.5.6, per(e) = per(j0). Further, byCorollary 6.5.7, j0 +2i�1r� 1 � j +2i�1r� 1 < end(j0). It follows that leafi�1(j0) = xand that x is a soure, as required. Seond, suppose that str(x) has period greaterthan per(e) for all x 2 S. Let kg denote the length of the longest pre�x of str(xg)whih has period per(e), where 1 � g � h. Clearly, kg � r for all g, 1 � g � h;further, sine 2dlog2me � r, kg � kg+1 = per(e). It follows that there exists somexg 2 S suh that per(j)b kg�rper(e) is divisible by the smallest multiple of per(e) whih isgreater than dlog2me. Let j be an index suh that leafi�1(j) = xg. By Corollary 6.5.6,per(e) = per(fam(j)). By Lemma 6.5.12, j is a -index. It follows that xg is a soure,as required. 2Lemma 6.5.22 failitates the omputation of the lists at all nodes l in the sameonneted omponent in J 0i�1 by a breadth-�rst san of the assoiated rooted tree. Reallfrom Setion 6.5.3 that the list at the root of this tree has already been obtained. Weneed the following lemma and de�nitions before desribing the algorithm for omputingthe lists at non-soure leaves of Ti�1.Lemma 6.5.23 The number of nodes in Ji�1 with in-degree 2 is O( m2i�1 log2m).Proof. By Corollary 6.3.3, the number of binary strings x of length 2i�1r suh thatboth 0x and 1x our in s is at most m logm2i�1r = O( m2i�1 log2m ). The lemma follows. 2.De�nitions. Reall that for soures l, L0i(l) is an ordered list of one representativestring from eah equivalene lass of the set of substrings of p of length 3:2i�1r whihbegin indies in indiesi�1(l). L0i(l) for non-soures l is de�ned in a similar manner as



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 217follows. If l is distane k from the root of its onneted omponent in J 0i�1 then L0i(l)is an ordered list of one representative string from eah equivalene lass of the set ofsubstrings of p of length 3:2i�1r � k whih begin at indies in indiesi�1(l); further,rep(j) denotes the string whih represents p[j : : : j+3:2i�1r� 1� k℄ in L0i(l). Note thatby Lemma 6.5.22, k � 3dlog2me � r, therefore, 3:2i�1r�k � 2:2i�1r, as laimed in thepenultimate paragraph of Setion 6.5.1.Some Required Auxiliary Information. For eah string x in eah L0i(l) omputed,where l is a non-soure, the following auxiliary information is omputed. We remarkthat only the �rst of these is intrinsi to the proedure desribed in this setion. Theremaining three are are used only for maintaining the data struture (3) desribed beforewhih enables longest ommon pre�x queries to be answered in onstant time.1. An index ind(x) suh that x ours beginning at index ind(x) in p.2. A list �-list(x) of all �-indies j suh that there is an ourrene of x beginning atj.3. A string ext(x) with the following properties: y = ext(x) is the longest string suhthat y 2 L0i(l0) for some anestor l0 of l in the tree formed by the onneted omponentof J 0i�1 ontaining l and x is a suÆx of y. Sine l is not a soure, it will be the asethat ext(x) = x if and only if all j suh that x ours starting at j are �-indies, i.e.,leafi�1(j � 1) is not the parent of leafi�1(j) = l in the tree formed by the onnetedomponent of J 0i�1 ontaining l.4. If ext(x) = x, a 3dlog2me sized array ptr(x) of pointers is maintained. Reall thata similar data struture was de�ned earlier in Setion 6.5.3 for soures l. Clearly, overall x; l, the sum of the sizes of the ptr arrays is linear by 3 above and by Lemma 6.5.2.If ext(x) = x then �-list(x) is non-empty by 3 above and the �rst pointer in ptr(x) willbe made to point to this list. In addition, if ext(x) 6= x but �-list(x) is non-empty, thena pointer in ptr(ext(x)) will be made to point to �-list(x).The lst list (see auxiliary information for soures heading in Setion 6.5.3), the�-list, the ext values and the ptr arrays are used spei�ally to perform the followingomputation: given a string x 2 L0i(l) for some leaf l of Ti�1, to determine the set ofindies j at whih ourrenes of x in p begin in work proportional to the number ofsuh indies. As mentioned earlier, this omputation will be useful in maintaining datastruture (3).The following proedure is used to ompute the lists at non-soures.



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 218Preproessing Step. First, eah node x in J 0i�1 with in-degree 2 in Ji�1 sans andmarks the path (this path is against the edge diretion) from x to the root of the treeontaining x in J 0i�1. A node of J 0i�1 is alled open if it lies on one suh path. By Lemma6.5.22 and 6.5.23, this takes O(log2m) time and O( m2i�1 ) work per iteration. The totalwork done in this proess in O(m) over all iterations. By Lemma 6.5.22 and 6.5.23, thetotal number of open leaves is at most O( m2i�1 ).Phase Sequene. Next up to 3dlog2me phases are performed. Eah phase takesO(logm) time; the total time taken in the iteration is thus O(log3m). In the jth phase,j � 1, those leaves l0 in Ti�1 whih are distane j from their respetive roots in J 0i�1and whih satisfy one of the following two properties are ative: either l0 is open orjL0i(l)j > 1, where l is the parent of l0 in the tree formed by the onneted omponentof J 0i�1 ontaining l; l0. Reall that sine l0 is distane j from the root of its onnetedomponent in J 0i�1, the strings in L0i(l0) will have length 3:2i�1r � j.It is important to note that L0i(l0) is not omputed if l0 is not open and jL0i(l)j = 1.This is �ne beause, by Lemma 6.5.24, for all nodes l00 in the subtree of the tree formedby the onneted omponent of J 0i�1 ontaining l0, jL0i(l00)j = 1.Lemma 6.5.24 Let T be the tree formed by the onneted omponent of J 0i�1 ontainingl; l0. If l0 is not open and jL0i(l)j = 1 then for all l00 in the subtree of T rooted at l0,jL0i(l00)j = 1.Proof. We show in the next paragraph that jL0i(l0)j = 1. Then, sine none of the nodesin the subtree in question is open (by the de�nition of open), the lemma follows byrepeating the argument in the next paragraph one for eah level in the subtree.Sine l0 is not open, l0 has in-degree 1 in Ji�1, i.e., there is exatly one next-linkinident into l0. Reall that jL0i(l)j = 1. Then l has out-degree 1 in Ji�1, i.e., there isexatly one next-link leading out of l. It then follows that the only strings in L0i(l0) aresuÆxes of the strings in L0i(l) with length one less. Therefore, jL0i(l0)j = 1. 2Desription of a Phase. Consider a partiular phase. Let l0 be a vertex whih is ativein this iteration and let l be its parent in the tree formed by the onneted omponentto whih l; l0 belong in J 0i�1. l0 is proessed as follows.L0i(l0) is obtained from L0i(l) in O(logm) time and O(jL0i(l)j + jL0i(l0)j +#�l0 logm)work in a manner desribed below, where #�l0 is the number of �-indies j suh thatleafi�1(j) = l0. Sine there are at least jL0i(l)j�1+ jL0i(l0)j�1 internal nodes together inthe subtrees of Ti+1 rooted at l; l0, the �rst two terms in the work done an be harged



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 219to internal nodes in these subtrees if even one of jL0i(l)j; jL0i(l0)j > 1. Eah internalnode of the �nal suÆx tree is harged a onstant number of times in this proess. IfjL0i(l)j = jL0i(l0)j = 1 then l0 is open and the �rst two terms sum to O(1) work whih anbe harged to l0; the total harge in this proess in iteration i is O( m2i�1 ), whih sumsto O(m) over all iterations. The last term in the work done is learly linear over alliterations by Lemma 6.5.2.Without loss of generality, assume that the next-link from l to l0 is a 0-link. First, alist X omprising those strings x suh that y = ax for some y 2 L0i(l), y[2i�1r+1℄ = 0,and a = 0; 1, is obtained. Clearly, the order of strings x in X is the same as the orderof the orresponding strings y in L0i(l). For eah x 2 X, ind(x) = ind(y) + 1. This steptakes O(1) time and O(jL0i(l)j) work.Seond, all �-indies j, if any, suh that leafi�1(j) = l0 are onsidered. Suh indiesexist only if l0 has in-degree 2 in J 0i�1. An ordered list Y of the rep(j)'s is obtained inO(logm) time and O(#�l0 logm) work using data struture (3) to perform omparisonsin onstant time and work. For eah x 2 Y , a �-index ind(x) suh that suh that thereis an ourrene of x beginning at index ind(x), and �-list(x), a list of all �-indies atwhih ourrenes of x begin, are also obtained in this proess.Third, X and Y are merged to get L0i(l0). If string x is in both X and Y then ind(x)is hosen to be the value in X (this will prove to be ritial later). This takes O(logm)time and O(jL0i(l0)j) work.Fourth, ext(x) is obtained as follows. If x 2 X then ext(x) is de�ned to be ext(y),where y 2 L0i(l) is suh that y = ax, a = 0; 1. If x 62 X then x 2 Y and ext(x) = x.Fifth, the ptr arrays are updated as follows. Eah x 2 L0i(l) is onsidered. Ifext(x) = x then an array ptr(x) of size 3dlog2me is alloated. Finally, a pointer inptr(ext(x)) is made to point to �-list(x).This ompletes the algorithm.The following lemmas pertain to the auxiliary information maintained by the abovealgorithm and will be useful in setting up the data strutures desribed earlier.Lemma 6.5.25 Suppose x 2 L0i(l0) and z 2 L0i(l00), where l00 is an anestor of l0 in theonneted omponent of J 0i�1 ontaining l0; l00 and x is a suÆx of z. Then ind(x) =ind(z) + jzj � jxj.Proof. The lemma is learly true if ext(x) = x = z, i.e., l0 = l00. So assume thatext(x) 6= x. Clearly, ext(x) = ext(z). Let l be the parent of l0 in the tree formed by



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 220the onneted omponent of J 0i�1 ontaining l0. Then ext(x) = ext(y) and ind(x) =ind(y) + 1, where y 2 L0i(l) and y = ax for some a, a = 0; 1. The lemma follows by asimple indution argument. 2Lemma 6.5.26 Let x 2 L0i(l0) and suppose that L0i(l0) is indeed omputed by the abovealgorithm. Let G be the set of indies g in the lists pointed to by pointers in ptr(ext(x))at the end of the phase in whih L0i(l) is omputed. For eah g 2 G, let kg denote thedistane between leafi�1(g) and l0 in J 0i�1. Ourrenes of x in p begin at exatly theset of indies fg + kgjg 2 Gg. In addition, for no g; g0 2 G is g + kg = g0 + kg0 .Proof. Suppose ext(x) 2 L0i(l00). Note from the de�nition of ext(x) that for all g 2 G,the leaves l00; leafi�1(g); l0 are all in the same onneted omponent of J 0i�1 and that l00is an anestor of leafi�1(g) and of l0 in the tree T formed by this onneted omponent.Reall that we are onsidering the instant at the end of the phase in whih L0i(l0) isomputed. At this instant, leafi�1(g) is a desendant of l00 and an anestor of l0 in Tfor all g 2 G.First, onsider some g 2 G. We show that there is an ourrene of x starting atindex g + kg. Let y denote the string rep(g) 2 L0i(leafi�1(g)). By de�nition, there isan ourrene of y beginning at index g in p. Sine g 2 G, y must be a suÆx of ext(x).Sine leafi�1(g) is an anestor of l0 in T , jxj < jyj and, in partiular, jyj = jxj + kg.Sine x is a suÆx of ext(x), x is a suÆx of y, and therefore, there is an ourrene of xbeginning at index g + kg.Seond, onsider an index j suh that an ourrene of x begins at j. We show thatfor some g < j, g 2 G and kg = j � g. De�ne g to be either the largest index less thanor equal to j suh that leafi�1(g � 1) is not the parent of leafi�1(g � 1) in T or thelargest index less than or equal to j suh that rep(g) = ext(x), whihever is larger. Lety denote the string rep(g) 2 L0i(leafi�1(g)). Clearly, x is a suÆx of y and kg = j � g.Sine leafi�1(g) is on the path from l00 to l0 in T and sine x is a suÆx of y and ofext(x), y is a suÆx of ext(x). It remains to be shown that g 2 G. If y = ext(x) thenext(y) = y. Then, if leafi�1(g) is the root then g 2 lst(y) and if leafi�1(g) is not theroot then g is a �-index and g 2 �-list(y); in either ase, g 2 G. Suppose y 6= ext(x).Then ext(y) = ext(x) and leafi�1(g� 1) is not the parent of leafi�1(g) in T . It followsthat g is a �-index and g 2 �-list(y), and therefore, g 2 G.Finally, suppose for a ontradition that there exist distint g; g0 2 G suh thatg + kg = g0 + kg0 = j. From the previous paragraphs, there is an ourrene of xbeginning at index j. Without loss of generality, assume that g < g0. Clearly, kg >



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 221kg0 , i.e., leafi�1(g) is a strit anestor of leafi�1(g0) in T and jrep(g)j > jrep(g0)j.Further, sine we are onsidering the instant at the end of the phase in whih L0i(l0) isomputed and sine g; g0 2 G, leafi�1(g); leafi�1(g0) are anestors of l0 in T . Therefore,leafi�1(g); leafi�1(g+1); : : : ; leafi�1(g+ kg) = l0 is a path in T . Then leafi�1(g+ kg�kg0�1) and leafi�1(g+kg�kg0) = leafi�1(g0) are both in T . This implies that g0 is nota �-index, whih along with the fat that leafi�1(g0) is not the root gives the requiredontradition. 26.5.5 Maintaining Data Strutures.We desribe how the following data strutures mentioned earlier are maintained aftereah iteration i, assuming that they are available at the end of iteration i � 1. Datastrutures (1), (2), and (4) an learly be obtained before the �rst iteration in O(m)work and O(logm) time. Data struture (3) an be obtained before the �rst iterationby preproessing T0 for LCA queries in the same time and work bounds.(1). An array storing, for eah �-, �-, -, and Æ-index j, a pointer to leafi(j).Sine there are only O( mlog2m) suh indies and l = leafi�1(j) is known for eah suhindex j, leafi(j) an be omputed by binary searhing Li(l) for eah suh j using theonstant time omparisons failitated by data struture (3). This takes O(logm) timeand O( mlogm) work per iteration, whih is linear over all iterations.(2). Next-links between the leaves Hi of Ti. Eah leaf knows both the next-linkspointing into it and the next-links pointing away from it.Next-links between the leaves of Ti are set up as follows. All pairs of leaves l; l0 ofTi�1 suh that there is a next-link from l to l0 and either jLi(l)j > 1 or jLi(l0)j > 1 areonsidered in parallel. Without loss of generality assume that the next-link from l to l0 isa 0-link. For eah string 0x 2 Li(l), the strings x0; x1 in Li(l0) are found; this is done forall suh x's by removing the �rst haraters of the strings in Li(l) beginning with 0 andmerging the resulting set of strings with Li(l0) in O(logm) time and O(jLi(l)j+ jLi(l0)j)work; this work is learly linear over the entire algorithm. For a = 0; 1; $, an a-link isset between the leaf representing string 0x in the subtree of Ti rooted at l and the leafrepresenting xa in the subtree of Ti rooted at l0.Remark. SuÆx links an easily be set up using next-links in the same time and workbounds as those required to set up next-links.(3). A data struture whih given indies k; k0 �nds the longest ommon pre�x of



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 222p[k : : : k + 2ir � 1℄ and p[k0 : : : k0 + 2ir � 1℄, in O(1) time and work.This data struture has the following omponents. Component 3A an be maintainedeasily using (1) and the indued subtree onstrution algorithm in O(logm) time andO( mlogm) work per iteration. Component 3C an be maintained easily as the L0i listsare onstruted without any time or work overhead. We will show how to maintainomponent 3B after the ith iteration.3A. The subtree of Ti indued by leaves leafi(j) is maintained and proessed for LCAqueries, where j is an �-, �-, or -index. These indies are alled speial indies iand the orresponding leaves are alled speial leaves.3B. For eah index j suh that leafi(j) is not a speial leaf, a speial index (j) is main-tained suh that d(j), the length of the longest ommon pre�x of p[(j) : : : (j) +2ir � 1℄ and p[j : : : j + 2ir � 1℄ is maximized over all speial indies. d(j) is alsomaintained.3C. For eah index j suh that ind(x) = j for some string x in some L0i(l), l a leaf ofTi�1, a pointer from index j to the leaf l0 of Ti suh that leafi(j) = l0 is maintained.The data struture in 3B is updated as the sets L0i(l) are omputed in the ith iteration.Note that if leafi�1(j) is not a soure or a �-node then leafi�1(j) is not a speial leafafter iteration i � 1 and therefore, (j) and d(j) would have been de�ned followingiteration i�1. It then suÆes to onsider those j suh that leafi�1(j) is either a soureor a �-node. We onsider eah ase in turn.First, onsider a leaf l of Ti�1 whih is a soure suh that indiesi�1(l) has at leastone speial index. For eah x 2 L0i(l), if lst(x) (reall lst(x) was de�ned in Setion 6.5.3just before the Aperiodi Case) ontains no speial indies then for eah j 2 lst(x), (j)is set to the any speial index in lst(y), where y 2 L0i(l) is the string suh that the longestommon pre�x of y and x is the longest among all z 2 L0i(l) suh that lst(z) ontainsat least one speial index. d(j) is set to be the longest ommon pre�x of x and y. Notethat whether or not lst(x) ontains any speial indies an be omputed while lst(x)is set up without any additional overhed. Sine L0i(l) is ordered, for all x 2 L0i(l), theorresponding y an be found in O(logm) time and O(jL0i(l)j) work. Thus this step isaomplished in O(logm) time and O(jL0i(l)j+#) work per soure l per iteration, where# is the number of indies in indiesi�1(l) for whih (j) is de�ned in this iteration.Seond, onsider a leaf l of Ti�1 whih is a �-node in Ji�1 and onsider the end ofthe phase in whih L0i(l) is omputed. All x 2 L0i(l) suh that there is no �-index j at



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 223whih an ourrene of x begins are onsidered (i.e., �-list(x) is empty). Consider onesuh x. String y 2 L0i(l) is omputed with the property that the longest ommon pre�xof y and x is the longest among all z 2 L0i(l) suh that �-list(z) is non-empty. Next,all j suh that there is an ourrene of x beginning at j are determined using Lemma6.5.26 in O(logm) time and work proportional to the number of suh indies; (j) isset to any index in �-list(y) and d(j) is set aordingly. Thus this step is aomplishedin O(logm) time and O(jL0i(l)j + #) work per �-node l per iteration, where # is thenumber of indies in indiesi�1(l) for whih (j) is de�ned in this iteration.Eah index j is onsidered for setting (j) and d(j) in at most two iterations (notethat L0i(l) ontains strings whih are possibly longer but not twie as long as the orre-sponding strings in Li(l)). Sine there are at most O( mlog2m ) soures and �-nodes andsine the subtree of Ti+1 rooted at leaf l of Ti�1 has at least jL0i(l)j � 1 internal nodes,the total work done above is O(m).Computing Longest Common Pre�xes. With the above data strutures, thelongest ommon pre�x v of x = p[k : : : k+2ir�1℄ and y = p[k0 : : : k0+2ir�1℄ an be om-puted as follows. First the longest ommon pre�x of p[k : : : k+r�1℄ and p[k0 : : : k0+r�1℄is omputed in onstant time using T0. If these two strings are di�erent then the proessends. Suppose the two strings are the same.Let sp(h) denote the nearest speial index to the right of index h. Without loss ofgenerality, assume that j = sp(k) � k � sp(k0) � k0. By Lemma 6.5.22, the fat that-indies our less than 2dlog2me apart in the family of any Æ-index, and the fat thatm � 8, sp(k) � k + 5dlog2me � 1 � k + r � 1 and sp(k0) � k0 + r � 1. It follows that van be easily determined after the longest ommon pre�x v0 of p[sp(k) : : : sp(k)+2ir�1℄and p[k0 + j : : : k0 + j + 2ir � 1℄ is found in onstant time as follows.If k0 + j is a speial index then this is easily done using 3A. Suppose k0 + j is nota speial index. The main problem now is that leafi(k0 + j) is not known. However,reall that it an still be determined in onstant time whether or not leafi(k0 + j) is aspeial leaf by simply heking whether or not (k0 + j) has been omputed ((k0 + j)would have been omputed if and only if leafi(k0 + j) is not a speial leaf). There aretwo ases next.First, suppose leafi(k0 + j) is not a speial leaf, i.e., (k0 + j) has been omputed.Then v0 an be found in onstant time by �nding the LCA of leafi((k0 + j)) andleafi(sp(k)) using 3A, and using d(k0 + j).Seond, suppose leafi(k0+ j) is a speial leaf. Then leafi�1(k0+ j) is either a soure



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 224or a �-node in Ji�1. In either ase, the algorithm omputes L0i(leafi�1(k0+j)) even if thislist has only one leaf. Reall that the main problem here is to get a pointer to leafi(k0+j). One this is available, the longest ommon pre�x v0 of p[k0+j : : : k0+j+2ir�1℄ andp[sp(k) : : : sp(k) + 2ir� 1℄ is found in onstant time by �nding the LCA of leafi(sp(k))and leafi(k0+j) using 3A. We show how to obtain this information. More spei�ally, weshow how to ompute a; b suh that p[b+a : : : b+a+2ir�1℄ = p[k0+j : : : k0+j+2ir�1℄,i.e., leafi(k0+ j) = leafi(b+a), and leafi(b+a) an be omputed in onstant time fromb+ a.By the de�nition of previ�1(k0 + j), leafi�1(k0 + j) and leafi�1(previ�1(k0 + j)) arein the same onneted omponent of J 0i�1 and, in partiular, leafi�1(previ�1(k0 + j))is the anestor of leafi�1(k0 + j) in the tree formed by this onneted omponent. Leta = k0 + j � previ�1(k0 + j) and b = ind(rep(previ�1(k0 + j))). Then jrep(previ�1(k0 +j))j = jrep(k0 + j)j + a and rep(k0 + j) is a suÆx of rep(previ�1(k0 + j)). a an beomputed in onstant time and work using data struture (4). To see that b an also beomputed in the same time and work, note that rep(h) an be omputed for all indiesh whih have the form previ�1(h0) for some h0, 1 � h0 � m, in onstant time and workgiven rep values for all �-, �-, -, and Æ-indies. This is beause h must either be an �-,�-, - or Æ-index, or h 2 F (g) for some Æ-index g and rep(h) = rep(g). Also note thatthe rep values for �-, �-, -, and Æ-indies an easily be omputed in O(logm) time andO( mlogm) work.Sine jrep(previ�1(k0+j))j = jrep(k0+j)j+a and rep(k0+j) is a suÆx of rep(previ�1(k0+j)), p[b + a : : : b + a + jrep(k0 + j)j � 1℄ = p[k0 + j : : : k0 + j + jrep(k0 + j)j � 1℄. Sinejrep(k0 + j)j � 2ir, p[b + a : : : b + a + 2ir � 1℄ = p[k0 + j : : : k0 + j + 2ir � 1℄, i.e.,leafi(k0+j) = leafi(b+a). By Lemma 6.5.25, b+a = ind(rep(b+a)); by 3C, leafi(b+a)is known. This shows the required laim.(4). For eah index j, a data struture whih omputes nexti(j) and previ(j) in onstanttime and work, where nexti(j) is the smallest index at least j suh that either nexti(j)is a �-index or leafi(nexti(j)) is a soure in the i + 1th iteration, and previ(j) is thelargest index at most j suh that either previ(j) is a �-index or leafi(previ(j)) is asoure in the i+ 1th iterationFirst, we show how nexti(j) is omputed in onstant time. Let k � j be thesmallest index whih is either in A (reall the de�nition of A from Setion 6.5.2) or a�-index. If k is an �-, �- , -index or if k is in the family of some Æ-index k0 suh thatk + 2ir � 1 < end(k0) then nexti(j) = k. Otherwise, k 2 A, k 2 F (k0) for some Æ-index



CHAPTER 6. OPTIMAL PARALLEL SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION 225k0 and k+2ir� 1 � end(k0); in this ase, nexti(j) is the nearest -index in F (k0) to theright of k.Seond, we show how previ(j) is omputed in onstant time. Let k � j be thelargest index whih is either in A or a �-index. If k is an �-, �- , -index or if k is in thefamily of some Æ-index k0 suh that k+2ir� 1 < end(k0) then previ(j) = k. Otherwise,k 2 A, k 2 F (k0) for some Æ-index k0 and k + 2ir � 1 � end(k0). Then there are twoases. If k0 + 2ir � 1 < end(k0) then previ(j) is the larger of the largest index k00 inF (k0) suh that k00+2ir�1 < end(k0) and the largest -index in F (k0) whih is at mostk. If k0 + 2ir � 1 > end(k0) and there exists a -index in F (k0) whih is at most k thenprevi(j) is the largest suh -index. If k0+2ir� 1 > end(k0) and no suh -index existsthen previ(j) is the largest �-index whih is at most k0; the orretness of this de�nitionfollows from Lemma 6.5.10.We onlude with the following theorems.Theorem 6.5.27 There is a CREW-PRAM algorithm to onstrut the suÆx tree of abinary string s of length m in O(log4m) time, O(m) work and O(m) spae.An easy generalization of Theorem 6.5.27 is Theorem 6.5.28, obtained by simplyenoding a general alphabet in binary.Theorem 6.5.28 There is a CREW-PRAM algorithm to onstrut the suÆx tree of astring s of length m drawn from any �xed alphabet set whih takes O(log4m) time, O(m)work and O(m) spae. In addition, there is an CREW-PRAM algorithm to onstrutthe suÆx tree of a string s of length m drawn from a general alphabet set whih takesin O(log4m) time, O(m log j�j) work and O(m log j�j) spae, after the haraters in shave been sorted by alphabet, where j�j is the number of distint haraters in s.AknowledgementsWe thank Leszek G�asienie for pointing out that Corollary 6.3.3 is essentially tight.



Chapter 7Conlusions and Open ProblemsThis thesis presents almost tight upper and lower bounds on the exat omplexity ofstring mathing, a work, time and spae optimal parallel algorithm for two-dimensionalpattern mathing, and a work and spae optimal parallel algorithm for suÆx tree on-strution. The above algorithms strongly exploit strutural pattern properties and usesome interesting amortization arguments. The following problems remain open.There is still a small gap between the upper and lower bounds on the exat om-plexity of string mathing. The question of whether this gap an be bridged remainsopen.The witness omputation algorithm for the two-dimensional pattern mathing prob-lem, though optimal in all respets, is quite ompliated and an possibly be simpli�ed.This would be the �rst step towards obtaining a work and spae optimal parallel ran-domized algorithm for two-dimensional pattern mathing whih runs in onstant time.Reall that the deterministi algorithm presented in Chapters 4 and 5 takes O(log logm)time for patterns of size m1 �m2, m = maxfm1;m2g. Sine there exists a randomizedparallel algorithm for string mathing whih runs in onstant time [CGGPR93℄, it isvery likely that a similar algorithm exists for two-dimensional pattern mathing.The suÆx tree onstrution algorithm presented in Chapter 6 is optimal is allrespets exept time omplexity. The time omplexity an possibly be improved toO(log3m) by pipelining the omputation of lists at non-soures (see Chapter 6 for de�-nition, reall m is the length of the string in question) with the various iterations; thereare a number of tehnial diÆulties here and we do not know how exatly this an bedone. On the other hand, based on the following rough argument, we believe that it willbe hard to obtain a linear spae, linear work algorithm whih takes o(log3m) time on226



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 227the CREW-PRAM and o(log2m polyloglog(m)) time on the CRCW-PRAM. It seemshard to avoid performing O(logm) iterations and to avoid performing some sorting ineah iteration. Sine sorting has an O(logm) work overhead with linear spae, the sizeof the set to be sorted in eah iteration must be O( mlog2m). It seems hard to \�ll in" therest of the tree without performing O(log2m) stages, eah stage requiring merging oflists. We believe that our algorithm an be implemented on a ommon CRCW-PRAMin O(log3m polyloglog(m)) time in the same work and spae bounds.
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